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This dissertation explores the emergence of figuration in prehistoric China.  It approaches 
the topic by focusing on image-makers’ engagement with the materials they used to fashion 
figural works.  Chapter 1 presents a survey of zoomorphic and anthropomorphic images created 
from the Epipaleolithic through the Neolithic periods.  It highlights a multiplicity of forms, 
materials and representational approaches while uncovering recurring patterns.  Chapter 2 
introduces the principal theories scholars have applied to discuss this corpus, and draws out their 
similarity with paradigms used in Western scholarship on prehistoric art.  The discussion further 
draws attention to a bi-directional influence exerted on the reception of prehistoric imagery in 
Europe and China.  Chapter 3 focuses on images produced prior to or around 5,000 BCE, and 
repositions their emergence in the context of broader interests in materiality and representation.  
The analysis uncovers trends and explores circumstances that notably led image-makers 
separated in time and space to represent human heads as flat entities.  Chapter 4 investigates the 
role of pareidolia in the emergence of images.  It reveals that perceptive imagination informed 
the creation of some works, when craftspeople drew inspiration from forms in raw materials or 
artifacts.  Chapter 5 explores the possibility that image-makers sought to achieve material-
representation synergies.  The discussion presents a new taxonomic model addressing materiality 
and the sensory channels through which figurative images are perceived, and it describes how 
these factors possibly constituted a core aspect of mimesis.  The analysis proposes that some  
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I.1   Bird figurine (front and back) 
Antler 
Length 2.1 cm, height 1.2 cm  
Lingjing, Henan province  
After www.http://kaogu.net.cn/en/April 29, 2009 (website accessed on August 6, 
2013). 
 
I.2 Anthropomorphic face 
Clay 
Height 8.7 cm, width 7.6 cm 
Shuangta, Jilin province 
After “Jilin Baicheng Shuangta yizhi xinshiqi shidai yicun.” Kaogu xuebao 4 
(2013): Plate 6. 
 
I.3 Human face  
Shell 
Height 4.3 cm, width 3.6 cm 
Baiyinchanghan, Chifeng, Inner Mongolia  
After Baiyinchanghan: xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue 
chubanshe, 2004), Vol. 2, Plate 20.2. 
 
I.4  Pottery foot 
  Clay 
Gudui, Shandong province 
After “Heze diqu de Gudui yizhi.” Kaogu 11 (1987): 1004, Fig. 2.23. 
 
I.5 Frog figurine  
Stone 
Length 6.7 cm 
Zhaobaogou, Aohan Banner, Inner Mongolia   
After Aohan Zhaobaogou: xinshiqi shidai juluo (Beijing: Zhongguo da baike 
quanshu chubanshe, 1997), Plate 73.1. 
 
I.6 Insect or frog figurine  
Stone 
Length 3.4 cm, width 2.3 cm 
Haminmangha, Inner Mongolia 
“Neimenggu Keyouzhongqi Haminmangha xinshiqi shidai yizhi 2011 nian de 




      
I.7 Human head 
Clay 
Height 4 cm, width 3 cm 
E’gou Beigang, Henan province   
After “Henan Mixian E’gou Beigang.” Kaoguxue jikan 1 (1981): 10, 12, 
Fig.14.21, 12. 
 
I.8 Ding clay container with zoomorphic handle 
Clay 
Height 8 cm 
Dawenkou, Shandong province 
After Dawenkou xuji: Dawenkou yizhi di er, sanci fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue  
chubanshe, 1997), Plate 57.2. 
 
I.9 Anthropomorphic figure  
Shell 
Height 9.2 cm 
Shihushan, Wulanchabumeng, Inner Mongolia   
After “Neimenggu Wulanchabumeng Shihushan yizhi fajue jiyao.” Kaogu 12 





1.1 Owl representation (?)  
Stone 
Width 12 cm 
Xinglongdong cave site, Chongqing   
After “Zhongguo Sanxia diqu renlei huashi de faxian yu yanjiu.” Kaogu 3 (2009): 
52-3, Fig. 4.3. 
 
1.2 Owl figurine  
Jade 
Width 3.8 cm 
Niuheliang, Liaoning Province 
After The Golden Age of Chinese Archaeology: Celebrated Discoveries from the 
People’s Republic of China (London and New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1999), 91, Plate 16. 
 
1.3 Engraved elephant tusk  
Ivory 
Xinglongdong cave, Chongqing   
After “120-150 ka Human Tooth and Ivory Engravings from Xinglongdong Cave, 
Three Gorges Region, South China.”  Chinese Science Bulletin, 49, No. 2 (2004): 
177, Fig. 6c. 
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1.4 Markings on bone 
Bone 
Length 8 cm 
Shiyu, Shanxi province   
After Sculpture of Prehistoric China (Hong Kong: Tai Dao Publishing Limited, 
1988), 11, Plate 26. 
 
1.5 Stone engraving 
Stone 
Length 8 cm 
Shuidonggou, Ningxihui Autonomous Region   
After “An Engraved Artifact from Shuidonggou, an Early Late Paleolithic Site in 
Northwest China.” Chinese Science Bulletin, Vol. 57, No. 35 (December 2012): 
4596, Fig. 3. 
 
1.6 Engravings on antler 
Antler 
Length 13.4 cm 
Longgu Cave, Hebei province  
After “Pleistocene Palaeoart of Asia.” Arts, Vol. 2, Issue 2 (2013): 57, Fig. 15. 
 
1.7 Tiger head 
Jade 
Width 2.9 cm 
Xiaojiao Wuji, Hubei province  
After Tianmen Shijiahe kaogu fajue baogao zhiyi – Xiaojia Wuji (Beijing: Wenwu 
chubanshe, 1999), Vol. 2, Plate 10.3. 
 
1.8 Human head 
Jade 
Height 3.9 cm 
Xiaojiao Wuji, Hubei province  
After Tianmen Shijiahe kaogu fajue baogao zhiyi – Xiaojia Wuji (Beijing: Wenwu 
chubanshe, 1999), Vol. 2, Plate 2.2. 
 
1.9 Fragmented human body  
Clay 
Height 5.5 cm 
Xiaojiao Wuji, Hubei province   
After Tianmen Shijiahe kaogu fajue baogao zhiyi – Xiaojia Wuji (Beijing: Wenwu 




      
1.10  Human torso  
Clay 
Qingshan, Hunan province   
After Major Archaeological Discoveries in China in 2009 (Beijing: Wenwu 
chubanshe, 2010), 23. 
 
1.11 Human figurine  
Jade 
Height 8.1 cm 
Lingjiatan, Anhui province   
After Lingjiatan – Tianye kaogu fajue baogao zhiyi (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 
2006), Plate 199.2. 
 
1.12 Pig sculpture  
Jade 
Length 72 cm, width 32 cm 
Lingjiatan, Anhui province   
After “Anhui Hanshanxian Lingjiatan yizhi diwuci fajue de xin faxian.” Kaogu 3 
(2008): 10, Plate 2. 
 
1.13 Pig-shaped pendant  
Jade 
Length 6.9 cm, Width 2.7 cm 
  Lingjiatan, Anhui province 
After Lingjiatan – Tianye kaogu fajue baogao zhiyi (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 
2006), Plate 100.  
 
1.14 Anthropomorphic (?) head  
Stone 
Height 7.6 cm 
Xiaohuangshan, Zhejiang province  
After Major Archaeological Discoveries in China in 2005 (Beijing: Wenwu  
chubanshe, 2006), 10-12. 
 
1.15  Elephant head  
Clay 
Tianluoshan, Zhejiang province   
After “Zhejiang Yuyao Tianluoshan xinshiqi shidai yizhi 2004 nian fajue jianbao.” 
Wenwu 11 (2007): 6, Fig. 7.  
 
1.16  Zhijiao pottery support featuring a face  
Clay 
Tianluoshan, Zhejiang province   
After “Zhejiang Yuyao Tianluoshan xinshiqi shidai yizhi 2004 nian fajue jianbao.” 
Wenwu 11 (2007): 8, Fig. 15.  
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1.17 Zhijiao pottery support with zoomorphic component  
Clay 
Height 8 cm 
Beiniantou, Hebei province  
After “Taolun Shangzhai wenhua.” Huaxia kaogu 1 (1999): 19, Fig. 2.7. 
 
1.18 Cong tube with zoomorphic face  
Jade 
Height 5.8 cm, width 6.5 cm 
Pingyao, Zhejiang province 
After The Dawn of Chinese Civilization: Jades of the Liangzhu Culture (Hong 
Kong: The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 1998), 30, Plate 6. 
 
1.19 Pig face 
Clay 
Miaoqian, Zhejiang province.   
After Miaoqian (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 2005), Plate 40.6. 
 
1.20 Pottery featuring engraved crocodilian motif 
Mojiaoshan, Zhejiang province.   
After Major Archaeological Discoveries in China in 2007 (Beijing: Wenwu 
chubanshe, 2008), 23.   
 
1.21  Pottery shard displaying engraved dog motif 
Miaoqian, Zhejiang province.   
After Miaoqian (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 2005), Plate 105.6.   
 
1.22 Etched profile of a deer on pottery shard 
Xindili, Zhejiang province.   
After Major Archaeological Discoveries in China in 2001 (Beijing: Wenwu 
chubanshe, 2002), 20. 
 
1.23 Human head with attachment holes 
Clay 
Shunshanji, Jiangsu province. 
After “Jiangsu Sihongxian Shunshanji xinshiqi shidai yizhi.” Kaogu 5 (2013): 10, 
Fig. 23. 
 
1.24 Frog figurine  
Jade 
Length 4.7 cm, width 3.9 cm 
Qitou’shan, Jiangsu province. 
After “Jiangsu Jiangyin Qitoushan yizhi 2000 niandu fajue jianbao.” Wenwu 12 




      
1.25 Deer figure painted on rock shelter wall 
Baiyunwan, Yunnan province. 
After “Uranium-series Age Estimates for Rock Art in Southwest China.” Journal 
of Archaeological Science 39 (2012): 496, Fig. 8. 
 
1.26 Figural scene depicted on house floor 
Pigment 
Width 120 cm 
Dadiwan, Gansu province 
After “Dadiwan yizhi Yangshao wanqi ditu de faxian.” Wenwu 2 (1986): 13-15. 
 
1.27 Stone ensemble featuring a “dragon” 
Cobbles 
Length 19.7 m 
Chahai, Liaoning province 
After Qujialing Changjiang zhongyou de shiqian wenhua (Beijing: Wenwu 
chubanshe), 72. 
 
1.28 Block of crystallinoclastic lava said to represent a pig head 
Chengzishan, Aohan Banner, Inner Mongolia. 
After Major Archaeological Discoveries in China in 2000 (Beijing: Wenwu 
chubanshe, 2001), 18-9. 
 
1.29 Anthropomorphic head 
Stone 
Shenmu, Shaanxi province 
After www.http://kaogu.net.cn/en/ (website accessed on August 12, 2013). 
 
1.30  Rock engraving showing a human face (?) 
Rock 
Sanzuodian, Chifeng, Inner Mongolia 
After Major Archaeological Discoveries in China in 2006 (Beijing: Wenwu 
chubanshe, 2007), 49. 
 
1.31 Anthropomophic figure  
Stone 
Height 36.6 cm 
Baiyinchanghan, Chifeng, Inner Mongolia 
After Baiyinchanghan—xinshiqi shidai yizhifajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue 




      
1.32 Cylinder featuring flat crested head appendages and a bird 
Clay 
Height 60 cm  
Yuchisi, Anhui province 
After New Perspectives on China’s Past.  Chinese Archaeology in the Twentieth  
Century, Volume 2: Major Archaeological Discoveries in Twentieth-Century 
China (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2004), 70, Plate 26e. 
 
1.33 Human head with inlaid eyes  
Clay and jade 
Height 24 cm 
Niuheliang, Liaoning province 
After Niuheliang yizhi (Beijing: chubanshe, 2004), 18, Plate 15.  
 
1.34 Human upper body  
Clay 
Height 55 cm 
Xinglonggou, Aohan Banner, Inner Mongolia 
After Kaogu.net.cn/en/detail.asp?ProductID=3608. August 24, 2012 (image 
accessed on August 6, 2013). 
 
1.35 Anthropomorphic heads  
Clay 
Height 2.7 cm 
Honggelitou, Inner Mongolia 
After Hongshan yuqi (Chifeng: Yuanfang chubanshe, 2004), 38.   
 
1.36 Human skeleton and mosaic-like shell ensemble representing animals  
Shell (zoomorphic composition) 
Xishuipo, Henan province 
After The Formation of Chinese Civilization: An Archaeological Perspective  
(New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2005), 78, Plate 3.52. 
 
1.37 Human face painted on timber inside grave 
Pigment on wood 
Xiaohe, Xinjiang province 
After Major Archaeological Discoveries in China in 2005 (Beijing: Wenwu 
chubanshe, 2006), 57. 
 
1.38 Human torso  
Clay 
Height 6.7 cm, width 4.4 cm 
Beishouling, Shaanxi province 
After “Yijiuqiqi nian Baoji Beishouling yizhi fajue jianbao.” Kaogu 2 (1979):  
Plate 3.  
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1.39 Boot-shaped pottery 
Clay 
Height 10 cm 
Jiuquan, Gansu province 
After Helong wenhua: Lianjie gudai Zhongguo yu shijie de zoulang (Hong Kong: 
Shangwu yinshuguan, 1998), 52, Plate 56. 
 
1.40 Hand-print on pottery 
Pigment on clay 
Hongshanmiao, Henan province 
After Ruzhou Hongshanmiao (Zhengzhou: Zhongzhou guji chubanshe, 1995),  
Plate 1. 
 
1.41 Human body engraved on pottery shard 
Clay 
Width 6 cm (shard) 
Beiwutun, Liaoning province. 
“Dalianshi Beiwutun xinshiqi shidai yizhi” Kaogu xuebao 3 (1994): 374, Fig.  
24.8. 
 
1.42 Human figure with emphasized genitalia molded on pottery surface 
Clay, red and black paint 
Height 33.4 cm (container) 
Liuwan, Qinghai province 
After Mysteries of Ancient China: New Discoveries from the Early Dynasties  
(London: British Museum Press, 1996), 38, Plate 5. 
 
1.43 Human phallus  
Clay 
Length 13 cm 
Guantaoyuan, Shaanxi province. 
After Baoji Guantaoyuan (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 2007), Plate 36.6.   
 
1.44 Human phalli (?) depicted on pottery surface 
Pigment on clay 
Hongshanmiao, Henan province. 
After Ruzhou Hongshanmiao (Zhengzhou: Zhongzhou guji chubanshe, 1995),  
Plate 1.3. 
 
1.45 Female figurine with enlarged stomach  
Clay 
Height 5 cm 
Dongshanzui, Liaoning province 
After The Golden Age of Chinese Archaeology: Celebrated Discoveries from the 
People’s Republic of China (London and New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1999), 96, Plate 21.  
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1.46 Female figurine with enlarged stomach  
Clay 
Height 6.8 cm 
Anban, Shaanxi province 
After “Shaanxi Fufeng Anban yizhi diwuci fajue.” Wenwu 11 (1992): 7-8, Fig.  
16.1 
 
1.47 Seated anthropomorphic figurine with hands placed on stomach  
Stone 
Height 20 cm 
Houtaizi, Hebei province 
After “Hebei Luanpingxian Houtaizi yizhi fajue jianbao.” Wenwu 3 (1994): Plate 
30. 
 
1.48 Human head  
Clay 
Height 4.7 cm, 4.2 cm 
Ongniud Banner, Inner Mongolia 
After “Ongniuteqi faxian Hongshan wenhua shiqi taosu renmian xiang.” 
Neimenggu wenwu kaogu 2 (2007): 122, Fig. 1.   
 
1.49 Human heads  
Clay 
Height 3.1 cm (left) and 2.4 cm (right) 
Zuojiashan, Jilin province 
After “Nong’an Zuojiashan xinshiqi shidai yizhi.” Kaogu xuebao 2 (1989): 208-9,  
Figs. 20.1 and 20.4.   
 
1.50 Human heads  
Clay 
Height 5.5 cm (left) and 6.5 cm (right); width 4 cm (left) and 4.5 cm (right) 
Beiwutun, Liaoning province 
After “Dalianshi Beiwutun xinshiqi shidai yizhi.” Kaogu xuebao 3 (1994): 361, 
Figs. 16.3 and 16.5. 
 
1.51 Human head with inlaid shell teeth 
Stone and shell 
Height 3.5 cm  
Xinglonggou, Aohan Banner, Inner Mongolia 
After After New Perspectives on China’s Past.  Chinese Archaeology in the  
Twentieth Century, Volume 2: Major Archaeological Discoveries in Twentieth-





      
1.52 Anthropomorphic figure  
Shell 
Height 9.2 cm 
Shihushan, Wulanchabumeng, Inner Mongolia 
After “Neimenggu Wulanchabumeng Shihushan yizhi fajue jiyao.” Kaogu 12 
(1998): Plate 5. 
 
1.53 Human figurine 
Jade 
Height 18.5 cm 
Niuheliang, Liaoning province 
After “Niuheliang Hongshan wenhua di er didian yihao chongshi guanmu de 
fajue.” Wenwu 10 (2008): 12, Plate 15. 
 
1.54 Human head  
Jade 
Height 3.1 cm, Width 3.6 cm 
Teng county, Shandong province 
After Shandong wenwu jingcui (Jinan: Shandong meishu chubanshe, 1996), 7, 
Plate 3. 
 
1.55 Human head  
Jade 
Height 4.5 cm  
Shimao, Henan province 
After Banpo shiqian wenwu jinghua (The Pick of Prehistoric Cultural Relics of 
Ban Po Museum) (Xi’an: Shaanxi liuxing chubanshe, 1995), 62. 
 
1.56 Hollow hedgehog  
Clay 
Nanbaoli Gaotu, Jarud Banner, Inner Mongolia 
After Major Archaeological Discoveries in China in 2006 (Beijing: Wenwu  
chubanshe, 2007), 33. 
 
1.57 Human figure depicted on pottery surface 
Pigment on clay 
Hongshanmiao, Henan province. 
After Ruzhou Hongshanmiao (Zhengzhou: Zhongzhou guji chubanshe, 1995),  
Plate 4.4. 
 
1.58 Group of human figures depicted on the inner wall of a pottery basin  
Pigment on clay 
Height 14 cm (container) 
Shansunjiazhai, Qinghai province. 
After A Journey into China’s Antiquity. Volume One: Palaeolithic Age - Spring  
and Autumn Period (Beijing: Morning Glory Publishers, 1997), 28, Plate 2-5-6. 
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1.59 Human figure painted on pottery 
Pigment on clay 
Height 18 cm (container) 
Jiaren, Qinghai province 
After Sculpture of Prehistoric China (Hong Kong: Tai Dao Publishing Limited, 
1988), 96-7, Plate 73. 
 
1.60 Human figure with exposed ribs painted on pottery 
Pigment on clay 
Height 21.7 cm (container) 
Shizhaocun, Gansu province 
After The Golden Age of Chinese Archaeology: Celebrated Discoveries from the  
People’s Republic of China (London and New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1999), 77, Plate 9. 
 
1.61 “Frog” motif painted on hu vessel 
Pigment on clay 
Height 31.5 cm (container) 
Liuwan, Qinghai province 
After New Perspectives on China’s Past.  Chinese Archaeology in the Twentieth  
Century, Volume 2: Major Archaeological Discoveries in Twentieth-Century 
China (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2004), 75, Plate 28b. 
 
1.62 Human skeleton with flexed legs 
Yingpanshan, Sichuan province 
After Major Archaeological Discoveries in China in 2003 (Beijing: Wenwu  
chubanshe, 2004), 26.    
 
1.63 Human face painted on funerary container 
Pigment on clay 
Height 40.7 cm (container) 
Hongshanmiao, Henan province 
After Ruzhou Hongshanmiao (Zhengzhou: Zhongzhou guji chubanshe, 1995), 32,  
Fig. 14.2 and Plate 2.2. 
 
1.64 Carved human head  
Bone 
Height 2.5 cm 
Hejiawan, Shaanxi province 
After Banpo shiqian wenwu jinghua (The Pick of Prehistoric Cultural Relics of  




      
1.65 Engraved human face  
Bone 
Height 4.4 cm 
Hejiawan, Shaanxi province 
After Banpo shiqian wenwu jinghua (The Pick of Prehistoric Cultural Relics of  
Ban Po Museum) (Xi’an: Shaanxi liuxing chubanshe, 1995), 60. 
 
1.66 Human face painted on pottery 
Pigment on clay 
Banpo, Shaanxi province 
After Banpo shiqian wenwu jinghua (The Pick of Prehistoric Cultural Relics of  
Ban Po Museum) (Xi’an: Shaanxi liuxing chubanshe, 1995), 34. 
 
1.67 Drawing of human faces painted on containers 
Images found at Banpo, Jiangzhai and Beishouling 
After Mysteries of Ancient China: New Discoveries from the Early Dynasties 
(London: British Museum Press, 1996), 34, Fig. 1.1. 
 
1.68 Drawing of a human face painted on containers 
Beishouling, Shaanxi province 
After Baoji Beishouling (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 1984), 49, Fig. 47.8 and 75, 
Fig. 57.1, Plate 1. 
 
1.69 Human head molded in clay and painted 
Clay and pigment 
Height 7.3 cm, width 9 cm   
Beishouling, Shaanxi province 
After Mysteries of Ancient China: New Discoveries from the Early Dynasties 
(London: British Museum Press, 1996),  
 
1.70 Human eyes and eyebrows painted on container 
Pigment on clay 
Miaodigou, Henan province 
After Major Archaeological Discoveries in China in 2002 (Beijing: Wenwu 
chubanshe, 2003), 23. 
 
1.71 Human face and fish depicted on pottery 
Pigment on clay 
Jiangzhai, Shaanxi province 
After Jiangzhai—xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: wenwu chubanshe, 




      
1.72 Open-work of human facial features on pottery stand 
Clay 
Yangguanzhai, Shaanxi province 
After Major Archaeological Discoveries in China in 2008 (Beijing: Wenwu 
chubanshe, 2009), 41. 
 
1.73 Human head molded on rim of container  
Clay 
Height 31.8 cm (flask), diameter 4.5 cm (rim)  
Dadiwan, Gansu province 
After The Golden Age of Chinese Archaeology: Celebrated Discoveries from the  
People’s Republic of China (London and New Haven: Yale University Press,  
1999), 61, Plate 3. 
 
1.74 Human-shaped hu vessel 
Clay 
Height 36.1 cm  
Nanbaoli gatu, Jarud Banner, Inner Mongolia 
After “Neimenggu Jaruteqi Nanbaoli Gaotu xinshiqi shidai mudi C didian fajue 
jianbao” Kaogu 11 (2011): Plate 2. 
 
1.75 Zoomorphic clay container 
Clay 
Xinjie, Shaanxi province 
After www.http://kaogu.net.cn/en/ (website accessed on August 6, 2013). 
 
1.76 Bird-shaped pottery 
Clay 
Height 35.8 cm 
Taipingzhuang, Shaanxi province 
After A Journey into China’s Antiquity, Volume One: Palaeolithic Age-Spring  
and Autumn Period (Beijing: Morning Glory Publishers, 1997), 93, Plate 98. 
 
1.77 Birds depicted on pottery 
Pigment on clay 
Halahaigou, Chifeng, Inner Mongolia 
After Major Archaeological Discoveries in China in 2008 (Beijing: Wenwu 
chubanshe, 2009), 21. 
 
1.78 Zoomorphic pottery stand with four legs and a head 
Clay 
Height 6 cm, length 18 cm 
Bengbu Shuangdun, Anhui province 
After Bengbu Shuangdun: xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue 
chubanshe, 2008), Vol. 2, Plate 53.1. 
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1.79 Frogs and fish painted on pottery basin 
Pigment on clay  
Jiangzhai, Shaanxi province. 
After Jiangzhai—xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: wenwu chubanshe, 
1988), Vol. 2, Plate 1. 
 
1.80 Lizard painted on pottery 
Pigment on clay 
Yangguanzhai, Shaanxi province. 
After “Shaanxi Gaoling Yangguanzhai yizhi fajue jianbao.” Kaogu yu wenwu 6 
(2011): Plate 5.4. 
 
1.81 Lizard appliquéd on outer wall of urn 
Clay 
Height 44.5 cm (container) 
Hongshanmiao, Henan province. 
After Ruzhou Hongshanmiao (Zhengzhou: Zhongzhou guji chubanshe, 1995),  
Plate, 7.3. 
 
1.82 Lizard appliquéd on pottery sherd 
Clay 
Bengbu Shuangdun, Anhui province. 
After “Anhui Bengbu Shuangdun xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue.” Kaogu xuebao 1 
(2007): 108, Fig. 11.2. 
 
1.83 Snakes appliquéd on outer wall of container 
Clay 
Banpo, Shaanxi province 
After Banpo shiqian wenwu jinghua (The Pick of Prehistoric Cultural Relics of  
Ban Po Museum) (Xi’an: Shaanxi liuxing chubanshe, 1995), 69. 
 
1.84 Small snake appliquéd on outer wall of container 
Clay 
Height 8.5 cm 
Guantaoyuan, Shaanxi province 
After Baoji Guantaoyuan (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 2007), Plate 36.5. 
 
1.85 Wild boar incised on pottery base 
Clay 
Diameter 7 cm (base) 
Bengbu Shuangdun, Anhui province 
After Bengbu Shuangdun: xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue 




      
1.86 Deer incised on pottery base 
Clay 
Diameter 7 cm (base) 
Bengbu Shuangdun, Anhui province 
After Bengbu Shuangdun: xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue 
chubanshe, 2008), Vol. 2, Plate 65.6. 
 
1.87 Bird depicted on pottery wall 
Pigment on clay 
Banpo, Shaanxi province 
After Banpo shiqian wenwu jinghua (The Pick of Prehistoric Cultural Relics of  
Ban Po Museum) (Xi’an: Shaanxi liuxing chubanshe, 1995), 31. 
 
1.88 Zoomorphic head molded on pottery lid 
Clay 
Height 18 cm 
Xinzhai, Henan province 
After “Henansheng Xinmishi Xinzhai yizhi 2000 nian fajue jianbao.” Wenwu 3 
(2004): Front cover plate. 
 
1.89 Cattle head 
Clay 
Length 5 cm 
Yangguanzhai, Shaanxi province 
After “Shaanxi Gaoling Yangguanzhai yizhi fajue jianbao.” Kaogu yu wenwu 6  
(2011): 30-1, Fig. 26.6. 
 
1.90  Pig-shaped pottery handle 
Clay 
Length 6.2 cm 
Shuangdun, Anhui province 
After Bengbu Shuangdun: xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue  
chubanshe, 2008), Vol. 1, 128-9, Fig. 79.2. 
 
1.91 Dou vessel with open-work fish design 
Clay 
Nishan, Shandong province 
After “Shandong Qufu xinshiqi shidai yizhi diaocha.” Kaogu 7 (1963): 363, Fig.  
4.2. 
 
1.92 Fish painted on inner side of a basin 
Pigment on clay 
Height 12.8 cm, diameter 27.2 cm 
Jiangzhai, Shaanxi province 
After Jiangzhai—xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: wenwu chubanshe, 
1988), Vol. 2, Plate 4. 
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1.93 Fish painted on outer wall of a basin 
Pigment on clay 
Jiangzhai, Shaanxi province 
After Jiangzhai—xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: wenwu chubanshe, 
1988), Vol. 2, Plate 7.2. 
 
1.94 Fish depicted on pottery shards 
Pigment on clay 
Dahecun, Henan province 
After Zhengzhou Dahecun (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 2001), Vol.2, Plates 21  
and 31. 
 
1.95 Animals incised on pottery base 
Clay 
Diameter 10.2 cm 
Shuangdun, Anhui province 
After Bengbu Shuangdun: xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue  
chubanshe, 2008), Vol. 2, Plate 65.5. 
 
1.96 Cave wall painting at Font-de-Gaume 
Pigment on rock 
Les Eyzies, France 
After The Font-de-Gaume Cave (Périgueux: Pierre Fanlac Editeur, 1994), 11. 
 
1.97 Drawing of zun vessel incised with zoomorphic pattern 
Xiaoshan, Aohan Banner, Inner Mongolia 
After “Neimenggu Aohanqi Xiaoshan yizhi.” Kaogu 6 (1987), 493, Fig. 12.2 
 
1.98 Pig faces painted on clay bottle 
Height 28 cm 
Pigment on clay 
Jiangzhai, Shaanxi province 
After Jiangzhai—xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao, Vol. 2, Plate 10. 
 
1.99 Birds painted on pottery surface 
Pigment on clay 
Hala Haigou, Inner Mongolia 
After “Neimenggu Chifengshi Hala Haigou xinshiqi shidai mudi fajue jianbao.” 




      
1.100 Bird, fish and axe painted on container  
Pigments on clay 
Height 47 cm (urn) 
Yancun, Henan Province 
After The Golden Age of Chinese Archaeology: Celebrated Discoveries from the 
People’s Republic of China (London and New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1999), 65, Plate 5. 
 
1.101 Pig figurine  
Clay 
Height 6.4 cm, length 12.6 cm 
Xiaojingshan, Shandong province 
After “Shandong Zhangqiu Xiaojingshan yizhi diyici fajue,” in Dongfang kaogu, 
Vol. 1 (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 2004), Plate 5.3. 
 
1.102 Drawing of pig sculptures 
Clay 
Left: Length 23.3 cm and height 8.4 cm; Right: Length 23.3 cm and height 8.8 cm 
Jiaojia, Shandong Province 
After “Shandong Zhangqiushi Jiaojia yizhi diaocha.” Kaogu 6 (1998): 35, Figs.  
16.7 and 16.8. 
 
1.103 Zoomorphic figurine  
Clay 
Length 6.5 cm 
Guantaoyuan, Shaanxi province 
After Baoji Guantaoyuan (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 2007), Plate 7.5. 
 
1.104  Dog figurine  
Clay 
Length 5.5 cm, height 3 cm 
Jiaojia, Shandong province 
After “Shandong Zhangqiushi Jiaojia yizhi diaocha.” Kaogu 6 (1998): 35,  
Fig. 16.5. 
 
1.105 Frog figurine  
Stone 
Length 6.7 cm 
Zhaobaogou, Aohan Banner, Inner Mongolia 
After Aohan Zhaobaogou—xinshiqi shidai juluo (Beijing: Zhongguo da baike  




      
1.106 Human head  
Clay 
Height 2.9 cm 
Zhaobaogou, Aohan Banner, Inner Mongolia 
After Aohan Zhaobaogou—xinshiqi shidai juluo (Beijing: Zhongguo da baike  
quanshu chubanshe, 1997), Plate 36.1. 
 
1.107 Turtle (?) 
Stone 
Height 2.8 cm 
Baiyinchanghan, Chifeng, Inner Mongolia 
After Baiyinchanghan—xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue 
chubanshe, 2004), Vol. 2, Plate 60.7.  
 
1.108 “Pig-dragon”  
Jade 
Height 10.3 cm 
Niuheliang, Liaoning province 
After Niuheliang yizhi (Beijing: Xueyuan chubanshe, 2004), 36, Plate 38.   
 
1.109 Zoomorphic plaque  
Jade 
Height 10.2 cm, Width 14.7 cm  
Niuheliang, Liaoning province 
After The Golden Age of Chinese Archaeology: Celebrated Discoveries from the  
People’s Republic of China (London and New Haven: Yale University Press,  
1999), 87, Plate 13. 
 
1.110 Zoomorphic implement  
Jade 
Length 8.5 cm, width 4 cm 
Jiaojia, Shandong province 
After “Shandong Zhangqiushi Jiaojia yizhi diaocha.” Kaogu 6 (1998): 22, Fig.  
4.15. 
 
1.111 Elongated “dragons”  
Bone 
Height 2.7 cm (right) and 2.4 cm (left) 
Xiazhai, Henan province 
After “Henan Xichuanxian Xiazhai yizhi 2009-2010 nian fajue jianbao.” Huaxia 




      
1.112 Anthropomorphic plaque 
Jade 
Length 14.3 cm 
Niuheliang, Liaoning province 
After “Niuheliang Hongshan wenhua di er didian yihao chongshi guanmu de 
fajue.” Wenwu 10 (2008): 26, Plate 26. 
 
1.113 Zoomorphic painting on outer wall of li container 
Pigment on clay 
Dadianzi, Chifeng, Inner Mongolia 
After Dadianzi—Xiajiadian xiaceng wenhua yizhi yu mudi fajue baogao (Beijing:  





2.1 Turtle graphs in oracle-bone inscriptions 
Rubbing 
After Reflections of Early China: Décor, Pictographs, and Pictorial Inscriptions 
(Seattle and London: University of Washington Press, 2000), 114, Fig. 251 
(second column). 
 
2.2 Pictograph on bronze gui terrine from tomb M663 
Rubbing 
Dasikongcun, Anyang, Henan province 
After Reflections of Early China: Décor, Pictographs, and Pictorial Inscriptions 
(Seattle and London: University of Washington Press, 2000), 157, Fig. 324 (top) 
 
2.3 Plaque exhibiting zoomorphic components (‘dragon’) 
Jade 
Height 7.8 cm, width 10.3 cm 
Niuheliang, Liaoning province 
After “Niuheliang Hongshan wenhua di er didian yihao chongshi guanmu de fajue” 
Wenwu 10 (2008), 27, Plate 29. 
 
2.4  Plaque exhibiting zoomorphic components (‘phoenix’) 
Jade 
Height 7.8 cm, width 10.3 cm 
Niuheliang, Liaoning province 
After “Niuheliang Hongshan wenhua di er didian yihao chongshi guanmu de fajue” 




      
2.5 Skeletal figure painted inside basin 
Pigment on clay 
Museum of Far Eastern Antiquities, Stockholm 
After The Formation of Chinese Civilization: An Archaeological Perspective 
(New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2005), 131, Plate 5.5. 
 
2.6 Anthropomorphic figurine 
Clay 
Height 5.9 cm 
After Fufeng Anban yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 2000), Plate  
6.1. 
 
2.7 Anthropomorphic figurine 
Stone 
Height 4.3 cm 
Houwa, Liaoning province 
After “Liaoning Donggouxian Houwa yizhi fajue.” Wenwu 12 (1989): Plate 3. 
 
2.8 Zoomorphic figurine 
Stone 
Length 2.5 cm 
Houwa, Liaoning province 
After “Liaoning Donggouxian Houwa yizhi fajue.” Wenwu 12 (1989): Plate 4. 
 
2.9 Female figurine 
Clay 
Height 7.8 cm 
Dongshanzui, Liaoning province 
After A Journey into China’s Antiquity, Volume One: Palaeolithic Age – Spring 
and Autumn Period (Beijing: Morning Glory Publishers, 1997), 65, Plate 65.  
 
2.10  Human head 
Clay and jade 
Height 24 cm. 
Niuheliang, Liaoning province. 
After Niuheliang yizhi (Beijing: chubanshe, 2004), 19, Plate 16. 
 
2.11 Anthropomorphic sculpture 
Stone 
Height 32.7 cm   
Houtaizi, Hebei province 




      
CHAPTER 3 
 
3.1  Bird figurine (front and back) 
Antler 
Height 2.1 cm, width 1.2 cm 
Lingjing, Henan province 
After www.http://kaogu.net.cn/en/April 29, 2009 (website accessed on August 6, 
2013). 
 
3.2 Bear head 
Stone 
Height 2.7 cm 
Baiyinchanghan, Chifeng, Inner Mongolia 
After Baiyinchanghan—xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue 
chubanshe, 2004), Volume 2, Plate 18.4. 
 
3.3 Human face  
Shell 
Height 4.3 cm, width 3.6 cm  
Baiyinchanghan, Chifeng, Inner Mongolia. After Baiyinchanghan: xinshiqi shidai 
yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 2004), Vol. 2, Plate 20.2. 
 
3.4  Open-work eyes on bone 
Carved human skull 
Height 11.1 cm 
Xinglonggou, Aohan Banner, Inner Mongolia 
After New Perspectives on China’s Past.  Chinese Archaeology in the Twentieth  
Century, Volume 2: Major Archaeological Discoveries in Twentieth-Century  
China (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2004), 45, Plate 15d. 
 
3.5 Pig figurine 
Clay 
Height 6.4 cm, Width 12.6 cm 
Xiaojingshan, Shandong province 
After “Shandong Zhangqiu Xiaojingshan yizhi diyi ci fajue,” in Dongfang kaogu,  
Vol. 1 (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 2004), Plate 5.3-5 
 
3.6 Pottery rim shard excavated at Nanzhuangtou  
Clay 
Width 6.2 cm 
Nanzhuangtou, Hebei province 
After “1997 nian Hebei Xhushui Nanzhuangtou yizhi fajue baogao.” Kaogu  




      
3.7 Pottery rim shard excavated at Xianrendong 
Clay 
Xianrendong, Jiangxi province 
After “Oldest known pottery dates back to 20,000 years, found in S. China.”  
http://www.whatsonxiamen.com/tech1498.html (June 30, 2012) 
 
3.8 Shell bracelet found inside tomb M4 
Shell 
Length 6.1 cm, width 6.2 cm 
Baiyinchanghan, Chifeng, Inner Mongolia 
After Baiyinchanghan—xinshiqi shidai yizhifajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue  
chubanshe, 2004), Vol. 2, Plate 67.1. 
 
3.9 Shell bracelet found inside tomb M6 
Shell 
Length 7.5 cm 
Baiyinchanghan, Chifeng, Inner Mongolia 
After Baiyinchanghan—xinshiqi shidai yizhifajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue 
chubanshe, 2004), Vol. 2, Plate 67.9. 
 
3.10 Stone bracelet found inside tomb M2 
Stone 
Width 4.2-6.2 cm  
Baiyinchanghan, Chifeng, Inner Mongolia 
After Baiyinchanghan—xinshiqi shidai yizhifajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue 
chubanshe, 2004), Vol. 2, Plates 67.7-8. 
 
3.11 Crown of shells on deceased head inside tomb M11 
Baiyinchanghan, Chifeng, Inner Mongolia. 
After Baiyinchanghan—xinshiqi shidai yizhifajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue 
chubanshe, 2004), Vol. 2, Plate 10.5. 
 
3.12 Strings of shells individually shaped like turtle scutes placed on body inside tomb M7 
Baiyinchanghan, Chifeng, Inner Mongolia. 
After Baiyinchanghan—xinshiqi shidai yizhifajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue 
chubanshe, 2004), Vol. 2, Plate 11.4. 
 
3.13  Strings of shells individually shaped like turtle scutes 
Baiyinchanghan, Chifeng, Inner Mongolia. 
After Baiyinchanghan—xinshiqi shidai yizhifajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue 




      
3.14 Turtle scute-shaped shells 
Shell 
Height 1.8 cm (average) 
Baiyinchanghan, Chifeng, Inner Mongolia 
After Baiyinchanghan—xinshiqi shidai yizhifajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue 
chubanshe, 2004), Vol. 1, 318, Figs. 246.8-16. 
 
3.15 Jade scoop 
Jade 
Length 12.7 cm, width 1.8 cm 
Chahai, Liaoning province 
After Chinese Jade from the Neolithic to the Qing (London: The British Museum 
Press, 1995), 115, Plate 1.1. 
 
3.16 Bone dagger 
Miaozigou, Ulanqab Meng, Inner Mongolia 
After Miaozigou yu Dabagou—xinshiqi shidai juluo yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing:  
Zhongguo dabaike quanshu chubanshe, 2003), Plate 45. 
 
3.17 Bone scoop 
Bone 
Xinglongwa, Aohan Banner, Inner Mongolia 
After “Neimenggu Aohanqi Xinglongwa yizhi fajue jianbao.”  Kaogu 10 (1985):  
870, Fig. 7.3. 
 
3.18 Jade tube 
Jade 
Length 3.5 cm 
Baiyinchanghan, Chifeng, Inner Mongolia 
After Baiyinchanghan—xinshiqi shidai yizhifajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue  
chubanshe, 2004), Vol. 2, Plate 19.4. 
 
3.19 Bone-shaped tube 
Jade 
Length 4 cm 
Niuheliang, Liaoning province 
After “Niuheliang Hongshan wenhua di er didian yihao chongshi guanmu de 
fajue.” Wenwu 10 (2008): 25, Plate 23. 
 
3.20 Anthropomorphic (?) head found inside trench AT27 
Stone and shell 
Height 5.8 cm, width 4.4 
Baiyinchanghan, Chifeng, Inner Mongolia 
After Baiyinchanghan—xinshiqi shidai yizhifajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue  
chubanshe, 2004), Vol. 2, Plate 20.1. 
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3.21  Human head with double perforation 
Stone and shell 
Height 3.5 cm  
Xinglonggou, Aohan Banner, Inner Mongolia. 
After After New Perspectives on China’s Past.  Chinese Archaeology in the  
Twentieth Century, Volume 2: Major Archaeological Discoveries in Twentieth- 
Century China (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2004), 45, Plate  
15c. 
 
3.22  Stone ensemble featuring a “dragon” 
Cobbles 
Length 19.7 m 
Chahai, Liaoning province 
After Qujialing Changjiang zhongyou de shiqian wenhua (Beijing: Wenwu 
chubanshe), 72. 
 
3.23  Human head 
Shell 
Height 3 cm 
Xinglongwa, Aohan Banner, Inner Mongolia 
“Neimenggu Aohanqi Xinglongwa juluo yizhi 1992 nian fajue jianbao.” Kaogu 1 
(1997): 20, Fig. 20.5. 
 
3.24 Human head 
Shell 
Xinglonggou, Chifeng, Inner Mongolia 
After Yuqi qiyuan tansuo: Xinglongwa wenhua yuqi yanjiu ji tulu (Hong Kong:  
Zhongguo kaogu yishu yanjiu zhongxin, Xianggang Zhongwen daxue, 2007), 183. 
 
3.25 Human head 
Stone 
Xinglonggou, Chifeng, Inner Mongolia 
After Yuqi qiyuan tansuo: Xinglongwa wenhua yuqi yanjiu ji tulu (Hong Kong:  
Zhongguo kaogu yishu yanjiu zhongxin, Xianggang Zhongwen daxue, 2007), 173. 
 
3.26  Human head 
Stone 
Xinglongwa, Aohan Banner, Inner Mongolia 
After Yuqi qiyuan tansuo: Xinglongwa wenhua yuqi yanjiu ji tulu (Hong Kong:  




      
3.27 Human face mask 
Clay 
Height 20.2 cm, width 13.1 – 6.6 cm 
Beifudi, Hebei province 
After “Hebei Yixian Beifudi xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue jianbao.” Wenwu 文物 9 
(2006): Cover illustration. 
 
3.28 Pig face mask 
Clay 
Beifudi, Hebei province 
After The Archaeology of China: From the Late Paleolithic to the Early Bronze  
Age (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012), 135, Fig. 5.6.6. 
 
3.29 Zoomorphic mask 
Clay 
Beifudi, Hebei province 
After Major Archaeological Discoveries in China in 2004 (Beijing: Wenwu 
chubanshe, 2005), 11. 
 
3.30 Pottery shard featuring open-work human eyes 
Clay 
Width 8.8 cm  
Beifudi, Hebei province  
After “Hebei Yixian Beifudi xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue jianbao.” Wenwu 文物 9 
(2006): 17, Fig. 29.2. 
 
3.31 Pottery shard featuring open-work human eyes 
Clay 
Height 21 cm, width 10.5 cm 
Beifudi, Hebei province 
After “Hebei Yixian Beifudi xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue jianbao.”  Wenwu 文物 9 
(2006): 18, Fig. 30.1. 
 
3.32 Pottery shard featuring open-work human eyes 
Clay 
Height 14.3, width 11.9 cm 
Beifudi, Hebei province 
After “Hebei Yixian Beifudi xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue jianbao.” Wenwu 文物 9 
(2006): 12, Fig. 15. 
 
3.33 Human head 
Clay 
Height 2.8 cm, width 1 cm 
Xiaojingshan, Shandong province 
After “Shandong Zhangqiu Xiaojingshan yizhi diyi ci fajue,” in Dongfang kaogu,  
Vol. 1 (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 2004), Plate 5.1. 
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3.34 Human head 
Clay 
Height 4.1 cm   
Xihe, Shandong province  
“Shandong Zhangqiushi Xihe xinshiqi shidai yizhi.” Kaogu 10 (2000): Plate 17. 
 
3.35 Human head 
Clay 
Height 4 cm, width 3 cm 
E’gou Beigang, Henan province 
After Sculpture of Prehistoric China (Hong Kong: Tai Dao Publishing Limited, 
1988), 59, Plate 32. 
 
3.36 Human head 
Clay 
Height 4.6 cm, width 3 cm 
Guantaoyuan, Shaanxi province 
After Baoji Guantaoyuan (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 2007), Plate 11.1. 
 
3.37 Human head 
Clay 
Height 5 cm 
Bengbu Shuangdun, Anhui province 
After Bengbu Shuangdun: xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue 
chubanshe, 2008), Vol. 2, Plate 15.9. 
 
3.38 Human head 
Clay 
Height 6.3 cm, width 6.5 cm 
Bengbu Shuangdun, Anhui province 
After Bengbu Shuangdun: xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue 
chubanshe, 2008), Vol. 2, Plate 2. 
 
3.39 Human face engraving 
Clay 
Beifudi, Hebei province 
After “Hebei Yixian Laishui guyizhi shijue baogao.” Kaogu xuebao 4 (1988): 428,  
Fig. 9.3. 
 
3.40 Human face engraving 
Clay 
Beifudi, Hebei province 





      
3.41  Human face engraving 
Clay 
Beifudi, Hebei province 
After “Hebei Yixian Laishui guyizhi shijue baogao.” Kaogu xuebao 4 (1988): 428, 
Fig. 9.1. 
 
3.42 Human face engraving 
Clay 
Beifudi, Hebei province 
After “Hebei Yixian Laishui guyizhi shijue baogao.” Kaogu xuebao 4 (1988): 428, 
Fig. 9.6. 
 
3.43 Anthropomorphic head (?) 
Clay 
Height 5 cm, width 5.2 cm 
Shuangta, Jilin province   
After “Jilin Baicheng Shuangta yizhi xinshiqi shidai yicun.” Kaogu xuebao 4 
(2013): 514, Fig. 16.3. 
 
3.44 Anthropomorphic head 
Clay 
Height 8.7 cm, width 7.6 cm 
Shuangta, Jilin province   
After “Jilin Baicheng Shuangta yizhi xinshiqi shidai yicun.” Kaogu xuebao 4 
(2013): 514, Fig. 16.1. 
 
3.45 Anthropomorphic head engraved on stone implement 
Stone engraving 
Xiaoshan, Aohan Banner, Inner Mongolia 
After “Neimenggu Aohanqi Xiaoshan yizhi.”  Kaogu 6 (1987), 497-8, Fig. 17.  
 
3.46 Human being engraved on pottery 
Clay 
Width 2.8 cm (head) 
Bengbu Shuangdun, Anhui province 
After Bengbu Shuangdun: xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue 
chubanshe, 2008), Vol. 1, 281, Fig. 191.1. 
 
3.47 Human face engraved on pottery 
Clay 
Width 9 cm (eyebrows) 
Bengbu Shuangdun, Anhui province 
After Bengbu Shuangdun: xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue 




      
3.48 Deer, boar and bird engraved on a zun pottery  
Clay 
Xiaoshan, Aohan Banner, Inner Mongolia 
After “Neimenggu Aohanqi Xiaoshan yizhi.”  Kaogu 6 (1987), 493, Fig. 12.2. 
 
3.49 Wild boar engraved on pottery base 
Clay 
Diameter 7 cm (base) 
Bengbu Shuangdun, Anhui Province 
After Bengbu Shuangdun: xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue 
chubanshe, 2008), Vol. 2, Plate 31.4. 
 
3.50 Deer engraved on pottery base 
Clay 
Diameter 7 cm (base) 
Bengbu Shuangdun, Anhui Province 
After Bengbu Shuangdun: xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue 
chubanshe, 2008), Vol. 2, Plate 65.6. 
 
3.51 Human skull (left lateral aspect) 
After The Color Atlas of Human Anatomy (New York: Sterling  
Publishing Co., Inc., 2004), Plate 145. 
 
3.52  Human head 
Clay 
Height 4 cm, width 3 cm 
E’gou Beigang, Henan province.   
After “Henan Mixian E’gou Beigang.” Kaoguxue jikan 1 (1981): 10, 12,  
Fig.14.21, 12. 
 
3.53 Human head 
Clay 
Height 4.6 cm, Width 3 cm 
Guantaoyuan, Shaanxi province 
After Baoji Guantaoyuan. (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 2007), 51, Fig. 35.17. 
 
3.54 Human head 
Clay 
Height 6.3 cm, width 6.5 cm 
Bengbu Shuangdun, Anhui province 
After Bengbu Shuangdun: xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue  




      
3.55 Anthropomorphic face 
Clay 
Height 7.5 cm, width 5.1 cm 
Shuangta, Jilin province   
After “Jilin Baicheng Shuangta yizhi xinshiqi shidai yicun.” Kaogu xuebao 4 
(2013): 514, Fig. 16.2. 
 
3.56  Anthropomorphic face 
Clay 
Height 8.7 cm, width 7.6 cm 
Shuangta, Jilin province   
After “Jilin Baicheng Shuangta yizhi xinshiqi shidai yicun.” Kaogu xuebao 4 
(2013): 514, Fig. 16.1. 
 
3.57  Human head 
Clay 
Height 5 cm 
Bengbu Shuangdun, Anhui province 
After Bengbu Shuangdun: xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue 
chubanshe, 2008), Vol. 1, 129, Fig. 79.5. 
 
3.58 Human head 
Clay 
Height 5 cm 
Yushushan, Aohan Banner, Inner Mongolia 
After “Neimenggu Aohanqi Yushushan, Xiliang yizhi chutu yiwu zongshu.”  
Beifang wenwu 2 (2009): 20, Fig. 11.1. 
 
3.59 Human head 
Clay 
Height 2.9 cm 
Zhaobaogou, Inner Mongolia 
After Aohan Zhaobaogou—xinshiqi shidai juluo (Beijing: Zhongguo da baike 
quanshu chubanshe, 1997), 137, Fig. 109.8. 
 
3.60  Human head 
Clay 
Height 5.1 cm 
Zhaobaogou, Inner Mongolia 
After Aohan Zhaobaogou—xinshiqi shidai juluo (Beijing: Zhongguo da baike 




      
3.61 Human head (drawing) 
Clay 
Height 2.8 cm, width 1 cm 
Xiaojingshan, Shandong province 
After “Shandong Zhangqiu Xiaojingshan yizhi diyi ci fajue,” in Dongfang kaogu,  
Vol. 1 (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 2004), 410, Fig. 5.3. 
 
3.62 Human head (drawing) 
Clay 
Height 4.1 cm   
Xihe, Shandong province  
“Shandong Zhangqiushi Xihe xinshiqi shidai yizhi.” Kaogu 10 (2000): 22, Fig. 
16.1. 
 
3.63  Bear head (drawing) 
Stone 
Height 2.7 cm 
Baiyinchanghan, Chifeng, Inner Mongolia 
After Baiyinchanghan—xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue 
chubanshe, 2004), Volume 2, Plate 18.4. 
 
3.64 Cicada figurine (drawing) 
Jade 
Baiyinchanghan, Chifeng, Inner Mongolia 
After Baiyinchanghan—xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue 
chubanshe, 2004), Volume 2, Plate 18. 
 
3.65 Frog figurine 
Stone 
Length 6.7 cm 
Zhaobaogou, Aohan Banner, Inner Mongolia 
After Aohan Zhaobaogou—xinshiqi shidai juluo (Beijing: Zhongguo da baike  
quanshu chubanshe, 1997), 97-8, Fig. 74.5. 
 
3.66  Pig figurine 
Clay 
Height 6.4 cm, width 12.6 cm 
Xiaojingshan, Shandong province 
After “Shandong Zhangqiu Xiaojingshan yizhi diyi ci fajue,” in Dongfang kaogu,  




      
3.67 Zoomorphic figure 
Clay 
Length 11.4 cm 
Xihe, Shandong province  
“Shandong Zhangqiushi Xihe xinshiqi shidai yizhi.” Kaogu 10 (2000): 22, Fig.  
16.2. 
 
3.68 Pig-shaped handle 
Clay 
Height 6.2 cm 
Bengbu Shuangdun, Anhui province 
After Bengbu Shuangdun: xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue 
chubanshe, 2008), Vol. 1, Fig. 79.2. 
 
3.69 Pottery shard with appliquéd zoomorphs 
Clay 
Width 7 cm (shard) 
Bengbu Shuangdun, Anhui province 
After Bengbu Shuangdun: xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue 
chubanshe, 2008), Vol. 1, Fig. 79.7. 
 
3.70  Pig head 
Clay 
Length 8 cm 
Bengbu Shuangdun, Anhui province 
After Bengbu Shuangdun: xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue 
chubanshe, 2008), Vol. 1, Fig. 79.1. 
 
3.71 Bird head 
Clay 
Length 8.8 cm 
Bengbu Shuangdun, Anhui province 
After Bengbu Shuangdun: xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue 
chubanshe, 2008), Vol. 1, Fig. 79.3. 
 
3.72 Zoomorphic modeling 
Clay 
Length 20 cm 
Bengbu Shuangdun, Anhui province 
After Bengbu Shuangdun: xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue 




      
3.73 Human head 
Clay 
Height 2.9 cm 
Zhaobaogou, Inner Mongolia 
After Aohan Zhaobaogou—xinshiqi shidai juluo (Beijing: Zhongguo da baike 
quanshu chubanshe, 1997), Plate 36.1. 
 
3.74  Human head 
Clay 
Height 5.1 cm 
Zhaobaogou, Inner Mongolia 
After Aohan Zhaobaogou—xinshiqi shidai juluo (Beijing: Zhongguo da baike 
quanshu chubanshe, 1997), Plate 36.2. 
 
3.75 Human head 
Shell 
Xinglonggou, Chifeng, Inner Mongolia 
After Yuqi qiyuan tansuo: Xinglongwa wenhua yuqi yanjiu ji tulu (Hong Kong:  
Zhongguo kaogu yishu yanjiu zhongxin, Xianggang Zhongwen daxue, 2007), 183. 
 
3.76  Pottery shard featuring open-work human eyes 
Clay 
Height 15 cm, width 8.8 cm 
Beifudi, Hebei province  
After “Hebei Yixian Beifudi xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue jianbao.” Wenwu 文物 9 
(2006): 18, Fig. 30.3. 
 
3.77  Anthropomorphic (?) head found inside trench AT27 
Stone and shell 
Height 5.8 cm, width 4.4 
Baiyinchanghan, Inner Mongolia 
After Baiyinchanghan—xinshiqi shidai yizhifajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue  
chubanshe, 2004), Vol. 2, Plate 20.1. 
 
3.78  Human head with inlaid teeth 
Stone and shell 
Height 3.5 cm  
Xinglonggou, Chifeng, Inner Mongolia. 
After After New Perspectives on China’s Past.  Chinese Archaeology in the  
Twentieth Century, Volume 2: Major Archaeological Discoveries in Twentieth- 





      
3.79  Open-work eyes on bone 
Carved human skull 
Height 11.1 cm 
Xinglonggou, Chifeng, Inner Mongolia 
After New Perspectives on China’s Past.  Chinese Archaeology in the Twentieth  
Century, Volume 2: Major Archaeological Discoveries in Twentieth-Century  
China (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2004), 45, Plate 15d. 
 
3.80 Human head and torso (or spine) 
Shell 
Height 3 cm (head) and 4.2 cm (torso) 
Xinglongwa, Aohan Banner, Inner Mongolia 
After “Neimenggu Aohanqi Xinglongwa juluo yizhi 1992 nian fajue jianbao.”  
Kaogu 1 (1997): 20, Fig. 20.5. 
 
3.81  Unfinished human head 
Shell 
Xinglonggou, Chifeng, Inner Mongolia 
After Yuqi qiyuan tansuo: Xinglongwa wenhua yuqi yanjiu ji tulu (Hong Kong:  
Zhongguo kaogu yishu yanjiu zhongxin, Xianggang Zhongwen daxue, 2007), 173 
 
3.82  Human head 
Stone 
Xinglonggou, Chifeng, Inner Mongolia 
After Yuqi qiyuan tansuo: Xinglongwa wenhua yuqi yanjiu ji tulu (Hong Kong:  
Zhongguo kaogu yishu yanjiu zhongxin, Xianggang Zhongwen daxue, 2007), 173. 
 
3.83  Human head 
Stone 
Xinglongwa, Aohan Banner, Inner Mongolia 
After Yuqi qiyuan tansuo: Xinglongwa wenhua yuqi yanjiu ji tulu (Hong Kong:  
Zhongguo kaogu yishu yanjiu zhongxin, Xianggang Zhongwen daxue, 2007), 178. 
 
3.84 Human head 
Stone 
Xinglonggou, Chifeng, Inner Mongolia 
After Yuqi qiyuan tansuo: Xinglongwa wenhua yuqi yanjiu ji tulu (Hong Kong:  
Zhongguo kaogu yishu yanjiu zhongxin, Xianggang Zhongwen daxue, 2007), 181. 
 
3.85  Anthropomophic figure  
Stone 
Height 36.6 cm 
Baiyinchanghan, Chifeng, Inner Mongolia 
After Baiyinchanghan—xinshiqi shidai yizhifajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue 
chubanshe, 2004), Vol 1, 308, Fig. 240.1 and Vol. 2, Plate 12. 
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3.86 Bird head 
Bone 
Height 10 cm 
Tabuaobao, Balin Right Banner, Inner Mongolia 
After “Neimenggu Balinyouqi Tabuaobao xinshiqi shidai yizhi 2009 nian fajue 
jianbao.”  Kaogu 考古 5 (2011): Plate 5. 
 
3.87  Bird figurine (front and back)  
Antler 
Length 2.1 cm, height 1.2 cm  
Lingjing, Henan province.  






4.1 Horse painted on cave wall 
Pigment on rock 
La Grotte du Pech-Merle, Cabrerets, France  
After Les arts préhistoriques (Rennes: Éditions Ouest-France, 2006), 64, Fig. 2. 
 
4.2 Anthropomorphic head 
Stone and bone 
Height 9.5 cm 
La Roche-Cotard, Langeais, France 
After Les arts préhistoriques (Rennes: Éditions Ouest-France, 2006), 12. 
 
4.3 Figurative stone? 
Jasperite cobble 
Width 6 cm   
Makapansgat, South Africa 
After The Human Condition (New York: Springer, 2011), 60, Fig. 3.1. 
 
4.4 Natural form shaped like a human phallus 
Cuttlefish fossil 
Length 7 cm  
Erfoud, Morocco 
After The Human Condition (New York: Springer, 2011), 61, Fig. 3.2. 
 
4.5 Figurative stone? 
Volcanic rock 
Height 3.8 cm     
Berekhat Ram, Israel 
After The Human Condition (New York: Springer, 2011), 69, Fig. 3.9. 
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4.6 Figurative stone? 
Quartzite 
Height 5.5 cm  
Tan-Tan, Morocco 
After The Human Condition (New York: Springer, 2011), 69, Fig. 3.10. 
 
4.7 Sculpture of an animal head 
Bone  
Tequixquiac, Mexico 
Photograph by Jorge Pérez de Lara 
http://www.mesoweb.com/features/jpl/113.html 
 
4.8 Facial features engraved on deer bone 
Durubong Cave No. 2, South Korea 
After “Paleolithic Cave Home Bases, Bone Tools, and Art and Symbolism—
Perspective from Korea.” Journal of the Hoseo Archaeological Society 29 (2013): 
68, Fig. 6. 
 
4.9 Animal bone transformed into a zoomorphic head 
Durubong Cave No. 2, South Korea 
After “Paleolithic Cave Home Bases, Bone Tools, and Art and Symbolism—
Perspective from Korea.” Journal of the Hoseo Archaeological Society 29 (2013): 
68, Fig. 7. 
 
4.10 Scallop shell transformed into a human head 
Dongsam-dong shell midden, South Korea 




Length 18 cm  
Hala Haigou, Chifeng, Inner Mongolia 
After Major Archaeological Discoveries in China in 2008 (Beijing: Wenwu  




Length 18 cm 
Hala Haigou, Chifeng, Inner Mongolia 
After “Neimenggu Chifengshi Hala Haigou xinshiqi shidai mudi fajue jianbao.” 




      
4.13 Hairpins 
Bone 
Hala Haigou, Chifeng, Inner Mongolia 
After “Neimenggu Chifengshi Hala Haigou xinshiqi shidai mudi fajue jianbao.”  
Kaogu 2 (2010): 32, Fig. 17.1. 
 
4.14 Ding tripod 
Clay 
Shangzhuang, Shandong province 
After “Chiping Shangzhuang xinshiqi shidai yizhi.” Kaogu xuebao 4 (1985): 487,  
Fig. 20.3. 
 
4.15 Ding tripod legs 
Clay 
Shangzhuang, Shandong province 
After “Chiping Shangzhuang xinshiqi shidai yizhi.” Kaogu xuebao 4 (1985): 487, 
Figs. 20.13, 20.14 and 20.15. 
 
4.16 Yan pottery 
Clay 
Height 50 cm 
Huaiyang, Henan province 
After New Perspectives on China’s Past.  Chinese Archaeology in the Twentieth  
Century, Volume 2: Major Archaeological Discoveries in Twentieth-Century 
China (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2004), 61, Fig.c. 
 
4.17 Gui pottery  
Clay 
Height 32 cm 
Shandong province 
After Dawn of the Yellow Earth: Ancient Chinese Ceramics from the Meiyintang 
Collection (New York: China Institute, 2000), 76, Plate 22. 
 
4.18 Li pottery 
Clay 
Jiaochangpu, Shandong province 
After Major Archaeological Discoveries in China in 2004 (Beijing: Wenwu  
chubanshe, 28). 
 
4.19 “Pig-snout type” pottery support 
Clay 
Height 22 cm 
Dawenkou, Shandong province 
After Dawenkou xuji – Dawenkou yizhi di er, sanci fajue jianbao (Beijing: Kexue 
chubanshe, 1997), Plate 15.1. 
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4.20  Potter support “shaped like an animal head” 
Clay 
Height 17 cm 
Jiahu, Henan province 
After Wuyang Jiahu (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 1999), Vol. 2, Plate 115.1. 
 
4.21 Upper part of a sheep skull 
Guantaoyuan, Shaanxi province 
After Baoji Guantaoyuan (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 2007), Plate 23.1. 
 
4.22 Anthropomophic figure  
Stone 
Height 36.6 cm 
Baiyinchanghan, Inner Mongolia 
After Baiyinchanghan—xinshiqi shidai yizhifajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue 
chubanshe, 2004), Vol. 2, Plate 12. 
 
4.23  Frog figurine  
Stone 
Length 6.7 cm 
Zhaobaogou, Aohan Banner, Inner Mongolia 
After Aohan Zhaobaogou—xinshiqi shidai juluo (Beijing: Zhongguo da baike  
quanshu chubanshe, 1997), Plate 73.1. 
 
4.24   Pig sculpture  
Jade 
Length 72 cm, width 32 cm 
Lingjiatan, Anhui province  
After “Anhui Hanshanxian Lingjiatan yizhi diwuci fajue de xin faxian.” Kaogu 3 
(2008): 10, Plate 2. 
 
4.25 Figural bone with inlaid turquoise eyes 
Bone and turquoise 
Height 6.3 cm, width 8 cm 
Dadunzi, Jiangsu province 
After “Dawenkou wenhua de xin faxian.” Huaxia kaogu 4 (2009): 60, Plate 3. 
 
4.26 Figural fish vertebra with drilled eyes 
Bone 
Xiangnancun, Guangdong province 
“Shenzhenshi Nanshan Xiangnancun yizhi de fajue.” Kaogu 6 (1997): 85, Fig. 9.4. 
 
4.27 Drawing of carapace and plastron of a Cuora flavomarginata turtle 




      
4.28 Turtle plastron with eye-like engraving 
Jiahu, Henan province 
After Wuyang Jiahu (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 1999), Vol. 2, Plate 47. 
 
4.29  Turtle plastron with eye-like engraving (close-up) 
Jiahu, Henan province 
After Wuyang Jiahu (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 1999), Vol. 2, Plate 47. 
 
4.30 Drawing of a human skull cap and sutural bones 
After The Color Atlas of Human Anatomy (New York: Sterling Publishing, 2004),  
Plate 152c.   
 
4.31 Location of turtle plastron inside tomb M344 
Jiahu, Henan province 
After Wuyang Jiahu (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 1999), Vol. 1, 174, Fig. 138.1. 
 
4.32 Drawing of turtle plastron 
Turtle plastron 
Height 10 cm  
Zhengzhou, Henan province 
After China in the Early Bronze Age: Shang Civilization (Philadelphia: University 
of Pennsylvania Press, 2006), 174, Fig. 4.1 (a). 
 
4.33 Drawing showing a turtle plastron covered with a layer of scutes 
Adapted from China in the Early Bronze Age: Shang Civilization (Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 2006), 174, Fig. 4.1 (a). 
 
4.34 Drawing showing a turtle plastron with exposed bones 
Adapted from China in the Early Bronze Age: Shang Civilization (Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 2006), 174, Fig. 4.1 (b). 
 
4.35 Drawing of a stick-figure engraved on a piece of turtle plastron 
Turtle plastron 
Height 4.3 cm, width 4.2 cm 
Anban, Shaanxi province 
After Fufeng Anban yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 2000), 61, Fig.  
41.5. 
 
4.36 Stick-figure engraved on a piece of turtle plastron 
Turtle plastron 
Height 4.3 cm, width 4.2 cm 
Anban, Shaanxi province 





      
4.37 Drawing of pedicles growing on a deer frontal bone  
After “Deer Antlers: A Zoological Curiosity or the Key to Understanding Organ  
Regeneration in Mammals?” Journal of Anatomy 207 (2005): 606, Fig. 7d. 
 
4.38 Deer antlers 
Bengbu Shuangdun, Anhui province 
After Bengbu Shuangdun: xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue  
chubanshe, 2008), Vol. 2, Plate 129.2. 
 
4.39  Deer antlers 
Bengbu Shuangdun, Anhui province 
After Bengbu Shuangdun: xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue  
chubanshe, 2008), Vol. 2, Plate 129.3. 
 
4.40  Deer antlers 
Bengbu Shuangdun, Anhui province 
After Bengbu Shuangdun: xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue  
chubanshe, 2008), Vol. 2, Plate 129.4. 
 
4.41 Deer antlers 
Guantaoyuan, Shaanxi province 
After Baoji Guantaoyuan (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 2007), Plate 20.4. 
 
4.42 Deer antlers 
Beishouling, Shaanxi province 
After Baoji Beishouling (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 1984), Plate 77.1. 
 
4.43 Human phallus 
Antler 
Length 12.5 cm 
Dahecun, Henan province 
After Zhengzhou Dahecun (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 2001), Vol. 2, Plate 9.1. 
 
4.44 Bird figurine (front and back)  
Antler 
Length 2.1 cm, height 1.2 cm  
Lingjing, Henan province.  
After Kaogu.net.cn, April 29, 2009 (website accessed on August 6, 2013). 
 
4.45 Deer antlers 
Lingjing, Henan province 
After “Xuchang Lingjing jiushiqi yizhi maicangxue guancha.” Huaxia kaogu 4  




      
4.46 Deer antlers 
Jiangzhai, Shaanxi province 
After Jiangzhai—xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: wenwu chubanshe,  
1988), Vol. 2, Plate 221.1. 
 
4.47 Deer antlers 
Songze, Shanghai municipality 
After Songze—xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe,  
1987), Plate 76.1. 
 
4.48  Pedicles growing on a deer frontal bone 
After ©Can Stock Photo Inc., 2014 
 
4.49 Pottery lid featuring a zoomorphic knob 
Clay 
Luojiabailing, Hubei province 
After “Hubei Shijiahe Luojiabailing xinshiqi yizhi.” Kaogu xuebao 2 (1994): 207,  
Fig. 11.25. 
 
4.50 Zoomorphic pottery lid 
Clay 
Height 18 cm 
Xinzhai, Henan province 
After “Henansheng Xinmishi Xinzhai yizhi 2000 nian fajue jianbao.”  Wenwu 3  
(2004): 14, Fig. 22. 
 
4.51 Pottery lids 
Luojiabailing, Hubei province 
After “Hubei Shijiahe Luojiabailing xinshiqi yizhi.” Kaogu xuebao 2 (1994): 207, 
Fig. 11.25. 
 
4.52 Pottery lids 
Xiaojia Wuji, Hubei province 
After Tianmen Shijiahe kaogu fajue baogao zhiyi Xiaojia Wuji (Beijing: Wenwu  
chubanshe, 1999), Volume 2, Plates 91.1 and 91.2. 
 
4.53  Ding vessel with lid 
Xiaojia Wuji, Hubei province 
After Tianmen Shijiahe kaogu fajue baogao zhiyi Xiaojia Wuji (Beijing: Wenwu  




      
4.54 Pottery lid with bird-shaped knob 
Clay 
Height 6 cm 
Beiyinyangying, Jiangsu province 
After Beiyinyangying—xinshiqi shidai ji Shang Zhou shiqi yizhi fajue baogao  
(Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 1993), Plate 40.2. 
 
4.55 Pottery lids 
Clay  
Beiyinyangying, Jiangsu province 
After Beiyinyangying—xinshiqi shidai ji Shang Zhou shiqi yizhi fajue baogao  
(Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 1993), 71, Figs. 37.2, 3, 6 and 7. 
 
4.56 Pottery shaped like a turtle 
Clay 
Height 6 cm, length 18 cm 
Bengbu Shuangdun, Anhui province 
After Bengbu Shuangdun: xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue  
chubanshe, 2008), Vol. 1 (2008), 133, Fig. 82.13. 
 
4.57 Ding container with zoomorphic handle 
Clay 
Height 8 cm 
Dawenkou, Shandong province 
After Dawenkou xuji – Dawenkou yizhi di er, sanci fajue jianbao (Beijing: Kexue 
chubanshe, 1997), Plate 57.2. 
 
4.58 Pottery assemblage from tomb M1018 
Dawenkou, Shandong province 
After Dawenkou xuji – Dawenkou yizhi di er, sanci fajue jianbao (Beijing: Kexue  
chubanshe, 1997), 134, Fig. 98. 
 
4.59 Ding containers 
Dawenkou, Shandong province 
After Dawenkou xuji – Dawenkou yizhi di er, sanci fajue jianbao (Beijing: Kexue  
chubanshe, 1997), 149, Fig. 333.5. 
 
4.60 Dog-shaped gui pitcher 
Clay 
Sanlihe, Shandong province 
After The Formation of Chinese Civilization: An Archaeological Perspective 




      
4.61 Non-figural gui pitcher 
Clay 
Sanlihe, Shandong province 
After “Shandong Xiaoxian Sanlihe fajue.” Kaogu 4 (1977): 263, Fig. 2.17.  
 
4.62 Non-figural gui pitcher 
Clay 
Sanlihe, Shandong province 
After “Shandong Xiaoxian Sanlihe fajue.” Kaogu 4 (1977): 263, Fig. 2.19.  
 
4.63 Pig-shaped gui pitcher 
Clay 
Height 18.1 cm, length 21.5 cm 
Sanlihe, Shandong province 
After “Shandong Xiaoxian Sanlihe fajue.” Kaogu 4 (1977): 265, Plate 2.2. 
 
4.64 Fish-shaped huang plaque 
Jade 
Length 6.6 cm 
Songze, Shanghai municipality 
Photograph by the author 
 
4.65 Semi-annular huang pendants 
Songze, Shanghai municipality 
After “Qingpuxian Songze yizhi dier ci fajue.”  Kaogu xuebao 1 (1980): 51, Fig.  
16. 
 
4.66 Stone semi-circular artifact 
Stone 
Width 3.9 cm 
Haminmangha, Horqin Left Middle Banner, Inner Mongolia 
After www.kaogu.net.cn/en/detail.asp?ProductID=3671 
 
4.67 Stone semi-circular artifact 
Stone 
Width 3.9 cm 
Haminmangha, Horqin Left Middle Banner, Inner Mongolia 
After “Neimenggu Kezuozhongqi Haminmangha xinshiqi shidai yizhi 2010 nian  
fajue jianbao.” Kaogu 3 (2012): 15, Fig. 17.14. 
 
4.68 Jade plaque with central aperture 
Jade 
Length 4.8 cm, height 2.2 cm  
Yaojingzi, Jilin province 
After “Jilin Changlingxian Yaojingzi xinshiqi shidai yizhi.”  Kaogu 8 (1992): 
679-80, Plate 4. 
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4.69  Jade plaque with central aperture and lateral notch 
Jade 
Length 4.4 cm 
Yaojingzi, Jilin province 
After “Jilin Changlingxian Yaojingzi xinshiqi shidai yizhi.”  Kaogu 8 (1992): 
679-80, Plate 5. 
 
4.70 Jade plaque 
Jade 
Shimao, Shaanxi province 
After “2012 nian Shaanxisheng kaogu yanjiuyuan kaogu fajue xin shoucai.”   
Kaogu yu wenwu 2 (2013): Plate 4.1. 
 
4.71 Jade plaque 
Jade 
Shimao, Shaanxi province 
After “2012 nian Shaanxisheng kaogu yanjiuyuan kaogu fajue xin shoucai.”   
Kaogu yu wenwu 2 (2013): Plate 4.2. 
 
4.72 Jade plaques 
Jade 
Shimao, Shaanxi province 
After “Shaanxi Shenmuxian Shimao Longshan wenhua yizhi diaocha.”  Kaogu 3  




Dapengjia, Liaoning province 





Wangchenggang, Henan province 
After Dengfeng Wangchenggang yu yangcheng 登封王城岗与阳城 (Beijing:  




Length 25.4 cm 
Qingliang, Shanxi province 
After “Shanxi Ruicheng Qingliang xinshiqi shidai mudi.”  Wenwu 3 (2006): 12,  




      
4.76 Axe-like tool 
Stone 
Height 27.6 cm, width (13.2 cm) 
Tuoketuo, Inner Mongolia 
After “Neimenggu Tuoketuoxian faxian de jige jian mozhi shiqi.”  Kaogu 9  




Xiajiadian, Chifeng, Inner Mongolia 
After “Chifeng Yaowangmiao, Xiajiadian yizhi shijue baogao.” Kaogu xuebao 1  
(1974): Plate 8. 
 
4.78 Human Face 
Clay 
Height 9.98 cm 
Yingpanshan, Jiangsu province 
After Mysteries of Ancient China: New Discoveries from the Early Dynasties 
(London: British Museum Press, 1996), 47, Plate 13. 
 
4.79  Yue axe featuring a human face 
Bronze 
Heigth 31.7 cm, width 35.8 cm 
Subutun, Shandong province 
After Exhibition of Chinese History (Beijing: Morning Glory Publishers, 2002), 
36, Plate 3.3.5. 
 
4.80 Anthropomorphic head 
Stone 
Height 4.8 cm 
Tangdian, Yunnan province 
After “Yunnan Gejiushi Tangdian xinshiqi shidai yizhi.”  Kaogu 5 (1996): Plate 
5.2. 
 
4.81 Stone axes 
Tangdian, Yunnan province 
After “Yunnan Gejiushi Tangdian xinshiqi shidai yizhi.”  Kaogu 5 (1996). 
 
4.82 Drilling on stone 
Tangdian, Yunnan province 




      
4.83  Drawing showing front and back of anthropomorphic head 
Stone 
Height 4.8 cm 
Tangdian, Yunnan province 






5.1 Fish-shaped huang plaque 
Jade 
Length 6.6 cm 
Songze, Shanghai municipality 
Photograph by the author 
 
5.2 Bird-like creature engraved on pottery base 
Clay 
Height 13.4 (container) 
Songze, Shanghai municipality 
After Songze—xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 
1987), 74, Fig. 56.1. 
 
5.3 Monkey head modeled on pottery 
Clay 
Height 6.7 cm, width 13.6 cm 
Songze, Shanghai municipality 
After Songze—xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 
1987), Plate 60. 
 
5.4 Human face painted on pointed-bottom jar  
Clay 
Jiangzhai, Shaanxi province 
After Banpo shiqian wenwu jinghua (The Pick of Prehistoric Cultural Relics of  
Ban Po Museum) (Xi’an: Shaanxi liuxing chubanshe, 1995), 20. 
 
5.5  Human face painted on pottery 
Pigment on clay 
Banpo, Shaanxi province 
After Banpo shiqian wenwu jinghua (The Pick of Prehistoric Cultural Relics of  




      
5.6 Gourd-shaped container 
Clay 
After Banpo shiqian wenwu jinghua (The Pick of Prehistoric Cultural Relics of  
Ban Po Museum) (Xi’an: Shaanxi liuxing chubanshe, 1995), 90. 
 
5.7 Reconstruction of House F41 at Banpo (drawing) 
Banpo, Shaanxi province 
After New Perspectives on China’s Past.  Chinese Archaeology in the Twentieth  
Century, Volume 2: Major Archaeological Discoveries in Twentieth-Century  
China (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2004), 51, Fig. 18. 
 
5.8 Human head 
Clay 
Height 2.9 cm 
Zhaobaogou, Inner Mongolia 
After Aohan Zhaobaogou—xinshiqi shidai juluo (Beijing: Zhongguo da baike 
quanshu chubanshe, 1997), Plate 36.1. 
 
5.9 Human head 
Clay 
Height 5.1 cm 
Zhaobaogou, Inner Mongolia 
After Aohan Zhaobaogou—xinshiqi shidai juluo (Beijing: Zhongguo da baike 
quanshu chubanshe, 1997), Plate 36.2. 
 
5.10 Human head  
Clay and pigment 
Yangguanzhai, Shaanxi province 
After Major Archaeological Discoveries in China in 2008 / 2008 中国重要考古
发现 (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 2009), 41. 
 
5.11  Chart 1  
 
5.12 Bird figurine 
Clay 
Height 3 cm, width 3 cm 
Lianchengzhen, Shandong province 
After “Rizhao Lianchengzhen Longshan wenhua yizhi diaocha.”  Kaogu 1 (1958):  
42, Plate 13. 
 
5.13 Bird figurine 
Clay 
Majiongying, Henan province 
After “Henan Yichuan Majiongying yizhi shijue jianbao” in Luoyang kaogu  
jicheng – yuanshi shehui juan (Beijing: Tushuguan chubanshe, 2006), 160, Fig.  
2.12. 
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5.14 Bird sculpture 
Wood 
Height 40 cm, width 4.5 cm  
Xinle, Liaoning province 
After Sculpture of Prehistoric China (Hong Kong: Tai Dao Publishing Limited),  
148, Fig. 148.  
 
5.15 Bird-shaped plaque 
Jade 
Height 12.71 cm, length 20.43 cm 
Niuheliang, Liaoning province. 
After “Niuheliang Hongshan wenhua di er didian yihao chongshi guanmu de 
fajue.” Wenwu 10 (2008): 11, Plate 13. 
 
5.16 Bird head 
Jade 
Lingjiatan, Anhui province 
After Lingjiatan—Tianye kaogu fajue baogao zhiyi (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 
2006), Plate 8.2. 
 
5.17 Bird head 
Bone 
Length 7.3 cm 
Xinkailiu, Heilongjiang 
After “The Neolithic in Heilongjiang Province,” in The Archaeology of Northeast  
China: Beyond the Great Wall (London and New York: Routledge, 1995), 140,  
Fig. 4.10. 
 
5.18  Bird head 
Bone 
Height 10 cm 
Tabuaobao, Balin Right Banner, Inner Mongolia 
After “Neimenggu Balinyouqi Tabuaobao xinshiqi shidai yizhi 2009 nian fajue 
jianbao.”  Kaogu 考古 5 (2011): Plate 5. 
 
5.19 Bird-shaped sculpture 
Ivory 
Length 15.8 cm 
Hemudu, Zhejiang Province 
After Exhibition of Chinese History (Beijing: Morning Glory Publishers, 2002), 




      
5.20 Pig figurine 
Clay  
Nishan, Shandong province 
After “Shandong Qufu xinshiqi shidai yizhi diaocha.” Kaogu 7 (1963): 364, Fig.  
5.9, Plate 13. 
 
5.21 Pig figurine 
Clay 
Height 6.4 cm, width 12.6 cm 
Xiaojingshan, Shandong province 
After “Shandong Zhangqiu Xiaojingshan yizhi diyi ci fajue,” in Dongfang kaogu,  
Vol. 1 (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 2004), Plate 5.3. 
 
5.22 Turtle figures 
Clay 
Length 18.3 cm, width 15.2, height 3.9 cm (left) 
Length 25.8 cm, width 17.4 cm, height 3.6 cm (right)  
Nanhebang, Zhejiang province 
After “Zhejiang Jiaxing, Nanhebang yizhi fajue jianbao.” Wenwu 6 (2005): 13, 
Figs. 13.1 and 13.2. 
 
5.23 Turtle plastron and carapace 
Jade 
Length 5.3 cm 
Niuheliang, Liaoning province 
After Niuheliang yizhi (Beijing: Xueyuan chubanshe, 2004), 40, Plate 46. 
 
5.24 Turtle plastron and carapace 
Jade 
Length 9.4 cm (carapace) and 7.9 cm (plastron); width 7.5 cm (carapace) and 7.6 
cm (plastron) 
Lingjiatan, Anhui province 
After Lingjiatan – Tianye kaogu fajue baogao zhiyi (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 
2006), Plate 21.1 
 
5.25 Turtle figurines 
Jade 
Length 9.4 cm (left) and 9 cm (right) 
Niuheliang, Liaoning province 
After Niuheliang yizhi 牛河梁遗址 (Beijing: Xueyuan chubanshe, 2004),40, Fig. 




      
5.26 Turtle figurine 
Jade 
Length 3 cm, width 2 cm 
Yaoshan, Zhejiang province 
After The Dawn of Chinese Civilization: Jades of the Liangzhu Culture (Hong  
Kong: The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 1988), Plate 88.   
 
5.27 Fish head 
Stone 
Length 5 cm, width 4.1 cm 
Qihedong, Fujian province 
After “Fujian Zhangpingshi Qihedong shiqian yizhi fajue jianbao.” Kaogu 5 
(2013): 15, Fig. 10. 
 
5.28 Drawing of fish figurine 
Bone 
Liulin, Jiangsu province 
After “Jiangsu Pixian Liulin xinshiqi shidai yizhi dierci fajue.” Kaogu xuebao 2 
(1965): 30, Fig. 22.8. 
 
5.29 Drawing of fish figurine 
Bone 
Length 24.5 cm 
Meiyan, Jiangsu province 
After “Jiangsu Wujiang Meiyan shinshiqi shidai yizhi.”  Kaogu 考古 6 (1963):  
311, Fig. 3.1. 
 
5.30 Fish figurines 
Bone 
Dongkang, Heilongjiang province 
After “Dongkang yuanshi shehui yizhi fajue jianbao.” Kaogu 3 (1975): 167, Figs.  
11.11 and 11.12. 
 
5.31 Fish figures 
Turquoise 
Length 2.7 cm and 2.5 cm 
Hutougou, Liaoning province 
After Sculpture of Prehistoric China (Hong Kong: Tai Dao Publishing Limited,  
1988), 152, Plate 156. 
 
5.32 Fish engraving 
Steatite 
Length 7.5 cm; width 2.6 cm 
Houwa, Liaoning province 
After “Liaoning Donggouxian Houwa yizhi fajue.” Wenwu 12 (1989): 11, Fig.  
25.1. 
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5.33 Carved fish representation 
Shell 
Length 7.5 cm, width 4.2 cm 
Simatai, Shandong province 
After Kaogu 12 (1985): 1062, Fig. 6.10. 
 
5.34 Chart 2 
 
5.35 Anthropomorphic figure 
Shell 
Height 9.2 cm 
Shihushan, Wulanchabumeng, Inner Mongolia 
After “Neimenggu Wulanchabumeng Shihushan yizhi fajue jiyao.” Kaogu 12 
(1998): Plate 5. 
 
5.36 Flower representation 
Shell 
Diameter 3.9 cm 
Shihushan, Wulanchabumeng, Inner Mongolia 
After “ Shihushan yizhi fajue baogao,” in Daihai kaogu (er) – Zhongri Daihai  
diqu kaocha yanjiu baogao ji (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 2001), Plate 7.3.  
 
5.37  Human head 
Clay 
Height 5 cm 
Yushushan, Aohan Banner, Inner Mongolia 
After “Neimenggu Aohanqi Yushushan, Xiliang yizhi chutu yiwu zongshu.”  
Beifang wenwu 2 (2009): 20, Fig. 11.1. 
 
5.38 Drawing of pottery types found at Yushushan 
Yushushan, Aohan Banner, Inner Mongolia 
After “Neimenggu Aohanqi Yushushan, Xiliang yizhi chutu yiwu zongshu.”  
Beifang wenwu 2 (2009): 13, Fig. 1. 
 
5.39 Clay implements found at Yushushan 
Yushushan, Aohan Banner, Inner Mongolia 
After “Neimenggu Aohanqi Yushushan, Xiliang yizhi chutu yiwu zongshu.”  
Beifang wenwu 2 (2009): 15, Fig. 4.2-5. 
 
5.40  Human head 
Clay 
Height 4 cm, width 3 cm 
E’gou Beigang, Henan province   
After Sculpture of Prehistoric China (Hong Kong: Tai Dao Publishing Limited, 
1988), 59, Plate 32. 
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5.41 Chart 3 
 
5.42  Drawing of a stick-figure engraved on a piece of turtle plastron 
Turtle plastron 
Height 4.3 cm, width 4.2 cm 
Anban, Shaanxi province 
After Fufeng Anban yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 2000), 61, Fig.  
41.5. 
 
5.43  Anthropomorphic figurine 
Clay 
Height 4.2 cm 
Anban, Shaanxi province 
After Fufeng Anban yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 2000), 
 
5.44  Anthropomorphic figurines 
Clay 
Height 2.7 cm (left) and 3.2 cm (right) 
Anban, Shaanxi province 
After Fufeng Anban yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 2000), Plates 
6.5 and 6.4. 
 
5.45  Anthropomorphic figurines 
Clay 
Height 4.6 cm (left) and 4.2 cm (right) 
Anban, Shaanxi province 
After Fufeng Anban yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 2000), Plates 
6.3 and 7.3. 
 
5.46  Anthropomorphic figurines 
Clay 
Height 6.6 cm (left) and 5.9 cm (right) 
Anban, Shaanxi province 
After Fufeng Anban yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 2000), Plates 
6.2 and 6.1. 
 
5.47  Anthropomorphic figurines 
Clay 
Height 6.1 cm (left) and 6.8 cm (right) 
Anban, Shaanxi province 
After Fufeng Anban yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 2000), Plates 




      
5.48 Anthropomorphic figurine 
Clay 
Height 3.2 cm 
Anban, Shaanxi province 
After Fufeng Anban yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 2000), 109,  
Fig. 78.5. 
 
5.49 Human head 
Clay 
Anban, Shaanxi province 
After Fufeng Anban yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 2000), Plate  
7.4. 
 
5.50 Chart 4 
 
5.51 Pendant shaped like a human incisor tooth 
Shell 
Height 1.3 cm 
Anban, Shaanxi province 
After Fufeng Anban yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 2000), Plate 
8.1 (lower left). 
 
5.52 Fish-shaped plaque 
Shell 
Height 6.7 cm 
Anban, Shaanxi province 
After Fufeng Anban yizhi fajue baogao (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 2000), 125, 
Fig. 89.9, Plate 28.2 (left). 
 
5.53  Human head 
Clay 
Height 2.9 cm 
Zhaobaogou, Inner Mongolia 
After Aohan Zhaobaogou—xinshiqi shidai juluo (Beijing: Zhongguo da baike 
quanshu chubanshe, 1997), Plate 36.1. 
 
5.54 Human head 
Clay 
Height 5.1 cm 
Zhaobaogou, Inner Mongolia 
After Aohan Zhaobaogou—xinshiqi shidai juluo (Beijing: Zhongguo da baike 




      
5.55 Frog figurine  
Flint 
Length 6.7 cm 
Zhaobaogou, Aohan Banner, Inner Mongolia 
After Aohan Zhaobaogou—xinshiqi shidai juluo (Beijing: Zhongguo da baike  
quanshu chubanshe, 1997), Plate 73.1. 
 
5.56 Microlith found inside house F103 
Flint 
Zhaobaogou, Aohan Banner, Inner Mongolia 
After Aohan Zhaobaogou—xinshiqi shidai juluo (Beijing: Zhongguo da baike  
quanshu chubanshe, 1997), Plate 79.1. 
 
5.57 Clasolite tool found inside house F103  
Clasolite 
Zhaobaogou, Aohan Banner, Inner Mongolia 
After Aohan Zhaobaogou—xinshiqi shidai juluo (Beijing: Zhongguo da baike  
quanshu chubanshe, 1997), Plate 69.6. 
 
5.58 Sandstone tool found inside house F103 
Sandstone 
Zhaobaogou, Aohan Banner, Inner Mongolia 
After Aohan Zhaobaogou—xinshiqi shidai juluo (Beijing: Zhongguo da baike  








Writing a dissertation has been a process at once long and short.  Long, due to years spent 
researching a topic that did not come to fruition, and short because of the limited time allotted to 
the research and writing of a new project.  When I embarked on a new dissertation in 2012, there 
were moments of doubt.  But passion prevailed; so did the appreciation that working on 
prehistoric China was more leisurely than living there and crafting figural images back in the day.  
After two and a half years of intense work and time away from family life, the project has 
reached completion.  I hope it will inspire my daughter to never give up. 
Many people have played significant roles in both my development as a scholar and the 
completion of this work.  It all started in France, where my sister stimulated a budding interest in 
pottery, where my father instilled in me a taste for investigation, and where I met Tim, who 
would transform my life in myriad ways.  Settled in America, I was privileged to take courses 
with remarkable professors who influenced my thinking and academic path.  My gratefulness 
notably extends to Myron Cohen, Martin Kern, Shang Wei and Wu Hung, who kindly took the 
time to write recommendation letters when I applied to a Ph.D. program.  At Columbia, Dawn 
Ho Delbanco served as a mentor, and graciously trained me to teach Asian art.  Joanna Smith 
taught me about archaeology and the Mediterannean world, encouraging me to attend a field 
school in England.  Li Feng profoundly impacted my understanding of early Chinese history and 
archaeology, and kindly took the time to read and comment on projects.  In our department, 
Professors Vidya Dehejia and Holger Klein both provided welcome support in 2012.  In earlier 
days, Jonathan Hay welcomed me to thought-provoking classes at the Institute of Fine Arts of 
NYU.  To all, I extend my thankfulness. 
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Most importantly, my deepest gratitude goes to my advisor, Robert E. Harrist, Jr.  When 
Professor Harrist welcomed me to our department, he opened the gate to years of intellectual 
stimulation and inspiration, offering the opportunity to devote my life to the study of China.  He 
endeavored to turn me into a cautious scholar, while training me to look at, appreciate and reflect 
on a wide array of artistic forms and periods.  He made me like calligraphy; he also opened my 
eyes to the power of beautiful academic writing, urging me more than once in the process to 
consider the forest when I, kicking and screaming, focused on the trees.  Through incisive 
comments and skillful editing, he helped transform this manuscript into a more legible work.   I 
am most grateful for his enduring support, confidence, guidance and willingness to embark with 
me on a project deeply ingrained beyond the confines of textual history.  His scholarship and 
vision in Chinese art will continue to inspire me throughout my career.  
I also am endebted to the members of my dissertation committee.  Terence d’Altroy, 
Dawn Ho Delbanco, Li Feng and Zoë Strother devoted the time to read my dissertation and its 
numerous footnotes, filtered the work through their own expertise and offered invaluable 
criticism and advice.  Many thanks to all of them for their kindness, sharp eyes and help.  Since 
the project’s inception, Zoë Strother also provided valuable reading suggestions and offered 
generous comments for which I am most appreciative. 
Throughout my years of graduate work, a supportive group of colleagues and friends 
offered lively conversations, assistance and encouragements.  Countless thanks go to Tim 
Cusack and Lee Ullmann, who both went through the grueling process of proof-reading a first 
draft of my dissertation.  Lee also offered critical feedback and reading suggestions.  Fellow 
sinologists Susan Beningson, Brigitta Lee and I-Hsien Wu offered many encouragements over 
the years.  I also am grateful to Marion Bass, Roberta Casagrande-Kim, Heather Greenlee, 
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George Gross, Joseph Hsu, Laurie Levinson, Sarah Roland, Liliane Rubin, James Rubin, 
Alexandra Tunstall and Lei Xue.  
Ultimately, there are no words to describe how much my husband and daughter 
contributed to my work and the completion of this dissertation.  Tim’s companionship and 
intellectual stimulation dramatically changed the course of my life.  Without his confidence, 
support, patience, humor and critical eye, my graduate work and this manuscript would not be.  
To him and our daughter Léa, who has been most patient, I express my love and dedicate this 
dissertation.  Last but not least, were it not for the nameless women, men and likely children who 
created figural representations throughout prehistoric times in China, this dissertation simply 










This dissertation investigates the emergence of figural imagery in prehistoric China.  The 
topic is broad chronologically and geographically, and the thematic organization and analytic 
approach deserve initial explanation.  The corpus of prehistoric images found during 
archaeological work continues to expand and calls for attention.  While most images appear in 
the Neolithic period (ca. 8,000-2,000 BCE), figuration can now be traced to earlier times, as 
evidenced by a small bird figurine unearthed in 2009 at the Lingjing 灵井 site in Xuchang 许昌
county, Henan province, and dated ca. 13,000-10,000 BCE (Fig. I.1).1  The discovery of a figural 
artifact dateable to the Epipaleolithic (i.e., the later phase of the Late Paleolithic period) relocates 
the earliest trace of figuration in Chinese art in the broader field of worldwide Paleolithic art.  
Other recent excavations and publications of earlier finds have brought to light also Neolithic 
material worthy of consideration, as exemplified by a clay anthropomorphic representation 
unearthed in the fall of 2007 at Shuangta 双塔 in northern Jilin province securely dated to circa 
8,000 BCE (Fig. I.2)2 and a shell image recovered at Baiyinchanghan 白音长汗, a Linxi 林西 
county site excavated in 1988, 1989 and 1991 near Chifeng, Inner Mongolia (Fig. I.3).3 
                                                           
1 Li Zhanyang李占扬, “Xuchang Lingjing yizhi faxian zhongguo zuizao de liti diaoke niao huashi” 许昌 
灵井遗址发现中国最早的立体雕刻鸟化石 (Discovery at the Lingjing Site in Xuchang of China’s 
Earliest Three-Dimensional Carved Bird Fossil). Xungen 寻根 4 (2009): 62-3. 
 
2 Jilin University, Research Center for Chinese Frontier Archaeology 吉林大学边疆考古研究中心 and  
Jilin Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 吉林省文物考古研究所, “Jilin Baicheng 
Shuangta yizhi xinshiqi shidai yicun 吉林白城双塔遗址新石器时代遗存 (Neolithic Remains at the 
Shuangta Site in Baicheng, Jilin).  Kaogu xuebao 考古学报 4 (2013): 512, 514, Fig. 16.3, Plate 6.   
 
3 Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 内蒙古自治区文物
考古研究所, Baiyinchanghan—xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao 白音长汗-新石器时代遗址发掘报告 
2 
 
In spite of the growing body of evidence and the expansion of studies of Paleolithic and 
Neolithic figuration worldwide, there remain significant gaps in current scholarship on this 
phenomenon in China.  Images representing human beings and animals continue to attract the 
attention of specialists working on early China.  However, the scholarly discourse tends to 
project universal interpretations or post-Neolithic cultural constructs such as ancestor worship 
onto this imagery, and the objects are made to support inferences about broad societal and 
religious developments.  This dissertation will evaluate this trend, taking a historiographical 
approach to the theories presented up to now.  The goal of this dissertation will be to introduce 
new perspectives on this prehistoric corpus and to provide a framework for the study of three-
dimensional figural representations for future anthropological, historical and art historical 
assessments. 
The question of what art is in the context of its worldwide prehistoric manifestations has 
generated much scholarship.4  In discussions of Paleolithic artifacts, the term art generally 
applies to man-made objects assumed to have involved symbolic interests. 5  Specialists of 
paleoanthropology use the terms “symbolic” and “symbolism” when discussing man-made 
objects whose purpose appears to have extended beyond functionality.6  Since it is commonly 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
(Baiyinchanghan: Excavation Report of the Neolithic Site) (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 2004), Vol. 1, 318, 
Fig. 246.4; Vol. 2, Plate 20.2. 
 
4 For a summary of different approaches to and definitions of the concept as it pertains to prehistoric 
times, see Paul G. Bahn, The Cambridge Illustrated History of Prehistoric Art (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1998), xii-xiii. 
 
5 The term Paleolithic was first coined in 1865 by British scholar Sir John Lubbock (1834–1913) to 
designate a prehistoric period characterized by the earliest “old stone” tools.  Sir John Lubbock, Pre-
historic times, as illustrated by ancient remains, and the manners and customs of modern savages (1865; 
London: Williams and Norgate, 1913), 2-3.  The European Paleolithic is subdivided into three main 
periods.  The Lower Paleolithic ranges from 2.5 million to 300,000 BP; the Middle Paleolithic spans 




held that the ability to use symbols is what most distinguished human beings from other 
animals,7 prehistoric art is regularly viewed as a quintessential manifestation of human cognitive 
evolution.  Narratives of prehistoric art generally focus on artifacts whose existence is stated or 
assumed to result from “symbolic” action, which some specialists equate with the ability to 
produce signs.8  Human beings’ capacity to recognize and produce signs is viewed as a 
significant factor in the emergence of art of a figural and non-figural nature.9   
Until recently, this emergence was assumed to have occurred in Europe around 40,000 
BP, by which point Homo sapiens (a hominid sub-specie of African origin that started to spread 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
6 See Robin Dennell, The Paleolithic Settlement of Asia (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009), 
285. 
 
7 See Colin Renfrew and Paul Bahn, Archaeology: Theories, Methods and Practice (London: Thames and 
Hudson, 1997), 369. 
 
8 See Randall White, Prehistoric Art: The Symbolic Journey of Humankind (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 
Inc., 2003), 11.  To some extent, being “symbolic” has become a benchmark artifacts must achieve in 
discussions of prehistory in order to qualify as “art,” often without definition of what “symbolic” means.  
Emmanuel Anati, for whom early art involved symbolic action, introduced tangible marks left by animals 
and human beings as prerequisites for the development of “art.’”  Thus footprints and scratches made on 
cave walls were “natural symbols” that conveyed information that Paleolithic people learned to read prior 
to developing their own: language and art.  As man-made signs, language and art thus could be imitations 
or metaphoric representations of natural realities.  See Emmanuel Anati, Aux Origines de l’Art: 50 000 
ans d’Art Préhistorique et Tribal (Paris: Librairie Arthème Fayard, 2003), 93-6; White, Prehistoric Art, 
74.  This approach to early forms of representation will bring to sinologists’ minds the role of animal 
traces in Cang Jie 仓颉’s invention of the Chinese writing system as recorded in the Shuowen jiezi 说文
解字.  For details on this Chinese dictionary compiled by Xu Shen (ca. 55-149 CE), see William G. Boltz, 
“Shuo wen chieh tzu ,“ in Michael Loewe, ed., Early Chinese Texts: A Bibliographical Guide (Berkeley: 
The Society for the Study of Early China and the Institute of East Asian Studies, University of California, 
1993), 429-442. 
 
9 Emmanuel Anati summarized the idea as follows: “Dans la théorie du processus évolutif de l’art, on 
suppose qu’il y a eu deux phases de transition de l’idée à l’image.  Lors de la première, l’homme est passé 
de la prise de conscience de la signification d’un signe, d’une empreinte, c’est-à-dire de l’évidence d’un 
événement, à l’action consciente consistant à exécuter un signe pour transmettre volontairement un 
message.  Au cours de la seconde, il est passé de l’exécution de signes dont les formes étaient imposées 
par la nature—donc de messages naturels—à l’exécution de signes élaborés par lui, qu’il s’agisse 
d’imitations ou de métaphores d’une réalité naturelle ou bien de signes inventés.  Cette formulation 
théorique suppose un processus cognitif élémentaire qui peut se produire séparément dans plusieurs cas 




to other continents around 120,000 BP and from which modern man largely descends) had 
developed prerequisite cognitive capacities.10  Accordingly, the emergence of Paleolithic art 
traditionally had been attributed to Homo sapiens and localized within the confines of southern 
Europe.11  
Several factors recently have impelled scholars to reassess this widely shared belief.  The 
discovery of tools displaying symmetry predating the late Paleolithic and natural manuports 
featuring eye-catching qualities (fossils and crystals) are shifting the discourse on the origin of 
art.12  Moreover, worldwide discoveries of anthropic marks (such as finger fluting left on cave 
walls), seemingly figural artifacts (including stones retouched to enhance a figural quality),13 and 
offerings and ornaments predating Homo sapiens’s late Paleolithic works found in Europe14 all 
                                                           
10 Steven Mithen, The Prehistory of the Mind: The Cognitive Origins of Art, Religion & Science (Phoenix: 
The Orion Publishing Group, Ltd., 1998). 
 
11 For examples of general literature still embracing this theory, see DK Publishing, Prehistoric Life: The 
Definitive Visual History of Life on Earth (New York: Dorling Kindersley Publishing, 2009), 472.  
 
12 For a thorough summary of recent theories about the emergence of art, see Michel Lorblanchet, La 
naissance de l’art: Genèse de l’art préhistorique dans le monde (Paris: Éditions Errance, 1999), 9-48.  
For instances of early collecting of fossils and unusual lithics, see 89-102.  For a summary of discussions 
of the aesthetic quality of early tools, see 115-29.  See also Pascale Binant, “L’outil est-il un objet d’art?” 
in La naissance de l’art, ed. Luc Allemand et al. (Paris: Éditions Tallandier, 2006), 113-5.  For recent 
discussions on traces of a quest for “beauty” and regularity of forms during the Paleolithic period, see 
Elisabeth Azoulay et. al., eds., 100,000 Years of Beauty (Paris: Éditions Babylone, 2009); Jean-Paul 
Demoule, Naissance de la figure: l’art du paléolithique à l’âge du fer (Paris: Éditions Hazan, 2007), 14.  
Scholars now also envision that natural forms, such as fossils, likely played a role in the development of 
representation.  See J. Felicks, “The Impact of Fossils on the Development of Visual Representation.” 
Rock Art Research 15, no. 2 (1998): 109-25; reference found in Paul Bahn, “Ne cherchez pas le berceau 
de l’art,” in La naissance de l’art, ed. Luc Allemand et al. (Paris: Éditions Tallandier, 2006), 60. 
 
13 Questioning whether the earliest specimens of “figurines” found at Berekhat Ram in Israel and Tan-Tan 
in Morocco should be viewed as “cultural freaks,” Robin Dennel recently argued that these rare items 
should not be dismissed as nonsymbolic.  Dennell, The Paleolithic Settlement of Asia, 284-5. 
 
14 The Sima of los Huesos site in the Atapuerca region of Spain yielded an unused red quartzite biface of 
exceptional shape neatness, which scholars believe may be the earliest funerary offering ever found.  The 
artifact was found inside a mass burial dated 350,000 BP, which archaeologists characterized as the 




reveal earlier hominids’ cognitive ability to conceptualize and interest in using materials as to 
represent.  Evidence indicates that Homo neandertalis, which Homo sapiens progressively 
replaced in Europe, also engaged in such activities.  All this has led specialists to argue against 
the notion that “art” appeared more or less suddenly around 40,000 BP in Europe and that it 
resulted from advanced cognitive capacities exclusive to Homo sapiens.15   
Mounting evidence suggest that other hominids may have engaged in the practice in and 
outside of Europe, possibly as early as the Lower Paleolithic.16  Consequently, a rift has 
developed between scholars who subscribe to the idea that symbolic behavior and figural 
representation started rather suddenly in Europe during the Upper Paleolithic and others who 
believe in a more gradual process and argue that symbolic behavior and representations may be 
traced back not only to the Lower and Middle Paleolithic periods but also outside of Europe.17  
Researchers recently published datings for zoomorphic paintings and human hand stencils 
                                                           
15 Lorblanchet, La naissance de l’art, 269; Bahn, “Ne cherchez pas le berceau de l’art,” 59-64.  For an 
example of general literature disseminating the ideas that prehistoric art was not Homo sapiens’s 
prerogatives, was not exclusive to Europe, and emerged prior to 40,000 BP, see Douglas Palmer, Origins: 
Human Evolution Revealed (New York: Octopus Publishing Group Ltd, 2010), 216-25.  In a recent study 
devoted to the Paleolithic art of Asia, Robin Dennel noted that “premodern populations occasionally 
drifted in and out of using the types of blade assemblages that became prevalent much later.  The same 
might be true of symbolism: they might have been capable of it, but rarely found the need to use it 
explicitly or routinely.  Rather than dismissing objects as nonsymbolic that would be regarded as 
symbolic if found in later contexts, it might be advisable to consider instead why they are so rare, and 
under what circumstances they occur.”  Dennell, The Paleolithic Settlement of Asia, 335. 
 
16 Paul Bahn attributes the overall lack of solid evidence for ‘art’ prior to the Upper Paleolithic to two 
factors.  First, the point of dogma shared by archaeologists and anthropologists that pre-Aurignacian “art” 
simply could not exist probably led to missed or ignored specimens in the field.  Second, since 
“taphonomic distortion of archaeological evidence increases” with age, presumably lesser quantity of the 
earliest evidence should be found.  Bahn states that “the further back in time we look, the more truncated, 
distorted, and imperceptible will the traces of ‘art’ appear.  But they are there, and now that we are 
beginning to recognize them it is certain that many more will surface.”  Paul G. Bahn, “New 
Developments in Pleistocene Art.” Evolutionary Anthropology 4, no. 6 (1995-96): 206.  
 
17 For a summary of criticisms offered by researchers subscribing to the “discontinuist” or “gradualist” 
approaches, see Francesco d’Errico and April Nowell, “A New Look at the Berekhat Ram Figurine: 




observed on cave walls in the Maros karst of Sulawesi, revealing that these Indonesian works are 
as old as the oldest cave paintings in Europe.18  As Chapter One will discuss, excavations in 
China recently yielded artifacts that further challenge the Euro-centrist assumption and supports 
the gradualists’ approach, thus adding to the broader debate.19 
 Studies on worldwide Paleolithic art have been plentiful since the nineteenth century 
discovery of engraved antlers and parietal art in Europe, but they have had no reason to focus on 
China until recently.  As time progressed, scholarly approaches have moved beyond speculation 
on how cognitive evolution explained the emergence of prehistoric art or how developmental 
psychology (notably how children learn to depict) could explain the development of 
representation in human history.20  Reflective of how the field had evolved toward more 
contextual approaches by the 1990s, Randall White noted that prehistoric “representation was 
contingent upon, coherent with, and dialectically related to the contemporaneous neurological, 
social, technological, and ideational context.”21   
However, influenced by cognitive archaeology, some anthropologists of prehistoric 
material culture recently have shown renewed interest in understanding how cognitive functions, 
in particular perception, may explain early acts of representation.  Swayed by art historical 
studies stressing the importance of cultural relativism and anthropological work on materiality, a 
                                                           
18 M. Aubert, A. Brumm, M. Ramli, T. Sutikna, E.W. Saptomo, B. Hakim, M.J. Morwood, G.D. van den 
Bergh, L. Kinsley and A. Dosseto, “Pleistocene Cave Art from Sulawesi, Indonesia.” Nature 514, 223-7 
(October 2014; published online on 8 October 2014). 
 
19 Scholars of East Asia also used to subscribe to the notion that Homo sapiens brought about a 
psychological revolution leading to the emergence of aesthetic interest and artistic production during the 
late Paleolithic period. For example, see Gina L. Barnes, The Rise of Civilization in East Asia: The 
Archaeology of China, Korea and Japan (London: Thames and Hudson, 1993), 62.  
 
20 See Randall White, “Beyond Art: Toward an Understanding of the Origins of Material Representation 






few of them approach prehistoric art as material remains originally valued for reasons 
transcending their form alone.22  They note that we need to account for the physical engagements 
prehistoric people had with representations through viewing or touching images and artifacts.  To 
sum up, these scholars study prehistoric representations as culturally and contextually 
meaningful; they also encourage researchers to look for symbolic significance beyond the 
representational form that visual perception alone may uncover.  These latter ideas from more 
recent scholarship addressing pre-historic art worldwide have influenced the analytic approach 
taken in this dissertation, and this in itself can help to update and renew scholarship on Chinese 
pre-historic imagery. 
Within studies on prehistoric material culture, a significant body of recent scholarship 
dedicated to early figural imagery focuses on figurines found in large quantities in old Europe, 
the Near East, Mesoamerica and Japan.  The treatment of ancient figurines in archaeological 
reports is generally limited to the recording of physical characteristics and their context of 
discovery.  Many studies, however, follow less empirical approaches when discussing ancient 
figurines.23  Some authors project universal constructs on statuettes found worldwide by alleging 
that the objects represent women, Mother-goddesses or other female deities.24  Another universal 
construct applied in worldwide studies (and which empirical data does not support) posits that 
                                                           
22 White, “Beyond Art,” 537-64; White, Prehistoric Art; Richard Bradley, Image and Audience: 
Rethinking Prehistoric Art (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009). 
 
23 For an example of historiographical work, see Claudine Cohen, La Femme des Origines : Images de la 
Femme dans la Préhistoire Occidentale (Paris : Éditions Herscher, 2003).  For comprehensive 
introductions to schools of figurine analysis, see Richard G. Lesure, “The Goddess Diffracted: Thinking 
about the Figurines of Early Villages.” Current Anthropology 43, no. 4 (2002): 587-610; Douglass W. 
Bailey, Prehistoric Figurines: Representation and Corporeality in the Neolithic (London and New York: 
Routledge, 2005). 
 
24 Seminal works include Etienne Bernardeau Renaud, “Prehistoric Female Figurines from America and 
the Old World.” Scientific Monthly 28, no. 6 (1929): 507-12; Marija Gimbutas, The Goddesses and Gods 




prehistoric imagery “was a functional response to the conditions of early agriculture life.”25  Yet 
other analyses advance more circumstantial functions for anthropomorphic figures.  They may 
interpret figurines as paraphernalia for insuring good fertility; protective devices during 
childbirth; representations of individuals; healing devices; or effigies.26  Another noteworthy 
interpretation (readily, but not exclusively, applied to zoomorphs) identifies figurines as toys.27  
Although there is a measure of validity to some of these theories, more methodological and 
objective approaches are needed. 
Two specialists of prehistoric figuration recently shifted the debate away from models 
that borrow universal concepts or apply interpretations from worldwide studies towards the 
analysis of representations that are similar in kind and context.28  First, Richard G. Lesure has 
proposed to ground his interpretations in “the analyst’s engagement with imagery.”29  As iconic 
objects, worldwide figurines tend to elicit similar questions; Lesure proposed to use these 
questions to develop an analytical model aimed at cross-cultural comparisons of contexts in 
which similar figurines are found.30  Second, Douglass W. Bailey also approached figurines not 
in search of typologies or imaginative reconstructions but in an attempt to understand them as 
                                                           
25 Richard G. Lesure, Interpreting Ancient Figurines: Context, Comparison, and Prehistoric Art 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 42. 
 
26 See Bailey, Prehistoric Figurines, 12. 
 
27 See for instance Gary O. Rollefson, “Charming Lives: Human and Animal Figurines in the Late 
Epipaleolithic and Early Neolithic Periods in the Greater Levant and Eastern Anatolia,” in The Neolithic 
Demographic Transition and its Consequences, ed. Jean-Pierre Bocquet-Appel and Ofer Bar-Yosef (New 
York: Springer-Verlag, 2008), 387-416.  
 








“dynamic visual events.”31  Assuming that “despite vast differences in the material, 
environmental and economic matters, the cognitive abilities of Neolithic and modern people are 
the same,” Bailey investigates phenomena of miniaturism, three-dimensionality, 
anthropomorphism and the socio-politics of representation.  Ultimately, he explores the nature of 
figuration and the consequences of rendering human forms in prehistoric times.32  What this 
dissertation appropriates from these recent works is the importance of focusing on the objects 
themselves. 
Recent work on prehistoric art worldwide invites reconsideration of imagery unearthed in 
China.  The treatment scholars of China give to anthropomorphic and zoomorphic images often 
relies on the assumption that these works were purposefully created to serve a social, political or 
religious function.  While recognizing that social and religious factors certainly may have played 
a part in the production and reception of figural imagery in prehistoric communities in China, the 
arguments developed here do not rely on the assumption that representations necessarily 
emerged from and were produced and received in and for social or religious circumstances.  One 
problem inherent in the prior functional approaches is that they tend to rely on a dual hypothesis 
about the social or religious context and the function of artifacts within that milieu.  The 
heterogeneity of objects, materials, contexts and relative paucity of images at prehistoric sites in 
China suggests a broader mix of motives and undercuts reliance on any particular functional 
explanation.  Undoubtedly, some imagery resulted from and helped sustain group beliefs and 
practices, thereby supporting social or political agendas.33  Important work on these issues 
                                                           
31 Bailey, Prehistoric Figurines, 2. 
 
32 Ibid., 24-5. 
 
33 While analyzing prehistoric artifacts requires attention to material and cultural circumstances, we 
should recognize that these contexts are difficult to ascertain and susceptible to our own projections.  
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continues, and the questions such studies attempt to answer about the societies, politics and 
religions of prehistoric China are legitimate and important.  But if figural representations are to 
serve as supporting evidence for social, political or religious processes, a nuanced understanding 
of how they came into being and how they represented seems necessary a priori.  This 
dissertation will attempt to lay part of that ground-work by investigating some heretofore 
unidentified ways images emerged in China.   
In contrast with earlier scholarship, which perhaps overemphasizes the significance of 
social or religious circumstances by approaching the creation of figural images in prehistoric 
China as largely derived from and helping to sustain group beliefs and practices, this analysis 
will start with the proposition that representations materialized in numerous places, through 
multiple processes, and for manifold reasons, for the simple fact that sentient human beings 
created them.  Therefore, the approach addresses human factors of a less social nature that 
affected material culture in prehistoric China, and whose processes figural artifacts reflect.  The 
images, after all, belong to broader categories of replicated artifacts and images, which Whiney 
Davis noted, “can be treated as fossilized evidence of cognition and, in narrower cases, of human 
consciousness.”34  Ultimately, this work relocates the emergence of figural imagery within the 
realm of human beings’ ability to feel, perceive and imagine and in the context of more solitary 
encounters involving a human being, pieces of raw material and mental images.   
                                                                                                                                                                                           
Limited by taphonomic processes of a diachronic nature, as well as by the limited quantity of known sites 
and finds upon which synchronic conjectures are based, what modern observers infer of original material 
contexts often is based on spotty data.  By default, cultural patterns associated with human relations (such 
as hierarchies, politics, rituals) often are inferred from this limited set of factual information.  Cultural 
patterns ascertainable for later historical periods sometimes are projected onto prehistoric societies. 
 
34 Whitney Davis, Replications: Archaeology, Art History, Psychoanalysis (University Park, PA: The 




To that effect, setting aside the contexts of use of figural representations (i.e., how they 
served in social, political or religious matrixes and how images can serve as indices for such 
processes), this approach attends to the contexts of their creation, taking into consideration 
discreet cognitive mechanisms that at times contributed significantly to the emergence of 
imagery.  Who these anonymous image-makers were, what gender they had, and what role they 
played in their communities may forever elude us.  Nevertheless, as this dissertation will attempt 
to show, the figural works these prehistoric people produced reveal much about their 
inventiveness, evidenced notably through the wide array of methods they devised to deal with 
the complex task of representing human beings and animals.  My analysis will highlight 
significant perceptual processes, both mental and physical, that catalyzed creativity.  It will 
reveal that the phenomenon of pareidolia at times triggered the idea or impulse to represent a 
figure in prehistoric China, as it did in other parts of the world.  My research also will expose 
how representing human beings and animals did not merely entail composing their form, for at 
times material approximation also mattered when craftspeople embodied figures.  Ultimately it 
will present an alternative model to interpret mimesis, applicable to three-dimensional imagery 
in China and elsewhere.  
Focusing on northern China, where until recently figuration was believed to have 
emerged in the sixth millennium BCE,35 the following chapters aim to enhance our 
understanding of pre-Neolithic and Neolithic imagery.  I examine Paleolithic discoveries, but 
allocate greater attention to the broader repertoire of artifacts image-makers created throughout 
the subsequent Neolithic phase.  I investigate also the “emergence” rather than the “beginning” 
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of figuration, since the corpus of images is continually expanding and redefined by 
archaeological finds.  While some artifacts constitute the earliest known, they most likely were 
not the earliest, so “emergence” merely pertains to the earliest known moments in time when 
artifacts were produced.  Beyond the chronological reference, emergence also marks brief and 
discreet instances of human cognition that led people to produce figural artifacts.  The concept of 
emergence has less to do with historical chronology and captures, instead, another aspect of the 
focus on individual motives and means.  To sum up, the term emergence refers to both the 
earliest known figural artifacts and to isolated instances when these objects came into being, 
regardless of when precisely these occurred during China’s prehistory.   
Methodologically, my work relies on figural representations discovered during scientific 
excavations and reported in archeological reports and journals.  Relying on drawings and 
photographs found in these books and articles, however, raises issues that must be addressed.  
Illustrations may mislead readers into seeing a figure where none exists, as exemplified by the 
drawing of a pottery foot found at Gudui 固堆 near Heze 菏泽 in Shandong province, which for 
some viewers brings to mind the face of a bearded man (Fig. I.4).36  In other cases, drawings or 
photographs of artifacts deemed figural by excavators may not seem so to readers, as 
exemplified by the photographs of a stone frog found inside house F103 at the Aohan Banner site 
of Zhaobaogou 赵宝沟 in Inner Mongolia (Fig. I.5)37 and a carved insect or frog recently 
recovered at Haminmangha哈民忙哈, a Horqin Left Middle Banner site also located in Inner 
                                                           
36 Zhi Tianfu 郅田夫 and Zhang Qilong 张启龙, “Heze diqu de Gudui yizhi” 菏泽地区的估堆遗址 (The 
Gudui Site in the area of Heze, Shandong). Kaogu 考古 11 (1987): 1004, Fig. 2.23. 
 
37 Institute of Archaeology Chinese Academy of Social Sciences 中国社会科学院考古研究所, Aohan   
Zhaobaogou: xinshiqi shidai juluo 敖汉赵宝沟--新石器时代聚落 (Zhaobaogou Site in Aohan Banner: A 




Mongolia (Fig. I.6).38  Ultimately, one often needs to rely on excavators’ assessments that an 
artifact is figural.  At times, archaeologists identify an animal species that may not correspond to 
the species readers may recognize. 
A premise of this dissertation is that some figural representations emerged as isolated 
occurrences, detached from broader cultural habits and practices.  This dissertation’s length, 
moreover, does not allow for an accounting of cultural characteristics associated with each site 
and culture (such as pottery typology and settlement patterns).  Indeed, the images discussed 
come from a broad geographical area (all from modern China), they were produced over a long 
period of time (roughly 10,000 years), and they belong to numerous cultures.  Therefore, 
particularities about sites and cultures will be mentioned if they help shed light on the imagery, 
but they are not the focus of this analytic methodology.  More generally, objects will be 
discussed thematically and approached more through the prism of art history than archaeology or 
anthropology.  
The body of prehistoric images found in China is substantial and will not be discussed in 
its entirety.  The corpus studied is limited mostly to pre-Neolithic and Neolithic figural 
representations discovered north of the Yangzi River during scientific excavations.  It is within 
this broad geographical area that archaeologists have unearthed the earliest representations.  
Some artifacts discovered south of the Yangzi River are mentioned in an updated survey of 
prehistoric works found throughout China presented in Chapter One.  Subsequent chapters also 
mention southern objects to highlight how some representational processes in northern artifacts 
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Center for Chinese Frontier Archaeology of Jilin University, “Neimenggu Keyouzhongqi Haminmangha 
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likely were known further south as well.  These chapters examine newly found objects, like the 
aforementioned bird figurine from Lingjing, while offering fresh readings of older finds, be these 
well-known objects like the anthropomorphic head from E’gou beigang 莪沟北岗 in Henan 
province (Fig. I.7)39 or more obscure objects, such as a ding鼎 tripod found at the Shandong 
province site of Dawenkou 大汶口 whose handle tip features a zoomorphic head (Fig. I.8),40 and 
an anthropomorphic shell artifact excavated at Shihushan石虎山 in Inner Mongolia (Fig. I.9).41 
Chapter One introduces the growing body of prehistoric figural representations found in 
China, adding newly excavated objects to better-known ones.  This tour d’horizon surveys 
images that excavations have brought to light throughout the country and provides an updated 
synthesis and point of reference that can be useful as a guide for scholars.  The survey is a pre-
cursor to the theories developed in later chapters, as it establishes a set of visual references, but it 
also allows us to assess, absent theoretical bias, the images themselves.  It synthesizes the 
                                                           
39 Henan Museum 河南省博物馆 and Cultural Center of Mixian County 密县文化馆, “Henan Mixian 
E’gou Beigang” 河南密县莪沟北岗” (The site of Egou Beigang in Mi County, Henan). Kaoguxue jikan 
考古学集刊 1 (1981): 10, 12, Fig.14.21.   
 
40 Shandong Provincial Institute of Cultural relics and Archaeology 山东省文物考古研究所, Dawenkou 
xuji— Dawenkou yizhi di er, sanci fajue baogao大汶口续集--大汶口遗址第二，三次发掘报告 
(Continuation on Dawenkou: Report on the Second and Third Excavations of the Dawenkou Site) 
(Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 1997), 149, Fig. 111.5; Plate 57.2. 
 
41 Inner Mongolia Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology内蒙古文物考古研究所, 
Kyoto Archaeology Society of Japan日本京都中国考古学研究会 and Sino-Japanese Prospective Team 
in the Dahai Area 中日岱海地区考察队, “Neimenggu Wulanchabumeng Shihushan yizhi fajue jiyao” 内
蒙古乌兰察布盟石虎山遗址发掘纪要 (Summary of Excavations conducted at the Shihushan Site in 
Wulanchabumeng, Inner Mongolia). Kaogu 考古 12 (1998): 7, Fig. 9.16, Plate 5; Inner Mongolia 
Autonomous Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 内蒙古文物考古研究所 and Japan Kyoto 
Society of Chinese Archaeology日本京都中国考古学研究会, “Shihushan yizhi fajue baogao” 石虎山
遗址发掘报告 (Excavation Report for the Shihushan Site), in Daihai Haidai kaogu (er) – Zhongri Daihai 
diqu yanjiu baogao ji 岱海考古（二）-- 中日岱海地区考察研究报告集 (Archaeological Excavations 
at Daihai (II)—A Collection of Sino-Japanese Archaeolgocial Reports and Papers on Sites), Tian 
Guangjin 田广金 and Akiyama Shinko 秋山进午, eds. (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 2001): 35-6, Fig. 




material by first introducing Paleolithic objects researchers have deemed figural, then giving an 
overview of artifacts recovered south of the Yangzi River, and finally surveying Neolithic 
images excavated further north.   
One striking feature that surfaces from a review of the data is the wide spectrum of 
approaches to representation and conceptions of how minimally naturalistic images may be in 
order to be considered representational.  This heterogeneity is significant, for it exposes 
fundamental factors overlooked in earlier studies: individual human beings created these objects, 
and the diversity of the record supports the idea that they largely worked in a degree of isolation 
in time and space, without necessarily following pre-established styles or models.  Chapter One 
also draws attention to recurrent choices image-makers made, despite the relatively insulated 
contexts in which they created anthropomorphic and zoomorphic renderings.  This set of choices 
can be seen in how artisans, who represented animals on pottery surfaces, opted for a vantage 
point determined by whether or not the creature depicted could climb or attach itself to pottery 
walls.  It reveals a shared human rationale transcending the places and times when these artisans 
worked.   
Chapter Two provides a different type of survey, one that addresses the major theories 
and paradigms modern observers have employed to explain prehistoric representations in China.  
This history of approaches provides perspective on the origins and pedigree of these ideas, and, 
to an extent, this history itself reveals strengths and weaknesses of the arguments and 
contextualizes or differentiates my own approach.  The discussion highlights how these ideas 
largely correspond to paradigms developed to explain prehistoric images found outside of China, 
thereby showing that the reception of prehistoric figures from China relates to a broader 
international discourse.  This chapter will demonstrate that the influence was not unidirectional.  
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While constructs developed in western scholarship continue to influence narratives on Neolithic 
imagery from China, some Chinese precepts also have influenced the reception of Paleolithic 
representations in Europe.  Ultimately, Chapter Two reveals that the main theories and 
paradigms employed to discuss anthropomorphic and zoomorphic images have focused on what 
these images represented and symbolized to their original audiences and on social and religious 
interests that may have led to or sustained their production.   
Chapter Three focuses on images produced prior to or around 5,000 BCE in northern 
China.  These figural works are the earliest known, and thus correspond to the emerging phase of 
figuration in China; they include recently excavated works hardly discussed elsewhere than in 
the reports.  This chapter first relocates these images within the broader context of materiality.  It 
shows that people in prehistoric China made rational and nuanced choices when selecting 
substances out of which to create implements and tools.  The discussion identifies two criteria 
people followed when selecting materials to produce objects: a “material-task synergy” (i.e., a 
preference for raw materials efficient to obtain and/or to work upon) and a “material-function 
synergy” (i.e., a partiality towards particular substances depending on the crafted object’s 
intended function).  It then raises the possibility that materiality also mattered in representational 
processes, and suggests that a “material-representation synergy” (i.e., a partiality towards 
particular substances whose physical attributes are reminiscent of other substances) at times 
played a part.   
Chapter Four investigates the extent to which the phenomenon of pareidolia (projecting 
mental images onto forms, such as seeing a rabbit in cloud configurations), which researchers 
have identified as a significant process through which Paleolithic figural representations emerged 
outside of China, may have motivated the emergence of figural imagery in both the 
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Epipaleolithic and Neolithic China.  The chapter first introduces worldwide examples of this 
phenomenon, and highlights its occurrence in prehistoric East Asia.  The analysis proposes that 
this subjectively mediated cognitive process sporadically triggered acts of figuration in Neolithic 
China.  The discussion pinpoints circumstances when the phenomenon of perceptive imagination 
occurred, such as tool-making, and identifies artifacts likely resulting from this cognitive process.  
It argues that the small bird figurine recently excavated at Lingjing (Fig. I.1), the earliest known 
figural image ever found in China, also was born when its maker experienced pareidolia.  
Following Chapter Four’s discussion of how the form-projection of mental images onto 
objects and materials at times triggered representational acts in prehistoric China, Chapter Five 
addresses additional perceptual factors linked to materiality that played a role in the figural 
enterprise.  It postulates that if prehistoric people cared about mimesis, we should not assume 
that they paid attention solely to form and proportion.  It therefore proposes that material 
approximation and tactility also mattered when people created anthropomorphic and zoomorphic 
images.  To that effect, this chapter presents a new taxonomic model to discuss mimesis, which 
takes into consideration visual and tactile channels of perception.  The model then is applied to 
an analysis of three-dimensional images produced in prehistoric China, and also could be 
employed to discuss early images produced in other parts of the world.  It helps explore how 
representing human beings and animals did not merely entail attending to their form, for at times 
material approximation perceived visually or through the sense of touch also seems to have 






Early Figural Imagery in China: An Overview of Artifacts 
 
Introduction 
This chapter surveys the wide range of prehistoric figural representations found 
throughout China.  Integrating recently found artifacts with better-known ones, this synthesis 
constitutes an updated survey of this imagery that will relocate the artifacts discussed in this 
dissertation within a broader corpus of objects.1   The tour d’horizon starts with images dated to 
                                                           
1 Among the few comprehensive studies of figural imagery in Neolithic China, Yang Xiaoneng’s work 
may be considered groundbreaking.  Yang’s publications largely contributed to introducing Chinese 
prehistoric imagery in the West.  In Sculpture of Prehistoric China (Hong Kong: Tai Dao Publishing 
Limited, 1988), the author introduces three-dimensional figures and zoomorphic / anthropomorphic 
ceramics excavated up to that time throughout the mainland.  Yang’s study provides images and 
descriptions of artifacts representative of particular sites or cultures.  The author also broadly discusses 
stylistic traditions observable in different geographical areas and argues for the diffusion of trends from 
one area of China to another and from one period to the next.  In a subsequent study more specifically 
focused on the origins of writing and Bronze Age imagery, Reflections of Early China: Décor, 
Pictographs, and Pictorial Inscriptions (University of Washington Press, 2000), Yang expanded his 
survey of prehistoric figuration beyond sculptural traditions to include mosaic-like ground compositions 
as well as openwork and painted motifs on pottery surfaces.  He is cautious with regard to the meaning of 
figural imagery and observes that “it has been very fashionable to decode prehistoric pictorial and 
sculptural motifs as totemism and shamanism as well as to ascribe them to fertility worship or phallicism.  
However, there seems to be no consensus of definition for these theories, and scientific archaeological 
excavations have produced little evidence to sustain them.”  My work partly stems from this observation, 
and is endebted to the cautious and exhaustive ground work Yang has produced.  Other scholars have 
discussed prehistoric representations from China.  In 1997, Helmut Brinker published “On the Origin of 
the Human Image in Chinese Art” (Kaikodo Journal, Spring 1997; 18-47).  The following year, Komoto 
Masayuki and Imamura Yoshiko published a significant reference work on Neolithic imagery in China.  
Corpus of the Stone and Earthen Figurines in Prehistoric East Asia mostly provides a comprehensive 
compilation of drawings from archaeological reports for numerous specimens unearthed prior to 1998.  
The short narrative focuses on phallic symbols and the putative gender of excavated figurines; the authors’ 
approach to figural imagery in Neolithic China thus follows a recurrent theme in scholarship on figuration 
in Jōmon Japan.  Komoto and Imamura’s publication is valuable because it assembles widely scattered 
drawings, thus offering a visual synthesis of wide-ranging data.  In 2006, Wu Hung also issued an 
introduction to prehistoric imagery in his “From the Neolithic to the Han” (in Chinese Sculpture, Yale 
University Press, 2006).  However, since Komoto and Imamura’s comprehensive publication in 1998 and 
Wu Hung’s introduction, more figural creations have come to light in northern China through excavations 
or initial publication of material unearthed in earlier years.  Some of these specimens notably have been 
found at Baiyinchanghan 白音长汗 (Inner Mongolia), Xinglonggou 兴隆沟 (Inner Mongolia), 
Niuheliang 牛河梁 (Liaoning), Beifudi 北福地 (Hebei), Yangguanzhai 杨官寨 (Shaanxi) and Shuangta 
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Paleolithic and Epipaleolithic times and subsequently presents the broader body of figural 
representations found at Neolithic sites.  The survey briefly introduces objects found in the 
Yangzi River valley and further south, and then focuses on artifacts recovered farther north, 
starting with large-scale static imagery and proceeding on to smaller portable objects featuring 
anthropomorphic and zoomorphic figures.   
While one may need to know what an image represents in order to comment on how it 
represents, this chapter (and subsequent chapters) eschews addressing what images meant to 
their original makers and viewers beyond archetypal human and animal faces, bodies, or body 
components.  In other words, this introduction to prehistoric representations will not address how 
the images would or could have functioned as part of social, political or religious matrixes.  
While these issues are significant, they are not the focus of this dissertation.  Rather than 
attempting to interpret representational works, the approach chosen aims at establishing unbiased 
initial observations from which to derive theoretical insight.   
The survey underlines the array of physical features figure-makers chose to represent and 
the variety of nonperishable materials they used to do so.  It brings to light the wide spectrum of 
approaches image-makers in Neolithic China adopted to represent a given subject matter, human 
faces being an example, and reveals varied conceptions about the relation of depicted images to 
the supports on which they appear.  The overall heterogeneity of subject matters, forms, and 
approaches supports the hypothesis that image-makers often did not follow pre-established styles 
or models and therefore worked in contexts most conducive to inventiveness.  This chapter also 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
双塔 (Jilin). This new material still needs to be thoroughly investigated and accounted for in narratives on 
figuration in prehistoric China.  Some of these recent finds are discussed in another notable work on 
figuration in Neolithic China, published in 2007 by Liu Li.  This short but comprehensive study, entitled 
“Early Figurations in China: Ideological, Social and Ecological Implications,” discusses works from 
important Neolithic cultural traditions.  The author argues for a socio-ecological approach to Neolithic 




highlights how artisans separated in time and space nevertheless recurrently made similar 
choices.2  Potters who depicted animals on container surfaces notably opted for a vantage point 
corresponding to whether or not the represented species could actually climb or attach itself onto 
pottery walls.  While heterogeneity of subject matter and representational formulas accounts for 
individuals’ inventiveness, commonality of choices reveal a shared human rationale transcending 
the places and times when these artisans worked.  
 
Figural Representation in the Middle Paleolithic: Hypothetical Cases3 
Scholars tend to believe that hominids in Early Paleolithic China were Homo erectus 
foragers originating from Africa.4  The earliest hominid occupation site in China was found in 
the Nihewan Basin at Majuangou, Hebei province, and yielded a dating starting at 1.66 Ma.5  
These Early Paleolithic foragers used hard lithics available locally to detach stone flakes, which 
they occasionally retouched to function as tools, and perhaps bamboo as well.6  The subsequent 
Middle Paleolithic period features sites dating from 780,000–130,000 Before Present (BP), 
                                                           
2 The words “artisan” and “craftsmen” in this dissertation merely refer to “figure-makers,” be they male 
or female.  In this work, neither term presupposes specialization nor high skill.  
 
3 Periodization of the earliest phases of hominid occupation throughout the world generally are divided 
into three phases (early, middle and late) and characterized as either “Pleistocene” or “Paleolithic.”  
Paleolithic is chosen here as it emphasizes the significance of material remains in contrast with the 
climate-based Pleistocene. The term may pertain to different time ranges depending on which area of the 
world it applies to. 
 
4 Ofer Bar-Yosef and Youping Wang, “Paleolithic Archaeology in China.” Annual Review of 
Anthropology 41 (2012): 323.  Robin Dennel reveals that this origin may be more complex than currently 
assumed.  See Dennell, The Paleolithic Settlement of Asia, 186-202. 
 
5 Dennell, The Paleolithic Settlement of Asia, 167, 174-6; Bar-Yosef and Wang, “Paleolithic Archaeology 
in China,” 322.  While 1.66 Ma is used here (it corresponds to 1,660,000 years before present [BP]), 
thereafter BP will serve as the periodization marker in this section devoted to Paleolithic and Epipaleothic 
material remains. 
 




occupied by an increasingly complex hominid population.  Beyond Homo erectus, researchers 
found remains of archaic Homo sapiens at several Middle Paleolithic sites, including Jinniushan, 
a cave shelter in Liaoning province dated 310,000–240,000 BP.  Genetic study recently 
established the presence in China by 50,000–35,000 BP of Homo sapiens carrying some 
Neanderthal genes.  Moreover, the presence of stone assemblages fashioned through the 
Levallois technique at Shuidonggou in Ningxia province and Jinsitai in Jilin province encourages 
surmise that the technique’s bearers, the Neanderthals, also foraged in those parts of China.7  It is 
also possible that Denisovans were also present in China by the late Middle Paleolithic period, 
making even more complex the biological makeup of artifact-fashioners towards the end of that 
period.8  While a core-and-flake industry predominated in northern China, southern sites 
evidence river cobble–dominated assemblages with knapping as a major technique.9  The 
presence at sites of hand axes known as “bifaces” (a trademark of the Acheulian complex long 
considered a significant stage in human cultural evolution) is now well established and helped 
eliminate notions of cultural inferiority heretofore attributed to early hominids in China.10   
Setting aside the narrow scope of finds (stone tools) on which Paleolithic cultural 
advances are largely judged, other nonperishable finds may help further heighten the cultural 
                                                           
7 Ibid., 326-7. 
 
8 Ibid., 327.  Two main hypotheses have been advanced to explain the origin of modern human beings in 
China.  One favors the notion of “outside gene replacement,” while the other embraces the idea that 
modern humans in China were the product of a “regional continuity.”  See Yuehai Ke, Bing Su, and 
Hongyu Li, “Genetic evidence of Y-chromosome supports Africa origin of modern Chinese,” Chinese 
Science Bulletin 46, no. 5 (2001): 411-14; Xinzhi Wu, “Origin of modern humans of China viewed from 
cranio-dental characteristics of late Homo sapiens in China.” Acta Anthropologica Sinica 17, no. 4 (1998): 
276-82.  References found in Gao Xing, Huang Wanbo, Xu Ziqiang, Ma Zhibang and J.W. Olsen, “120-
150 ka Human Tooth and Ivory Engravings from Xinglongdong Cave, Three Gorges Region, South 
China.” Chinese Science Bulletin 49, no. 2 (2004): 175-80. 
 
9 Bar-Yosef and Wang, “Paleolithic Archaeology in China,” 323-7. 
 




appreciation finally bestowed upon Middle Paleolithic hominids in China.  Indeed, some finds 
have compelled scholars to speculate that the earliest representations found in China dated to the 
Middle Paleolithic period.  The Xinglongdong 兴隆洞 cave site located south of the Yangzi 
River in Chongqing’s Fengjie county, whose occupation dated through stratigraphy and uranium 
series is estimated to be 150,000–120,000 BP, without a doubt generated intriguing artifacts.  
Excavators found there a stone tube they identified as a whistle alongside other items thought to 
be the result of representational intent.  These include a stone artifact said to represent an owl 
(Fig. 1.1).11  The figural intent underlying the characterization may be questionable, since, as the 
authors recognized, the item in question may not even be man-made and thus may not even 
qualify as an artifact.12  Perhaps the stone’s form brought to the mind of researchers a bird image 
fashioned in significantly later periods, like the jade owl retrieved from Hongshan红山 culture 
(4,500-3,000 BCE) tomb M1 at Hutougou 胡头沟 (Fig. 1.2),13 which conveys unambiguous 
representational intent and whose upper head section formally echoes that of the Xinglongdong 
stone.  The “owl” stone thus could be the earliest geofact from China onto which modern 
observers projected a representational quality, a recurrent pattern in the appreciation of stones 
and rocks in Chinese history during the historical period.  Excavations conducted in 2001 at 
Xinglongdong, however, yielded another noteworthy artifact: one of two elephant (Stegodon 
orientalis) tusks found in the cave features two groups of surface engravings, which researchers 
                                                           
11 Wu Xianzhu 武仙竹, Pei Shuwen 裴树文, Hou Jiang 侯江, Wang Yunfu 王运辅, “Zhongguo Sanxia 
diqu renlei huashi de faxian yu yanjiu” 中国三峡地区人类化石的发现于研究 (Discovery and Study of 
Human Fossils in the Three Gorges Region, China). Kaogu 考古 3 (2009): 52-3, Fig. 4.3. 
 
12 Ibid, 53. 
 
13 Fang Dianchun 方殿春 and Liu Baohua 刘葆华, “Liaoning Fuxinxian Hutougou Hongshan wenhua 
yuqi mu de faxian” 疗宁阜新县胡头沟红山文化玉器墓的发现 (Discovery of a Hongshan Culture 




showed were anthropic and which they argued resulted from representational intent (Fig. 1.3).14  
Researchers concluded that “these images were apparently intentionally engraved to imitate 
natural phenomena or attempt to express some abstract thought” and tentatively identified them 
as “a leafless branch” and a “crest-shaped composition,” thereby hinting at the prospect that a 
feature characteristic of some birds may have been represented.15 Subscribing to the idea that the 
tusk surface marks were representational, researchers concluded that these were an early step in 
the worldwide development of pictorial representation, which culminated in realistic renderings 
by the late Paleolithic period.16 
In the context of worldwide prehistoric art, much is at stake in the representational 
characterization of both the tusk engravings and the “owl” stone excavated at Xinglongdong.  
Researchers stated that “the tusk yields the earliest archaeological evidence that could be related 
to primeval artistic creativity by human beings ever found so far.”17  If the stone “owl” found at 
Xinglongdong was representational, it also would qualify as one of the earliest figural artifacts in 
the world.  Had the site yielded two “representational” objects dated to the Middle Paleolithic, 
                                                           
14 Gao Xing et al., “120-150 ka Human Tooth and Ivory Engravings from Xinglongdong Cave,” 176; Wu 
Xianzhu et al., “Zhongguo Sanxia diqu renlei huashi de faxian yu yanjiu,” 49. 
 
15 Gao Xing et al., “120-150 ka Human Tooth and Ivory Engravings from Xinglongdong Cave,” 175-80.  
 
16 According to the authors, “Ivory engravings of 120000-150000 years old reported in this paper provide 
new clues on the origin of human artistic creations.  Based on archaeological evidences, we believe that 
even though the general tendency of pictorial art during the past 30000 years is from realism to abstract, it 
might have experienced an opposite developmental trend in the embryonic stage: the earliest work might 
have initiated from single, simple and rough engraved lines, poorly controlled, highly abstract in character 
and difficult for us to interpret.  Ivory engravings reported in this article are such examples.”  Gao Xing et 
al., “120-150 ka Human Tooth and Ivory Engravings from Xinglongdong Cave,” 180. 
 
17 Gao Xing et al., “120-150 ka Human Tooth and Ivory Engravings from Xinglongdong Cave,” 179.  A 
well-known and documented contemporaneous figural counterpart is the “figurine” found at Berekhat 
Ram in the Golan Heights of Israel dated to circa 230,000 BP but which Robin Dennell recently argued 
should be dated to between 780,000 and 230,000 BP.  See Dennell, The Paleolithic Settlement of Asia, 
282. As discussed in Chapter Four, earlier artifacts found in Africa suggest that sensitivity to the 




Xinglongdong truly would be unique in the world.  However, the co-presence at the site of two 
artifacts exhibiting different representational modes perhaps limits the likelihood that both were 
representational.  In contrast to the stone “owl,” whose representational quality perceived by 
modern observers tenuously derives from its shape outline (thus implying intentional “sculpting” 
or  “shaping” of a stone at the site), the elephant tusk features (perhaps) representational qualities 
derived not from its shape outline but rather from recessed lines appearing on its surface.  The 
co-presence at Neolithic sites of figural images done in different media and through different 
modes (such as paintings and clay modeling) and exhibiting representational qualities ranging 
from schematic to more realistic forms is not unusual.  Did Xinglongdong dwellers had a 
cognitive make-up permitting as varied a creative output as that observed at Neolithic sites? 
Ultimately, relocating the Xinglongdong tusk surface marks on a linear path of 
representational development featuring “abstract” and “realistic” at each pole, as researchers 
have, may not appeal to art historians sensitive to the fact that elapsed time does not necessarily 
correlate with increased mimetic quality.  As this chapter will show, Neolithic sites in China 
yielded artifacts occupying various positions on a representational spectrum ranging from 
“abstract” to “realistic.”  Assuming that prehistoric people cared about the mimetic quality of 
representations, it is necessary to consider alternative ways this may have happened.  As for the 
Xinglongdong tusk marks, their representational nature remains hard to ascertain, but these 
engravings do look like an early instance of doodling, and as such they do put pressure on the 
assumption that Homo sapiens were sole hominids bearers of representational intent.  For the art 
historian, the finds at Xinglongdong and the reception of them ultimately elicit some basic 
questions: How do human beings differentiate a lump of material from a representational artifact 
and a doodling from a depiction?  Is there a threshold of schematization or naturalism that 
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objects or depictions require before being considered representational, and is that threshold lower 
for figural imagery?   
 
Late Paleolithic and Epipaleolitihc Representations in China 
The late Paleolithic in northern China has been divided into three successive cultural 
periods: the Salawusu 萨拉乌苏 culture (50,000–35,000 BP), the Shiyu 峙峪 culture (35,000–
23,000 BP), and the Hutouliang虎头梁 culture (23,000–10,000 BP).18  The earliest of these 
three phases was named after archaeological assemblages featuring small stone tools and flaked 
animal bones and horns found at Salawusu Valley sites in the southeastern section of the Ordos 
Plateau in Inner Mongolia.19  The Shiyu site, eponymous of the second cultural phase, started 
being excavated in 1963 in the Datong Basin in the southwestern part of northern Shanxi 
province.  Tools found there included previously undocumented crescentic knives and projectile 
points;20 other remains comprised large quantities of fragmented and burned bones believed to 
have belonged to 218 wild horses (Equus przewalskyi) and wild asses.21  Beyond the hunts and 
dietary habits these finds suggested, scholars discovered marks on an 8 cm long wild horse bone, 
which spurred the idea that they were intaglio figural representations (Fig. 1.4).22  Detractors, 
                                                           
18 Du Shuisheng 杜水生, “Zhongguo beifang jiushiqi shidai wanqi wenhua de fenqi fenqu ji xiangguan 
wenti” 中国北方旧石器时代晚期文化的分期分区及相关问题 (Periodization, Regionalization and 
Other Problems on the Late Paleolithic Culture in North China). Kaogu xuebao 考古学报 2 (2007): 127-
52.  For a discussion of how time has come to characterize Paleolithic remains according to cultures to 
better acknowledge their cultural variety across China, see Bar-Yosef and Wang, “Paleolithic 
Archaeology in China,” 331. 
 
19 See Wu Rukang and John W. Olsen, eds., Paleoanthropology and Paleolithic Archaeology in the 
People’s Republic of China (Walnut Creek, CA: Left Coast Press, Inc., 2009), 43, 214, 255. 
 
20 Ibid., 214-5. 
 




however, argued against the figural identification, categorizing the find as a misinterpretation of 
natural taphonomic marks.23  Beyond the Shiyu wild horse bone featuring sunken lines 
interpreted as representational, another item found in 1980 at the contemporaneous site of 
Shuidonggou 水洞沟 recently caught the attention of researchers in China.24  Discovered in 1923 
by Emile Licent and Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, Shuidonggou is a well-documented site located 
near the Yellow River southern bank in Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region.25  Aware that French 
scholars had noted the presence of engravings on lithics found at the site in the 1920s, Chinese 
researchers recently went through lithics excavated there during 1980 field work at Locality 1 
and discovered a stone recovered from a context dated circa 30,000 BP that indeed bore what 
appears to be man-made engravings likely to be symbolic, perhaps linked to counting and 
recording (Fig. 1.5).26  As scholars recently suggested, the traditional Levallois technique used to 
make lithics found at Shuidonggou was the hallmark of Neanderthals.27  Which group of 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
22 See Yang Xiaoneng, Sculpture of Prehistoric China (Hong Kong: Tai Dao Publishing Limited, 1988), 
11, Plate 26.   As Yang notes, “The complicated carving is thought by some scholars to represent a small 
antelope lying on the grass, with its front legs stretched straight and its back slightly bent.  Behind it are 
hunters carrying hafted tools.  On the right part is a plump emu with a long neck which is staggering 
under a hunter’s net and ringed on three sides by hunters.  The artist used fine, close lines to show the 
emu’s fur.  The composition of the carving is balanced and centered, indicating a rather high level of 
artistic sophistication.  This interpretation, however, is highly speculative.” 
 
23 For detractors of the figural nature of the engravings and their anthropic quality, see Lorblanchet, La 
naissance de l’art, 248; Robert G. Bednarik, “Pleistocene Palaeoart of Asia.” Arts 2, no. 2 (2013): 46-76.  
 
24 Fei Peng, Xing Gao, Huimin Wang, Fuyou Chen, Decheng Liu, and Shuwen Pei, “An Engraved 
Artifact from Shuidonggou, an Early Late Paleolithic Site in Northwest China.” Chinese Science Bulletin 
57, no. 35 (December 2012): 4596, Fig. 3. 
 
25 Emile Licent and Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, “Le Paléolithique de la Chine.” L’Anthropologie 35, no. 4 
(1925): 201-234. 
 
26 Fei Peng et al., “An Engraved Artifact from Shuidonggou,” 4596, Fig. 3.  For the original work done by 
French paleontologists, see Marcellin Boule, Henri Breuil, Emile Licent, and Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, 
Le Paléolithique de la Chine.  Archives de l’Institut de Paléontologie Humaine, Mémoire 4 (Paris: 




hominid created the lines observed on the Shuidonggou stone is unknown; if Neanderthals were 
involved, then the find would lend support to the increasing body of material evidencing their 
capacity to symbolize. 
The later phase of the Late Paleolithic period in China generated another example of non-
iconic art.  The recent discoveries in Shanxi province of Xiachuan 下川 (23,900–16,400 BP) and 
Shizitan 柿子滩 (21,000–8,500 BP) site clusters, of the Longwangchan 龙王 (20,000–15,000 BP) 
site in Shaanxi province, and of the Hutouliang (23,000–10,000 BP) site cluster in northwestern 
Hebei province have filled a gap between Upper Paleolithic remains of the late Pleistocene 
characterized by microliths and chipped stones found at short-term settlements and early 
Neolithic remains of the middle Holocene defined by polished stone tools, pottery and plant and 
animal domestication found at sedentary settlements.28  These transitional sites correspond to a 
material phase characterized by microliths and chipped stone tools found alongside pottery, stone 
querns and some polished stone tools, which scholars refer to as either the “Epipaleolithic” or the 
“Neolithization” period.29  This period broadly corresponds to what Du Shuisheng 杜水生 
recently characterized as the Hutouliang period (23,000–10,000 BP), whose cultural origins Du 
believes emanates from Siberia.30  The period is eponymous with a Hebei province site cluster 
found in the Nihewan 泥河湾 Basin, whose remains yielded the earliest pottery shards (16,300–
                                                                                                                                                                                           
27 Bar-Yosef and Wang, “Paleolithic Archaeology in China,” 327. 
 
28 Liu Li and Chen Xingcan, The Archaeology of China: From the Late Paleolithic to the Early Bronze 
Age (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012), 45-51. 
 
29 See Liu and Chen, The Archaeology of China, 46. 
 





14,700 BP) so far found in northern China.31  Someone dwelling at the Longgu Cave, situated 
east of Beijing in Xinglong 兴隆 county in Hebei province, created an object unique for that 
period.  The object dated 13,065±270 BP consists of a 13.4-cm-long piece of deer antler bearing 
three distinct configurations (Fig. 1.6).  Its maker carefully incised the antler surface and then 
filled in the sunken lines with red pigment.32  Both the incisions and the decision to make them 
stand out against the ground through chromatic contrast are remarkable.  The work features three 
separate sets of lines placed along the antler surface that a viewer would discover one at a time 
by rotating their support.  One group contains four wavy lines, another includes two straight 
bands bearing slanted marks, and a third set forms a ∞-shaped configuration.  While the 
configurations may bring to mind three sets of rope arrangements, attributing a representational 
quality to the work is not necessary to appreciate its complexity. 
Whether we should attribute the seeming increase of “symbolic” objects during the Late 
Paleolithic period in China to cognitive advances or socio-cultural developments would be hard 
to establish.  Similar behaviors could have occurred earlier, but their forms and materials not 
have been recognized, lost through decay or waiting to be found.  People certainly could have 
engaged in some forms of figuration using perishable materials such as wood, hide and fibers.  
Up to recently, no figural representations dateable to this period had been found.  However, we 
now know that the later phase of the Late Paleolithic period marks a shift in the history of art in 
China, for someone living in northern China during this Epipaleolithic period transformed a 
                                                           
31 For details on the Hutouliang site, see Guo Ruihai and Li Jun, “The Nanzhuangtou and Hutouliang 
Sites: Exploring the Beginnings of Agriculture and Pottery in North China,” in The Origins of Pottery and 
Agriculture, ed. Yoshinori Yasuda (New Delhi: Roli Books, 2002), 193-204; Liu and Chen, The 
Archaeology of China, 50-1. 
 
32 Robert G. Bednarik and Yu Yuzhu, “Paleolithic Art from China.” Rock Art Research 8 (1991): 119-23; 




piece of antler into the earliest known figural artifact found to date in that part of East Asia, a 
bird figurine discussed below. 
 
The Early Bird Special 
The object, here illustrated on both sides (Fig. I.1), which constitutes the earliest definite 
figural representation found to date in China, consists of an in-the-round bird figure crafted from 
a piece of deer antler.  Archaeologists found the figurine in March 2009 at the Lingjing 灵井 site 
in Xuchang 许昌 county, Henan province, in a stratigraphic layer dated to 15,000–12,000 BP.33  
This unusual object, as hypothesized in Chapter Four, perhaps constitutes the earliest known 
instance in China of an artifact whose creation was triggered by the phenomenon of pareidolia, a 
discreet moment of human cognition involving projecting mental-images onto forms.  For the 
moment, note can be made of how barely representational the image may appear.  While we 
perceive in its form a standing and wingless bird, the figure is devoid of a pointy beak or eyes.  It 
exhibits an extended tail ending in a rounded mass and stands on undefined legs of a stout nature.  
As discussed in Chapters Four and Five, identifying how the image came into being may shed 
some light on attributes extraneous to form that could have made the figurine appear more 
representational to its maker.  Its diminutive size (1.2 cm high and 2.1 cm long) certainly 
supports the idea that it was a personal belonging.  
The Lingjing bird currently stands as the earliest unambiguously figural image found to 
date in China, and the only one associated with the Paleolithic period.  It precedes a hiatus in the 
                                                           
33 Li Zhanyang, “Xuchang Lingjing yizhi faxian zhongguo zuizao de liti diaoke niao huashi,” 62-3.  For 
earlier excavations conducted at the site, see notably Henan Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and 
Archaeology 河南省文物考古研究所, “Xuchang Lingjing jiushiqi shidai yizhi 2006 nian fajue baogao” 
许昌灵井旧石器时代遗址 2006年发掘报告 (2006 Excavations of the Paleolithic Site of Lingjing in 




archaeological record of a few thousand years before sites dateable to the Neolithic period start 
generating zoomorphic and anthropomorphic representations. 
 
The Neolithic Period 
 The Neolithic period in China ranges roughly from ca. 8,000 to ca. 2,000 BCE (Before 
the Common Era).34  During this long time, numerous cultures emerged and waned throughout 
the mainland.35  As Wu Hung noted, “interaction and exchanges often took place between 
different regions, and archaeologists have observed that during the late Neolithic period, from 
about 4,000 to 2,100 B.C.E., an extensive cultural network gradually took shape across much of 
the continent and laid the foundation for the emerging Chinese civilization.” Wu further notes 
that “In studying the sculpture of this period, therefore, it is important to pay attention to both 
indigenous forms and broader artistic conventions that increasingly pertained.”36   
The corpus of images indeed reveals an increase in regional conventions as time 
progresses.  These notably may be observed in pottery surface paintings associated with the 
                                                           
34 The co-presence of pottery shards and stone tools at Nanzhuangtou makes this Hebei province site the 
earliest associated with a Neolithic way of life in northern China.  Carbon 14 samples date the site to 
10,815-9,700 BP.  See Li Feng, Early China: A Social and Cultural History (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2014), 22.  The datings of Neolithic cultures discussed in this dissertation follow those 
found in Anne P. Underhill, ed., A Companion to Chinese Archaeology (Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, 2013). 
 
35 For general introductions on the Neolithic period in China, see Kwang-Chih Chang, “China on the Eve 
of the Historical Period,” in The Cambridge History of Ancient China: From the Origins of Civilization to 
221 B.C., eds. Michael Loewe and Edward L. Shaughnessy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1999), 37-73; Li Feng, Early China,” 15-40.  Noteworthy recent studies on Neolithic China include Li 
Liu, The Chinese Neolithic: Trajectories to Early States (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004); 
2); Rowan K. Flad and Pochan Chen, Ancient Central China: Centers and Peripheries Along the Yangzi 
River (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013) and Tianlong Jiao, The Neolithic of Southeast 
China: Cultural Transformation and Regional Interaction on the Coast (Amherst, NY: Cambria Press, 
2007).  
 
36 Wu Hung, “From the Neolithic to the Han,” in Chinese Sculpture, eds. Angela Falco Howard, Wu 




Miaodigou 庙底沟 culture (4,000–3,300 BCE), whose heartland centered in the area where the 
Henan, Shaanxi and Shanxi provinces converge, and the Majiaoyao 马家窑 culture (ca. 3,300–
2,000 BCE), located to its northwest.37  They also appear in jade sculptural forms produced in 
the northeastern Hongshan culture (ca. 4,500-3,000 BCE), at Lingjiatan凌家滩 in Anhui 
province and further south at Liangzhu良渚 culture (ca. 3,300-2,200 BCE) sites.  The following 
sections will introduce examples from these figural traditions, but will focus on other images.  
This approach will avoid the prism of regionalism and will shed light on how similar figural 
forms or approaches to representations also emerged in communities separated in time and space.   
 
Neolithic Figural Imagery: Southern China 
Sites located in the Yangzi River valley have yielded large quantities of Neolithic figural 
representations.38  Such is the case of Dengjiawan 邓家湾 in the northwestern part of Shijiahe石
家河, a Neolithic walled settlement eponym of the Qujialing-Shijiahe 屈家岭-石家河 culture (ca. 
3,000–2,100 BCE) which extended over areas of Hubei, Hunan, and southern Henan provinces.  
Clay figurines representing animals and human beings have been excavated at several Qujialing-
Shijiahe culture sites, but Dengjiawan in northeastern Hubei province yielded a staggering 
                                                           
37 Some non-figural motifs certainly had become culturally conventional by that time and circulated from 
one culture to another.  This may be exemplified by flower-like designs painted on pottery surfaces at 
sites associated with the Miaodigou period, and which were transported beyond its heartland.  As Li 
Xinwei noted, Miaodigou style flower designs can be observed on pottery unearthed from elite tombs 
located in the lower Yellow River valley (Dawenkou culture) and in the lower Yangzi River valley 
(Songze culture).  This may contribute to the idea that long-distance exchanges occurred between 
Miaodigou elite communities and social counterparts located further east.  Li Xinwei, “The Later 
Neolithic Period in the Central Yellow River Valley area, c. 4000-3000 BC,” in A Companion to Chinese 
Archaeology, ed. Anne P. Underhill (Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, 2013): 226-7.  
 
38 Qujialing-Shijiahe sites are located south and north of the Yangzi River.  Most figural representations 




number.  Indeed, archaeologists recovered over 10,000 figurines averaging 5 to 10 cm in height 
from 17 pits, and the consensus holds that these representations served a religious function.39  At 
a minimum, their quantity signifies an investment of labor resources suggesting that their making 
did not result from boredom and their function did not merely entail entertainment.  If the 
figurines did not serve religious interests, perhaps they helped authorities map out controled 
areas and their human and animal populations.   Regardless of the purpose for which the figures 
were created, their discovery should help dispel the idea that human and animal representation 
were scarce in prehistoric China.   
Indeed, Yangzi River valley sites demonstrate clear interests in reproducing human and 
animal anatomy during the Neolithic period.  Qujialing-Shijiahe culture sites yielded additional 
representations crafted in other materials, notably jade.  A material subsequently associated with 
notions of morality and longevity in historical China, jade exhibits a range of natural hues, which 
Shijiahe crafstmen could use to approximate the coloration of animal fur and human epiderm, as 
illustrated by a tiger head rendered in amber-colored jade (Fig. 1.7) and a human head abbraded 
in a milky nephrite (Fig. 1.8) recovered at Xiaojia Wuji 肖家屋脊.40  The site generated a wide 
range of 3-dimensional figural forms (anthropomorphic and zoomorphic figurines, bird-shaped 
                                                           
39 Institute of Archaeology and Cultural Relics of Hubei Province 湖北省文物考古研究所, Department 
of Archaeology of Beijing University北京大学考古学系 and Shijiahe Archaeological Team of the 
Hubei Province Jingzhou Museum 湖北省荆州博物馆石家河考古队, Dengjiawan 邓家湾 (Beijing: 
Wenwu chubanshe, 2003); Zhang Chi, “The Qujialing-Shijiahe Culture in the Middle Yangzi River 
Valley,” in A Companion to Chinese Archaeology, ed. Anne P. Underhill (Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, 
2013), 525-7. 
 
40 Institute of Archaeology and Cultural Relics of Hubei Province湖北省文物考古研究所, Department 
of Archaeology of Beijing University北京大学考古学系 and Shijiahe Archaeological Team of the 
Hubei Province Jingzhou Museum 湖北省荆州博物馆石家河考古队, Tianmen Shijiahe kaogu fajue 
baogao zhiyi – Xiaojia Wuji 天门石家河考古发掘报告之一肖家屋脊 (Excavation Report of Tianmen 
Shijiahe, Part I: Xiaojia Wuji) (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 1999), Vol. 1, 324-5, Fig. 256.5; 315-7, Fig. 




pottery lid, phallus) produced in an array of substances (clay, jade, stone), as well as a 2-
dimensional pottery surface engraving featuring a human being shown en face, all exhibiting 
varied levels of formal realism. 
While clay human figurines associated with the Qujialing-Shijiahe culture tend to exhibit 
little somatic detail to the point of appearing genderless, some nonetheless show keen 
observation of physical characteristics specific to gender.  A point in case is a 5.5-cm-high 
broken clay figurine also excavated at Xiaojiao Wuji, which exhibits a constricted waist and 
wide hips, two traits characteristically feminine (Fig. 1.9).41  Another noteworthy figurine was 
uncovered during 2008 excavations conducted in the vicinity of Dongting 洞庭 Lake in Hunan 
province.  The figurine, found at Qingshan 青山 and associated with the earlier Daxi 大溪 
culture (ca. 4,300–3,300 BCE), differs from more complete figurines recovered at Qujialing-
Shijiahe culture sites for it is reduced to a torso and a head.  However, its maker also emphasized 
an aspect of women’s physique rarely observed in three-dimensional modelings in Neolithic 
China.  The human figure exhibits the indubitably sensual silhouette of a woman, including a 
voluptuous bosom (Fig. 1.10).42  While the terms chosen to comment on the image’s form could 
carry a sexual connotation, it is not proposed here that its original maker and viewers 
experienced the figurine as erotic.43  These two female figurines merely illustrate how at times 
                                                           
41 Institute of Archaeology and Cultural Relics of Hubei Province et al., Tianmen Shijiahe kaogu fajue 
baogao zhiyi – Xiaojia Wuji, Vol. 1, 264-5, Fig. 200.1; Vol. 2, Plate 144.1. 
 
42 State Administration of Cultural Heritage 国家文物局, Major Archaeological Discoveries in China in 
2009 / 2009中国重要考古发现 (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 2010), 23. 
 
43 For a recent article discussing the trend to view Paleolithic figurines as sexual objects, see April Nowell 
and Melanie L. Chang, “Science, the Media, and Interpretations of Upper Paleolithic Figurines.” 
American Anthropologist 116, no. 3 (September 2014): 562-77.  I am grateful to Lee Ullmann for 




image-makers emphasized uniquely feminine features, leaving no doubt about the images’ 
gender. 
Lingjiatan 凌家滩, another Yangzi River valley site occupied circa 3,600–3,300 BCE and 
located approximately 35 km north of the Yangzi in the Anhui province county of Hanshan 含山, 
yielded other interesting figural forms.  Well-known for the similarity of its jades to Hongshan 
culture counterparts in northeastern China, Lingjiatan generated images exhibiting a wide range 
of subjects and attention to details.  Significant remains include two sets of three 
anthropomorphic jades found inside tomb M1 in 1987 and inside tomb M29 in 1998.44  Their 
maker(s) paid attention to details, representing men with angular faces, well-defined facial 
features, and all displaying limbs and fingers (Fig. 1.11).  In contrast, some other figural jades 
show less detail, to the point of appearing barely representational. Such is the case of a zoomorph 
found in 2007 near a feature excavators characterized as an altar.  Massive in weight and size (88 
kg, 72 cm long and 32 cm wide), the artifact exhibits a silhouette that has led scholars to think 
that it represents a pig (Fig. 1.12).45  The zoomorph indeed recalls a 6.9-cm-long jade pig 
recovered from Tomb M13 during the 1987 fieldwork (Fig. 1.13).46  These two artefacts 
                                                           
44 Anhui Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 安徽省文物考古研究所 and Hanshan 
County Office for the Preservation of Ancient Monuments 含山县文物管理所, “Anhui Hanshan 
Lingjiatan yizhi di sanci fajue jianbao 安徽含山县凌家滩遗址第三次发掘简报 (Report of the Third 
Excavation of the Lingjiatan Site in Hanshan County, Anhui). Kaogu 考古 11 (1999): 1-12; Anhui 
Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 安徽省文物考古研究所, Lingjiatan – Tianye 
kaogu fajue baogao zhiyi 凌家滩--田野考古发掘报告之一 (Lingjiatan: Archaeological Field 
Excavations, Report One) (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 2006), Plates 199.2, 3; 200.1, 2, 3, 4. 
 
45 Anhui Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 安徽省文物考古研究所, “Anhui 
Hanshanxian Lingjiatan yizhi diwuci fajue de xin faxian” 安徽含山县凌家滩遗址第五次发掘的新发现 
(New Discoveries during the Fifth Excavations of the Lingjiatan Site in Hanshan County, Anhui). Kaogu 
考古 3 (2008): 10, Plate 2; State Administration of Cultural Heritage 国家文物局, Major Archaeological 




exemplify how barely representational some figures sculpted (or abraded as in the case of these 
jade objects) in Neolithic China may appear to modern beholders.  The contrast discernible 
between these barely representational pig images and the aforementioned more formally 
naturalistic human figures found inside tombs at the same site further reveals a spectrum of 
conceptions about how formally naturalistic images had to appear to archaeologists in order to 
qualify as figural at Lingjiatan. 
Sites located further east in the Lower Yangzi River valley recently yielded noteworthy 
anthropomorphic and zoomorphic representations.  Fieldwork conducted in 2011 at the 
Qihedong 奇和洞 cave site in Fujian Province, whose occupation archaeologists date to 15,000–
5,000 BCE, yielded a 4 cm long broken sandstone fish featuring engraved gills.47  Excavations in 
2005 at Xiaohuangshan 小黄山, a large site located near Shengzhou city in Zhejiang province 
whose occupational remains spanned the early Neolithic phase (ca. 7,000–5,700 BCE), generated 
an object also worth mentioning.  Averaging 7.6 cm in height, the carved stone artifact was 
found amongst remains radiocarbon dated to Period 1 (ca. 7,000 BCE) and excavators speculated 
that it represented a human head (Fig. 1.14).48  There again, the artefact may appear barely 
figural to modern eyes. 
Recent excavations conducted at sites associated with the subsequent Hemudu 河姆渡 
culture (ca. 5,050–3,050 BCE) also yielded remarkable figural artifacts.  Excavations conducted 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
46 Illustrated in Anhui Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology, Lingjiatan – Tianye kaogu 
fajue baogao zhiyi, 129, Fig. 87; Plate 100.  
 
47 Fujian Museum 福建博物馆, “Fujian Zhangpingshi Qihedong shiqian yizhi fajue jianbao” 福建漳平市
奇和洞史前遗址发掘简报 (Excavation Report of the Prehistoric Cave Site of Qihe in Zhangping city, 
Fujian).  Kaogu 考古 5 (2013): 14-5, Figs. 9.6 and 10. 
 
48 State Administration of Cultural Heritage 国家文物局, Major Archaeological Discoveries in China in 




in 2004 at Tianluoshan 田螺山, a large settlement located 7 km northeast of the Hemudu site, 
generated the earliest known representation of an elephant in China; molded in clay, it features 
skin folds characteristic of pachyderms (Fig. 1.15).  The site also yielded a remarkable engraved 
pottery whose surface shows bamboo foliage and two horse-like animals facing one another, as 
well as clay pottery supports featuring human faces (Fig. 1.16).49  Some clay pottery supports 
found in northern China also exhibit figural characteristics, as exemplified by one out of five 
similar bird-shaped specimens found at Beiniantou 北埝头, a Ju River valley site near Beijing 
dateable to the sixth millennium BCE (Fig. 1.17).50  The support’s upper part features a beak-like 
projection and horizontal slits suggestive of eyes.  
Other figural works produced later in modern Zhejiang province have been discussed 
often in studies on figuration in Neolithic China.  Named after a site excavated in 1936 in the 
Yuhang district of Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province, the Liangzhu 良渚 culture (3,300–2,200 BCE) 
comprised settlements scattered in the lower reaches of the Yangzi River, north of the Hangzhou 
Bay, in the Lake Tai area, and as far north as southern Jiangsu province.  Among the array of 
representations unearthed at sites associated with that culture, mask-like motifs appearing on 
                                                           
49 Excavators interpreted the incised representation as flames, a pig and a deer.  Zhejiang Provincial 
Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 浙江省文物考古研究所, Yuyao Municipal Office of the 
Preservation of Cultural Relics 余姚市文物保护管理所, Hemudu Site Museum 河姆渡遗址博物馆, 
“Zhejiang Yuyao Tianluoshan xinshiqi shidai yizhi 2004 nian fajue jianbao” 浙江余姚田螺山新石器时
代遗址 2004年发掘简报 (Brief Report on the Excavation of a Neolithic Site at Tianluoshan Hill in 
Yuyao City, Zhejiang). Wenwu 文物 11 (2007): 6, Fig. 7; 8, Fig. 15; 23, Fig. 57.  
 
50 Beijing City Institute of Cultural Relics 北京市文物研究所, Office of Cultural Relics of Pinggu 
County, Beijing City 北京市平谷县文物管理所 and the Beiniantou Archaeological Team 北埝头考古
队, “Beijingshi Pinggu Beiniantou xinshiqi shidai yizhi diaocha yu fajue” 北京市平谷北埝头新石器时
代遗址调查与发掘 (Survey and Excavation of the Beiniantou Neolithic Site in Pinggu, Beijing). Wenwu 
文物 8 (1989): 11, Fig. 5.14; Liu Huacheng 刘化成, “Taolun Shangzhai wenhua” 试论上宅文化 




jade cong 琮 tubes, as illustrated by a tube recovered in 1987 at Pingyao (Fig. 1.18), are some of 
the best-known and most discussed specimens of figural art in Neolithic China.  Liangzhu 
culture sites also generated less celebrated figural artefacts.  These include in-the-round jade 
animal representations, such as turtles, as well as animals molded in clay or partially reproduced 
as pottery appendages, as illustrated by a pig face recovered at Miaoqian 庙前 (Fig. 1.19).51  
Figures etched onto pottery surfaces also have been found.  They include a container recently 
excavated at Mojiaoshan 莫角山 featuring a crocodilian creature whose representation combines 
both profile and dorsal views (the figure features both a profiled snout and superposed eyes) (Fig. 
1.20), as well as two remarkable profiles, one from Miaoqian featuring a dog-like animal with a 
curled tail (Fig. 1.21) and another recovered at Xindili 新地里 showing the etched profile of a 
deer (Fig. 1.22).52 
Sites located further north along the Yellow Sea coast in Jiangsu province also recently 
yielded representational works.  Fieldwork conducted in 2012 at Shunshanji 顺山矶, a site 
occupied ca. 6,100–5,000 BCE in modern Sihong county, produced several zoomorphic and 
anthropomorphic representations, including a human face featuring attachment holes (Fig. 
1.23).53  The Majiabang 马家浜 culture (ca. 5,000–3,800 BCE) site of Qitou’shan 祁头山 in 
                                                           
51 Cultural Relics and Archaeology Institute of Zhejiang Province 浙江省文物考古研究所, Miaoqian 庙
前 (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 2005), Plate 40.6. 
 
52 The crocodilian representation was found during 2006–2007 excavations at Mojiaoshan, the loci of 
palatial ruins within the larger Liangzhu site.  See State Administration of Cultural Heritage, Major 
Archaeological Discoveries in China in 2007, 23.  The dog representation is reproduced in Cultural 
Relics and Archaeology Institute of Zhejiang Province, Miaoqian, Plate 105.6.  The deer was found 
etched on a pottery fragment excavated during the 2001–2002 excavation season at Xindili.  See State 
Administration of Cultural Heritage 国家文物局, Major Archaeological Discoveries in China in 2001 / 




Jiangyin city also generated a jade frog (Fig. 1.24).54  Beyond the eastern seaboard in southern 
China, the country’s western regions also bore an array of Neolithic figural images.  For example, 
in the upper reaches of the Yangzi River, archaeologists recovered a clay human face at 
Yingpangshan 营盘山, a site occupied between 3,500–3,000 BCE near Maoxian in the upper 
Minjiang River valley.55  More recently, they also discovered a late Neolithic 6.5-cm-high 
anthropomorphic figurine made of fine clay in the Dadu River valley site of Maiping 麦坪 in 
Sichuan province.56  
To conclude this brief introduction of Neolithic figural imagery in southern China, one 
should note the earliest known examples of figurative rock art recovered in the country.  Rock art 
generally is difficult to date with any certainty57 and as a result will not be discussed in this 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
53 Nanjing Museum, Archaeology Department 南京博物馆考古研究所 and Sihong County Museum 泗
洪县博物馆, “Jiangsu Sihongxian Shunshanji xinshiqi shidai yizhi” 江苏泗洪县顺山集新石器时代遗址 
(Neolithic Site of Shunshanji in Sihong county, Jiangsu). Kaogu 考古 5 (2013): 10, Fig. 23. 
 
54 The Joint Archaeological Team of Qitou’shan 祁头山联合考古队, “Jiangsu Jiangyin Qitoushan yizhi 
2000 niandu fajue jianbao” 江苏江阴祁头山遗址 2000年度法掘简报 (Brief Report of 2000 
Excavations at the Qitou’shan Site in Jiangyin, Jiangsu). Wenwu 文物 12 (2006): 16, Fig. 38.6, Plate 29. 
 
55 State Administration of Cultural Heritage 国家文物局, Major Archaeological Discoveries in China in 
2003 / 2003 中国重要考古发现 (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 2004), 25, central Plate. 
 
56 Sichuan Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 四川省文物考古研究所, Ya’an City 
Managing Bureau of Cultural Relics 雅安市文物管理所 and Hanyuan County Managing Bureau of 
Cultural Relics 汉源县文物管理所, “Sichuan Hanyuanxian Maiping xinshiqi shidai yizhi 2007 nian de 
fajue” 四川汉源县麦坪新石器时代遗址 2007年的发掘 (2007 Excavations at the Neolithic Site of 
Maiping in Hanyuan County, Sichuan). Kaogu 考古 7 (2008): 16, Fig. 4.3. 
 
57 The dating of rock art in China has been a matter of controversy.  Some studies present engravings 
found in Xinjiang and Jiangsu provinces as dating to Paleolithic and Neolithic periods. See Wu Hung, 
“The Origins of Chinese Painting (Paleolithic Period to Tang Dynasty),” in Three Thousand Years of 
Chinese Painting, eds. Yang Xin, Nie Chongzheng, Lang Shaojun, Richard M. Barnhart, James Cahill 
and Wu Hung (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1997): 15-85.  Other specialists subscribe 
to the idea that most rock art found in China was produced within the past three thousand years.  See 
Robert Bednarick and Fushun Li, “Rock Art Dating in China: Past and Future,” The Artefact 14 (1991): 
25-33; Huisheng Tang, “Theory and Methods in Chinese Rock Art Studies,” Rock Art Research 10, no. 2 
(Nov. 1993): 83-90.  
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dissertation.  However, progress in scientific dating has recently shown that some southern China 
rock art dates from Neolithic times.  The upper reaches of the Yangzi River (also locally known 
as the Jinsha River) in modern Yunnan province yielded fifty-five rock-art sites, some featuring 
figural images more reminiscent of Magdalenian art uncovered in France and Spain than other 
rock art in China.58  Among them, the Baiyunwan 白云湾 rock shelter was the first rock art loci 
submitted to both radiocarbon and uranium series dating in China.59  The recent results revealed 
that Baiyunwan figure paintings featuring a large deer head and anthropomorphic images were at 
the very least 5,738 years old (Fig. 1.25).60  The terminus ante quem dating provides proof that 
people engaged in rock surface figural painting during the Neolithic period, if not earlier, in 
southwest China.  
 
Neolithic Figural Imagery in Northern China 
Large-Scale and Static Imagery 
Rock surfaces in northern China also have been the loci of creative impulses throughout 
historical periods and have served as media for an array of artistic genres ranging from 
calligraphic inscriptions (some even featuring figural components, as at Hongdingshan 洪顶山 in 
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59 For a survey of sites and related scholarship, see Taçon et al., “Naturalism, Nature and Questions of 
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Shandong province) to figural representations rendered through painting or as petroglyphs.61  A 
substantial body of scholarship is devoted to the topic of rock art in prehistoric northern China, 
but in the absence of scientific dating, this will not be introduced here.62  However, as discussed 
below, at least one example of rock engraving recently found at the Chifeng city site of 
Sanzuodian 三座店 in Inner Mongolia can be dated stratigraphically and shows that large-scale 
rock engravings were made during the early Bronze Age period in northeastern China, at least in 
urban contexts. 
Based on current data, few figural images integrated into architectural ensembles are 
known for Neolithic cultures in southern China, but it seems to have been more prevalent in 
some northern cultures.  Some of this imagery was created on the ground, in or close to 
structures.  A well-known example consists of a figural scene depicted with charcoal on the floor 
of a late Yangshao 仰韶 culture (5,050–3,050 BCE) building foundation at Dadiwan 大地湾, 
Gansu province (Fig. 1.26).63  The 1.2 by 1.1 meter composition, which features two human 
beings, has invited an array of interpretations discussed in Chapter Two. 
Other less well-known ground-based figurations have been recorded in northern China.  
For example, a 19.7-meter-long stone ensemble was found in 1994 at the Xinglongwa兴隆洼 
culture (ca. 6,200-5,400 BCE) site of Chahai 查海 in Liaoning province, which scholars 
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from Early and Medieval China (Seattle and London: University of Washington Press, 2008). 
 
62 For example, see Paola Demattè, “Beyond Shamanism: Landscape and Self-Expression in the 
Petroglyphs of Inner Mongolia and Ningxia (China).” Cambridge Archaeological Journal 14, no. 1 
(March 2004): 5-23. 
 
63 Gansu Provincial Archaeological Team 甘肃省文物工作队, “Dadiwan yizhi Yangshao wanqi ditu de 
faxian” 大地湾遗址仰韶晚期地画的发现 (Discovery of the Late Yangshao Floor Painting at the 




characterized as a “dragon,” an elusive creature recurrently mentioned in scholarly discussions 
on early representations in China (Fig. 1.27).64  Discussed at greater length in Chapter Three, the 
stone ensemble is one of the earliest known figural representations in northern China.  It is also 
the largest found to date.  The next example of large-scale imagery dates to the early Bronze Age 
period.  Of a less ethereal nature (it is said to represent a pig), this image was located protruding 
from the soil during fieldwork conducted in 2000 at a site believed to have served as Lower 
Xiajiadian 夏家店下层 culture (ca. 2000–1400 BCE) sacrificial grounds in the Aohan Banner of 
Inner Mongolia.  Amongst 232 stone altars found at Chengzishan 城子山 Locality 1, 
archaeologists discovered a block of crystallinoclastic lava, which they believed was carved to 
resemble a large 9.3- meter-long pig head (Fig. 1.28).65 
In addition to paintings, stone assemblages, and rocks protruding from the ground in or 
near dwellings and altars, people incorporated figural images into architectural features in other 
ways in northern China.  A case in point is a stone human head recently found at Shimao石峁 in 
Shenmu county, Shaanxi province (Fig. 1.29), the largest Longshan 龙山 culture (ca. 2,550-
1,950) urban site excavated thus far.66  The head’s retrieval among remains of a collapsed 
courtyard wall suggests that the representation originally was either embedded in the architecture 
or placed in front of a wall.  A later figural work found in urban setting during 2005-6 
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比较研究 (Comparative study on the Xinglongwa and Fuhe cultures). Beifang wenwu 北方文物 2 (2000): 
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65 State Administration of Cultural Heritage 国家文物局, Major Archaeological Discoveries in China in 
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66 Shaanxi Provincial Institute of Archaeology 陕西省考古研究院, “Shaanxisheng kaogu yanjiuyuan 
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excavations performed at the Lower Xiajiadian culture site of Sanzuodian 三座店, Chifeng city, 
Inner Mongolia, showed that some large-scale human imagery was incorporated into urban 
architecture during the early Bronze Age (Fig. 1.30).67  The image, which appears engraved on a 
lintel-like rock above a passageway, was stratigraphically dated and thus suggests that some 
form of rock art was incorporated to an urban setting by the early Bronze Age in northeastern 
China.  Yet, in spite of its dating, the figural nature of the image (which relies on the idea that 
opposing swirls stand for a pair of eyes) may seem questionable.68  However, as already 
illustrated by the jade pigs found at Lingjiatan (Figs. 1.12 and 1.13) and further exemplified by 
another figural work produced at the earlier Xinglongwa 兴隆洼 culture (ca. 6,200-5,400 BCE) 
site of Baiyinchanghan 白音长汗, Chifeng city, Inner Mongolia, formal resemblance between 
subject matter and its representation could be tenuous at times (Fig. 1.31).69  While at first glance, 
the unassuming 36.6-cm-tall stone artifact found standing inside a dwelling is reminiscent of a 
large potato, closer inspection led archaeologists to observe human facial features on the stone’s 
upper section and to realize that it faced the dwelling’s hearth.  Another relatively large figural 
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68 The image recalls some of the more undeniably figural imagery recurrently found on cliff surfaces in 
Inner Mongolia.  The resemblance likely compelled archaeologists to assert that this more urban 
configuration represents a human face shown en face.  For illustration of such images, see Wu Jiacai 吴甲
才, “Neimenggu Ongniung teqi Baimiaozishan faxian xinshiqi shidai zaoqi Beitou qixing yanhua” 内蒙
古翁牛特旗白庙子山发现新石器时代早期北斗七星岩画 (Discovery of an early Neolithic Rock Image 
of the Big Dipper at the Baimiaozi Mountain in Ongniud Banner, Inner Mongolia). Beifang wenwu 北方
文物 4 (2007): 2, Fig. 2 [1-4].  
 
69 The image was found inside house AF39.  See Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology, Inner 
Mongolia Autonomous Region, Baiyinchanghan—xinshiqi shidai yizhifajue baogao, Vol. 1, 131-3, Fig. 




artifact found in a city setting was excavated in 2001 at Yuchisi 尉迟寺, a late Dawenkou 大汶
口 culture (ca. 4,150-2,650 BCE) moated settlement located in northern Anhui province.70  The 
60-cm-tall clay ensemble features a cylindrical base capped with a conical section framed by two 
crested-animal heads and topped by a bird (Fig. 1.32).  Reminiscent of haniwa 埴輪 figures 
placed on burial mounds in Kofun-period (ca. 250-538 CE) Japan, the artifact appears to 
combine two types of bird representation: incomplete avian figures reduced to flat crested head 
appendages and a full-body, in-the-round modeling.  One assumes that the majority of these 
large-scale and non-movable images placed in urban or ritual contexts were intended to engage 
its audience visually more than through other sensory channels.  However, beholders also may 
have touched such images, and by doing so altered their original form.  In other words, while 
purely visual encounters would not have affected the figures’ form, touching the images 
potentially could.  Keeping this in mind, we perhaps should not conclude that the 
Baiyinchanghan hearth post always looked so amorphous.  On the other hand, we need to stay 
open to the idea that early communities like that of Baiyinchanghan less used to figuration than 
at later sites may have been more willing to consider representational images that appear barely 
so to modern eyes. 
Apart from these aforementioned images that archaeologists mostly discovered within the 
past decade, earlier excavations generated better-known specimens of large-scale figural 
representations in northern China.  Famous examples are terracotta figures created during the 
                                                           
70 Institute of Archaeology of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences and Bureau of Cultural Relics of 
Mengchen District in Anhui Province 中国社会科学院考古研究所, Anhuisheng Mengchengxian 
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Hongshan period at the northeastern site of Niuheliang 牛河梁 in Liaoning province.  There, 
large scale anthropomorphic and zoomorphic sculptures were found inside a structure scholars 
have come to refer to as the Goddess Temple (nüshenmiao 女神庙).  These images notably 
include a clay face with inlaid jade eyes (Fig. 1.33) and the lower jaw of a fanged animal crafted 
in clay.71  Equally striking in dimensions, another Hongshan hollow clay figure recovered in 
2012 at Xinglonggou 兴隆沟, Chifeng, Inner Mongolia, features the upper part of a human body 
(55 cm in total height) and certainly confirms the interest in modeling near-human-size figures in 
this middle Neolithic culture (Fig. 1.34).72  The growing répertoire of Hongshan images presents 
a wide representational spectrum, ranging from figures reflecting attention to proportions and 
physiognomic details (exemplified by Figs. 1.33 and 1.34) to artifacts exhibiting more tenuous 
resemblance to what full-fleshed human bodies naturally look like.  Examples are two small clay 
heads (2.7 and 2.5 cm high) found at the Honggelitu 洪格力图 site, whose faces comprise a hole 
in lieu of a nose as well as cheeks and foreheads that feature deep recessed marks (Fig. 1.35).73 
A few tombs excavated in northern China also revealed large-scale figural 
representations in burial contexts.  Well-known examples discussed in narratives addressing 
                                                           
71 See Liaoning Institute of Archaeology 辽宁省文物考古研究所, “Liaoning Niuheliang Hongshan 
wenhua ‘niushenmiao’ yu jishizhong qun fajue jianbao” 辽宁牛河梁红山文化“女神庙”与积石冢群发
掘简报 (Excavation of the Deity Temple and a Cluster of Stone Heaped Tombs of Hongshan Culture at 
Niuheliang in Liaoning). Wenwu 文物 8 (1986): 1-17. 
 
72 See Kaogu.net.cn/en/detail.asp?ProductID=3608. August 24, 2012 (website accessed on August 6, 
2013). 
 
73 Su Bude 苏布德, “Honggelitu Hongshan wenhua muzang” 洪格力图红山文化墓葬 (Hongshan 
Culture Burial at Honggelitu). Neimenggu wenwu kaogu 内蒙古文物考古 2 (2002): 19, Figs. 3.8 and 3.9.  
The already rich corpus of Hongshan culture images continues to expand.  A recent publication notably 
noted the discovery of a clay female figurine inside house F4 at Xitai in Aohan Banner.  See Yang Hu 扬
虎 and Lin Xiuzhen 林秀贞, “Neimenggu Aohanqi Hongshan wenhua Xitai leixing yizhi jianshu” 内蒙
古敖汉旗红山文化西台类型遗址简述 (Brief Review of a Xitai-type Site of the Hongshan Culture in 




early art in China include Yangshao culture mosaic-like mussel shell compositions of zoomorphs 
created at Xishuipo 西水坡 in Puyang, Henan province.  These include two creatures (said to 
represent a tiger and a dragon) placed on each side of the deceased (Fig. 1.36).74  More recently, 
excavators uncovered other noteworthy figural representations incorporated into a funerary 
context at the Xiaohe 小河 cemetery, a site located in Lop-Nur罗布泊, southeastern Xinjiang 
province, associated with migrants categorized as some of the earliest Bronze Age communities 
in western China.75  The cemetery contained several tombs dated ca. 2,000–1,600 BCE in which 
archaeologists found anthropomorphic representations.76  Some of these figures were crafted 
from wood, and notably include a full-bodied sculpture found standing inside a funerary chamber 
and a mask-like artifact also found in a tomb.  Bone also served to craft two elongated and 
angular human heads recovered from another grave.  While all these figures originally could 
have been used outside of the funerary contexts they were found in, at least one figure painted in 
black and red on a beam inside a hut-shaped burial was integral to the tomb’s structure.  It 
features a human face shown en face, whose angular circumference is defined by unmodulated 
black lines, eyes marked by oblong dots, and nose depicted as a hook (Fig. 1.37).  While found 
on the northeastern margins of modern China and dateable to the junction between the Neolithic 
and Bronze Age periods, the figure, which combines on a flat plane both frontal and profile 
                                                           
74 Preservation Bureau of Cultural Relics of Puyang City濮阳市文物管理委员会, Museum of Puyang 
City 濮阳市博物馆 and Cultural Relics Team of Puyang City 濮阳市文物队, “Puyang Xishuipo yizhi 
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75 Liu and Chen, The Archaeology of China, 337-42. 
 
76 Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology of Xinjiang Autonomous Region 新疆文物考古研究所, 
“Xinjiang Luobupo Xiaohe mudi 2003 nian fajue jianbao 新疆罗布泊小河墓地 2003年发掘简报 (A 
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vantage points, remains remarkable as the earliest painted human face found incorporated into 
grave architecture in China.  
It likely would not be productive to search for a unifying theme of motivation for the 
crafting of large-scale figural images in architectural settings or funerary contexts introduced in 
this chapter.  The quest for one defining rationale would undervalue the multiplicity of impetus 
that animated prehistoric human beings from a variety of cultures and moments in time.  It is 
unlikely that these representations were merely decorative; they probably served an array of 
functions ranging from the memorative to the apotropaic, and perhaps even community 
exorcism.77  Regardless of their precise function, we should not assume that the images’ original 
significance merely lay in their finished forms, for ritual processes involved in their crafting 
could have mattered as much as the final products.  We also should refrain from concluding that 
the images originally signified what their human or animal shapes suggest, for other signifieds 
could have attached to these forms in any given prehistoric culture.78 
 
  
                                                           
77 For evidence of large-scale images used in community exorcism among the Cuna Indians of Panama, 
see Michael Taussig, Mimesis and Alterity: A Particular History of the Senses (New York: Routlege, 
1993), 10. 
 
78 Anthropomorphic images created by shamans in the Nahua tradition of Mexico exemplify how the 
crafting of images itself may be a form of ritual action.  These anthropomorphic artifacts moreover 
exemplify how a human form may signify more than what it would seem to represent.  As Alan 
Sandstrom notes, “The basic feature of each cutting is a relatively undifferentiated human form.  This 
form represents the animating force (the tonali, yolotl, or combination of tonali and yolotl) of whatever 
entity the shaman wishes to represent; … crops, guardian spirits, and even death are similarly depicted as 
human bodies.”  For further detail, see Alan Sandstrom, “The Weeping Baby and the Nahua Corn Spirit: 
The Human Body as Key Symbol in the Huasteca Veracruzana, Mexico,” in Mesoamerican Figurines: 
Small-Scale Indices of Large-Scale Social Phenomena, eds. Christina T. Halperin, Katherine A. Faust, 




Smaller-Scale and Movable Imagery 
Unlike examples introduced to this point, most prehistoric figural representations 
recovered in northern China were small (generally less than 15 cm) and were not intended to be 
seen at a fixed point inside, near or on architectural structures.  Instead, the majority were 
portable and consisted of wearable body ornaments, amulets or pendants, movable clay 
containers and other artifacts amenable to daily or at least periodic manipulation.   
Specialists of prehistoric figurines produced outside of China have started to take into 
consideration the size of images and people’s physical engagement with them.  Following 
Douglas Bailey’s innovative work on miniaturization and how people’s handling of small-scale 
figurines of southeastern Europe impact their reception to them, other scholars have devoted 
attention to the size of representations.79  For example, Katherine A. Faust and Christina T. 
Halperin observed that “[m]onuments, architecture, and other materials larger than the human 
form guide sight lines, direct bodily movements, and formalize practice… While these large 
forms orchestrate movement, the diminutive quality of figurines has a reverse effect in which 
they can be manipulated by people.”80  Rosemary A. Joyce also noted that “[r]elative scale may 
                                                           
79 See Bailey, Prehistoric Figurines, 26-44.  As Douglas Bailey notes, “The combination of three-
dimensionality with miniaturism in a figurine creates an exceptionally intimate object.  Intimacy 
introduces important limitations and potentials for viewers.  A reduction in size demands close scrutiny in 
a truly physical sense; you have to be close to see the small thing properly.  The resulting encounter of 
intimate proximity provides the viewer with a new way of seeing and thus with a new way of 
understanding the small thing being observed.  This of course applies to two-dimensional miniatures as it 
does to a Neolithic figurine.  However, a three-dimensional object such as a figurine demands a physical 
engagement that two-dimensional media are not concerned with.” Bailey, Prehistoric Figurines, 38. 
 
80 Katherine A. Faust and Christina T. Halperin, “Approaching Mesoamerican Figurines,” in 
Mesoamerican Figurines: Small-Scale Indices of Large-Scale Social Phenomena, eds. Christina T. 
Halperin, Katherine A. Faust, Rhonda Taube, and Aurore Giguet (Gainsville: University Press of Florida, 




be one way to reinstate some sense of the social and experimental scale of the events in which 
figurines were present and in action.”81   
Small-scale images produced in Neolithic China and introduced in the following sections 
encompass a broader scope of figural works than the figurines the aforementioned scholars have 
focused on.  Regardless of their precise type as objects (from figurines to body ornaments), 
small-scale representations found in China all resulted from image-makers’ physical engagement 
with crafting materials, and all, by their diminutive size, elicited manipulation.  These two basic 
facts imply ramifications we will explore in subsequent chapters.  Indeed, the fact that human 
and animal representations in prehistoric China tended to be small, amenable to being held in the 
hand, and rendered in a wide variety of materials (clays of diverse temper components resulting 
in gritty or fine textures; numerous lithics such as flint, gabbro, jade or soapstone; wood; bones; 
shells) have been overlooked in earlier studies.  Beliefs possibly underlay image-makers’ choice 
of materials to create particular figural representations, and some image-makers in China may 
have selected substances they believed to be imbued with potency.  Ethnographic works 
conducted in more recent communities indeed have shown that substances selected to represent 
figurines were not innocent.  As Cecelia F. Klein and Naoli Victoria Lona have shown, the 
Aztecs indeed used copal (a type of tree resin) to produce some anthropomorphic figurines 
specifically because they used the material in medicinal treatment and viewed it as powerful.82  
Likewise, Cuna Indians in Panama carved images in wood specifically because the images’ 
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of Large-Scale Social Phenomena, eds. Christina T. Halperin, Katherine A. Faust, Rhonda Taube, and 
Aurore Giguet (Gainsville: University Press of Florida, 2009), 414. 
 
82 For detail, see Cecelia F. Klein and Naoli Victoria Lona, “Sex in the City: A Comparison of Aztec 
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magical power derived from the spirit of the wood.83  In the absence of ethnographic information 
pertaining to prehistoric China, Chapter Five will develop an alternative hypothesis that could 
explain some material choices by focusing on the corpus of known images.  This postulate will 
account for the simple fact that small-scale representations were easily manipulated. 
 
ANTHROPOMORPHS 
Excavations have yielded an array of images shaped like human beings.  One of the 
earliest known human representations from northern China was found on the northern bank of 
the Wei river in a refuse pit at the Baoji city site of Beishouling 北首岭 in Shaanxi province.  
Dateable to the Laoguantai 老官台 culture (localized in a part of the central Yellow River valley 
from ca. 5,500–4,500 BCE, along with the Peiligang 裴李岗 and Cishan 磁山 cultures), the 
artifact found inside pit H8 was crafted from red clay (Fig. 1.38).84  The headless torso stands a 
mere 6.7 cm in height and features two human arms and hands gathered toward the belly area.  
Beyond this 1977 discovery, excavated data from prehistoric northern China reveals that 
representations of human bodies were formulated in various ways and in various degrees of 
mimetic legibility.  Some were fleeting indexical allusions to human body parts, as expressed by 
the crafting of a boot-shaped clay container found in Gansu province (Fig. 1.39) or the black 
handprint left on the surface of 35.5-cm-tall funerary urn W104 at the Hongshanmiao 洪山庙 
                                                           
83 See Michael Taussig, Mimesis and Alterity: A Particular History of the Senses (New York: Routledge, 
1993), 8. 
 
84 Baoji Archaeological Team, Institute of Archaeology of the Chinese Academy of Social Science 中国
社会科学院考古研究所宝鸡工作队, “Yijiuqiqi nian Baoji Beishouling yizhi fajue jianbao” 一九七七年
宝鸡北首岭遗址发掘简报 (Brief Report of 1977 Excavations at Beishouling in Baoji, Shaanxi Province). 
Kaogu 考古 2 (1979): Plate 3; Institute of Archaeology, Chinese Academy of Social Science 中国社会科
学院考古研究所, Baoji Beishouling 宝鸡北首岭 (The Site of Beishouling in Baoji) (Beijing: Wenwu 




cemetery in Henan province (Fig. 1.40).85  More explicit body renderings also were produced, as 
exemplified by the engraved human torso found at the Lower Houwa 后洼下层 culture (4,500–
4,000 BCE) site of Beiwutun 北吴屯, Liaoning province, whose breasts were marked with C-
shaped lines (Fig. 1.41).86  Archaeologists also have found unmistakable images of humans’ 
intimate parts.  Beyond the well-known Yangshao culture pottery recovered at the northwestern 
site of Liuwan 柳湾 in Qinghai province, whose surface features a molded figure with 
emphasized genitalia (Fig. 1.42), archaeologists regularly find male sexual anatomy reproduced 
in clay, stone or wood (Fig. 1.43)87 and perhaps, as some scholars suggested, even depicted on 
pottery surfaces (Fig. 1.44).88  Representations of amorous encounters have not been found.  The 
consequences of heterosexual intimacy, however, were found embodied in northern China in 
                                                           
85 Henan Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 河南省文物考古研究所, “Henan 
Ruzhou Hongshanmiao yizhi fajue” 河南汝州洪山庙遗址发掘 (Excavation of the Hongshanmiao Site at 
Ruzhou in Henan). Wenwu 文物 4 (1995): 4-11; Henan Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and 
Archaeology 河南省文物考古研究所, Ruzhou Hongshanmiao 汝州洪山庙 (The Site of Hongshanmiao 
in Ruzhou) (Zhengzhou: Zhongzhou guji chubanshe, 1995), 28, 30, Fig. 11.1, Plate 1. 
 
86 Liaoning Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 辽宁省文物考古研究所, Dalian 
Municipal CPAM 大连市文物管理委员会 and Zhuanghe Municipal Office for the Preservation of 
Ancient Monuments 庄河市文物管理办公室, “Dalianshi Beiwutun xinshiqi shidai yizhi” 大连市北吴屯
新石器时代遗址 (The Neolithic Site at Beiwutun, Dalian City). Kaogu xuebao 考古学报 3 (1994): 374, 
Fig. 24.8. 
 
87 The clay sexual organ illustrated was found inside pit H 217 at Guantaoyuan 关桃园, Baoji, Shaanxi 
province, and is dated late Yangshao period.  See Shaanxi Provincial Institute of Archaeology 陕西省考
古研究院 and Archaeological Team of Baoji City 宝鸡市考古工作队编著, Baoji Guantaoyuan 宝鸡关
桃园 (The Site of Guantaoyuan in Baoji) (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 2007), 254-5, Fig. 174.15, Plate 
36.6.  Pit H32 at the Peiligang culture (6,000–4,500 BCE) site of Shuiquan, Henan province, generated 
some of the earliest known clay phalli in northern China.  See Henan First Team, Chinese Academy of 
Social Sciences, Institute of Archaeology 中国社会科学院考古研究所河南一队, “Henan jiaxian 
Shuiquan Peiligang wenhua yizhi” 河南郏县水泉裴李岗文化遗址 (Peiligang Culture site of Shuiquan in 
Jiaxian, Henan). Kaogu xuebao 考古学报 1 (1995): 70, Figs. 29.1 and 29.2. 
 
88 The boot-shaped container was recovered in the area of Jiuquan 酒泉 city in northwestern Gansu 
province.  See Li Yongliang 李永良, Helong wenhua: Lianjie gudai Zhongguo yu shijie de zoulang 河陇
文化-连接古代中国与世界的走廊 (The Culture of Helong: Linking Ancient China to the Passageway to 
the World) (Hong Kong: Shangwu yinshuguan, 1998), 52, Plate 56. 
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images of pregnant females.  Examples include two small Hongshan culture in-the-round clay 
figurines excavated in 1979-1980 at Dongshanzui 东山嘴 among over twenty clay body 
fragments (Fig. 1.45)89 and a less-well-known, 6.8-cm-tall figurine with enlarged stomach 
recovered at the Yangshao culture site of Anban案板 in Shanxi province (Fig. 1.46).90  Scholars 
have suggested that stages of pregnancy and parturition are represented by seven stone figurines 
excavated at the Zhaobaogou 赵宝沟 culture (5,400–4,500 BCE) site of Houtaizi 后台子 in 
Hebei province (Fig. 1.47).91 
Archaeologists have found a range of sites generating anthropomorphic heads or faces 
molded in clay.  Artifacts pre-dating and approximating 5,000 BCE were recovered within areas 
corresponding to modern Anhui, Hebei, Henan, Jilin, Shaanxi, and Shandong provinces and will 
be addressed in Chapter Three.  Excavators unearthed later counterparts throughout northern 
China.  Recently excavated examples absent from earlier narratives on prehistoric figurative 
imagery include a 4.7-cm-high Hongshan period clay face modeling uncovered in 2006 in 
                                                           
 
89 Guo Dashun 郭大顺 and Zhang Keju 张克举, “Liaoningsheng Kezuoxian Dongshanzui Hongshan 
wenhua jianzhu qunzhi fajue jianbao” 疗宁省喀左县东山嘴红山文化建筑群址发掘简报 (Brief Report 
of Excavations of an Architectural Complex at the Hongshan Culture Site of Dongshanzui, Kezuo county, 
Liaoning). Wenwu 文物 1984.11: 1-11. 
 
90 Northwest University Institute of Museology and Archaeology Specialization 西北大学文博学院考古
专业, “Shaanxi Fufeng Anban yizhi diwuci fajue” 陕西扶风案板遗址第五次发掘 (Fifth Excavation of 
the Ancient Site at Anban in Fufeng County, Shaanxi). Wenwu 文物 11 (1992): 7-8, Fig. 16.1; Northwest 
University Institute of Museology 西北大学文博学院, Fufeng Anban yizhi fajue baogao 扶风案板遗址
发掘报告 (Excavation Report for the Anban Site in Fufeng) (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 2000), 109, Fig. 
78.1, Plate 7.1. 
 
91 Preservation Bureau of Cultural Relics of Chengde Prefecture 承德地区文物保管所 and Museum of 
Luanping County 滦平县博物馆, “Hebei Luanpingxian Houtaizi yizhi fajue jianbao” 河北滦平县后太子
遗址发掘简报 (Excavation of the Archaeological Site at Houtaizi in Luanping County, Hebei). Wenwu 




Ongniud Banner, Inner Mongolia (Fig. 1.48)92 and a dark clay head found at the Longshan 
culture Wadian 瓦店 settlement in Henan province.93  Some sites have yielded figures exhibiting 
various stages of facial completion, such as faces recovered at Zuojiashan 左家山, Jilin province 
(Fig. 1.49), where one head features eyes, nose and mouth in contrast with another face that can 
be characterized as figural primarily because eyes were incised onto a flattened ovaloid clay 
ball.94  While we cannot exclude the possibility that some of these modeled clay faces may be 
broken remnants of more complete human figurines or sections separated from pottery containers, 
others more certainly emerged from different circumstances.  Examples include clay human 
faces recovered at the Lower Houwa culture (4,500–4,000 BCE) site of Beiwutun (Fig. 1.50),95 
                                                           
92 Pang Hao 庞昊, “Ongniuteqi faxian Hongshan wenhua shiqi taosu renmian xiang” 翁牛特旗发现红山
文化时期陶塑人面像 (Discovery of a Hongshan Period Pottery Sculpture of a Face in Ongnung Banner). 
Neimenggu wenwu kaogu 内蒙古文物考古 2 (2007): 122, Fig. 1.  Recent excavations in northeastern 
China generated an array of anthropomorphic works.  For example, in 2002, excavators unearthed a 
somewhat abbreviated rendering inside a house at the Xiaoheyan culture (ca. 3,000-2,200 BCE) site of 
Hetao 河套 in Jilin province.  See Jilin University, Center for the Study of Frontier Archaeology 吉林大
学边疆考古研究中心, Inner Mongolia Institute of Archaeology and Cultural Relics 内蒙古文物考古研
究所, “Xilamulun he shangyou kaogu diaocha yu shijue” 西拉木论河上游考古调查与试掘 (Survey and 
Trial Excavation in the Upper Reaches of the Xilamulun River). Neimenggu wenwu kaogu 内蒙古文物考
古 2 (2002): 5, Fig. 5.10.   Recent excavations also yielded a fine example of late Neolithic-early Bronze 
Age period anthropomorphic imagery bearing red pigment traces.  It features a triangular face found at 
the Lower Xiajiadian site of Kangjiawan康家湾 near Chifeng city.  See Jilin University, Center for the 
Study of Frontier Archaeology 吉林大学边疆考古研究中心 and Inner Mongolia Institute of 
Archaeology and Cultural Relics 内蒙古文物考古研究所, “Neimenggu Chifengshi Kangjiawan yizhi 
2006 nian fajue jianbao” 内蒙古赤峰市康家湾遗址 2006年发掘简报 (Report of 2006 Excavations at 
the Kangjiawan Site, Chifeng City, Inner Mongolia). Kaogu 考古 11 (2008): 20, Fig. 9.9, Plate 6. 
 
93 State Administration of Cultural Heritage 国家文物局, Major Archaeological Discoveries in China in 
2008 / 2008 中国重要考古发现 (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 2009), 37. 
 
94 Jilin University, Department of Teaching and Research in Archaeology 吉林大学考古教研室, 
“Nong’an Zuojiashan xinshiqi shidai yizhi” 农按左家山新石器时代遗址 (The Neolithic Site at 
Zuojiashan, Nong’an, Jilin Province). Kaogu xuebao 考古学报 2 (1989): 208-9, Figs. 20.1 and 20.4.  
Archaeologists characterized Fig. 1.50 (left) not as a human head but rather as a bear head. 
 
95 Liaoning Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 辽宁省文物考古研究所, Dalian 
Municipal CPAM 大连市文物管理委员会 and Zhuanghe Municipal Office for the Preservation of 
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whose creation involved a recycling process, as facial features were added to broken pottery 
shards. 
Apart from clay, a wide range of materials served in the creation of anthropomophs, from 
full-bodied figures to isolated heads.  Some combined several substances, such as a stone face 
unearthed at the Xinglongwa culture site of Xinglonggou兴隆沟, which as discussed in Chapter 
Three combined an undetermined black stone and shell used to cross-materially imitate tooth 
enamel (Fig. 1.51).96  Other images created by combining material components include a 10.5-
cm-tall stone face recovered in 1997 at the Jilin province site of Nanshantou南山头, whose eyes 
consist of inlaid shell pieces,97 and the more famous clay head featuring jade eyes unearthed at 
the Hongshan culture site of Niuheliang.  Neolithic figure-makers in northern China, however, 
mostly seem to have produced images out of a single substance, be it clay, stone, bone, shell or 
antler.  A shell figure unearthed at the Hougang period I 后岗一期文化 site of Shihushan I 石虎
山 I occupied circa 4,500 BCE in southern Inner Mongolia discussed at greater length in Chapter 
Five displays such a choice (Fig. 1.52).98  Other examples excavated at late Neolithic sites 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
Ancient Monuments 庄河市文物管理办公室, “Dalianshi Beiwutun xinshiqi shidai yizhi” 大连市北吴屯
新石器时代遗址 (The Neolithic Site at Beiwutun, Dalian City). Kaogu xuebao 考古学报 3 (1994): 361, 
Plate 8 and 8.5. 
 
96 Chinese Academy of Social Sciences Institute of Archaeology, First Team in Inner Mongolia 中国社会
科学院考古研究所内蒙古第一工作队, “Neimenggu Chifengshi Xinglonggou juluo yizhi 2002-2003 
nian de fajue” 内蒙古赤峰市兴隆沟聚落遗址 2002-2003年的发掘 (2002-2003 Excavations at the 
Xinglonggou Settlement Site, Chifeng City, Inner Mongolia). Kaogu 考古 7 (2004): 6, Plate 5. 
 
97 Li Cheng 李成, “Jilinsheng Zhenlaixian chutu de renmian touxiang shi” 吉林省镇赉县出土人面头像
饰 (Ornament in the Form of a Human Head Excavated in Zhenlai County, Jilin Province).  Dongfang 
wenwu 东方文物 1 (1999): 97. 
 
98 Inner Mongolian Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology内蒙古文物考古研究所, Kyoto Society  
(Japan) for the Study of Chinese Archaeology日本京都中国考古学研究会 and Sino-Japanese 
Prospective Team in the Dahai Area 中日岱海地区考察队, “Neimenggu Wulanchabumeng Shihushan 
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include a round head crafted in a piece of bone found at Keshengzhuang 客省庄 in Shaanxi 
province99 and two more angular and elongated bone heads recovered from the aforementioned 
Xiaohe graveyard. 
A varied array of lithics served to create anthropomorphs in northern China.  For instance, 
at the Zhaobaogou culture site of Houtaizi (where the seven aforementioned figurines said to 
represent pregnancy stages were found), image-makers used one of four stone types to craft 
figurines: gabbro (huichangyan 辉长岩), diabase (huiluyan 辉绿岩), metamorphic rock 
(bianzhiyan 变质岩) and talc (huashi 滑石).100  Unlike clay counterparts, whose original shape 
could be damaged by taphonomic processes or purposeful breaking, less easily breakable stone 
figures recovered at sites generally correspond to their makers’ intended form.  Such is the case 
of a 3.8-cm-tall marble artifact retrieved from tomb M51 at the Majiayao 马家窑 culture (3,300–
2,000 BCE) site of Yuanyangchi 鸳鸯池 in Gansu province, whose upper section features a 
small hole amenable for suspension.101  Jade also was used to represent human bodies, although 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
yizhi fajue jiyao” 内蒙古乌兰察布盟石虎山遗址发掘纪要 (Summary of the Excavations at Shihushan 
Site in Wulanchabumeng of Inner Mongolia).  Kaogu 考古 12 (1998): 7, Fig. 9.16, Plate 5; Inner 
Mongolian Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology内蒙古文物考古研究所 and Kyoto Society 
(Japan) for the Study of Chinese Archaeology日本京都中国考古学研究会, Shihushan yizhi fajue 
baogao 石虎山遗址发掘报告 (Excavation Report for the Shihushan Site).  In Daihai kaogu (er) – 
Zhongri Daihai diqu kaocha yanjiu baogao ji 岱海考古（二) – 中日岱海地区考察研究报告集 
(Archaeological Excavations at Daihai (II) — A Collection of Sino-Japanese Archaeological Reports and 
Papers on Sites in Daihai), ed. Tian Guangjin 田广金 and Akiyama Shinko 秋山进午, 18-145 (Beijing: 
Kexue chubanshe, 2001), 36, Fig. 11.11, Plate 7.1.  
 
99 The head is illustrated in Yang Xiaoneng, Sculpture of Prehistoric China, 81, Plate 57. 
 
100 See Preservation Bureau of Cultural Relics of Chengde Prefecture and Museum of Luanping County, 
“Henan Luanpingxian Houtaizi yizhi fajue jianbao,” 53-74. 
 
101 Gansu Provincial Museum, Archaeological Team 甘肃省博物馆文物工作队 and Archaeological 
Reconnaissance Team of Wuwei District 武威地区文物普查队, “Yongchang Yuanyangchi xinshiqi 
shidai mudi de fajue” 永昌鸳鸯池新石器时代墓地的发掘 (Excavation of the Neolithic Cemetery at 
Yuanyangchi in Yongchang County). Kaogu 考古 5 (1974): 306, Fig. 13 (right), Plate 2. 
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full human figures and faces remain relatively rare.  In contrast with the kneeling figurine 
recovered as a surface find at Nasitai 那斯台,102 full-body jade figurines excavated at Niuheliang 
(Fig. 1.53)103 and Lingjiatan (Fig. 1.11) featured compact and somewhat flattened bodies.  Jade 
human heads found in northern China also tend to be flat, as exemplified by a 3.2-cm-high object 
found in Teng 滕 county of Shandong province (Fig. 1.54),104 and whose geometricized features 
(triangle standing for a nose, horizontal oblong marking eyes) reminisce of those exhibited by 
the large stone face recently found at the Longshan period settlement of Shimao石峁 (Fig. 1.29).  
The same flatness applies to a jade found at that site, which presents a head profile whose cheek 
incorporates a large circular aperture (Fig. 1.55).105 
The Shimao jade artifact demonstrates how some Neolithic artisans sought to conflate 
several vantage points into figural works.  The artifact appears to combine two views of a head: a 
nose and a mouth seen in profile and an eye and a right ear seen en face.  While the ability to 
conflate different vantage points in a single image is well recognized among Chinese painters 
                                                           
 
102 Balinyou Banner Museum 巴林右旗博物馆, “Neimenggu Balinyouqi Nasitai yizhi diaocha” 内蒙古
巴林右旗那斯台遗址调查 (Trial Excavation at the Nasitai Site, Balinyou Banner, Inner Mongolia). 
Kaogu 考古 1987.6: 507-18. 
 
103 Liaoning Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 辽宁省文物考古研究所, 
“Niuheliang Hongshan wenhua di er didian yihao chongshi guanmu de fajue” 牛河梁红山文化第二地点
一号冢石棺墓的发掘 (Excavation of the Central Tomb of a Boulder Mound at the Hongshan Culture 
Site of Niuheliang, Locality 2).  Wenwu 文物 10 (2008): 12. 
 
104 Shandong Archaeological Team, Institute of Archaeology of the Chinese Academy of Social Science 
中国社会科学院考古研究所山东队 and Tengxian Museum 滕县博物馆, “Shandong Tengxian gu  
yizhi diaocha jianbao” 山东滕县古遗址调查简报 (Report on a Survey of Ancient Sites in Teng  
County, Shandong).  Kaogu 考古 1 (1980): 34-5, Fig. 4.1. 
 
105 Dai Yingxin 戴应新, “Shaanxi Shenmuxian Shimao Longshan wenhua yizhi diaocha” 陕西神木县石
峁龙山文化遗址调查 (Reconnaissances of a Longshan Site at Shimao in Shenmu County, Shaanxi 
Province). Kaogu 考古 3 (1977): 155, Plate 4.7; Wang Weilin 王炜林 and Sun Zhouyong 孙周勇, 
“Shimao yuqi de niandai ji xiangguan wenti” 石峁玉器的年代及相关问题 (On the Dating and Related 
Issues of Jades from the Shimao Site).  Kaogu yu wenwu 4 考古与文物 (2011): 46. 
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working in historical times, the Shimao jade head illustrates how Neolithic craftsmen pursued 
similar interests.  Conflating different vantage points within a single representation also occurred 
in other media in northern Neolithic China, as shown by the 3-dimensional clay hedgehog 
recently excavated at Nan Baoligatu南宝力皋吐 in Inner Mongolia, whose spiny body is 
rendered by a flat herringbone pattern engraved on the animal’s surface, as if seen from the side 
(Fig. 1.56).106  Thus, while the material record demonstrates interest in reproducing human 
bodies and faces in different materials, it also hints at interest in reconciling the volumetric 
quality of anthropomorphic and zoomorphic bodies within constraints imposed by flat renditions 
(jade figural imagery in northern China largely consists of flat jade slabs carved on one face, 
either because of material economy or for display purposes) or the fragility of materials (clay 
spikes on a hedgehog container would have been hard to protect from damage).  The nuanced 
solution to a representational difficulty reflects a more complex cognition than an interest in 
imitation alone would imply.  That said, this nuanced approach does not display chronological or 
geographical trends, suggesting that it grew out of isolated circumstances.107 
Among the inventory of Neolithic representations, full-body anthropomorphic figures 
painted on flat surfaces tend to be relatively rare.  The Yangshao period Hongshanmiao cemetery 
in Henan province yielded a funerary urn featuring a painted human figure shown in mid gait, 
seemingly walking (Fig. 1.57).108  During the Majiaoyao period (ca. 3,300–2,000 BCE), painters 
                                                           
 
106 The Nan Baoligaotu cemetery dates to the later phase of the Neolithic period in northeast China, at the 
juncture between the Gaotaishan and Lower Xiajiadian cultures.  See Institute of Cultural Relics and 
Archaeology of Inner Mongolia内蒙古文物考古研究所, Ke’erqin Museum 科尔沁博物馆, Jarud 
Banner Managing Bureau of Cultural Relics 扎鲁特旗文物管理所, “Neimenggu Jaruteqi Nanbaoli 
Gaotu xinshiqi shedai mudi” 内蒙古扎鲁特旗南宝力皋吐新石器时代墓地 (Neolithic Period Cemetery 
at Nanbao Ligaotu in Jarud Banner, Inner Mongolia). Kaogu 考古 7 (2008): 20-31. 
 




used dark slip to delineate anthropomorphic silhouettes on pottery surfaces, like those observable 
on the inner surface of two well-known containers recovered in Qinghai province, a shallow 
basin found at the Zongri 宗日 site featuring groups of figures with enlarged abdomens or waists 
and a slightly taller counterpart (14 cm high) recovered at the Shansunjiazhai 上孙家寨 site 
displaying similar groups of aligned figures holding hands but differentiated by their ponytails 
and phallocrypts (Fig. 1.58).109  Another piece of pottery excavated at Jiaren 加仁, also in 
Qinghai province, exhibits a fuller figure shown en face whose limbs wrap around the container 
and whose face borrows the vessel’s neck, imparting the flat representation with borrowed 
volume (Fig. 1.59).110  Figural imagery also extended to the depiction of human bones on 
funerary containers, as exemplified by a human figure with exposed ribs and spine depicted on a 
pot recovered at Shizhaocun 师赵村, a site located in eastern Gansu province that archaeologists 
also associate with the earlier Miaodigou period (ca. 4,000–3,300 BCE), whose heartland further 
east centered around the area where the Henan, Shaanxi and Shanxi provinces converge (Fig. 
1.60).111  As discussed in Chapter Two, skeletal imagery has led some scholars, such as K.C. 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
108 Henan Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology, Ruzhou Hongshanmiao, Plate 4.2. 
 
109 A basin bearing motifs similar to the Zongri pot was found at the Mozuizi 磨嘴子 site.  Moreover, 
Zongri also generated a basin featuring groups of two figures seemingly facing one another and holding a 
large ball.  The site also yielded a less well-known pottery bowl bearing a single squarish handle 
representing a human face.  See Qinghai Province Managing Bureau of Cultural Relics 青海省文物管理
处 and Minority Museum of Hainan Prefecture 海南州民族博物馆, “Qinghai Tongdexian Zongri yizhi 
fajue jianbao” 青海同德县宗日遗址发掘简报 (Excavation Report of the Zongri Site in Tongde County, 
Qinghai). Kaogu 考古 5 (1998): 8, Fig. 25.3 and 25.5, Plates 1 and 2; 11, Fig. 28.3, Plate 6.  For a 
detailed recent analysis of Majiayao pottery, see Ling-yu Hung, Pottery Production, Mortuary Practice, 
and Social Complexity in the Majiayao Culture, NW China (ca. 5300-4000 BP).  (PhD diss., Washington 
University, 2011).  
 
110 For illustrations, see Yang Xiaoneng, Sculpture of Prehistoric China, 96-7, Plate 73. 
 
111 Gansu-Qinghai Archaeological Team, Institute of Archaeology of the Chinese Academy of Social  
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Chang, to suggest that shamanist practices involved a link between skeletal imagery and 
burials.112  In my view, mortuary practices may have been fundamentally linked to some figural 
imagery in the Majiayao culture, as suggested by what is generally characterized as a “frog motif” 
(wawen 蛙纹) but occasionally recognized as anthropomorphic.113  Illustrated here with an 
example found at the Liuwan 柳湾 cemetery in Qinghai province (Fig. 1.61), the motif may 
represent skeletal remains of persons buried in a flexed position or who had undergone 
secondary burial, mortuary practices well established for the Majiayao culture (Fig. 1.62).114 
If paintings of complete human bodies are few, paintings of human heads or faces are 
even rarer.  Arguably the most realistic painted face found appears on a wooden beam at the 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
Science 中国社会科学院考古研究所甘青工作队, “Gansu Tianshui Shizhaocun shiqian wenhua yizhi 
fajue” 甘肃天水师赵村史前文化遗址发掘 (Excavation of a Prehistoric Site at Shizhao Village Tianshui, 
Gansu).  Kaogu 考古 7 (1990): 583, Fig. 9.2. 
 
112 K.C. Chang, “The Rise of Kings and the Formation of City-States,” in The Formation of Chinese 
Civilization: An Archaeological Perspective, ed. Sarah Allan (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2005), 
129-31. 
 
113 For examples of scholarship associating the motif with anthropomorphs, see Musée national des Arts 
asiatiques-Guimet, Chine des origines: Hommage à Lionel Jacob (Paris: Éditions de la réunion des 
musées nationaux, 1994), 48.  For a short discussion on the motif, see Jessica Rawson, ed. Mysteries of 
Ancient China: New Discoveries from the Early Dynasties (London: British Museum Press, 1996), 39.  
Vessels bearing the motif have been excavated at a number of other sites around Lanzhou in Gansu 
province and further west in Qinghai province: Xiahaishi 下海石, Tugutai 土谷台, Yangshan 阳山, and 
Xihe 西河.  Analysis of tombs excavated at Liuwan has revealed a high frequency of secondary burials, 
notably secondary burials of incomplete skeletons.  See Ling-yu Hung, Pottery Production, Mortuary 
Practice, and Social Complexity, 130. That several “frog motifs” appear on a single pottery surface could 
befit the concurrent practice of burying or reburying several individuals in the same grave.  The 
occasional rendition of incomplete “frog motifs” perhaps relates to the practice of reburying partial 
skeletons. 
 
114 The illustration presents a human body exhumed at the late Neolithic Baodun culture site of 
Yingpanshan in Sichuan province, whose position corresponds roughly to that of bodies found in flexed 
burials furthern north in the Gansu area.  The image was selected because it clearly shows the deceased’s 
metatarsus feet bones and also presents less clearly metacarpal hand bones.  I believe that Majiayao 
painters sometimes represented these five feet and hand bones on pottery vessels, as exemplified by 
Figure 1.62.  The illustration was found in State Administration of Cultural Heritage, Major 




recently excavated Xiaohe cemetery discussed earlier (Fig. 1.37).  More complex Neolithic 
counterparts also found in a funerary context appear painted on funerary urn W71 at the 
Miaodigou period cemetery of Hongshanmiao in Henan province (Fig. 1.63).115  The four images 
placed along the urn’s outer surface could appear unsettling, seemingly depicting a human skull 
shown en face replete with orbital openings, open eyelids fringed with eyelashes and eyeballs 
placed low on the face.  However, the original subject likely was less puzzling, and merely 
reflects the difficulties image-makers experienced in Neolithic times in rendering human heads 
and faces on flat surfaces.  In this case, the painter attempted to account as best as he or she 
could for the convex aspect of human eyeballs.  In order to do so, the artisan chose to isolate 
eyelids from the eyes, and presented the former as seen en face and the latter as seen sideways 
from below or above.  Conflating two vantage points in the same composition therefore 
permitted him to reproduce the shape of human eyelids, the presence of eyelashes, and the 
convex curve of our eyes. 
Difficulties encountered by image-makers in painting human heads on flat surfaces likely 
contributed to their overall paucity.  Indeed, human heads and faces concentrate within a 
relatively small perimeter an array of volumes, protuberances, apertures, shadows, and curves 
difficult to depict through incisions or paint on a flat ground.  Comparison of two human faces 
found at the Hejiawan 何家湾 site in Shaanxi province illustrates some of the difficulties 
craftsmen encountered reproducing the hilly landscape of a human face on a plane surface.  Both 
faces appear on bone tubes, but one shows facial features carved in relief while the other exhibits 
                                                           
115 Henan Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology, “Henan Ruzhou Hongshanmiao yizhi 
fajue,” 4-11; Henan Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology, Ruzhou Hongshanmiao, 32, 




the same features incised on the flat bone surface (Figs. 1.64 and 1.65).116  Unlike the sculptor 
who had to focus on not removing too much material while carving curves and protuberances, 
the incised image-maker faced a more complex task.  He or she needed first conceptually to 
isolate the observed features and reduce their curves, volumes, and shadows to flat shapes.  The 
mental process notably led the artist to aggregate forehead and nose into a continuous facial 
attribute, to flatten their hilly appearance, and represent it as a large T-shape with angular corners.  
Therefore, while these images exemplify how at a given site figural representations could exhibit 
forms ranging from the realistic to the schematic, schematization of form in figuration did not 
necessarily entail conceptual simplification, for flat rendition of facial components required more 
demanding mental processes. 
Images of faces recovered amongst Yangshao culture remains at Banpo 半坡, Jiangzhai 
姜寨 and Beishouling 北首岭 illustrate how painters who reproduced faces on flat grounds 
encountered the same challenges and devised a number of representational approaches.  For 
instance, depicting a human face on a gourd-shaped container in the Banpo Museum (Fig. 
1.66),117 and later discussed in Chapter Five, entailed reducing features to a pair of eyes 
(depicted as two horizontal half moons bearing a central dot) and an anchor-shaped configuration 
marking either a nose or a mouth.  In contrast with this more idiosyncratic modus operandi, the 
most prevalent technique for facial depiction on containers excavated at Banpo and the related 
sites of Beishouling and Jiangzhai (Fig.1.67: a, b, c Banpo; d, e, f Jiangzhai; g, h Beishouling) 
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料花 (Banpo: The Pick of Prehistoric Cultural Relics of Banpo Museum) (Xi’an: Shaanxi luyou 
chubanshe, 1995), 60 and 61.  The engraved cylinder is polyiconic, featuring three faces, but only one 
seems undubitably human.  
 




involved reproducing  faces as circles decomposed into three horizontal bands: forehead and 
eyebrows occupying the uppermost segment, eyes and nose the middle section, while mouth and 
beard were consigned to the lowermost part.  Contrasting such a painted face recovered at 
Beishouling (Fig. 1.68) with a modeled and painted 7.3-cm-tall clay rendering found at the same 
site (Fig. 1.69)118 reveals in the latter greater attention to proportions, to spacing between 
features and to natural facial curvatures in the modeled and painted face.  Considering how 
widespread the formula to paint human faces on containers had become amongst potters at 
Banpo, Beishouling and Jiangzhai, one is left to surmise that the mental processes underlying its 
implementation only required copying other examples and thus was less conceptually demanding 
than the process of crafting more individualized painted or modeled faces (Figs. 1.66 and 1.69).  
Thus the existence of multiple similar depictions on pottery may partly have resulted from the 
discovery of a technique that could be easily replicated.  In other Neolithic cultures, painters 
followed other formulas to reproduce human faces on containers.  For instance, a style of 
representation focusing on eyes and eyebrows developed during the Miaodigou 庙底沟 period, 
as exemplified by a specimen recovered in 2002 at the site eponym with that culture (Fig. 
1.70).119 
The corpus of anthropomorphic images further reveals a multiplicity of relationships 
between represented images and the supports on which they appear, notably ceramics.  Human 
                                                           
118 Institute of Archaeology, Chinese Academy of Social Science 中国社会科学院考古研究所, Baoji 
Beishouling 宝鸡北首岭 (The Site of Beishouling in Baoji) (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 1984), 49, Fig. 
47.8 and 75, Fig. 57.1, Plate 1. 
 
119 State Administration of Cultural Heritage 国家文物局, Major Archaeological Discoveries in China in 
2002 / 2002 中国重要考古发现 (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 2003), 23; Henan Provincial Institute of 
Cultural Relics and Archaeology 河南省文物考古研究所, “Henan Sanmenxiashi Miaodigou yizhi 
Yangshao wenhua H9 fajue jianbao” 河南三门峡市庙底沟遗址仰韶文化 H9发掘简报 (Excavation 




faces may appear disconnected from the body of the pottery, either subsumed to the role of 
ornament or perhaps meaningful in the container’s context of use.  Such is the case with images 
appearing on pottery feet (for example a specimen recovered at the Xiaoguancun小管村 site in 
Shandong province)120 and on handles (for instance, a zeng steamer handle recovered in 2003 at 
Taosi 陶寺 in Shanxi province).121  However, the corpus includes instances of more integrated 
links between the represented figure and the container’s body, whereby the latter is intrinsic to 
the figure’s representational field.  A case in point is a 29-cm-tall bottle excavated at Jiangzhai, 
which features not only fish and bird patterns but also a square panel readable as a happy face 
(Fig. 1.71).122  The impression seems enhanced (if not triggered) by the presence of pottery 
handles framing the panel at mid-height, which beholders may perceive as human ears.123  
Another example comes from the Yangguanzhai 杨官寨 site in Shaanxi province, a major 
Miaodigou period (name attributed to the middle period of the Yangshao culture in the central 
Yellow river valley from ca. 4,000 to 3,000 BCE) site in the Guanzhong region, which recently 
yielded a pottery stand whose openwork and molded face fuses with the stand’s cylindrical form 
to the point where, disregarding the stand’s everted base, viewers are tempted to view the stand 
                                                           
120 Beijing University, Field Team of the Institute of Archaeology 北京大学考古实习队 and Managing  
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乳山小管村的发掘 (Excavation of Xiaoguancun at Rushan), in Jiaodong kaogu 胶东考古 (Archaeology 
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121 State Administration of Cultural Heritage, Major Archaeological Discoveries in China in 2003, 51. 
 
122 Xi’an Banpo Museum 西安半坡博物馆, Shaanxi Institute of Archaeology陕西省考古研究所 and 
Lintong County Museum 临潼县博物馆, Jiangzhai—xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao 姜寨--新石器时
代遗址发掘报告 (Jiangzhai: Report on the Excavation of the Neolithic Site) (Beijing: wenwu chubanshe, 
1988), vol.1, 247-8, Fig. 176.6, 254, 257, Fig. 183.1; vol. 2, Plate 12. 
 





in its entirety as a human head (Fig. 1.72).124  It is difficult to judge the extent to which original 
viewers may have perceived as whole figures containers, whose lids feature a human head-
shapped knob, as illustrated by a piece found at Nishan 尼山 in Shandong province.125  The same 
applies to container rims transformed into human heads exemplified here by a well-known 31.8-
cm-tall specimen found at Dadiwan in Gansu province (Fig. 1.73).126  Recent excavations 
conducted at the Nan Baoligatu site (where the clay hedgehog also was found) uncovered a hu 壶 
container, whose rim features a head and which original viewers undoubtedly regarded as an 
embodied vessel since clay arms were pressed on the container’s belly (Fig. 1.74).127  Most 
importantly, these two vessels respectively found in the western province of Gansu and the 
northeastern Jarud Banner of Inner Mongolia and dated to the Yangshao culture (ca. 5,050-3,050 
BCE) and the latest phase of the Neolithic period exemplify how similar figural forms emerged 
in communities unrelated in time and space. 
                                                           
124 Archaeological Institute of Shaanxi Province 陕西省考古研究院, “Shaanxi Gaolingxian 
Yangguanzhai xinshiqi shidai yizhi” 陕西高陵县杨官寨新石器时代遗址 (Neolithic Site of 
Yangguanzhai in Gaoling County, Shaanxi Province). Kaogu 考古 7 (2009): 5, Fig. 4. 
 
125 Shandong Province Museum 山东省博物馆, “Shandong Qufu xinshiqi shidai yizhi diaocha” 山东曲
阜新石器时代遗址调查 (Reconnaissance of a Neolithic Site in Qufu, Shandong). Kaogu 考古 (7) 1963: 
363, Fig. 5.3, Plate 8.8. 
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imagery, Wu Hung notes “the likeness of a human head atop a jar or vase transforms the vessel itself into 
an analogue of the human body.”  Wu Hung, “From the Neolithic to the Han,” in Chinese Sculpture (New 
Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2006), 19. 
 
127 Inner Mongolia Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology内蒙古文物考古研究所 and Jarud 
Banner Managing Bureau of Cultural Relics 扎鲁特旗文物管理所, “Neimenggu Jaruteqi Nanbaoli 
Gaotu xinshiqi shidai mudi C didian fajue jianbao” 内蒙古扎鲁特旗南宝力皋吐新石器时代墓地 C地
点发掘简报 (Report of Excavations at Section C of the Neolithic Period Nan Baoligatu Cemetery, Jarud 
Banner, Inner Mongolia). Kaogu 考古 11 (2011): 30, Fig. 10.1, Plate 2.  Excavators dated the Nanbao 
Ligaotu cemetery to immediately preceeding the Lower Xiajiadian period (ca. 2,000-1,400 BCE), which 
marks the transition between the Neolithic and Bronze Age in that part of China.  See Inner Mongolia 







The possibility that people in Neolithic China could conceive of clay containers as 
physical bodies is more widely recognized when considering pottery incorporating zoomorphic 
components.  In some cases, the container’s function seems largely representational, as 
illustrated by the aforementioned clay hedgehog found at Nan Baoligatu, whose low mouth 
aperture would let contents spill out (Fig. 1.56), or by a 5.5-cm-long pig-shaped container found 
at Dawenkou 大汶口 amongst remains from the Beixin 北辛 culture (ca. 5,000–4,100 BCE), 
which followed the Houli culture in the Haidai area.128  More frequently, however, containers 
maintain their functionality, but zoomorphic components are numerous and detailed enough that 
vessels may be characterized as sculptural.  A now headless body on four hoofed legs found in 
2011 at the Shaanxi province site of Xinjie 新街 in Lantian county exemplifies this type of 
vessels (Fig. 1.75).129  A better-known 35.8-cm-tall bird-shaped tripod vessel unearthed in 1958 
from tomb M701 at Taipingzhuang 太平庄 in Shaanxi province, found facing the tomb occupant 
in a pottery assemblage, also falls within that category and undoubtedly qualifies as a zoomorph 
(Fig. 1.76).130  However, other vessels illustrate how tenuously zoomorphic, or even 
representational, some containers appear.  Such is the case of bird-shaped pots unearthed at Inner 
                                                           
128 Shandong Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology, Dawenkou xuji – Dawenkou yizhi di 
er, sanci fajue jianbao, 56-7, Fig. 34.1; Plate 19.1. 
 
129 The color illustration was found on Kaogu.net.cn/en/detail.asp?ProductID=2803 (website accessed on 
August 6, 2013). 
 
130 The bird-shaped ding vessel was found at the tomb occupant’s feet, on the body’s axis and placed in 
such a way that the creature seemingly looks over the deceased.  See Zhang Chi 张弛, “Yangshao wenhua 
xingcheng shiqi de zangyi” 仰韶文化兴城时期的葬仪 (Mortuary Rites during the Yangshao Culture 




Mongolian sites associated with the Xiaoheyan 小河沿 culture (ca. 3,000–2,200 BCE).  A 
pottery found at Shipengshan 石棚山 in Zhaowuda Banner, whose neck placement vis-à-vis the 
vessel’s body and beak-shaped rim opening confer a zoomorphic quality to the artifact as a 
whole is one such example.131  In contrast, another Xiaoheyan culture pottery retrieved in 2007 
from Tomb M39 at the Hala Haigou 哈啦海沟 cemetery near Chifeng city fits on the 
representational continuum’s other end (Fig. 1.77).132  In the absence of a rim with a clear 
zoomorphic quality, the container’s embodiment of a bird is largely attenuated, albeit not entirely 
lost thanks to avian motifs whose depiction on the vessel’s surface recalls the connection. 
Possibly the earliest known pottery easily identifiable as embodying an animal was 
recovered in 1992 at Shuangdun 双墩, a site located 4 kilometers south of the Huai river in 
northern Anhui province, which archaeologists date to 5,300–5,100 BCE.  Raised from the 
ground on four legs, the 6-cm-high and 18-cm-long dish features a slightly inverted rim from 
which extends an animal head (Fig. 1.78).  The artifact, which evokes a turtle-like four-legged 
creature devoid of a carapace, will be discussed at greater length in Chapter Four.133 
Beyond instances in which zoomorphic components fuse into vessel forms, at once 
borrowing and incarnating containers’ bodies, the material record also abounds with animal 
                                                           
131 For a color illustration, see Yang Xiaoneng, Sculpture of Prehistoric China, 56, Fig. 25. 
 
132 State Administration of Cultural Heritage, Major Archaeological Discoveries in China in 2008, 21; 
Inner Mongolian Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 内蒙古文物考古研究所, “Neimenggu 
Chifengshi Hala Haigou xinshiqi shidai mudi fajue jianbao”  内蒙古赤峰市哈啦海沟新石器时代墓地发
掘简报 (Excavation Report of the Neolithic Period Cemetery of Hala Haigou, Chifeng City, Inner 
Mongolia). Kaogu 考古 2 (2010): 30, Fig. 13.1, Plate 1. 
 
133 The artifact is featured in Anhui Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology安徽省文物
考古研究所 and Museum of Bengbu City 蚌埠市博物馆, Bengbu Shuangdun: xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue 
baogao 蚌埠双墩：新石器时代遗址发掘报告 (Shuangdun in Bengbu: Excavation Report of a Neolithic 




images engraved, painted or appliquéd on pottery walls.  Despite the wide range of sites in 
northern China where potters represented animals on pottery surfaces throughout the Neolithic 
period, the data reveals patterns cutting across time and space.  It is clear that Neolithic potters 
made sensible choices when selecting how to represent these animals, and artisans working in 
locations separated in time and space repeatedly selected to represent creatures dorsally if they 
could climb or attach onto pottery walls.  Most animals painted in dorsal views or appliquéd on 
pottery walls represent creatures capable of climbing walls (lizards, frogs, snakes), in contrast to 
animals depicted in profile with pigments or through engravings, which generally correspond to 
creatures people could not observe climbing or clinging to pottery walls (deer, boar, dog, fish, 
birds).134  The former category of animals (i.e., capable of climbing or attaching onto pottery 
walls) may be exemplified by lizards painted on Majiayao culture containers,135 and frogs 
depicted on Yangshao culture pottery, that all appear dorsally as if observed climbing container 
walls (Fig. 1.79).136  As Yang Xiaoneng also noted, some zoomorphic representations, notably 
lizards, recurrently appear on containers of the Miaodigou phase.137  This notably is the case of 
                                                           
134 One noteworthy exception is a composition painted on funerary urn W42 excavated at Hongshanmiao.  
The painting exhibits a deer in profile, a human being in three-quarter’s view and a turtle depicted as if 
observed from above.  However, even at Hongshanmiao this mode of representation was exceptional for 
an animal unable to climb or attach on a pottery wall.  The other turtle depiction at Hongshanmiao found 
painted on urn W84 (which shows a turtle surrounded by two birds seemingly intent on eating the 
unfortunate reptilian) presents all three animals in profile.  For illustrations, see Henan Provincial Institute 
of Cultural Relics and Archaeology “Henan Ruzhou Hongshanmiao yizhi fajue,” 8, Figs. 6.2 and 7.      
 
135 For color illustrations, see Li Yongliang, Helong wenhua: Lianjie gudai Zhongguo yu shijie de zoulang, 
40, Figs. 29 and 30. 
 
136 For example, see Xi’an Banpo Museum et al., Jiangzhai—xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao, Vol. 2, 
Plate 1.  The basin’s inner wall bears motifs of a frog painted as if seen from a bird’s eye view and several 
fish depicted in profile, and thereby reflects in a single composition representational modes befitting the 
creatures’ ability (or lack of) to climb or attach on container walls (frogs can; fish cannot).  For an 
example of frog appliquéd on a pottery surface, see Banpo Museum, The Pick of Prehistoric Cultural 




lizard representations found depicted in a dorsal view on pottery shards recently recovered at the 
Henan province sites of Miaodigou138 and Yangguanzhai (Fig. 1.80),139 as well as similar 
creatures appliquéd on funerary gang wat M1W46 at Hongshanmiao (Fig. 1.81) and painted on 
urns M1W54 and M1W128 at the same cemetery.140  Throughout the Miaodigou period lasting 
roughly 1,000 years and that spanned a large geographical area, artisans invariably represented 
these reptilians dorsally.  While one may argue that they worked within the same 
representational tradition,141 lizards represented in earlier and later periods in other parts of 
China also invariably appear dorsally.  Such is the case of a Longshan culture appliqué found at 
Luojiakou in Shandong province,142 two earlier counterparts placed on a shard excavated at 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
137 As Yang Xiaoneng noted, lizards is a recurrent motif carved in relief on pottery surfaces during the 
Miaodigou phase.  Yang Xiaoneng, Sculpture of Prehistoric China, 17.  While the author illustrates 
several examples recovered over a geographical area spanning Shaanxi and Henan provinces (see Fig. 5, 
Plates 49 and 50), Yang does not comment on the dorsal presentation of these figures. 
 
138 State Administration of Cultural Heritage, Major Archaeological Discoveries in China in 2002, 24. 
 
139 Archaeological Institute of Shaanxi Province 陕西省考古研究院, “Shaanxi Gaoling Yangguanzhai 
yizhi fajue jianbao” 陕西高陵杨官寨遗址发掘简报 (Excavation Report of the Yangguanzhai Site at 
Gaoling, Shaanxi).  Kaogu yu wenwu 考古与文物 6 (2011): 117-125, Plate 5.4. 
 
140 Henan Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology, “Henan Ruzhou Hongshanmiao yizhi 
fajue,” 42, Fig. 20.2, Plate 7.3; 61, Fig. 34.3 and 34.11; Henan Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and 
Archaeology, Ruzhou Hongshanmiao, 7, Fig. 5.1, 8, Fig. 6.1.  For additional examples of appliquéd 
lizards, see Yang Xiaoneng, Sculpture of Prehistoric China, 24 (Fig. 21), 74 (Fig. 49), 75 (Fig. 50), 114 
(Fig. 96).  The Yangshao culture site of Qianmao, Shaanxi province, yielded an unusual appliqué 
featuring a hybrid figure fusing a lizard body with a human face, see 16 (Fig. 5). 
 
141 Sites associated with the Miaodigou period evidence widespread representational conventions in 
flower-like designs painted on pottery surfaces.  As Li Xinwei noted, Miaodigou style flower designs can 
be observed on pottery unearthed from elite tombs located in the lower Yellow River valley (Dawenkou 
culture) and in the lower Yangzi River valley (Songze culture).  These contribute to the idea that long-
distance exchanges occurred between Miaodigou elite communities and social counterparts located 
further east.  Li Xinwei, “The Later Neolithic Period in the Central Yellow River Valley area, c. 4000-
3000 BC,” in A Companion to Chinese Archaeology, ed. Anne P. Underhill (Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, 
2013): 226-7. 
 




Shuangdun in Anhui province (Fig. 1.82),143 and another one found at Hemudu.144  People’s 
early awareness of some snakes’ ability to climb, including onto containers, is evidenced by the 
array of cultures worldwide that made pottery featuring snakes appliquéd onto container walls.145  
This ability was likely not lost on Neolithic potters in China, as evidenced by pottery presenting 
appliquéd snakes at the Yangshao culture sites of Banpo (Fig. 1.83)146 and possibly also 
Guantaoyuan (Fig. 1.84).147  Whether they are featuring lizards, salamenders, frogs or snakes, 
zoomorphs painted in dorsal views or attached to pottery walls as appliqués appear integrated 
into the broader representational field allocated by their support.  In other words, the particular 
representational modes potters selected to represent animals conceivably observed climbing 
                                                           
143 To my knowledge, these figures are the earliest evidence of zoomorphs appliquéd on pottery walls in 
China.  They feature two creatures whose feet attach to the wall and whose elongated tails contradict the 
pig identification excavators gave to the figures.  See Anhui Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and 
Archaeology 安徽省文物考古研究所 and Bengbu Municipal Museum, Anhui Province 安徽省蚌埠市
博物馆, “Anhui Bengbu Shuangdun xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue” 安徽蚌埠双墩新石器时代遗址发掘 
(Excavation on the Neolithic Site at Shuangdun in Bengbu).  Kaogu xuebao 考古学报 1 (2007): 108, Fig. 
11.2; Anhui Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics et al, Bengbu Shuangdun: xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue 
baogao, Vol. 1, 128-9. 
 
144 For an illustration of the Hemudu appliqué, see Yang Xiaoneng, Sculpture of Prehistoric China, 24, 
Fig. 21.  
 
145 Prehistoric sites outside of China yielded an array of artifacts featuring snake appliqués.  Sites of the 
A-Group culture in Nubia generated examples dateable circa 3,000 BCE.  Similar appliqué appear on 
containers at Canaanite sites dated circa 1,500 BCE.  For a picture of a Canaanite container featuring 
appliqué snakes climbing a wall, see http://baidun.com/rare-canaanite-snake-shrine/.  They also were 
found at eleventh century BCE sites in Crete.  Also found in the Post-Akkadian period (Early Jezirah V 
period) at the end of the early Bronze Age, as exemplified by a container found in June 2008 at Tell Arbid 
(Syria).  See PCMA Newsletter, 2008 Tell Arbid (Syria).  In East Asia, they have also been found in 
Korea, as exemplified by snakes climbing a Three Kingdom period (57 BCE–668 CE) stoneware pedestal 
currently held at the Harvard Art Museum (1991.501). 
 
146 Xian Banpo Museum, Banpo shiqian wenwu jinghua, 69.  
 
147 Shaanxi Provincial Institute of Archaeology et al., Baoji Guantaoyuan, 252, Fig. 173.13, Plate 36.5.  A 
snake represented in red on the black inner wall of a pan basin found at the Longshan culture site of Taosi 
in Shanxi province appears to conflate both dorsal and lateral views, the latter being reserved for its head.  
For a color illustration, see Yang Xiaoneng, ed., The Golden Age of Chinese Archaeology: Celebrated 
Discoveries from the People’s Republic of China (London and New Haven: Yale University Press, 1999), 




containers point to interest in representing not just animals but perhaps scenes observed in 
everyday life. 
In contrast, animals depicted in profile with pigments or by engraving generally 
correspond to creatures not likely to climb container surfaces.  These include deer, boars, dogs, 
fish, and birds, all shown in profile as full-bodied creatures seemingly inhabiting a world 
extraneous to the flat field on which they appear.  Some of the earliest known zoomorphic 
engravings featuring animals shown in profile were found at Shuangdun (5,300–5,100 BCE).  
These include a wild boar with raised dorsal hair (Fig. 1.85) and a grazing deer (Fig. 1.86).148  
The same disengagement between painted animals shown in profile and the support on which 
they appear applies to fish and bird representations seen on pottery found at Yangshao culture 
sites, exemplified here by a depiction found at Banpo (Fig. 1.87).149 
Neolithic potters in China reserved lizards, frogs and snakes for wall appliqués, whereas 
a wide array of other species appear modeled or appliquéd onto pottery lids, knobs and handles.  
These often feature bird heads or bodies, as exemplified by lid knobs recovered in 2002 at 
Miaodigou,150 and earlier at Dawenkou151 and the Hubei province site of Guihuacun 桂花村.152  
                                                           
148 Anhui Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology et al., “Anhui Bengbu Shuangdun 
xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue,” 114, Fig. 16.4, Plate 3; Anhui Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics et al., 
Bengbu Shuangdun: xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao, Vol. 2, Plates 31.4 and 65.6. 
 
149 For an illustration, see for example Huaxian Squad of the Yellow River Reservoir Archaeological 
Team 黄河水库考古队花县队, “Shaanxi Huaxian Liuzizhen kaogu fajue jianbao” 陕西华县柳子镇考古
发掘简报 (Brief Report on Excavations at Liuzizhen, Hua County, Shaanxi). Kaogu 考古 2 (1959): 72, 
Fig. 1. 
 
150 State Administration of Cultural Heritage, Major Archaeological Discoveries in China in 2002, 24. 
 
151 Shandong Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology, Dawenkou xuji – Dawenkou yizhi di 
er, sanci fajue jianbao, 149, Fig. 111.5, Plate 57.2. 
 
152 A black and white photograph of the lid may be found in Yang Xiaoneng, Sculpture of Prehistoric 
China, 139, Fig. 131. 
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They also feature mammals, like the pig head–shaped cover recently found at Xinzhai 新砦, a 
large Longshan culture settlement located north of the Songshan mountains (Fig. 1.88).153  Other 
types of represented mammalian heads include those of cattle, as were recently found at a 
Yangshao culture pottery workshop at the Shaanxi province site of Yangguanzhai (Fig. 1.89).154  
Rare are hybrid creatures, although they occasionally appear, as evidenced by a clay knob found 
at Banpo featuring the unrealistic combination of a bovine head and a bird tail.155  Beyond lids 
and knobs, pottery handles also may feature modeled animal figures.  To my knowledge the 
earliest ever found may be an 11.4-cm-long artifact found at Xihe西河, a Shandong province 
site whose radiocarbon dates suggest occupation at the settlement between 6,400–5,700 BCE.156 
Another remarkable specimen slightly younger (i.e., 5,300–5,100 BCE), which excavators also 
identified as a handle (niubing 纽柄), was recovered during 1991 excavations at Shuangdun and 
represents a full-bodied pig (Fig. 1.90).157 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
 
153 Center for Research of Ancient Civilization, Beijing University 北京大学古代文明研究中心 and The 
Institute of Archaeology, Zhengzhou 郑州市文物考古研究所, “Henansheng Xinmishi Xinzhai yizhi 
2000 nian fajue jianbao” 河南省新密市新砦遗址 2000年发掘简报 (Brief Report on Excavation of the 
Xinzhai Site in Xinmi, Henan Province). Wenwu 文物 3 (2004): 14, Fig. 22. 
 
154 Shaanxi Provincial Institute of Archaeology 陕西省考古研究院, “Shaanxi Gaoling Yangguanzhai 
yizhi fajue jianbao” 陕西高陵杨官寨遗址发掘简报 (Excavation Report of the Yangguanzhai Site at 
Gaoling, Shaanxi).  Kaogu yu wenwu 考古与文物 6 (2011): 30-1, Fig. 26.6. 
 
155 Banpo Museum, Banpo shiqian wenwu jinghua, 66. 
 
156 For an image, see Shandong Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 山东省文物考古
研究所, “Shandong Zhangqiushi Xihe xinshiqi shidai yizhi 1997 nian de fajue” 山东章丘市西河新石器
时代遗址 1997年的发掘 (The Xihe Site in Zhangqiu, Shandong Province). Kaogu 考古 10 (2000): 22, 
Figs. 16.2. 
 
157 Anhui Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics et al., Bengbu Shuangdun: xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue 




Certain animal categories, notably fish, were rarely molded in clay or used as pottery 
knobs or handles.158  However, Neolithic potters did represent them on ceramics through 
openwork, as exemplified by a dou vessel foot found at Nishan尼山 in Shandong province (Fig. 
1.91),159 but more often through painting or engraving.  While depicting fish in profile or from 
above (certainly the easiest ways to represent these elongated animals and facilitate their 
identification), Yangshao culture painters approached the subject matter in different ways, not 
only in how conspicuous the animal was intended to appear on the pot but also in how some 
physical components were emphasized.  For example, depictions found at Jiangzhai, Shaanxi 
province, feature groups of distant fish seemingly cavorting at the bottom of a basin (Fig. 1.92) 
and more focused and detailed rendition of a single fish adorning a vessel wall (Fig. 1.93).160  
The corpus of fish images produced during the earliest phase of occupation at Jiangzhai 
evidences attention to physical characteristics differentiating fish species (such as tail and fin 
features).161  Dahecun 大河村, a site located 7.5 kilometers north of the Yellow River in Henan 
province, yielded less-well-known images reflecting similar interests: one conveys the scaly 
characteristic of fish skin through a diamond pattern, the other shows stripes observable on 
                                                           
158 A few clay fish nonetheless were found in southern China.  They include the rendering recently 
discovered at the Qihedong site in Fujian province discussed earlier, as well as other specimens held by 
clay human figurines recovered at Shijiahe culture sites in Hubei province. 
 
159  Shandong Province Museum 山东省博物馆, “Shandong Qufu xinshiqi shidai yizhi diaocha” 山东曲
阜新石器时代遗址调查 (Reconnaissance of a Neolithic Site in Qufu, Shandong). Kaogu 考古 (7) 1963: 
363, Fig. 4.2. 
 
160 Xi’an Banpo Museum 西安半坡博物馆, Shaanxi Provincial Institute of Archaeology陕西省考古研
究所 and Lintong County Museum 临潼县博物馆, Jiangzhai—xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao 姜寨--
新石器时代遗址发掘报告 (Jiangzhai: Report on the Excavation of the Neolithic Site) (Beijing: wenwu 
chubanshe, 1988), Vol. 1, 114, Fig. 91.3; 255, Fig. 181.3; Vol. 2, Plates 4 and 7.2. 
 
161 Compare images mentioned above with others illustrated in Xi’an Banpo Museum et al., Jiangzhai—




another fish species (Fig. 1.94).  An alternative reading may be that the painter offered an X-ray 
vision merging the fish’s outer silhouette with its skeleton.162  These two renditions either 
evidence interest in representing different fish species or exemplify how different 
representational modes could coexist at a given site.  While one Dahecun painter focused on 
reproducing the fish outline and its scaly surface, the other may have conceived of a more 
holistic representation conflating the fish’s visible outer shape and its hidden inner constituents, 
thereby accounting to a greater extent for the creature’s three-dimensional constitution. 
While animals represented in groups on pottery surfaces tend to appear physically 
isolated from each other, artisans in northern China at times made judicious use of juxtaposition 
evidencing nuanced appreciation of spatial relationships.  The figural imagery excavated at 
Shuangdun in Anhui province is unusual, as some engravings feature superimposed animals 
conveying an idea of spatial recession rarely observed that early in China.  A remarkable 
example engraved on a pottery ring foot features two superimposed animals, each facing in the 
opposite direction (Fig. 1.95)163 in a composition reminiscent of a Magdalenian period (18,000–
11,000 BP) cave wall painting section at Font-de-Gaume in Dordogne, France (Fig. 1.96).  
Superimposition was a spatial device used in some figural compositions during subsequent 
phases of the Neolithic period in northern China.  For example, the belly of a zun vessel found at 
the Inner Mongolian site of Xiaoshan小山 in Aohan Banner features a deer, a wild boar, and a 
bird all engraved amidst overlapping volutes indicating the positions of these animals in space 
                                                           
162 Zhengzhou Municipal Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 郑州市文物考古研究所, 
Zhengzhou Dahecun 郑州大河村 (The Dahecun Site in Zhengzhou) (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 2001), 
Vol. 1, 142, Fig. 16.8, 195, Fig. 108.1; Vol. 2, Plates 21 and 31. 
 
163 Anhui Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology et al., Bengbu Shuangdun: xinshiqi 




and conveying ethereality in the composition (Fig. 1.97).164  A bottle recovered from tomb M312 
at Jiangzhai in Shaanxi province features lateral superposition of animals which helps introduce 
a touch of humor to the scene (Fig. 1.98).165  The bottle features two pig faces, one above the 
other, both looking toward the rim opening as if waiting for the bottle to be filled or emptied.  
Nevertheless, lateral placement of isolated zoomorphic figures remains the most common 
compositional device used throughout the Neolithic.  It can be observed in a pottery painting 
recently excavated at the aforementioned Hala Haigou cemetery in Inner Mongolia, which 
features groups of two birds standing on the same ground, facing one another but physically 
disconnected (Fig. 1.99).166  In a well-known dramatic scene represented on a Yangshao culture 
vessel found in Henan province regularly featured in surveys on early Chinese art, the painter 
represented a bird who appears to be holding a fish in its beak but managed to achieve the 
impression by depicting the avian figure barely touching the mouth of its unfortunate prey (Fig. 
1.100). 
The idiosyncratic and inventive approaches craftsmen took to depict animals on flat 
surfaces in northern China are not as obvious in their treatment of in-the-round zoomorphic 
renditions.  Overall, the data set reveals that image-makers had a greater propensity to fashion 
                                                           
164 Institute of Archaeology Chinese Academy of Social Science Inner Mongolian Archaeological Team 
中国社会科学院考古研究所内蒙古工作队, “Neimenggu Aohanqi Xiaoshan yizhi” 内蒙古敖汉旗小山
遗址 (Neolithic Site at Xiaoshan, Aohan Banner, Inner Mongolia).  Kaogu 考古 6 (1987), 493, Fig. 12.2.  
Similar zoomorphic engravings on four zun vessels and one elevated dou were recovered at Nantaidi 南台
地, another Zhaobaogou culture site located in Aohan Banner.  See Aohan Banner Museum 敖汉旗博物
馆, “Aohanqi Nantaidi Zhaobaogou wenhua yizhi diaocha” 敖汉旗南台地赵宝沟文化遗址调查 (Trial 
Excavation at the Zhaobaogou culture site of Nantaidi in Aohan Banner). Neimenggu wenwu kaogu 内蒙
古文物考古 5 (1991): 3-8, Figs. 2.1, 2.2, 4.1, 4.2, and 8.2.  
 
165 Xi’an Banpo Museum et al., Jiangzhai—xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao Vol. 1, 241-2, Fig. 172.5; 
Vol. 2, Plate 10. 
 
166 Inner Mongolian Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology, “Neimenggu Chifengshi Hala Haigou 




full-figure zoomorphic representations than to fashion full-figure human figurines.  Moreover, 
they generally seem to have paid less attention to animal facial features than to those of human 
beings.  Indeed, zoomorphic figurines do not exhibit the variety of head treatments allocated to 
anthropomorphic representations.  In contrast, animal heads appear somewhat standardized and 
generally reduced to one marking feature specific to the species, such as a pig’s pronounced 
snout whose tip ending in a cartilage disk exhibits a slight curl.  For example, this may be 
observed on a 12.6-cm-long clay pig recovered at the Houli culture (ca. 6,550–5,550 BCE) site 
of Xiaojingshan小荆山 in Shandong province (Fig. 1.101),167 as well as in the later and larger 
reddish clay specimens (23 cm-long) excavated at the Dawenkou culture site of Jiaojia焦家 also 
in Shandong province (Figs. 1.102).168  Remarkably, greater formal variation appears in dog 
representations.  Assuming archaeologists’ species identification is accurate, then the earliest 
known may be a 6.5-cm-long clay flat modeling from a pre-Yangshao culture dwelling 
excavated at Guantaoyuan, a Wei 渭 river valley site in Shaanxi province (Fig. 1.103).169  
Another 5.5-cm black clay modeling of a dog was uncovered at the site of Jiaojia in Shandong 
                                                           
167 Jinan City, Administration of Cultural Relics and Cultural Bureau 济南市文化局文物处 and Museum 
of Zhangqiu City 济南市博物馆, “Shandong Zhangqiu Xiaojingshan yizhi diyici fajue” 山东章丘小荆山
遗址第一次发掘 (First Excavation of the Xiaojingshan Site in Zhangqiu County, Shandong Province), in 
Dongfang kaogu diyi ji 东方考古第一集 (Dongfang Archaeology, Volume 1), ed. Shandong University, 
Research Center for Dongfang Archaeology 山东大学东方考古研究中心 (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 
2004), 429-30, Fig. 19.4; Plates 5.3-5. 
 
168 Zhangqiu Museum 章丘市博物馆, “Shandong Zhangqiushi Jiaojia yizhi diaocha” 山东章丘市焦家遗
址调查 (Survey of the Jiaojia Site in Zhangqiu City, Shandong). Kaogu 考古 6 (1998): 35, Figs. 16.7, 
16.8. 
 
169 Shaanxi Provincial Institute of Archaeology et al., Baoji Guantaoyuan, 118-9, Fig. 78.6.  The clay 
rendering is elongated and thus either features a long-necked animal (i.e., not a dog) or a dog head at the 





province (Fig. 1.104).170  If indeed these artifacts represented dogs, formal variations may hint at 
the existence of canine sub-species in China as early as the Neolithic period.  
Artisans also fashioned images of fish, birds, batrachians (discussed in Chapter Five) 
reptilians and insects.  The earliest known frog is a 6.7-cm-long stone artifact recovered at the 
Zhabaogou site and dated 5,400–4,500 BCE, and whose iconicity barely emerges from the stone 
(Fig. 1.105) in contrast with the more clearly representational human faces clay renditions found 
at the same site (Fig. 1.106).171  Turtles also were represented.  Archaeologists characterized a 
2.8-cm-high stone rectangular artifact found amongst Xinglongwa culture remains at 
Baiyinchanghan as shaped like a bei 碑 stele, but this constitutes an instance of projecting on the 
object the silhouette of a tortoise-mounted stele of historical times (Fig. 1.107).172  The earliest 
known turtle in northern China appears to be a stone specimen found at Shangzhai上宅, a site 
near Beijing contemporaneous with the Xinglongwa culture.173  Why people chose to represent 
these creatures eludes us; their small size precludes their having been used as decoys for 
hunting.174  
                                                           
170 Zhangqiu Museum, “Shandong Zhangqiushi Jiaojia yizhi diaocha,” 35, Fig. 16.5. 
 
171 Institute of Archaeology Chinese Academy of Social Sciences 中国社会科学院考古研究所, Aohan 
Zhaobaogou—xinshiqi shidai juluo 敖汉赵宝沟--新石器时代聚落 (The Zhaobaogou Site in Aohan 
Banner: A Neolithic Settlement) (Beijing: Zhongguo da baike quanshu chubanshe, 1997), 95, 97, Figs. 
72.5 and 72.6, Plates 36.2 and 36.1; 97-8, Fig. 74.5, Plate 73.1.  
 
172 Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology, Baiyinchanghan—
xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao, Vol. 1, 308, Fig. 240.3; Vol. 2, Plate 60.7.  
 
173 For an illustration, see Beijing City Institute of Cultural Relics 北京市文物研究所, Office of Cultural 
Relics of Pinggu County, Beijing City 北京市平谷县文物管理所 and the Shangzhai Archaeological 
Team 上宅考古队.  “Beijing Pinggu Shangzhai xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue jianbao” (Brief Report of 
Excavations at the Shangzhai Neolithic Site in Pinggu, Beijing). Wenwu文物 8 (1989): 8, Plate 5.  
 
174 The Cuna Indians of Panama craft turtles in balsawood to use as hunting decoy: they attach the images 
to a net in order to attract and catch real turtles.  Other turtle figurines are used to enhance hunting skills: 
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Finally, hybrid creatures or animal species hard to recognize also appear among three-
dimensional figural imagery in Neolithic northern China.  Well-known enigmatic creatures 
include Hongshan culture “pig-dragons” (Fig. 1.108) and a triangular jade recovered from graves 
at Niuheliang (Fig. 1.109).  The term “dragon” has been used freely to identify the creatures 
represented in some artifacts.  These include a 8.5-cm-long white jade found at the Dawenkou 
culture site of Jiaojia in Shandong province (Fig. 1.110),175 as well as two small pieces (2.7 and 
2.4 cm long) crafted from long bones recently excavated at the Late Wangwan III culture (i.e., 
the Longshan culture in the Luoyang area) site of Xiazhai 下寨 in Henan province (Fig. 
1.111).176  The archaeological record also includes objects representing creatures difficult to 
identify with certainty.  Other unusual figural artifacts include Hongshan culture jades like one 
recently retrieved from tomb M22 at Niuheliang (Fig. 1.112),177 which some scholars have 
categorized as zoomorphic178 or featuring the upper part of a monster’s face.179  Within the area 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
image-makers bathe themselves with turtle figurines so as to acquire greater ability in hunting the animal.  
See Michael Taussig, Mimesis and Alterity, 11. 
 
175 Zhangqiu Museum, “Shandong Zhangqiushi Jiaojia yizhi diaocha,” 22, Fig. 4.15. 
 
176 Henan Provincial Institute of Archaeology 河南省文物考古研究所, “Henan Xichuanxian Xiazhai 
yizhi 2009-2010 nian fajue jianbao” 河南淅川县下寨遗址 2009-2010年发掘简报 (Report of 2009-2010 
Excavations at Xiazhai, Xichuan County, Henan). Huaxia kaogu 华夏考古 2 (2011): 18, Plate 11:2. 
 
177 Liaoning Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 疗宁省文物考古研究所, 
“Niuheliang Hongshan wenhua di er didian yihao chongshi guanmu de fajue” 牛河梁红山文化 
第二地点一号冢石棺墓的发掘 (Excavation of the Central Tomb of a Boulder Mound at the Hongshan 
Culture Site of Niuheliang, Locality 2).  Wenwu 文物 10 (2008), 15-33. 
 
178 In Chinese scholarship, the artifacts are variously referred to as shoumian yupei 兽面玉佩, youchi 
shoumian yupei 有齿兽面玉佩, or daichi dongwu mianwen yushi 带齿动物面文玉饰, that is to say in 
terms that clearly categorize the items as animal representations.  The animal theme is generally adopted 
in Western scholarship.  For example, Elizabeth Childs-Johnson describes the objects as “flat frontal 
face[s] of an animal with multiple sets of fangs” or as “plaque faces with fangs.”  See Elizabeth Childs-
Johnson and Gu Fang, The Jade Age: Early Chinese Jades in American Museums (Beijing: Science Press, 
2009), 306, 308.  Yang Xiaoneng refers to such an artifact as a “jade plaque with animal design.”  See 
Yang Xiaoneng, The Golden Age of Chinese Archaeology, 88.  Likewise, Jenny F. So refers to the 
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occupied by the Hongshan culture through the fourth millennium BCE, figural images of 
puzzling pedigree were painted on pottery excavated at Dadianzi 大甸子, a cemetery belonging 
to the subsequent Lower Xiajiadian 夏家店下层 culture (ca. 2,300—1,600 BCE), as illustrated 
by a design found inside tomb M901 (Fig. 1.113).180 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
artifacts as “toothed pendants.”  See Jenny F. So, “A Hongshan Jade Pendant in the Freer Gallery of Art,” 
Orientations (May 1993): 87-92.  In contrast, Jessica Rawson departs from zoomorphic interpretations 
when noting that such artifacts look like “a comb with pairs of teeth-like spikes along the lower edge.”  
See Jessica Rawson, “The Reuse of Ancient Jades,” in Chinese Jades: Colloquies on Art & Archaeology 
in Asia No. 18, ed. Rosemary E. Scott (London: University of London: School of Oriental and African 
Studies, Percival David Foundation of Chinese Art, 1997), 172.  For an in-depth study on the topic, see 
Deng Shuping 邓叔苹, “Hongshan wenhua gouyun yu daichi lei yushi de yanjiu” 红山文化勾云与带齿
类玉饰的研究 (A Study of Cloud and Teeth Shaped Jade Ornaments in the Hongshan Culture), in Yuhun 
guopo 玉魂国魄 (The Jade Soul and the National Spirit), ed. Fei Xiaotong 费孝通 (Beijing: Yanshan 
chubanshe, 2002), 109. 
 
179 Institute of Archaeology, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences 中国社会科学院考古研究所, 
Dadianzi—xiajiadian xiaceng wenhua yizhi yu mudi fajue baogao 大甸子-夏家店下层文化遗址与墓地
发掘报告 (Dadianzi: Excavations on the Site and Cemetery of the Xiajiadian Lower Culture) (Beijing: 
Kexue chubanshe, 1996), Plate 6.  Sarah Milledge Nelson, “Ideology, Power, and Gender: Emergent 
Complex Society in Northeastern China,” in In Pursuit of Gender: Worldwide Archaeological 
Approaches, ed. Sarah Milledge Nelson and Myriam Rosen-Ayalon (Walnut Creek, CA: AltaMira Press, 
2002), 75. 
 
180  Some scholars have proposed that this body of material may have been influenced by ceramics from 
other cultures, notably pottery from Taosi and Erlitou.  See Louisa G. Fitzgerald-Huber, “Qijia and 
Erlitou: The Question of Contacts with Distant Cultures,” Early China 20 (1995): 18-25 [17-67]; Louisa 
G. Fitzgerald, “Tombs of the Lower Xiajiadian Culture at Dadianzi, Aohanqi, Inner Mongolia,” in The 
Golden Age of Chinese Archaeology, ed. Yang Xiaoneng, 152-3 [150-61]; Gu Wen 顾问 and Hu Jizhong 
胡继忠, “Lun Erlitou wenhua yu Xiajiadian xiaceng wenhua zhong de long, she” 论二里头文化与夏家
店下层文化中的龙，蛇 (On Dragons and Serpents in the Erlitou Culture and the Lower Xiajiadian 
Culture), in Erlitou yizhi yu Erlitou wenhua yanjiu: Zhongguo Erlitou yu Erlitou wenhua guojiaxue shu 
yan taohui lunwenji 二里头遗址与二里头文化研究：中国 ·二里头与二里头文化国际学术研讨会论
文集, eds. Du Jinpeng 杜金鹏, Xu Hong 许宏 eds. (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 2006): 152-66. Noting the 
raised aspect of some Dadianzi paintings, Louisa G. Fitzgerald speculated that carved lacquerware from 
Erlitou influenced Dadianzi painters.  Proposing that cross-cultural influences likely were not 
unidirectional, the author observed the existence of Dadianzi designs reminiscent of the taotie motifs 
found further south at Erlitou.  Fitzgerald then conjectured that the taotie perhaps originated from 
Dadianzi. See Fitzgerald, “Tombs of the Lower Xiajiadian Culture,” 153. In turn, scholars suggested that 
taotie motifs present on Erlitou lacquerware inspired similar designs on Erligang bronze vessels.  
Observing how similar the taotie visible on a lacquer fragment found inside a Period III tomb at Erlitou 
was to specimens visible on bronzes associated with the Erligang period, Sarah Allan proposed that the 
taotie “was transferred from lacquer when metallurgical techniques developed sufficiently to allow 





Prehistoric figural imagery in China generally lacks “well-defined stylistic/iconographic 
complexes with abundant exemplars.”181  However, as this survey demonstrates, the figural 
corpus is far from negligible in quantity and quality.  Integrating the body of recently found 
representations and better-known images through broad themes (large-scale vs. small-scale; 
three-dimensional vs two-dimensional; zoomorphic vs. anthropomorphic) makes it possible to 
take account of the wide array of artefacts Chinese excavators have uncovered.  This survey 
highlighted the broad range of materials (clay, lithic, antler, bone, wood, and shell) that image-
makers used and avoided the tendency in some studies on art in Early China to allocate greater 
interest to artifacts crafted from select substances (such as jade, a material generally assumed to 
have been reserved for the elite in Neolithic cultures). 
 The near absence of prehistoric complexes with abundant imagery in China and the 
scattered presence of figural representations throughout this vast land mass indicates that many 
people engaged in image-making and suggests that a multiplicity of situations led to the 
production of figuration.  While some centrifugal forces may have been conducive to the 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
Paradigm,” The Journal of Asian Studies, 66 no. 2 (2007): 483.  In my view, this Lower Xiajiadian 
imagery on pottery relates directly to a type of Hongshan period images representing human skulls 
through conflation of frontal and lateral vantage points (Fig. 1.112) that artisans had produced earlier in 
the same geographical zone.  Lower Xiajiadian painters mistook these jade images for zoomorphs, and 
materialized their misunderstanding in the imagery they produced on their Dadianzi funerary pottery.  
Originally inspired by these Hongshan jades, the figural imagery Dadianzi painters developed may 
eventually have inspired the well-known taotie motif further south. 
 
181 Richard G. Lesure, “Modes of Explanation for Prehistoric Imagery: Juggling Universalist, Historicist, 
and Contextualist Approaches in the Study of Early Figurines,” in Image and Imagination: A Global 
Prehistory of Figurative Representation, ed. Colin Renfrew and Iain Morley (Cambridge: McDonald 
Institute for Archaeological Research, University of Cambridge, 2007), 37.  See also Lesure, Interpreting 
Ancient Figurines, 22-3; Colin Renfrew, “Monumentality and Presence,” in Image and Imagination: A 
Global Prehistory of Figurative Representation, ed. Colin Renfrew and Iain Morley (Cambridge: 




diffusion of images and techniques across land (such as people traveling, interregional exchanges, 
plunder), more centripetal circumstances contributed to images being produced in isolation.  To 
that effect, this chapter started to treat the range of images through the prism of how some figure-
makers tackled the process of representing.  Deciphering step-by-step physical engagements of 
prehistoric figure-makers with their creations was not at stake—analytical work like done on 
prehistoric tools and faunal remains could be conducted to that effect, and could perhaps open 
new analytical avenues in art historical endeavor.182 
While at times influenced by preestablished styles or ways of representing, figure-makers 
were sentient beings who in isolation devised ways to turn raw materials into anthropomorphic 
or zoomorphic forms or to represent them through engraving or painting.  Among the 
representational approaches discussed in this chapter was that of conflating several vantage 
points when representing figures so as to account for the three-dimensional nature of subject 
matters.  Representations of animals on pottery surfaces also often derived from rational choices: 
depending on whether or not animals could attach to or climb pottery or similar surfaces, image-
makers presented the animal dorsally or in profile.  The corpus of artifacts recovered moreover 
exhibits varied levels of integration between represented images and the formal support on which 
they appear.  Some artifacts show a disconnect between figures and the surface they inhabit, as 
when image-makers depicted grazing deer on a pottery outer wall.  In contrast, other objects 
show that image-makers could conceive of formal supports (such as a clay container) as integral 
                                                           
182 The analytical concept of chaîne opératoire coined by French scholar André Leroi-Gourhan has 
become influential in studies on prehistoric material culture and has found applications in tool and bone 
marks studies.  Helping expose cognitive processes and the sequence of actions underlying the crafting of 
tools and the butchering of animal products, the concept underlies some work recently done in China.  For 
an example of how marks left by human beings on animal bones helped infer cutting orientation and 
sequence in butchering habits, see Wu Xianzhu, Wang Yunfu, Pei Shuwen and Wu Xiujie, “Virtual Three 
Dimensions Reconstruction and Isoline Analysis of Human Marks on the Surface of Animal Fossils,” 
Chinese Science Bulletin 54, no. 9 (2009): 1564-9. 
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to the visual field inhabited by figures.  This link is significant, for it opens the possibility that 
beyond form alone, other characteristics intrinsic to the support on which images appear or the 
media in which they were crafted may have played a role in figuration.  Chapter Four and Five 
will suggest that formal and tactile qualities of raw materials at times also contributed to 
embodying processes.  Ultimately, this chapter has sought to relocate image-makers at the core 
of the discourse, and appreciate the inventiveness of these prehistoric men and women engaged 




Early Figural Imagery in China: An Overview of Theories 
 
Introduction 
Researchers often are tempted to infer broad significance from prehistoric figural 
representations, using the images in their quest to better understand how the people who made 
them lived and interacted.   To that effect, scholars working on the prehistoric imagery found in 
China have approached the material through a spectrum of methodologies.  Some studies have 
introduced artifacts pragmatically through descriptions and limited their inferences to cautious 
observations.1  For example, physical characteristics observable on human representations have 
inspired conjecture about how people ornamented their bodies.2  In the same vein, identifying 
represented animals has long contributed to identifying domesticated species in Neolithic 
communities.3  Some innovative approaches also are found in recent assessments of Neolithic 
                                                           
1 See notably Wu Jinding, Prehistoric Pottery in China (London: Paul Kegan, Trench, Trubner & Co., 
Ltd, 1938); Jessica Rawson, ed. Mysteries of Ancient China: New Discoveries from the Early Dynasties 
(London: The British Museum Press, 1996), 11-59; Yang Xiaoneng ed., The Golden Age of Chinese 
Archaeology and Yang Xiaoneng, Reflections of Early China: Décor, Pictographs, and Pictorial 
Inscriptions (Seattle and London: The University of Washington Press, 2000). 
 
2 Zhang Pengchuan notably posited that bangs likely were common in Western China during the Neolithic 
period in light of hair treatment observable on sculptural and pictorial anthropomorphs recovered in 
Gansu and Qinghai provinces.  Zhang Pengchuan 张朋川, “Gansu chutu de jijian Yangshao wenhua 
renxiang taosu” 甘肃出土的几件仰韶文化人像陶塑 (Anthropomorphic Clay Sculptures of the 
Yangshao Culture Unearthed in Gansu Province). Wenwu 文物 11 (1979): 55. 
 
3 Increasingly, however, reliance on the analysis of oesteological remains makes imagery-bound 
inferences an obsolete methodology in research on animal domestication.  For an example of a recent 
work using pig imagery to infer development stage in pig domestication at Houli culture sites, see Wang 
Fen, “The Houli and Beixin Cultures,” in A Companion to Chinese Archaeology, ed. Anne P. Underhill 
(Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, 2013), 391.  For examples of recent works relying more on oesteological 
remains than on figural imagery, see Rowan K. Flad and Pochan Chen, Ancient Central China: Centers 
and Peripheries Along the Yangzi River (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013), 183-5; Zhu 
Yanping, “The Early Neolithic in the Central Yellow River Valley, c. 7000-4000 BC,” in A Companion to 
Chinese Archaeology, ed. Anne P. Underhill (Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, 2013), 177.  An authoritative 
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figural imagery in China, a case in point being Chen Xingcan’s interpretation of a well-known 
figural scene depicted on an early Longshan period building floor uncovered at Dadiwan大地湾 
in Gansu province (Fig. 1.27).  In contrast with analyses relying on themes recurrent in earlier 
scholarship (especially rituals and fecundity), Chen relocated the anthropomorphic figures from 
Dadiwan within the more mundane context of human sexual intercourse and pleasure.4  Li Liu’s 
2007 article on figuration in prehistoric China also offered an original line of approach, 
correlating Neolithic imagery with climate changes.5 
The innovative works just mentioned show some of the ways scholars recently have 
attempted to expand the scope of interpretations beyond more standard approaches and 
paradigms.  Accounts still tend to focus on what images originally symbolized, on what belief 
systems informed their creation, on how they reflect cultural contacts, on how they functioned 
within social matrixes and on how they served as ritual paraphernalia.  As archaeological reports 
and other narratives reveal, figural representations often are interpreted as religious images.  For 
example, the emergence of figural imagery in northeast China in the Xinglongwa period notably 
is viewed as marking a significant religious development.6  Likewise, Shijiahe culture clay 
figurines found in great quantity are discussed as religious objects.7  Furthermore, studies often 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
study on pig domestication in ancient China makes no mention of Neolithic pig imagery.  See Yuan Jing 
and Rowan K. Flad, “Pig Domestication in Ancient China,” Antiquity 76, no. 293 (2002): 724-32. 
 
4 Chen Xingcan 陈星灿, “Dadiwan ditu he shiqian shehui de nanxing tongxingai xing yantu” 大地湾地图
和史前社会的男性同性爱 型岩画 (Floor Painting at Dadiwan and Rock Art Depicting Male 
Homosexuality in Prehistoric Society).  Dongnan wenhua 东南文化 4 (1998): 72-77. 
 
5 Liu Li, “Early Figurations in China,” 271-84. 
 
6 Gideon Shelach and Teng Mingyu, “Earlier Neolithic Economic and Social Systems of the Liao River 
Region, Northeast China,” in A Companion to Chinese Archaeology, ed. Anne P. Underhill (Oxford: 




associate images with more specific paradigms.  As Yang Xiaoneng has noted, “It has been very 
fashionable to decode prehistoric pictorial and sculptural motifs as totemism and shamanism as 
well as to ascribe them to fertility worship or phallicism.  However, there seems to be no 
consensus of definition for these theories, and scientific archaeological excavations have 
produced little evidence to sustain them.”8  Setting aside the fact that broad concepts cannot 
account for and explain the multiplicity of circumstances in which images emerged in prehistoric 
China, there is certainly room for more methodological work to analyze the objects themselves 
prior to assimilating them into broader theories.  In the meantime, this chapter will attempt to 
dispel some of the vagueness which shrouds concepts such as “totemism,” “shamanism” or 
“goddess worship” found in assessments of prehistoric imagery in China.  
I will present and trace the emergence of theories researchers have adopted in the 
reception of prehistoric imagery from China.  Chinese scholars and Western sinologists have 
generated a set of approaches and interpretative paradigms whose impact endures in the 
academic discourse.  Some derive from historiographical work, others from diffusionist ideology, 
but the majority stem from assumptions about matriarchy, totemism, shamanism, goddess 
worship, ancestor worship and fecundity rituals.  Shedding some light on these approaches and 
their emergence, this chapter examines intellectual developments in both China and the Western 
world in the early part of the twentieth century that influenced and sustained the discourse on this 
corpus.  Ultimately, I show that this scholarship relates to and echoes a broader discourse on 
early imagery worldwide.  Reviewing the history of the scholarship in this domain, we also can 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
7 Zhang Gui, “The Qujialing-Shijiahe Culture in the Middle Yangzi River Valley,” in A Companion to 
Chinese Archaeology, ed. Anne P. Underhill (Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, 2013), 525. 
 




gain insight into the biases that may impact our own vision of ancient figurative imagery in 
China. 
 
Historiography and Epigraphy 
The 1899 discovery of inscriptions on oracle bones (jiaguwen 甲骨文) predating well-
known Bronze Age texts awakened suspicion among textual historians in China that ancient texts 
were incomplete and in many cases unreliable.9  Historiographical skepticism led to a number of 
articles by young scholars published starting in 1926 and edited by Gu Jiegang顾颉刚 (1893-
1980) in the series Gushibian 古史辨 (Discriminations on ancient history).10  Soon, however, 
doubting ancient texts and the narrative they offered about early China became unacceptable.  In 
the 1930s, as the country faced a Japanese threat and the Nationalist Chinese government was 
becoming increasingly dictatorial, questioning the veracity and accuracy of old texts became 
viewed as unpatriotic.  Since the 1930s, archeological endeavors also largely have been 
integrated with historiography.11  As Lothar von Falkenhausen noted, “[w]hile the Palaeolithic is 
utterly beyond the grasp of history, everything after the inception of the Neolithic—the period 
corresponding with the time of Sima Qian’s mythical rulers—is, to traditional Chinese scholars, 
potentially the subject of textually-based inquiry.”12  
                                                           
9 See Michael Loewe and Edward L. Shaughnessy, “Introduction,” in The Cambridge History of Ancient 
China: From the Origins of Civilization to 221 B.C., ed. Michael Loewe and Edward L. Shaughnessy 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 3-5. 
 
10 Ibid., 5.  Articles by these young scholars are compiled in Gushibian古史辨 (7 vols, 1926-41; reprint, 
Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1982). 
 
11 Lothar von Faulkenhausen, “On the Historiographical Orientation of Chinese Archaeology,” Antiquity 






The tendency since the 1930s to relate archaeological finds to ancient texts has had a 
lasting effect on the reception given to prehistoric figural imagery by sinologists in and outside 
of the country.  Accordingly, discussions of excavated images regularly include attempts to 
explain the imagery through the lens of textual data, and some studies continue to explain 
Neolithic imagery by citing texts produced during the later part of the Bronze Age period (ca. 
1,600–256 BCE).  For example, an introductory narrative of China’s antiquity quotes a passage 
from the Spring and Autumn Annals (Chunqiu 春秋), a chronicle recording reigns of the dukes of 
the state of Lu 鲁 from 722 to 481 BCE, to explain a figural ensemble depicted on a third 
millennium BCE Majiayao culture earthenware found at Shansunjiazhai上孙家寨 in Qinghai 
province (Fig. 1.59).13  Correlating the scene painted on the container with a description found in 
the late Bronze Age text (“In the music of the ancient Getian clan three people held oxtails, 
kicked with their feet and sang eight verses”), the interpretation proposes that the painting 
depicted dancers holding oxtails.14 
Apart from stories recorded in Bronze Age texts, epigraphy also came to play a role in 
the reception given to prehistoric representations in China.  The study of pictographs (tuxing 
wenzi 图形文字) began during the Song 宋 dynasty (960-1279) when scholars, intent on better 
understanding ritual practices from a golden past, launched a field known in China as the “study 
of metal and stone” (jinshi xue 金石学).15  The meaning underlying pictographs thereafter 
continued to serve to form socio-historical inferences about early China.  A significant step was 
                                                           
13 For an introduction to the Spring and Autumn, see Michael Loewe, ed. Early Chinese Texts: A 
Bibliographical Guide (Berkeley, CA: The Society for the Study of Early China, 1993), 67-76. 
 
14 National Museum of Chinese History, A Journey into China’s Antiquity, Volume One: Paleolithic Age 
– Spring and Autumn Period (Beijing: Morning Glory Publishers, 1997), 95. 
 




reached by the 1930s, when the idea that numerous pictographs stood for proper names and clans 
started to have an enduring impact among Chinese scholars.16  The idea that some pictographs 
(notably those featuring anthropomorphic or zoomorphic components) were clan signs (zu hui 族
徽) still dominates the field of epigraphy.17  Modern scholars tend to speculate that clan society 
developed in China as early as the Neolithic period.  Accordingly, Neolithic figural imagery 
invites interpretations that regularly involve clan symbolism.  As discussed later, the assumption 
that clans already existed in Neolithic China also facilitated the adoption of the concept of 
totemism to explain some Neolithic figural representations.  
Another trend derived from traditional scholarship in China has attempted to explain 
ancient images through their alleged relationship to writing.  The Song dynasty scholar-official 
and painter Li Gonglin 李公麟 (ca. 1049–1106) was among the earliest to argue for a tie 
between the pictographic quality of characters contained in inscriptions cast on bronze vessels 
from the Bronze Age period and the figural imagery featured on the vessels’ walls,18 a holistic 
approach that contrasts with the more dichotomized field of studies scholars would later follow 
with regard to bronze decorations and pictographs.19  In our own time Yang Xiaoneng and other 
                                                           
16 Song scholars, notably Lü Dalin (1046–1092), first speculated that some pictographs referred to clans, 
but Guo Muoro 郭沫若 (1892–1978) fully developed the hypothesis in 1930, arguing that pictographs 
observable on oracle bones and bronze vessels represented nouns of nations, people or clans.  See Yang 
Xiaoneng, Reflections of Early China, 1, 14, 17-18. 
 
17 See Yang Xiaoneng, Reflections of Early China, 17-18.   
 
18 Robert E. Harrist, Jr., “The Artist as Antiquarian: Li Gonglin and his Study of Early Chinese Art.” 
Artibus Asiae 55, no. 3/4 (Fall 1995): 244-57. 
 
19 For example, Yang Xiaoneng’s approach is rare among scholars of ancient China.  As Yang notes, 
“Intellectuals traditionally regard bronze pictographs and decorations as two entirely distinct subjects of 
learning, the former belonging to palaeography and the latter falling within the domain of art history.  
Rarely are they studied together, and, even then, it is considered somewhat bizarre.”  Yang proceeds to 
note “In spite of the conventional division, I find that bronze décor, pictographs, and pictorial inscriptions 
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researchers have attempted to find the roots of Chinese writing in Neolithic figural imagery.20  
Yang, for example, supports the idea that a pig engraved in profile on a Hemudu 河姆渡 culture 
(ca. 5,500–3,300 BCE) clay container correlates with a similar pig-shaped pictograph cast into 
later Bronze Age vessels documented during the Song dynasty.21  The similar placement of 
prehistoric motifs and Bronze Age pictographs on the outer walls of containers further led Yang 
to believe that they “served both ornamental and symbolic functions.”22 
Other approaches to prehistory through the representational qualities of pictographs were 
devised by European sinologists.23  Foremost was the British sinologist Lionel Charles 
Hopkins’s (1854–1952) approach to figural components in ancient characters through 
comparison of prehistoric art discovered outside of China.  Following a series of articles titled 
“Pictographic Reconnaissances” starting in 1918 in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 
Hopkins published a 1929 essay dedicated to the figuration of human beings in ancient Chinese 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
have an indivisible correlation from their origin in the prehistoric period through their disappearance in 
the Bronze Age.” Yang Xiaoneng, Reflections of Early China, 3-4. 
 
20 Ibid., 98-102.  Yang presents and supports a list of correlations researchers in China have established 
between pictographs and prehistoric figural motifs.  
 
21 Ibid., 98. 
 
22 Ibid., 100. 
 
23 French sinologist Georges Frédéric Léon Wieger (1856–1933), who worked in China as a doctor and 
Jesuit missionary from 1887 until his death in Xi’an, sought to reconcile the official account of China’s 
prehistory presented in Chinese schools in the first decades of the twentieth century with the figural 
imagery included in pictographs, whose ancestry he located at thirty centuries before the Christian era 
(per Wieger, if there ever was a Stone Age in China, it had happened at least forty centuries before that 
era).  Noting that animals featured in pictographs were tropical creatures, Wieger refuted the idea that the 
earliest Chinese communities came from the Pamir Mountains.  Animal species incorporated into their 
pictographs instead suggested that the earliest Chinese people came from the southwest, notably the area 
of Burma.  Wieger also believed that anthropomorphic pictograph components registered physiognomic 
features of these prehistoric communities.  Léon Wieger S.J., Textes Historiques, Tome I (Ho-chien-fu: 




characters.24  He found a similarity between pictographic representations of human beings in 
ancient characters and that of prehistoric anthropomorphic representations referred to as “stick 
figures” that are found worldwide.25  Hopkins extracted figural components from pictographs 
and related them to Paleolithic figural representations found outside China.  In his words, “This 
linearity, this enforced reduction of the human frame, is strikingly manifest in archaic Chinese 
script.”26  Intent on better characterizing the observed consistency of lines, Hopkins used the 
term  “nematomorphic” (derived from the name of long parasites, commonly known as horsehair 
worms, whose body width averages one or two millimeters), stating that the word itself 
corresponded in length to the figures’ elongation.27  Charles Hopkins’s analysis of the linear 
quality of figural pictographs and the comparison he made with stick figures of Paleolithic 
European art remains noteworthy and invites questions as to whether stick figuration existed in 
early China beyond the confines of writing.  
A heretofore unrecognized link between pictographs and Neolithic imagery lies in the 
fact that, like certain Neolithic figural representations introduced in Chapter One, some figural 
pictographs show figures from both frontal and lateral vantage points.  This is observable in a 
zoomorphic pictograph combining a turtle’s head seen from above and its body seen in profile 
(Fig. 2.1, top) and in an anthropomorphic pictograh combining the profile of a kneeling person 
                                                           
24 Lionel C. Hopkins, “The Human Figure in Archaic Chinese Writing: A Study in Attitudes,” Journal of 
the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland 3 (July 1929): 557-79.  None of Lionel C. 
Hopkins’s work is mentioned in Reflections of Early China: Décor, Pictographs, and Pictorial 
Inscriptions, Yang Xiaoneng’s major work on pictographs and figural imagery. 
 
25 Ibid., 557. 
 
26 Ibid., 558. 
 
27 Hopkins borrowed the term from German prehistorian Hugo Obermaier (1877-1946), who first used it 




and the latter’s head reduced to an eye seen en face (Fig. 2.2).  In other words, it may be that 
similar experimentation with representational technique occurred in early writing and figuration. 
 
Rituals and Cosmology 
Scholarship on Neolithic material culture also has relied on concepts discussed in the 
Bronze Age textual tradition and developed in subsequent periods of Chinese history to explain 
Neolithic figural imagery.28  These include “rituals” and “cosmology.”  The cohesive function an 
array of rituals have played in historical China and the sense of order that cosmology has 
imprinted in Chinese thought are well recognized.  The same concepts recurrently appear in 
discussions of Neolithic figural imagery.  Rituals, for example, have served to explain prehistoric 
figural representations produced in several northeastern cultures.  For example, Liu Li argued 
that figuration emerged in the Xinglongwa 兴隆 洼 culture (ca. 6,200–5,400 BCE) as a form of 
ritual paraphernalia during times of political, social and economic changes, in which house-
bound rituals and associated anthropomorphic imagery constituted a social response to economic 
stress.29  Liu noted that an increase in ritual figuration during the subsequent Hongshan 红山 
period (ca. 4,500–3,000 BCE) was the leadership’s response to ecological and social pressures 
induced by climatic changes, implying that reduced rainfall had affected food supply.30  Inferring 
the existence of rituals from Hongshan figural images, Sarah Nelson hypothesized that rituals 
                                                           
28 For example, see Liu Li, “Ancestor Worship: An Archaeological Investigation of Ritual Activities in 
Neolithic North China.” Journal of East Asian Archaeology 2, no. 1-2 (2000): 129-64; Yun Kuen Lee and 
Naicheng Zhu, “Social Integration of Religion and Ritual in Prehistoric China.” Antiquity 76, no. 293 
(2002): 715-23. 
 






involving pigs played a role in elite class formation and societal organization.31  Ultimately, 
Neolithic figural representations have served not only to support the idea that significant beliefs 
and practices associated with rituals and cosmology date back to pre-Bronze Age times but also 
to validate the idea that localized Neolithic communities generated incipient forms of what 
would become Chinese cultural norms.32  These approaches nevertheless tend first to project a 
theory and then gather support from the presence of images at sites.  While starting with theory is 
not flawed, refraining from evaluating the images beyond noting their presence at sites seems 
problematic. 
Rituals in China have long been associated with ancestor worship, a practice recurrently 
mentioned in discussions of figural imagery in Neolithic times.33  Oracle bone inscriptions 
provide indubitable proof that ancestor worship (intended to maintain order between the departed 
and their descendants as well as among the living themselves) existed as early as the Shang 商 
period (ca. 1,554–1,046 BCE), but no evidence supports the idea that the practice predated that 
era.  Attempting to find traces of the practice or assuming that it already existed in prehistoric 
times, scholars recurrently link Neolithic imagery to ancestral worship.  While researchers tend 
to associate human phallic representations unearthed at Neolithic sites with rites related to male 
                                                           
31 Sarah M. Nelson, Ancestors for the Pigs: Pigs in Prehistory (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, 
1998). 
 
32 Gina Barnes and Dashun Guo, “The Ritual Landscape of “Boar Mountain” Basin: The Niuheliang Site 
Complex of Northeastern China.” World Archaeology 28, no. 2 (1996): 216.  Barnes presents a discussion 
on the tendency to integrate features and artifacts excavated at Hongshan culture sites into a broader 
Chinese cultural tradition.   
 
33 The Chinese term for “ritual” is li 礼.  As Li Feng recently noted, “The term Li by its origin in Western 
Zhou inscriptions referred to sacrificial offerings in ancestral worship which by the late Western Zhou 
had come to be associated with sets of sumptuary rules that determined the correct conduct of members of 
a religious-ritual community.  By conducting oneself correctly according to these rules, one is ritually 





fertility, others discuss the artifacts as evidence of male ancestral worship.34  Ancestral worship 
also was inferred from the presence of anthropomorphic clay figures at the Hongshan culture site 
of Niuheliang 牛河梁.35 
Apart from rituals, cosmological concepts also regularly appear in analyses of Neolithic 
imagery, and these equaly are projected back in time with images used to confirm their 
emergence in prehistory.  Some works treat figural representation as signs that cosmological 
concepts described in Bronze Age texts existed many centuries prior to that period.  Hongshan 
culture jades featuring fish and birds led Deng Shuping to suggest that people living in that 
Neolithic culture associated fish and birds with the concepts of yin 阴 and yang 阳,36 two polar 
energies linked to cosmo-religious correlative thinking of the much later Zhou 周 period (1,045–
256 BCE).  Images of “dragons” also invited cosmological interpretations.  The idea that dragon 
images first appeared in prehistoric times has endured since Gunnar Anderson, a Swedish 
geologist working in China in the early part of the twentieth century, suggested that dragon 
motifs of historical times had prototypes featured on Neolithic pottery found in Gansu 
province.37  Neolithic zoomorphic figures identified as dragons are regularly discussed in terms 
                                                           
34 For ancestor worship, see Kwang-chih Chang, Art, Myth, and Ritual: The Path to Political Authority in 
Ancient China (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1983), 116.  For male fertility rites, see Henan 
Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology, “Henan Ruzhou Hongshanmiao yizhi fajue,” 4-
11; Henan Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology, Ruzhou Hongshanmiao; Liu Li, The 
Chinese Neolithic: Trajectories to Early States (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 132; and 
Liu Li “Early Figurations in China,” 279-82.          
 
35 See Yang Xiaoneng, Sculpture of Prehistoric China, 33; Liaoning Province Institute of Cultural Relics 
and Archaeology, Niuheliang yizhi, 15; Guo Dashun, “Hongshan and Related Cultures,” in The 
Archaeology of Northeast China: Beyond the Great Wall, ed. Sarah Milledge Nelson (London and New 
York: Routledge, 1995), 39, 44-5; Yun Kuen Lee and Naicheng Zhu, “Social Integration of Religion and 
Ritual in Prehistoric China,” 722. 
 




of cosmology, as exemplified by the “dragon and tiger” shell composition found inside a grave at 
Xishuipo 西水坡, Henan province, which some scholars speculate marked the east and the west 
(following correlative cosmology precepts articulated in late Bronze Age texts) in a tomb whose 
plan corresponded to a sky chart (Fig. 1.36).38  Reading the Neolithic Xishuipo tomb imagery as 
if it were a late Bronze Age or Han dynasty funerary site further led Tong Engzheng to 
hypothesize that the tomb occupant was a master in astronomy.39   
Apart from the well-known Xishuipo imagery, zoomorphic representations found in other 
parts of China also invited cosmological interpretations.  Liu Li reasoned that animals featured 
on Hongshan culture jades in northeast China reflect cosmological understanding: jade turtles 
evoke a dome-shaped heaven, birds correspond to sun movements, and pigs symbolize the 
Northern Dipper.40  Liu further stated that some contemporaneous zoomorphic representations 
unearthed in western China had to do with cosmology: the represented animals whose actual 
bones were also found during excavations corresponded to edible species, while creatures whose 
bones were not recovered at the same sites (turtles, owls and dragons) were cosmological 
symbols.  Accordingly, figural images common among several cultures reflected shared 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
37 Johan Gunnar Andersson, Children of the Yellow Earth: Studies in Prehistoric China (1934; 
Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1973), 73.  Andersson noted that an earthenware found in Gansu 
province and dateable to the second millennium BCE featured “a snake-like animal with forelegs and 
horns, a form which may evidently be a prototype of the more elaborate dragon of historical times.” 
 
38 Feng Shi 冯时, “Henan Puyang Xishuipo 45 hao mu de tianwenxue yanjiu” 河南濮阳西水坡 45 号墓
的天文学研究 (Astronomical Study of Tomb No. 45 at Xishuipo in Puyang, Henan).  Wenwu 文物 3 
(1990): 52-60, 69. 
 
39 Tong Enzheng, “Magicians, Magic, and Shamanism in Ancient China,” Journal of East Asian 
Archaeology 4 (2002): 35-9. 
 




cosmological beliefs; “dragon” images found throughout China, in particular, signal ideological 
diffusion generated by cross-regional contacts between distant cultures.41   
Recurrently associated with cosmological interpretations, some images interpreted as 
“dragons” also led to the projection of another construct developed in historical times: the idea 
that the dragon complements the phoenix.  A recent case concerns a jade artifact excavated at 
Niuheliang in northeast China, whose carved imagery excavators identified as a dragon and a 
phoenix, two mythic creatures associated with the emperor and the empress in historical times 
(Figs. 2.3 and 2.4).42 
 
Interpretational Models Influenced by Western Scholarship 
Apart from theories developed from historiography and epigraphy, or from those based 
on concepts of rituals and cosmology mentioned in Bronze Age texts, scholars in and outside of 
China have adopted concepts developed in European scholarship during the nineteenth and early 
twentieth century.  Diffusionism is an example, but totemism, shamanism, matriarchy, goddess 
worship and fertility rites have had a more lasting influence.  A brief introduction to the history 
of anthropology in China and some early prehistoric discoveries will provide a background to 
better understand how these paradigms were integrated within the discourse on prehistoric 
representations discovered in China and at times merged with native ideas.  
Anthropological theories, which emerged during the nineteenth century in the Western 
world in tandem with European territorial expansion first made their way to China at the end of 
the nineteenth century.  The earliest anthropological work published in Chinese was the 
                                                           
41 Ibid., 279-82. 
 
42 See Liaoning Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology, “Niuheliang Hongshan wenhua 




anonymous translation of John Fryer’s “On the Five Classifications of Mankind.” This early 
publication introduced the hypothesis that humanity had five racial divisions and resulted in an 
emphasis on physical anthropology.43  Despite the direct introduction into China of this early 
anthropological work, Japan largely served as the conduit through which Western 
anthropological concepts (diffusionism, evolution and historical-particularism) were introduced 
to China throughout the first three decades of the twentieth century.44  While Chinese scholars 
mostly were becoming acquainted with anthropological theory during their studies abroad, 
Western scholars were going to China, conducting their own research there, and publishing their 
conclusions.45  During overseas studies in Japan, Chinese students became acquainted with 
Western works of anthropology and archaeology translated into Japanese, which they proceeded 
to translate into Chinese.  Hence in 1903, Chinese translations of Sir Daniel Wilson’s 
Anthropology (1885) were published for the first time in China.  That same year, young Chinese 
people studying in Japan translated On Humanity and introduced basic Western archaeological 
concepts to China, notably the periodization Paleolithic, Neolithic, Bronze Age and Iron Age, 
                                                           
43 Gregory Eliyu Guldin, Anthropology in China: Defining the Discipline (New York and London: M.E. 
Sharpe, Inc., 1994), 24. 
 
44 Guldin, Anthropology in China, 23.  However, note should be made about another intellectual conduit: 
Chinese scholars who studied in Western institutions.  A case in point is Li Chi 李驰 (better known for 
his role in the excavations of Anyang from 1929 to 1937), who obtained his Ph.D. in anthropology at 
Harvard University in 1923 before returning to China where he served as Professor of Anthropology and 
Archaeology at the Tsinghua Research Institute from 1925 to 1928.  For a summary of Li Chi’s career, 
see Millard Rogers, “Foreword” in Li Chi, The Beginnings of Chinese Civilization: Three Lectures 
Illustrated with Finds at Anyang (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1957), v-viii. 
 
45 Guldin notes, “Foreign domination of the anthropological sciences and many other academic fields, 
though, was the norm in China during much of the first half of this [twentieth] century.  In the years after 
the imposition of the  ‘unequal treaties’ on China and the Boxer Rebellion, foreigners assumed 
increasingly privileged positions in the crumbling empire and its weak republican successor.  Foreign 
scholars, adventurers, missionaries, and merchants could enter their nation’s zone of influence in China 
and come under their home government’s protection…  Foreign scholars, following the imperialist wake, 
conducted all manner of anthropological research and published the fruits of their Chinese investigations.” 




which Sir Jon Lubbock and Christian Jurgensen Thomsen had developed in Europe.46  
Translations of classics in anthropology followed, notably with the Chinese-language publication 
of E.B. Taylor’s Anthropology in 1926 and Morgan’s Ancient Society in 1935.47  While 
evolutionary theory (including the related field of physical anthropology) was the first and 
primary anthropological model to influence Chinese social sciences during the first two decades 
of the twentieth-century, the mid 1920s saw the introduction of French ethnographical thought 
through Chinese translations of works by Emile Durkheim and Marcel Mauss.  German 
diffusionism followed but had a limited impact on Chinese scholarship.48  By the 1950s, the 
concept of “primitive society” (原始社会) also had made its way to China,49 where it still 
appears in references to the Paleolithic and Neolithic periods.50  While periodization concepts of 
Paleolithic and Neolithic were already present in China at the turn of the twentieth century, it 
was not until 1920 that the first Neolithic site was discovered at Yangshao 仰韶 village in Henan 
                                                           
46 Ibid., 25. 
 
47 Guldin further notes that most Western anthropological classics were not translated and published in 
China before the 1930s.  Ibid., 34-5, note 7. 
 
48 Ibid., 25-6, 67. 
 
49 The notion of primitive society is traceable to eighteenth and nineteenth century Europe.  Marvin Harris 
notes that the tripartite division of cultural history into savagery, barbarism and civilization may be traced 
to Charles-Louis de Secondat, Baron de Montesquieu’s (1689–1755) eighteenth century L’esprit des lois 
(The Spirit of Laws, 1748), but American scholar Lewis Henry Morgan (1818–1881)’s Ancient Society 
(1877) generally is credited for the model.  Marvin Harris, The Rise of Anthropological Theory: A History 
of Theories of Culture (Walnut Creek, CA: AltaMira Press, 2001), 29. 
 
50 Soviet Marxism adopted the idea that societies evolve “from primitive society to slave society to 
feudalism to capitalism to socialism.”  The study of primitive society started in China only after the 1955 
publication of 原始文化史綱, a translation of Russian ethnographer Mark Osipovich (1885–1967)’s 
Outline of Primitive Culture (1953).  Guldin, Anthropology in China, 120.  Fortuitously, the term selected 
in Chinese to translate “primitive” (yuanshi 原始) does not carry the racist overtone it still holds in roman 
languages; instead, yuanshi 原始 (whose individual characters translate as “origin” and “beginning”) 




province and the first Paleolithic remains (four chipped-stones) were found in Qingyang 
prefecture, Gansu province.51  Prior to these prehistoric finds, as mentioned earlier, the discovery 
in 1899 of inscriptions on oracle bones had led to historiographical skepticism.  It is largely 
during this period of doubt about ancient Chinese texts that an array of Western concepts, still 
commonly used to discuss prehistoric imagery from China, were introduced to China and began 
to be applied to prehistoric figural representations unearthed at Neolithic sites. 
 
Diffusionism 
The 1923 discovery of Yangshao culture pottery stimulated interest in figural images 
depicted on their surfaces.  Foreign scholars involved in early Neolithic finds in northern China 
produced studies on the topic through an approach inspired by late-nineteenth and early-
twentieth-century diffusionist theories and the associated idea of universal image-bound 
symbolism.52  Some scholars posited the existence of links between Western or Central Asian 
pottery and Neolithic Chinese pottery.  In 1923 Swedish geologist Johan Gunnar Andersson 
(who subscribed to the idea that recurrent imagery produced worldwide by “primitive” people 
                                                           
51 Swedish geologist Johan Gunnar Andersson excavated the Neolithic site of Yangshao in 1920.  French 
scholars Emile Licent and Pierre Teilhard de Chardin unearthed the first Paleolithic cultural remains in 
China.  See Wu Rukang and Lin Shenglong, “Chinese Paleoanthropology: Retrospect and Prospect,” in 
Paleoanthropology and Paleolithic Archaeology in the People’s Republic of China, ed. Wu Rukang and 
John W. Olsen (Walnut Creek, CA: Left Coast Press, 2009), 1-2.  
 
52 For a general history of diffusionism among European and American anthropologists, see Marvin 
Harris, The Rise of Anthropological Theory, 373-92.  While diffusionist ideology gained some traction 
amongst European sinologists discussing figural imagery, few Chinese specialists seem to have endorsed 
the idea.  A noteworthy example is that of Li Ji 李济 (1896–1979), an eminent Chinese scholar involved 
in the 1928–1937 excavations of the last Shang 商 capital at Anyang, who adopted the idea and applied it 
to early Bronze Age imagery.  Li Ji’s endorsement remained lukewarm when he cautiously suggested that 
some figural forms excavated at Anyang may have originated from Mesopotamia. Li Chi, The Beginnings 
of Chinese Civilization: Three Lectures Illustrated with Finds at Anyang (Seattle: University of 
Washington Press, 1957).  Li Chi likely was exposed to diffusionist ideology during his graduate training 
in anthropology at Harvard University, where he received a Ph.D. in 1923.  For a biography of Li Chi, see 




bore commonality in both form and meaning) explained perceived similarities as resulting from a 
diffusion of art and techniques towards China when waves of migrants from Turkestan had 
moved into western China.53  In a subsequent publication, Andersson posited links with both 
Turkestan and the more remote Tripolje civilization from modern Ukraine.54  The motifs pottery 
bore played a significant role in this perceived influence, and formal similarities between birds 
depicted on Yangshao period pottery and those observable on pottery from Susa, a settlement 
occupied circa 4,000-3,000 BCE in the Zagros Mountains of modern Iran, contributed to 
Andersson’s belief that migrants from Turkestan had moved into the Gansu area.55  Andersson 
nevertheless recognized that inferences about diffusion required caution, and notably repudiated 
the idea that the dragon motif of historical times in China originated from the Babylonian-
Assyrian civilization arguing that a prehistoric earthenware found in Gansu province already 
featured a dragon prototype.56  
Concomitantly the idea emerged amongst other European sinologists that prehistoric 
figural imagery on Chinese pottery incorporated symbolism whose forms and meanings 
originated in the Near East.  Following the Kulturkreise (‘Culture Circles’; Ch. 文化圈) 
diffusionist school of thought, according to which migrations of individuals led to the diffusion 
                                                           
53 Johann Gunnar Andersson, An Early Chinese Culture (Peking, Geological Survey of China, 1923) and 
Symbolism in the Prehistoric Painted Ceramics of China (Stockholm: The Museum of Far Eastern 
Antiquities, 1929).  In France, Henri Maspero followed Andersson’s belief in a diffusion of pottery type 
from Western Asia toward China, speculating that currents of exchange and imitation had led to 
commonalities.  See Henri Maspero, La Chine Antique (1927; Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 
1985), 1-2, note 1.  
 
54 Johann Gunnar Andersson, Children of the Yellow Earth: Studies in Prehistoric China, 334.  The idea 
quickly was available to American readers with the publication the following year of Dagny Carter, China 
Magnificent: Five Thousand Years of Chinese Art (New York: Reynal & Hitchcock, 1935), see 8. 
 
55 Johann Gunnar Andersson, An Early Chinese Culture. 
 
56 Johann Gunnar Andersson, Children of the Yellow Earth, 73.  The idea had been advanced by Mikhail 




of entire cultural complexes, German scholar Carl Hentze argued in 1932 that figures painted on 
Chinese Neolithic pottery reflected a unified belief system across distant cultures.57  In a 
subsequent work, Hentze argued for formal similarities in figural representations in ancient 
China and America, explaining the commonality by the supposed existence of an ancient 
civilization localized in northeast Asia and America.58  Diffusionist ideas continued to influence 
German scholarship.  In a 1954 publication, Anneliese Bulling argued for a unified belief system 
throughout the Near East and Neolithic China and shared ideas about astronomy and deities, 
citing motifs painted on Banshan 半山 and Machang 马厂 pottery surfaces to support her 
assertion.  For example, anthropomorphs corresponded to stars of the Scorpion constellation, 
which people looked at in the spring sky both in China and the Near East.59  More recently, Nelly 
Naumann’s treatment of prehistoric figural imagery in Japan and China also followed 
diffusionist theories, specifically integrating and expanding on Carl Hentze’s ideas.60  In a recent 
                                                           
57 Carl Hentze, Mythes et symboles lunaires. (Chine ancienne, civilisations anciennes de l’Asie, peuples 
limitrophes du Pacifique) (Anvers : Éditions De Sikkel, 1932).  For the history of Kulturkeise 
diffusionism, see Marvin Harris, The Rise of Anthropological Theory, 373, 379, 382-3.  Harris notes on 
page 379 that “the German diffusionists, dominated by members of the Catholic clergy, were responsible 
for one last grandiose attempt to reconcile anthropological prehistory and cultural evolution with the 
Book of Genesis.”  
 
58 Carl Hentze, Objets Rituels, Croyances et Dieux de la Chine Antique et de l’Amérique (Anvers: 
Éditions de Sikkel, 1936). 
 
59 Anneliese Bulling, The Meaning of China’s Most Ancient Art (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1952), 107-8.  
Interestingly, some criticism offered in response to Bulling’s work contradicted the author’s claims by 
essentially replacing diffusionist interpretation by other standardized means of explaining prehistoric 
imagery.  For instance, American art historian Michael Sullivan stated “But although Neolithic man in 
North China was presumably groping towards an awareness of the movements of the heavenly bodies, we 
cannot assume that this was his main preoccupation.  Fertility cults and hunting magic, neither of which 
are considered as possible clues, must have been at least as important.”  See a review of Bulling’s work in 
Michael Sullivan, The Burlington Magazine 95, no. 607 (1953): 342.  Sullivan essentially counters 
Bulling’s arguments with other hypotheses on the meaning of prehistoric imagery applied at the turn of 
the twentieth century to European Paleolithic imagery (fertility cult and hunting magic).  
 
60 Nelly Naumann, Japanese Prehistory: The Material and Spiritual Culture of the Jōmon Period 
(Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag, 2000), 116-22. 
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manuscript on early Eurasian figural imagery, Miriam Robbins Dexter and Victor H. Mair 
relocated some Chinese Neolithic images within the broader phenomenon of Neolithic female 
figures exhibiting their genitalia.  While aware of how contentious diffusionist interpretations 




The concept of totemism, which posits the existence of a bond between animals or plants 
and human beings, also has entered the discourse on figural imagery from prehistoric China.  
The idea that some groups believed they had animal ancestors was viewed with scorn in Europe.  
As French ethnographer Jean-Nicolas Demeunier stated in 1776, “It is not necessary to examine 
how some men and even whole nations are able to believe that they are descended from certain 
animals… It is clear that this is nonsense, and one is not able to give a reason for nonsense.”62  
Roughly a century later, Scottish scholar John McLennan postulated that ancient societies 
consisted of hordes whose members believed they all descended from an animal ancestor.  
McLennan’s work heralded an extensive anthropological discourse on totemism.63  Scholars, 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
 
61 The authors note, “There are two contentious issues that we purposely avoid embroiling ourselves in.  
The first is that of diffusion versus independent origination.  It is obvious that there is tremendous 
similarity among many of the widely dispersed images and texts that we discuss.  We make no overt 
claim as to whether these representations of female figures in display posture were the result of a complex 
pattern of diffusion or were repeatedly created at different times and places.” 2-3.  However, the authors 
later remark “Very similar figures are found in Neolithic China, thus indicating that during the prehistoric 
era, female figures in ‘display’ position expanded throughout Eurasia.” 12.  Miriam Robbins Dexter and 
Victor H. Mair, Sacred Display: Divine and Magical Female Figures of Eurasia (Amherst, NY: Cambria 
Press, 2010), 2-3.  I am most grateful to Professor Robert E. Harrist Jr. for bringing this manuscript to my 
attention. 
 
62 Jean-Nicolas Demeunier, L’Esprit des Usages et des Coutumes des Différents Peuples (London: Chez 




starting with Salomon Reinach (1858–1932), soon began to use the concept to explain 
representations in parietal art of old Europe.64  Following Reinach’s work, many scholars of 
prehistoric art adopted both the ethnographic approach Reinach had used (albeit one which he 
had limited to Australian rock art) and his suggestion that totemism played a significant part in 
the life of prehistoric communities who engaged in figural representations.65  Emile Cartailhac 
and Henri Breuil applied ethnographic analogies on a grand scale to the study of parietal art in 
Europe, subscribing to the idea that prehistoric individuals and modern “primitives” were all at 
the same level of civilization (savagerie).66  However, Cartailhac and Breuil’s approach entailed 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
63 John McLennan, Primitive Marriage (Edinburgh: Adam and Charles Black, 1865); Marvin Harris, The 
Rise of Anthropological Theory, 193.  Subsequently, British anthropologist Edward Burnett Tylor’s 
publication of Totemism (1899) postulated the existence of a particular relation between a clan and an 
animal species.  A decade later, Sir James George Frazer published Totemism and Exogamy (1910), 
which related the concept to belief systems positing the existence of an ancestral woman impregnated by 
the spirit of an animal. 
 
64 An early study associating totemism and prehistoric imagery is Salomon Reinach, “L’art et la magie. À 
propos des peintures et des gravures de l’âge du renne.” L’Anthropologie 14 (1903). As Eduardo Palacio-
Pérez recently showed, as ultra-nationalist and anti-semitic views grew in the political sphere in France of 
the 1890s, Reinach, who was Jewish, became committed to promoting arguments supporting a conception 
of French citizenry dissociated from exclusivists principles derived from religion or race.  Reinach also 
was both committed to the secularization of the state and the reform of Jewish traditions.  His interest in 
the evolution and history of religious thought stemmed from a wish to identify customs and ideas that 
were “residue of a primitive and pre-modern past, and which should be cast off.”  Following British 
evolutionary anthropologists, Reinach came to view beliefs of “primitive” people as a useful source to 
explain the origin of religious ideas.  Assuming that prehistoric people must have had religious thoughts, 
too, soon Reinach came to regard prehistoric figural imagery as a reflection of mankind’s oldest religion.  
Eduardo Palacio-Pérez, “Salomon Reinach and the Religious Interpretation of Paleolithic Art.” Antiquity 
84, no. 325 (2010): 853-63.  Interests originally related to late nineteeth-century needs for religious and 
political reforms thus eventually led Reinach to promote ideas about prehistoric imagery, which had a 
lasting impact in scholarship throughout the twentieth century, including in China.  
 
65 Peter Ucko and Andrée Rosenfeld, Paleolithic Cave Art (New York and Toronto: McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, 1967), 126-9.  In this seminal work on parietal art and its reception, Ucko and Rosenfeld 
further stated: “Of all interpretations of Paleolithic parietal art Reinach’s views are those that have been 
most widely accepted.” 123. 
 
66 Emile Cartailhac and Henri Breuil, La Caverne d’Altamira à Santillane près Santander (Espagne) 
(Monaco: Imprimerie de Monaco, 1906); Marc Groenen, Pour une histoire de la préhistoire: Le 
Paléolithique (Grenoble: Editions Jérôme Millon, 1994), 330.  I am most grateful to Professor Zoë 
Strother for bringing this seminal book to my attention. 
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the indiscriminate fusion of traditions which ultimately denied each its peculiarities and cultural 
identity.67  Drawing on ethnographic analogies with the Bochimans from Australia, they 
hypothesized that hybrid figures were engaged in masked dances and that their masks were 
hunting masks, totemic masks or sorcerer’s masks.68  Such interpretation of figures featuring 
both anthropomorphic and zoomorphic characteristics would have a lasting influence.  
Eventually, scholars who embraced the concept of totemism started moving away from 
ethnographic analogies.  Stating in 1935 that Paleolithic art reflected social relations (each 
animal symbolized the clan of which it was a totem and the relationship between animals within 
compositions corresponded to that between clans), Max Raphaël argued that if a meaning was 
intended, then it should be sought more through internal analysis of figural compositions than 
through ethnographic analogies.69  
Totemism also entered the discourse on prehistoric imagery in China.  At the turn of the 
twentieth century, European scholars incorporated into sinology the concept of totemism first 
posited by McLennan and further developed by Tylor and later by Frazer.  First, they correlated 
the concept not with figural imagery but rather with contemporary ethnographic information 
gathered in the field in China.  In 1901 Jan J.M. de Groot wrote, “We have found no trace in 
China of animals being worshipped in their capacity of tribal progenitors, so that we entertain 
serious doubts whether any so-called totemism exist in East Asia as a religious phenomenon.”70  
                                                                                                                                                                                           
 
67 Marc Groenen, Pour une histoire de la préhistoire, 331. 
 
68 Emile Cartailhac and Henri Breuil, La Caverne d’Altamira à Santillane près Santander (Espagne), 241; 
Marc Groenen, Pour une histoire de la préhistoire, 330. 
 
69 Marc Groenen, Pour une histoire de la préhistoire, 340-1. 
 




Likewise, Frazer sought traces of totemism in China but found only one situation suggesting the 
existence of totemism amongst “aboriginal races:” the “prohibition to eat or touch objects from 
which a family takes its name.”71 Berthold Laufer stated that the existence or absence of 
practices linked to totemism in China was impossible to ascertain in his day, bitterly adding, 
“We must not forget, of course, that Confucius, who made the Chinese what a French writer 
aptly styled affreusement bourgeois, has spoiled China completely for the ethnologist.”72 
While these scholars reached the conclusion that totemism did not exist amongst 
contemporary people in China, others who sought traces of the phenomenon in antiquity 
concluded that totemism had existed in early China.  For Marcel Granet, there was no better 
proof than ancient texts characterizing the ancestor of the Yin 殷 people (other name for the 
Shang 商 people) as a man miraculously born after his mother ingested a bird’s egg; this proved 
that one of China’s early dynastic family descended from a bird.73  Granet also interpreted flag 
imagery used in warfare and described in Bronze Age texts as a sign of totemic beliefs, arguing 
that represented animals stood for family totems.74  
                                                           
71 James George Frazer, Totemism and Exogamy: A Treatise on Certain Early Forms of Superstition and 
Society (London: Macmillan and Co., Limited, 1910), 336-41.   
 
72 Berthold Laufer, “Totemic Traces among the Indo-Chinese,” The Journal of American Folklore 30, no. 
118 (1917): 415-26. 
 
73 Marcel Granet, Danses et légendes de la Chine ancienne (1926; Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 
1994), 38, 52, 602-6.  Granet notes that there is no better trace of totemism in early China than in this 
story. The presence of pictographic forms signifying “bird” in the name of some High Ancestors 高祖 
(gaozu) recorded in oracle bone inscriptions has lent support to the hypothesis that the bird was the totem 
of the Shang kings, who ruled in northern China from ca. 1,554 to 1,046 BCE and during whose reigns 
people produced the earliest extant texts ever found in China. See Wang Tao, “Shang Ritual Animals: 
Colour and Meaning (Part 1),” Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 70, no. 2 (2007): 
307, note 10. 
 




Amongst Chinese scholars, the first explicit link between ‘totemism’ and figural imagery 
seems to have been made by Guo Muoro 郭沫若 (1892–1978), an eminent scholar who 
promoted the idea that some pictographs found on Bronze Age oracle bones and bronze vessels 
were clan signs (zu hui 族徽).  As Yang Xiaoneng noted, Marxism and ideas from the Morgan 
School influenced Guo Moruo’s interpretation of pictographs.75  However, the concept of 
totemism developed in the West also influenced Guo’s vision, as evidenced by his arguing that 
“the shapes of birds, beasts, insects and fish should be the totems or remnants of ancient nations; 
the shapes without birds, beasts, insects and fish were the transformations of totems, and were 
the clan insignias of those that had developed culture, and shed their primitive definitions.”76  
Like Marcel Granet had done a few years earlier with Bronze Age flag imagery featuring 
animals, Guo Moruo interpreted figural and plant images in pictographs as standing for clan 
emblems and associated these emblems with the concept of totemism.77  Because Guo Moruo 
                                                           
75 Yang Xiaoneng, Reflections of Early China, 17. 
 
76 Guo Muoro 郭沫若, “Yinyi zhong tuxing wenzi zhi yijie 殷彝中图 形文字之一解,” in Yin Zhou 
qingtongqi mingwen yanjiu 殷周青铜器铭文研究 (1931; reprint, Beijing, 1954); translated in Yang 
Xiaoneng Reflections of Early China, 18.  Yang notes that Guo Muoro was influenced by Marxism and 
the Morgan School but omits any discussion of the Western concept of totemism as a source of influence.  
 
77 Guo’s work had a lasting impact, and other scholars of early China have followed his adoption of 
totemism to explain early history.  For instance, K.C. Chang notes “Each of the Three Dynasties was 
founded by members of a different clan.  Actually, in early China there were probably many hundreds of 
such clans, each characterized by a set of common features.  Members of a clan traced their descent from 
the same mythological ancestor through the paternal line, although the actual fact of descent in the far 
remote past usually could not be genealogically demonstrated.  The myth of the ancestral birth gave rise 
in most cases to a name and an emblem (‘totem’) used by the entire clan.”  K.C. Chang, Art, Myth, and 
Ritual: The Path to Political Authority in Ancient China (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 
1983), 9. Guo Moruo’s associations between pictographic imagery and totemism, the term “totem” has 
been regularly associated with the clan system that scholars postulate regulated societies in early 
historical China.  Sarah Allan argued that Shang king Wang Hai, whose pictographic name incorporates a 
bird, was born of a bird egg swallowed by his mother.  Correlating this bird with myths describing a bird 
inside ten suns, Allen hypothesized that “the Shang had a myth of ten suns and that the Shang ruling 
group was organized in a totemic relationship to these suns.”  From the time Wang Hai’s son was born, 
“the ancestors of the Shang Kings were called by names which included one of ten cyclical characters 
also used to designate the days of the week on which they were worshipped.  These characters, now called 
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was in the midst of a ten-year stay (1927–37) in Japan when he wrote his 1931 essay, one may 
hypothesize that he learned of scholarship on totemism while living in the country through which 
other significant Western anthropological theories travelled to China.  Regardless of how 
precisely Guo Moruo became aware of it, this anthropological theory also came to integrate a 
parallel discourse in China on Chinese identity starting with Wen Yiduo闻一多’s (1899–1946) 
characterization of the dragon as a totem of the Chinese people.78 
In turn, the concept of totemism came to enter the discourse of prehistoric figural 
imagery in China, Cen Jiawu 岑家梧’s 1937 publication of Tuteng yishushi 图腾艺术史 being 
an early example.79  Some scholars, who subscribe to the idea that totemism thrived in 
prehistoric communities, have associated this assumption with figural representations.  Chantal 
Zheng even regards Neolithic zoomorphic imagery as the key to unraveling and better 
understanding those totemic beliefs.80  
                                                                                                                                                                                           
tian gan 天干‘heavenly stems’ were called the  shi ri十日‘ten suns.’” Allan concludes that “the evidence 
indicates that the Shang ancestors were totemically identified with one of the ten suns and that this was a 
primary assumption of their ritual calendar.”  Sarah Allan, “Sons of Suns: Myth and Totemism in Early 
China,” Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies. University of London 44, no. 2 (1981): 
292-3, 318-21.  Beyond arguing that Shang people had a totemic link with ten suns they associated with 
birds, Allan further implied that belief in totemic sun-birds may have predated the Shang period by 
locating the earliest figural representation of a three-legged bird (i.e., a sun-bird) on a Yangshao Culture 
pottery fragment found at Miaodigou, Henan province. Sarah Allan, The Shape of the Turtle: Myth, Art, 
and Cosmos in Early China (Albany: State University of New York, 1991), 31. While Allan refrained 
from clearly asserting that totemism already existed in prehistoric China, as discussed later, other 
sinologists regard Neolithic zoomorphic imagery as proof that totemism predated historical periods. 
 
78 For discussions on totems and Chinese identity, see Jacques Lemoine, “Mythes d’origine, mythe 
d’identification,” L’Homme, 27, no. 101 (1987): 58-85 and Xu Xinjian, “The Chinese Identity in Question: 
“Descendants of the Dragon” and “The Wolf Totem,” Revue de Littérature Comparée, 337 (January-
March 2011): 93-105. 
 
79 Cen Jiawu 岑家梧, Tuteng yishushi 图腾艺术史 (1937; Shanghai: Shangwu yinshuguan, 1986), 2, 132. 
 
80 Chantal Zheng, “Les structures totémiques de la religion chinoise primitive,” Revue de l’histoire des 




An array of prehistoric images have led to totemic interpretations.  Examples include 
human representations incorporating zoomorphic components and celestial motifs.  Zhang 
Pengchuan 张朋川, for example, proposes that human bodies featuring animal patterns (leopard 
and tiger stripes) painted on some Majiayao 马家窑, Banshan and Machang pottery reflect 
tattooing practices marking tribal identification.81  Zhang Deshui张德水 associates sun and 
moon motifs found in the Yellow River region with totemism.82  However, purely zoomorphic 
imagery constitutes the majority of the material scholars link to totemism.  Chêng Tê-k’un has 
identified as totemic emblems fish figures painted on Banpo 半坡 pottery.83  Huei Chung Tsao 
interpreted avian motifs depicted on Miaodigou 庙底沟 pottery surfaces as that culture’s totemic 
emblem.84  Ru Yu如鱼 suggested that frogs depicted on Yangshao and Majiayao clay containers 
were totems for people of these cultures.85  Yan Wenming 严文明 argued that frog and bird 
motifs were totemic images during the Yangshao Banpo phase (ca. 5000 BCE).86  Attempting to 
                                                           
81 Zhang Pengchuan 张朋川, “Gansu chutu de jijian Yangshao wenhua renxiang taosu” 甘肃出土的几件 
仰韶文化人像陶塑 (Anthropomorphic Clay Sculptures of the Yangshao Culture Unearthed in  
Gansu Province).  Wenwu 文物 11 (1979): 55. 
 
82 Zhang Deshui 张得水, “Xinshiqi shidai dianxing wushi muzang pouban” 新石器时代典型巫师墓葬剖 
析 (An Exploration of Typical Neolithic Tombs of Shamans).  Zhongyuan wenwu 中原文物 4 (1998): 32-
5; referenced in Yang Xiaoneng, Reflections of Early China, 223, n 237. 
 
83 Tê-k’un Cheng, Archaeology in China. Volume One: New Light on Prehistoric China (Cambridge: W. 
Heffer & Sons Ltd., 1966), 19. 
 
84 Huei Chung Tsao, “Grand bol,” in Chine des origines: Hommage à Lionel Jacob, Musée Guimet (Paris: 
Éditions de la Réunion des musées nationaux, 1994), 36. 
 
85 Ru Yu 如鱼, “Wawen yu wa tuteng chongbai” 蛙纹与蛙图腾崇拜 (Frog Patterns and the Totemic  
Worship of Frogs).  Zhongyuan wenwu 中原文物 2 (1991): 27-36; referenced in Yang Xiaoneng, 
Reflections of Early China, 223, n 237. 
 
86 Yan Wenming 严文明, “Gansu caitao de yuanliu” 甘肃彩陶的源流 (The Origin and Development of 
Gansu Painted Pottery). Wenwu 文物 10 (1978): 62-76.  Yan argued that over the span of three millennia, 
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reconcile the fact that several animal species appear on the surfaces of containers excavated at 
Banpo, Zhu Yongnian朱勇年 recently assessed the issue from a synchronic standpoint, arguing 
that the range of observable zoomorphs (fish, bird, frogs) reflected the peaceful cohabitation of 
tribes who each had one of these animals as their totem.87  
Following decades of attempts to discern signs of totemism in figural imagery, scholars 
have questioned the existence of totemism in prehistoric China.88 Yang Xiaoneng cautioned 
against the indiscriminate application of the concept to explay early representational art and 
belief systems.89  According to Yang, the imagery nevertheless suggests that prehistoric cultures 
in China had a clan-based worship involving “animal co-worship” or a “pantheistic creature 
veneration.”90  Still, the term “totem” continues to permeate discussions on newly found material.  
The 2009 discovery of the earliest figurine ever found in China, the small bird crafted from a 
piece of deer antler introduced in Chapter One, has led Li Zhanyang, the archaeological team 
leader at the Lingjing excavation, to posit that the object may have been a totem.91   
                                                                                                                                                                                           
the motifs evolved, eventually coalescing into new forms (birds becoming suns, frog morphing into toads 
in the moon).  On that account, Yan postulated that the zoomorphic imagery also related to sun and moon 
worship. 
 
87 Zhu Yongnian 朱勇年, Zhongguo xibei caitao 中国西北彩陶 (Painted Pottery of North West China) 
(Shanghai: Guji chubanshe, 2007), 49. 
 




90 Yang Xiaoneng, Reflections of Early China, 117.  Yang states that “[w]hile it is not prudent to say that 
all animal images found on prehistoric artifacts were deities or spirits, the data may convince one that a 
clan’s or culture’s having several representative creatures was probably a universal practice in prehistoric 
China.” 
 





Scholarship on Neolithic imagery in China also makes use of the concept of shamanism.  
While the phonetic transliteration of the term “shamanism” in Chinese is samanjiao 萨满教, this 
loan word tends to apply to shamanic practices first recorded north of China in Siberia.92  The 
term used in scholarship on shamanism in early China is wu 巫, a native word used in reference 
to occult arts since the Bronze Age period.93  At the dawn of the twentieth century, work on 
shamanism in European and Western anthropological scholarship fueled questions as to whether 
shamanism existed in China as well.94  Scholars seeking traces of the phenomenon in the Chinese 
textual tradition found correlations between shamanic practices and wu practices.  Jan J. M. de 
                                                           
92 On the Tungusic origins of the word shaman, see Berthold Laufer, “Origin of the Word Shaman,” 
American Anthropologist 19 (1917): 361-71.  
 
93 For discussions of wu and their practices in early China, see Donal Harper, “Warring States, Qin and 
Han Periods,” in Special Section: Chinese Religions—The State of the Field, Part I: Early Religious 
Traditions; The Neolithic Period through the Han Dynasty (ca. 4000 B.C.E. to 220 C.E), ed. Daniel L. 
Overmyer, et.al. Journal of Asian Studies 54, no. 1 (1995): 154-5; Donald Harper, “Warring States, Qin, 
and Han Manuscripts Related to Natural Philosophy and the Occult,” in New Sources of Early Chinese 
History: An Introduction to the Reading of Inscriptions and Manuscripts, ed. Edward L. Shaughnessy 
(Berkeley: Society for the Study of Early China and Institute of East Asian Studies, University of 
California, 1997), 223-52; Donald Harper, “A Chinese Demonography of the Third Century B.C.” 
Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 45, no. 2 (Dec. 1985): 459-98; Poo Mu-chou, “Popular Religion in 
Pre-Imperial China: Observations on the Almanacs of Shui-hu-ti,” T’oung Pao 79 (1993): 225-48; 
Donald Harper, “Warring States Natural Philosophy and Occult Thought,” in The Cambridge History of 
Ancient China, 813-84; Lothar von Falkenhausen, “Reflections on the Political Role of Spirit Mediums in 
Early China: The Wu Officials in the Zhou li,” Early China 20 (1995): 279-300. 
 
94 Influenced by cognitive archaeology, scholars recently have shown renewed interest in understanding 
how cognitive functions (notably perception) may explain early acts of representation.  Within that recent 
trend, the idea that Paleolithic and Neolithic individuals created figural forms in relation to shamanic 
beliefs and practices has reemerged.  South African scholar David Lewis-Williams has become a 
foremost advocate in that school of thought, and his works largely revolves around the idea that imagery 
was produced and served during sessions involving altered levels of consciousness.  For a summary of 
Lewis-Williams’ approach to shamanism, see David Lewis-Williams, The Mind in the Cave (London: 
Thames & Hudson Ltd., 2002), 132-5.  I am grateful to Professor Zoë Strother for bringing his work to 
my attention.  The link between shamanism and prehistoric imagery remains contentious.  See Michel 





Groot linked both words in his 1910 work on religion in China,95 observing similarities between 
wu practitioners mentioned in a narrative on a Jin dynasty virtuous man and “Asiatic animistic” 
practitioners which included shamans.96  Subsequently, on the basis that northeast Asian 
shamans’ practices are reminiscent of those conducted by the Chinese wu mentioned in ancient 
texts, other scholars have continued to substitute or translate the term shaman as wu.97  In the 
same vein, wu practices recorded in texts of the early historical period are characterized as 
shamanistic.98  Chen Mengjia 陈梦家 (1911–1966) also argued that oracle bone inscriptions 
(jiaguwen 甲骨文) recorded shamanist practices in northern China during the early Bronze Age 
                                                           
95 Jan J.M. de Groot, The Religious System of China: Its ancient forms, evolution, history and present 
aspect.  Manners, customs and social institutions connected therewith, Book II, Part V, Priesthood of 
Animism (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1892-1910): 1187-1341; Tong Enzheng, “Magicians, Magic, and Shamanism 
in Ancient China,” 27-73. 
 
96  As de Groot notes, “Shamans, dervishes, bazirs and balians, wĕwalen, and all members of Asiatic 
animistic priesthood generally are well known to exhibit their possession by dancing to drums and music 
at religious festivities, and to occupy themselves with magical arts and tricks of legerdemain, ascribed to 
the power of the divinity which possesses them: — here we see the wu of China described as behaving in 
like manner.  Ecstasy, manifested by dancing and ascribed to possession, is, of course, produced or 
furthered by the monotonous music and drumming.”  Jan J.M. de Groot, The Religious System of China, 
1213-4. 
 
97 For example, Arthur Waley notes, “In ancient China intermediaries used in the cult of Spirits were 
called wu.  They figure in old texts as experts in exorcism, prophecy, fortune-telling, rain-making and 
interpretation of dreams.  Some wu danced, and they are sometimes defined as people who danced in 
order to bring down Spirits… They were also magic healers and in later times at any rate one of their 
methods of doctoring was to go, as Siberian shamans do, to the underworld and find out how the Power of 
Death can be propitiated.  Indeed the functions of Chinese wu were so like those of Siberian and Tungus 
shamans that it is convenient…to use shaman as a translation of wu.”  Arthur Waley, The Nine Songs: A 
Study of Shamanism in Ancient China (London: Allen & Unwin, 1955), 9.  See also David Hawkes, Ch’u 
Tz’u: The Songs of the South (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1959), 35; K.C. Chang, Art, Myth, and Ritual, 47; 
Rémi Mathieu, “Chamanes et chamanisme en Chine ancienne,” L’Homme 27, no. 101 (1987): 29, n. 72. 
 
98 For example, in 1925 Lu Xun 鲁迅 (1881–1936) categorized the Shanhaijing 山海经 text compilation 
as a shamanic text.  Lu Xun, Zhongguo xiaoshuo shilue 中国小说史略 (Beijing, 1925), 11; Michael 




period.99  K.C. Chang later endorsed the idea, noting that wu巫 practitioners mentioned in 
jiaguwen served as shamans acting as intermediaries between worlds of spirits and humans.100  
Some sinologists have interpreted Neolithic figural imagery through references to wu 
practitioners in Bronze Age texts.  The approach recently led Tong Enzheng to posit that religion 
in Neolithic China entailed not only animism (“a form of religion that sees nature as animated by 
all sorts of spirits or impersonal supernatural powers”) but also communal cults led by group 
leaders or wu shamans.101  Earlier, K.C. Chang made an influential assessment of Banpo pottery 
motifs featuring human faces and fish, characterizing anthropomorphic motifs as representations 
of shamans to whose ankles, ears and hands snakes or dragons were attached, as noted in 
descriptions of wu practitioners in the Shanhaijing 山海经, a compilation of texts produced in 
pre-Qin and Han times.102  Zhang Guangzhi张光直 and other scholars have embraced the idea 
that anthropomorphic faces painted on Yangshao period pottery found at Banpo and surrounding 
sites depicted shamans.103   
                                                           
99 Chen Mengjia陈梦家, “Myth and Shamanism of the Shang Dynasty 商代的神话与巫术.” Yanjing 
xuebao燕京學報 20 (1936): 485-576; Tong Enzheng “Magicians, Magic, and Shamanism in Ancient 
China,” 28. 
 
100 K.C. Chang, Art, Myth, and Ritual, 44-5. 
 
101 Tong Enzheng, “Magicians, Magic, and Shamanism in Ancient China,” 29-30, 35, 65. 
 
102 K.C. Chang, Art, Myth, and Ritual, 114. Chang followed an association Marilyn Fu made between 
representations of fish and anthropomorphic heads on Banpo pottery and a description of shamans 
wearing dragons or snakes on their ankles, hands and ears in the Shanhaijing section “Book of 
Shamanism.” Chang credited Marylin Fu for the association but did not provide any reference. A more 
recent publication on early material culture in China introduced a variant, stipulating that the figures 
recall Shanhaijing wizards wearing snake earrings.  On that basis, the design would represent a wizard 
calling upon fish to enter a deceased body in order to recall its soul from the underworld.  See also 
National Museum of Chinese History, A Journey into China’s Antiquity, 38. For an introduction to the 
Shanhaijing, see Michael Loewe, ed. Early Chinese Texts, 357-67. 
 
103 For examples of other works introducing anthropomorphic imagery as representations of shamans, see 
Rémi Mathieu, “Chamanes et chamanisme en Chine ancienne,” 10; Tong Enzheng, “Magicians, Magic, 
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Other Neolithic images have invited similar interpretations.104  A well-known example 
concerns a bowl found at the Qinghai province site of Shangsunjiazhai, whose inner wall 
features three groups of anthropomophic figures holding hands.  Tong Engzheng interprets the 
composition as human beings wearing animal tails engaged in a shamanistic dance imitating 
animal movements.105  Another example is the anthropomorphic body modeled on a container 
unearthed at the Qinghai province site of Liuwan 柳湾, dated ca. 2,300 BCE to during the 
Machang phase of the Majiayao culture (Fig. 1.42).  Some specialists describe the pinched-clay 
figure as ithyphallic (i.e., displaying male sexual organs);106 some believe that it represents a 
woman, for only female organs are shown;107 others subscribe to the idea that the figure is 
hermaphroditic, claiming that hermaphrodites served as mediums facilitating communication 
between sentient beings and deities.108  The ambiguous gender of the figure, according to K.C. 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
and Shamanism in Ancient China,” 35; Liu Li, The Chinese Neolithic; Liu Li, “Early Figurations in 
China,” 271-84. 
 
104 See Zhang Zhongpei, “The Yangshao Period: Prosperity and the Transformation of Prehistoric 
Society,” in The Formation of Chinese Civilization: An Archaeological Perspective, ed. Sarah Allan 
(New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2005), 43-83; Musée national des Arts asiatiques-
Guimet, Chine des origines, 50. 
 
105 Tong Enzheng, “Magicians, Magic, and Shamanism in Ancient China,” 30-1.  As noted earlier, other 
scholars have used an entry recorded in the Spring and Autumn Annals to explain the painting as a dance 
scene exhibiting the practice of holding oxtails while dancing, customary in “many Chinese primitive 
clans.”  Excavators offered a less charged interpretation, merely postulating that the scene represents 
people enjoying dancing after hard labor.  Qinghai Province Managing Bureau of Cultural Relics, 
Archaeological Team 青海省文物管理处考古队, “Qinghai Datongxian Shangsunjiazhai chutu de wudao 
wen caitao pan” 青海大通县上孙家寨出土的舞蹈纹彩陶盘 (Painted Pottery Basin Decorated with a 
Dancing Scene Excavated at Shangsunjiazhai, Datong county, Qinghai province).  Wenwu 文物 3 (1978): 
48-9. 
 
106 For detail, see Robert L. Thorp and Richard E. Vinograd, Chinese Art and Culture (New York: Harry 
N. Abrams, 2001), 50-1. 
 




Chang, shows that it represents a shaman who could enact either female or male roles.109  Miriam 
Robbins Dexter and Victor H. Mair relocate this figure as well as contemporaneous “frog motif” 
images painted on contemporaneous pottery within a broader corpus of female figures (found 
from Eastern Europe to Western Asia) represented exhibiting their genitalia.  According to 
Robbins Dexter and Mair, the Chinese imagery shows that the genre had expanded throughout 
Eurasia.  The authors also interpret the figures as females communicating with the divine, either 
engaged in a form of yoga or mediating between the realms of humans and spirits, “that is, 
enacting a form of shamanism.”110  Other human representations interpreted as shamans include 
skeletal figures depicted on pottery, exemplified by the figure painted in black on the inner side 
of a Banshan phase container (Fig. 2.5).  K.C. Chang first suggested that such X-ray style 
depictions related to shamanism,111 and other scholars have embraced the idea and interpreted 
similar images through the same paradigm.112  The facial features and headgear of certain 
Yangshao anthropomorphic figurines have compelled Liu Li to hypothesize that some of these, 
such as the figures excavated at Anban in Shaanxi province and discussed in Chapter Five, 
represented ritual practitioners of Caucasian origin (Fig. 2.6).113  Some large-scale figures found 
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above ground or inside tombs purportedly also would represent shamans.114  For example, Zhang 
Zhongpei interpreted the well-known scene depicted on the floor of house F411 at Dadiwan, 
Gansu province, as shamans performing a dance near a trough containing either animals (frogs or 
salamanders) or human corpses.  Zhang concluded that the ensemble attested to shamans’ power 
to rule over their communities in Neolithic times.115  Excavations conducted at Beifudi 北福地, 
Hebei province, uncovered clay masks excavators surmised served in animal worship or 
shamanic performances.116 
Apart from images said to represent shamans, other pieces are believed to represent or 
have served as mediums used by shamans.  Li Liu noted that the unrealistic treatment of early 
zoomorphs on pottery surfaces in northeast China hinted at beliefs about the animals’ power to 
travel to supernatural realms.117  Guo Dashun likewise argued that Hongshan jade turtles helped 
shamans communicate with the world of deities, just as tortoise plastrons later served further 
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south as a medium of choice for royal divination during the subsequent Shang 商 period.118 
Discussing pig-dragons, which were other figural jades associated with the Hongshan culture, 
Elizabeth Childs-Johnson proposed that the artifacts served as “amulets of potency” like those 
worn by shamans or tribal leaders (Fig. 1.109).119  Tong Enzheng and others also surmise that 
anthropomorphic and zoomorphic stone sculptures excavated at the Houwa 後洼 site in Liaoning 
province likely served Neolithic shamans (Figs. 2.7 and 2.8).120  
While totemism and shamanism make for interesting narratives, their application to 
prehistoric material covering a wide range of cultures and materials may have the negative effect 
of masking individual motivations or more communal undertakings of a less lofty nature.  The 
conceptions developed about animals all over prehistoric China and the relationships people had 
with these creatures likely were more complex than the broad concepts of totemism and 
shamanism alone may account for.  While we should remain open to the idea that related beliefs 
and practices may have existed in some communities, analyzing zoomorphic imagery through 
the prism of these two paradigms would need to rely on more contextual and material evidence 
than the images alone.  
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A significant body of worldwide scholarship on prehistoric imagery has used figurines to 
support the notion that the remote past once was matriarchal.  Swiss law professor Johann-Jakob 
Bachofen first expounded the idea that prehistoric societies had been matriarchal before 
becoming patriarchal in Das Mutterrecht, a study of maternal rights published in 1861.121  
Promoted by late-nineteenth-century feminists, Bachofen’s thesis became a longed-for social 
ideal amongst them.122  In parallel to Bachofen’s work, starting in the 1860s European and 
American evolutionary anthropologists also focused on the evolution of family forms and 
marriage.  Their models were contemporary primitive societies.  In 1870 British anthropologist 
John Lubbock proposed that since man’s primitive social state involved the sharing of mates, 
maternity must have been the sole recognizable filiation form, thus the earliest human societies 
must have been matriarchal.123  In 1875, British scholar J.F. MacLellan also endorsed the 
concept of a primitive matriarchy in his Primitive Marriage.124  In 1877 American anthropologist 
H. Lewis Morgan published Ancient Society.  Informed by a study of parental links amongst 
contemporary “savages,” Morgan argued for three social developmental stages in the history of 
humanity (savagery, barbary and civilization), each associated with a mode of family 
structure.125  In 1891, Friedrich Engels published The Origin of the Family, Private Property and 
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the State, adding to Morgan’s evolutionary model of societal development and concomitant 
family structures that of economic development.  Thus, according to Engels, the most primitive 
modes of economic production emerged in matriarchal societies.126   
The first association established between the concept of matriarchal society and 
prehistoric figurines arose in the Soviet Union with the 1931 publication of Piotr P. Efimenko’s 
“Signification de la femme à l’époque aurignacienne.”  Following Engels and Marx’s ideas, 
Efimenko argued that figurines found at the Russian plain sites of Kostienki and Avdieevo 
showed the significant role women played in Paleolithic communities.  The figurines’ abundance 
further demonstrated that the first socioeconomic stage of prehistoric societies was characterized 
by matriarchy.127  Following this development in Russian archaeology, countries influenced by 
Marxist ideology adopted the theory of a link between matriarchy, social development, and 
economy.  In East Asia, archaeologists working in North Korea applied the model to the study of 
archaeology, including prehistoric figural representations found in the northern part of the 
peninsula.128  The 1949 founding of the People’s Republic of China also heralded the model’s 
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adoption in China, and archeologists working there started interpreting archaeological data 
assuming a link between matriarchy, social development and the economy.129  Chinese scholars 
found similarities between the Marxist model of prehistoric development and early references to 
prehistoric China in Bronze Age texts, and this facilitated the adoption of this foreign theory.130  
Having received much support in China, the idea that Neolithic communities were matriarchal 
nevertheless encountered detractors.  Beyond expressing reservations about matriarchy, some 
Chinese scholars endorsed the alternative ideas that Neolithic communities were patriarchal, or 
matriarchal before turning patriarchal.131  Some Chinese publications continue to endorse one of 
these three models (matriarchal, patriarchal, or matriarchal and then patriarchal) in regards to 
Neolithic communities.132 
Of all anthropomorphic figures found in China and dateable to prehistoric times, those 
found at Hongshan culture sites are most often interpreted using the idea that Neolithic China 
experienced a phase of matriarchal society.133  Guo Dashun and others treat Hongshan figures as 
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females (a supposition deduced from the lack of male genitalia and sporadic occurrence of 
enlarged stomachs or breasts) and take the objects as a telling sign that Hongshan society was 
matriarchal.134  However, other Neolithic images have served to argue for the existence of other 
forms of social organization in Neolithic China.  Jessica Rawson even showed how different 
scholars inferred divergent societal models from a single image, the pinched-clay figure 
appliquéd on a vessel found at Liuwan (see Fig. 1.43).135 
 
Goddess Worship  
Sinologists also discuss goddess worship and fertility rites in narratives of Neolithic 
figural imagery, two subjects also prominent in scholarship on worldwide prehistoric figural 
imagery.  The notion, in particular, that a great goddess (be she Venus, Goddess, Great Goddess, 
Mother Goddess, Earth Goddess or Mother Earth) was venerated in prehistory has found many 
supporters.  The trend may be traced to several events, including Paul de Vibraye’s unearthing in 
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1864 of a small figurine crafted in mammoth ivory at Laugerie-Basse in Dordogne, France.  
From that point, scholars in Western Europe had to account for the fact that prehistoric people 
produced in-the-round representations.136  Paul de Vibraye’s reaction to the image constitutes the 
earliest association between a nude prehistoric figurine and the idea of a goddess.  Featuring a 
naked body devoid of a head, arms and feet, the figure bore the undeniable mark of gender: a 
vertical slit on the pubic area signified a female.  The detail led de Vibraye to judge the figurine 
as “impudique” (immodest) and to compare her naked body to that of “Vénus.”137  A popular 
patroness of love in European literature up through the 1800s, once she was swept into the 
Romantic Movement (which exalted the natural and irrational) Venus’ identity became linked to 
natural surroundings.138  As discussed later, even sinologists have characterized clay figurines 
found in China as representing Venus.  
More broadly, the notion that a single great goddess was venerated in prehistory greatly 
influenced the reception scholars have given to excavated prehistoric figures.  Eduard Gerhard, a 
German scholar, posited in 1849 that a single goddess was first venerated in prehistoric times 
before splitting into various deities by the time of Classical Greece.139  In 1903, British classicist 
Jane Ellen Harrison merged both the idea of matriarchy with that of a great goddess, arguing for 
the existence in prehistoric Europe of a peaceful woman-centered civilization whose object of 
worship was a single female deity regarded as a mother figure and believed to represent the 
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earth.140  In 1949 Mircea Eliade hypothesized that the earth-mother concept derived from that of 
the fertility goddess and originated in rites linked to agriculture.141  
By the turn of the twentieth century, the notion of a great goddess had spread among 
excavators.  For example, in 1901 British scholar Sir Arthur Evans argued that statuettes he 
unearthed in Crete represented the Babylonian mother goddess; by 1921, Evans was convinced 
that all were images representing a prehistoric great goddess.142  In 1929, British archaeologist 
G.D. Hornblower linked the hypothesis of a single prehistoric goddess to discoveries of 
Paleolithic figurines at European sites.143  The same year, Etienne Renaud also published a paper 
supporting the idea.144  Thereafter, other scholars embraced the practice of regarding figurines as 
evidence that Paleolithic and Neolithic societies venerated a mother goddess, great goddess or 
earth mother.145  A most prolific advocate was American anthropologist Marija Gimbutas, whose 
publications were read by academics and laymen alike.146  
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Although the concept of a great female deity venerated throughout the Neolithic world 
has largely disappeared from recent scholarship,147 the idea, though, influenced scholarship 
devoted to prehistoric imagery in East Asia, starting with the 1922 adoption of the paradigm in 
Japan, where Jōmon 縄文 period (14,000–300 BCE) sites eventually yielded approximately 
eighteen thousand figurines.148  Torii Ryūzō鳥居龍藏 (1870–1953) first endorsed the idea in 
1922 in his Thoughts on Stone Age Religion and Mother Goddess Beliefs.149  Referring to 
examples ranging from Paleolithic Europe to the Bronze Age in the Middle East, Torii argued 
that a goddess cult also had occurred in early Japan.150  Later Yawata Ichirō八幡一郎 (1902–
1987) and Ōba Iwao大場磐雄 (1899–1975) hypothesized that dogu, Jōmon 縄文 period 
(14,000–300 BCE) figurines, were female earth deities, as did numerous Japanese archaeologists 
in the mid-twentieth century.151 
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Regardless of what initially made the Western concept of Venus or a mother goddess 
appealing in Japan starting in the 1920s, some specialists of early Japan continue to address 
ancient figural imagery in the context of such universal constructs.  Nelly Neumann’s 
comprehensive work on Jōmon material culture notably incorporates the idea of a great goddess.  
Following a model at once Universalist and diffusionist, the author postulates the existence of 
near universally shared religious ideals during prehistoric times.  After isolating similar forms 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
archipelago, Japanese scholars generally thought that pre-Yayoi populations were not Japanese.  From 
their perspective, the Japanese population had coalesced into a homogenic ethnic group after the arrival of 
sophisticated migrants who brought agriculture to the archipelago circa 400 BCE and largely replaced the 
Jōmon population. The Ainuアイヌ, an ethnic group living in the northernmost island of Hokkaido, were 
regarded as descendants of Jōmon populations.  In the early twentieth-century, some Japanese scholars 
established a racial link between the Ainu and other continental populations (Mongols, Tungus, and 
Paleo-Asiatics of Siberia), which Russian scholars had categorized as “backward" (see Pai, Constructing 
Korean “Origins, 42).  By following a trend already discussed in European scholarship that regarded 
prehistoric populations to be as backward as their modern “counterparts” in undeveloped societies, 
Japanese scholars assumed that prehistoric populations on the archipelago (i.e., the Jomon people) were 
not only foreign but also backward.  Ever since the nineteenth century, Japanese scholars had repeatedly 
mistaken dogu for haniwa埴輪,a term used to characterize terracotta figures placed around the graves of 
Japanese rulers from the third to the seventh centuries CE (see Kaner, “Editor’s Preface,” 24).  When not 
specifically mistaking dogu for haniwa (and thus relocating dogu within the bounds of conventional 
Japanese history and identity associated with the Yayoi period), beginning in the nineteenth century some 
scholars had started to link dogu to racial groups dissociated from Japanese identity.  Tsuboi Shogoro 
found similarities between dogu costumes and hairstyles with those worn by northern Eurasians but felt 
that physically dogu did not resemble the Ainu (see Ikawa-Smith, “Gender in Japanese Prehistory,” 344).  
Instead, Tsuboi argued that the figurines had been produced by pre-Ainu inhabitants of the archipelago, 
the Korobokkuru, a group of people mentioned in early chronicles (see Kaner “Editor’s Preface,” 25).  
Since attempts to interpret Jōmon figural imagery had to account for the idea that the Jomon population 
was not Japanese, religious interpretations about dogu could not be Japanese-bound either.  Here perhaps 
lies part of the reasons why the universal concept of a mother goddess was adopted in pre-war Japan.  
This was also perhaps a judicious strategy in early twentieth-century Japan. The reason for this is tied into 
the narratives surrounding the imperial system.  Up through the Second World War, two historical texts 
known as the Kojiki古事記 (Records of Ancient Matters, 712 CE) and Nihon Shoki日本書紀 
(Chronicles of Japan, 720 CE) were regarded as genuine historical accounts of the Japanese people and 
the imperial family.  According to these texts, the imperial family descended from nature deities (notably 
Amaterasu, the Sun Goddess), and the family’s sanctity was all the more emphasized in the years leading 
up to the Second World War, as Japanese nationalism focused on emperor worship.  In that context, 
archeologists focused on typological works and avoided interpretations that might have contradicted text-
bound historical assumptions about the imperial line’s divinity (See Junko Habu and Clare Fawcett, 
“Jomon Archaeology and the Representation of Japanese Origins,” Antiquity 73, no. 281 (1999): 589).  
Thus adopting the non-Japanese concept of a mother goddess to discuss figural imagery produced before 
the Japanese family’s rule on Earth would have been a judicious way to avoid any conflict regarding early 




among figural images found in the Near East, in Western China, and at Jōmon sites, Neumann 
argued for the propagation of underlying religious ideals from Mesopotamia to the Japanese 
archipelago by way of the Chinese mainland.152 
In comparison with Europe and Japan, discussions of goddesses in Neolithic art emerged 
relatively late in China, and the idea of a Venus or great goddess venerated in prehistoric times 
only had a limited influence on the reception to prehistoric figural representations.  However, the 
lore of goddesses was not foreign to Chinese literature and the arts in pre-modern China.  As 
David Hawkes pointed out, popular belief in river deities referred to as goddesses is attested to in 
Chinese literature as early as the second century BCE.153  Belief in such female river deities 
notably was epitomized in a series of scroll paintings entitled “Nymph of the Luo River” 
(Luoshen fu 洛神赋) based on Cao Zhi’s 曹植 (192–232) ode of the same name.  Moreover, 
Chinese deities closer in kind to the mother goddess or earth mother mentioned in European and 
American works (and with a pedigree seemingly older than that of river goddesses) also exist.  
Oracle bone inscriptions (jiaguwen) in particular revealed the existence of rituals offered to a 
Mother of the West (ximu西母) (and to a Mother of the East) as early as the Shang 商 period.154 
Subsequently, belief in the Queen Mother of the West (xiwangmu 西王母) as the deity 
associated with Mount Kunlun emerged in China.  By the eleventh century, Xiwangmu also 
started being referred to as “nature.”155  Becoming linked to nature, Xiwangmu’s status and 
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function thus came to approximate that of counterparts in Western traditions, notably the earth 
mother.  
Despite the long history of goddesses in Chinese literary, artistic and religious traditions, 
it was not until the last few decades of the twentieth century that monographs on goddess 
mythology started to appear in China.156  Ye Shuxian traced this emergence to the introduction of 
the Western concept of “mythology” (shenyu神语) early in the twentieth century.157  According 
to Ye, newly acquired knowledge about foreign mythologies stimulated a desire to identify 
deities mentioned in ancient Chinese narratives.  While twentieth century writers regularly 
mentioned a few ancient goddesses (Nüwa 女娲, Chang E 嫦娥, and Gaomei 高媒), more 
comprehensive studies of goddesses in Chinese myths started to appear only in the 1980s.158  
Ye Shuxian attributes the reception given to Neolithic figurines found at the Hongshan 红
山 culture sites of Niuheliang 牛河梁 and Dongshanzui 东山嘴 (Figs. 1.46 and 2.9) to this 
emerging discourse, to the influence of feminism in China, and to the Western idea that 
prehistoric people venerated a great goddess.159  As Ye noted à propos of the Dongshanzui 
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archaeological report and the ensuing reception given to figurines found there, “It was the first 
time a publication showed the nude female god worshiped by East Asian people about 5,000 
years ago.  The naked model, with an obese abdomen and fat bottom, proved that the prehistoric 
goddess religion was not confined to Europe, and that it had its place within Chinese traditional 
civilization.”160  Since the discovery of Hongshan anthropomorphic clay artifacts, narratives 
touching upon the topic regularly have incorporated the idea that goddesses were significant in 
that northeastern culture,161 to the point that Niuheliang Locality I includes foundations of a 
structure dubbed the Goddess Temple (nüshenmiao 女神庙).  Writers have speculated on the 
function of the temple, which contained a clay head with jade eye inserts (Fig. 2.10), two clay 
hands, a clay shoulder and upper arm (which archaeologists believe originally formed a female 
figure), as well as other terracotta human body parts believed to have belonged to five additional 
anthropomorphic sculptures of different sizes representing goddesses.162  
 
Fertility Rites 
Studies of representation in Neolithic China also have embraced the idea that early 
communities were concerned about fertility, another paradigm developed in Western scholarship, 
which some scholars have linked to goddess worship.  The fertility rite hypothesis, first devised 
in France by Abbé Henri Breuil (1877–1961), stemmed from Salomon Reinach’s (1858–1932) 
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theory that prehistoric animal representations found in Europe originally served magico-religious 
purposes.163  In response to Reinach’s argument that prehistoric communities created images of 
edible animals to insure success in hunting,164 Abbé Henri Breuil integrated engravings of sexual 
attributes discovered on cave walls in Europe into the sympathetic magic hypothesis and argued 
that prehistoric individuals sought to increase not only the quantity of animals they preyed on to 
survive (as argued by Reinach) but also the number of human beings in their own 
communities.165  
The associations these scholars established between fertility and sexual representations 
on the one hand and zoomorphic and anthropomorphic figures on the other was echoed in studies 
of Neolithic imagery in China.  Gunnar Andersson applied the idea that cave imagery related to 
imitative magic and fecundity in analyzing a motif painted on Yangshao and Machang period 
pottery.  Noting that the motif resembled a cowrie shell, and judging that a cowrie shell 
resembles a human vulva, Andersson concluded that the image depicted on pottery surfaces 
symbolized female fecundity.166  Representations of an undoubtedly phallic nature found at 
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Neolithic sites in China tend to be viewed through a similar lens.  Yuan Guangkuo 袁广阔 and 
others have discussed clay and stone phalli found in modern Henan and Shaanxi provinces as 
reflective of fertility rites.167  Excavators of 4,000–3,500 BCE images painted on containers 
found at the Hongshanmiao 洪山庙 cemetery in Henan province and subsequent observers also 
seem convinced that the motifs represent male sexual organs and, thus, had to do with interests in 
fertility (Fig. 1.45).168  Alternative readings of the Hongshanmiao images (such as hoofed-animal 
lower legs) may undermine the fertility hypothesis, perhaps exemplifying how easily theories 
may be deployed to explain prehistoric representations. 
In addition to the hypothesis that sexual representations in prehistoric art had to do with 
fertility magic, another recurrent belief holds that anthropomorphic figurines served as 
paraphernalia in rites intended to secure fertility and the renewal of natural life.169  Claudine 
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Cohen traced the root of the idea to James Frazer’s arguments that primitive cults largely related 
to regeneration of life.170  The sometimes implicit link scholars establish between regeneration of 
life and agriculture also impacted the reception given to Neolithic images.  As Lesure noted, the 
realization that many prehistoric figurines were dateable to the Neolithic period influenced the 
practice of explaining their production in the context of sedentism, agriculture and pottery-
making (three modes of life and customs traditionally associated with the Neolithic period).171   
The idea that fertility cults existed in Neolithic China regularly appears in scholarly 
discussions of figuration.  Some specialists interpret zoomorphic imagery as relating to interest 
in fertility, be it linked to animal reproduction and human dietary sustenance or to the human 
ability to reproduce and thus help maintain a stable community.  For example, Li Xinwei 
speculated that images of genital organs, frogs and lizards represented on funerary urns 
excavated at the Hongshanmiao cemetery in Henan province hinted at fertility cults.  This 
imagery and the lack of social differentiation in funerary patterns at west central Henan province 
sites associated with the Miaodigou period led Li to infer the existence of ritual activities 
centered on the survival of entire community groups.172  Pointing at formal similarities between 
Hongshan culture pig-dragons and larvae or fetuses, Elizabeth Childs-Johnson and Deng 
Shuping also designated pig-dragons as fertility symbols.173  Liu Li and Chen Xingcan 
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speculated that Xinglongwa anthropomorphic images served as “paraphernalia in household 
rituals,” adding that “the earliest iconographies in this region are associated with ritual power 
derived from female human fertility and the images represented deities, ancestors or both.”  The 
authors speculated that these ritual activities were a “social response to scalar and economic 
stresses at the time.”174  Liu Li also inferred from Zhaobaogou and Hongshan culture figurines 
that these communities held rituals centered on human fertility.175  Wu Hung also speculated that 
Houtaizi sculptures were fertility figures, noting that their location in northern Hebei province 
connected them with the Eurasian steppes.176  
The assumption that prehistoric communities were concerned with human fertility has led 
scholars to hypothesize that some anthropomorphic figures represented fertility goddesses.  
Researchers writing on Zhaobaogou culture figurines excavated at Houtaizi 后台子, Hebei 
province (Figs. 1.48 and 2.11) interpret the images as representions of human pregnancy and 
parturition and relate them to foreign fertility goddesses and Venus.177  Discussions of Hongshan 
culture figural images also tend to merge ideas of goddess and fertility.  Some scholars have 
introduced Dongshanzui figurines as “goddesses to pray for fertility and prolificness,”178 
goddesses of birth,179 Venus figurines,180 Mother Earth, or fertility goddesses.181  
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Concepts of matriarchy, goddess worship, and fertility rites continue to inform 
discussions on Neolithic imagery found in China.  Remarkably, scholars regularly apply these 
paradigms to images of figures exhibiting distended stomachs.  Granted such representations 
signified pregnant female bodies, as opposed to female or male bodies suffering from 
malnutrition, we need to stay open to alternative explanations.  While these paradigms remain 
usable, more consistent realities should not be overlooked. Beyond the physical changes women 
experience during pregnancy that could have intrigued Neolithic people, it seems fair to assume 
that the process of parturition in Neolithic China and its aftermath were a fragile and potentially 
life-threatening experience for any female.  Thus interpretations derived from this harsh reality 
would seem at least as pertinent as the more social paradigms regularly found in narratives.  
 
Worldwide Prehistoric Imagery and China 
While concepts originally developed in Western academia have influenced the discourse 
on Chinese prehistoric images, the impact was not unidirectional.  Indeed, not only have some 
prehistoric images produced in Africa been attributed to descendants of people from China, some 
specialists of European prehistoric art also have found inspiration in Chinese paintings and 
philosophy of historical times to interpret cave art in Europe. 
 As Paul G. Bahn has shown, early published references to prehistoric art found outside 
of Europe often reveal demeaning attitudes of Western visitors toward the early images and their 
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assumed creators.  Such attitudes are found notably in accounts of explorers and other Europeans 
living in Africa.  In some of these early accounts, prehistoric images in Africa were attributed to 
Bushmen (San), whom authors condescendingly referred to as the “Little Chinese.”182  Sir John 
Barrow (1764–1848) also hypothesized a link between Bushmen (San) and Chinese in his 1801 
Account of Travels into the Interior of Southern Africa in the Years 1797 and 1798.  Barrow, an 
Englishman who had spent time in China, suspected that African Bushmen (San) were the 
offspring of Chinese sailors whose ship had wrecked on the coast of Mozambique.183 
Recognition of the prehistoric nature of parietal art in Europe took shape at the turn of the 
twentieth century.  Some animal representations had already been noticed on cave walls in 
Europe as early as 1575, but the earliest published evidence dates to 1880 and came from a 
Spanish amateur geologist, Marcelino S. de Sautuola, whose daughter spotted painted bisons on 
the ceiling of the Juan Mortero Cave, better known as Altamira.184  First received with disbelief, 
the Altamira cave paintings were finally recognized as genuine Paleolithic works once similar 
finds were discovered in French caves.185 Of all prehistoric caves in Europe, Altamira and 
Lascaux, a French cave featuring Magdalenian era paintings whose reproduction (Lascaux II) the 
public can visit, are arguably the best known.  While both display spectacular polychrome animal 
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representations, the Lascaux cave has the added attribute of featuring “Chinese horses.”  Indeed, 
painted horses found at Lascaux in 1940 have been categorized as Chinese ever since Abbé 
Henri Breuil wrote a year later that the figures’ short legs and stout body resembled those of 
horses depicted in ancient Chinese paintings.186  Five years earlier Breuil had gone to China 
where, accompanied by Pierre Teilhard de Chardin,187 he visited the famed prehistoric site of 
Zhoukoudian (in 1927, the cave had yielded remains of Sinanthropus pekinensis, better known as 
“Peking Man” due to the site’s proximity to the Chinese capital).188  While Zhoukoudian 
contained no figural representations (let alone of Chinese horses), Breuil likely had the 
opportunity to see Chinese paintings depicting horses during that trip.189  Since Breuil’s time, 
images of horses at Lascaux have been introduced to the visiting public as “Chinese horses.”190  
While guides continue to introduce equine representations at Lascaux II as “Chinese horses,” 
Breuil’s original association of these horses with those depicted in Chinese paintings of the 
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historical period has been replaced by the idea that represented figures resemble Przewalski’s 
horses.  Contemporary reception of equine representations at Lascaux thus merges the 
extraordinary skill of the prehistoric painters with the exoticism of a distant land in the Far East. 
Chinese precepts derived from correlative cosmology also have contributed to the 
elaboration of an overarching interpretive model for European parietal art.  Following European 
specialists’ tendencies in the early part of the twentieth century to draw ethnographic analogies 
to interpret prehistoric imagery, researchers have sought to develop alternative interpretative 
models.  For example, in 1935 Max Raphaël argued that if a meaning was intended, then it 
should be sought through internal analysis of figural compositions, and in 1962 Annette Laming-
Emperaire introduced a new methodological model.191  After thoroughly recording, cataloguing 
and analyzing how cave representations interrelated within individual caves, Laming-Emperaire 
concluded that parietal art revolved around feminine and male principles embodied respectively 
by horses and bisons.192  Laming-Emperaire’s model involving a perceived duality embodied and 
symbolized by animal species had a lasting influence, from 1960s publications to more modern 
scholarship.193  A case in point is André Leroi-Gourhan, who followed Laming-Emperaire’s idea 
of a sexual duality inherent in parietal art and who constructed a coherent model arguing for a 
binary repartition of animal figures in two groups (each symbolic of feminine or masculine 
values) at once opposed to one another and complementary in nature.  According to Leroi-
Gourhan, the overarching model for all decorated caves registers primal beliefs in the opposition 
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and complementarity of male and female principles.  As Claudine Cohen rightly suggested, 
Leroi-Gouhran’s approach was inspired by the polarity of yin 阴 and yang 阳 in traditional 
Chinese correlative cosmology.194 
 
Conclusion 
This chapter introduced and traced the emergence of the main theories used to explain 
prehistoric image-making since Neolithic sites started to come to light in the early 1920s.  
Historiography and epigraphy helped generate interpretative paradigms with ascertained 
pedigrees in Chinese history (rituals, ancestral worship, cosmology) and to some extent 
facilitated the integration of select Western concepts regularly found in discussions of prehistoric 
figuration (totemism, shamanism, matriarchy, goddess worship, fecundity) into the discourse on 
prehistoric figural imagery in China.  Until the present, the discourse has largely comprised 
attempts at deciphering what images originally symbolized, how they functioned in social 
matrixes and how they embodied religious thought or some universal constructs first applied to 
prehistoric imagery outside of China.  Ultimately, the synthesis presented reveals that this 
discourse in sinology did not emerge in isolation but rather from a broader discourse on imagery 
worldwide.  Concepts specific to China served as fertile ground for the adoption and 
implantation of paradigms developed in Western scholarship.  As shown in this chapter, the 
influence was not unidirectional, for ideas developed in China also entered the discourse on 
prehistoric imagery outside China.  Beyond Henri Breuil’s vision of Chinese horses on cave 
walls at Lascaux, the correlative cosmology concept of yin and yang polarity also has served in 
the study of prehistoric imagery rooted in old Europe’s inner core. 
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While social, political and religious factors certainly played a part in the production and 
reception of figural imagery within prehistoric communities in northern China, arguments 
developed in the next three chapters do not rely on the assumption that representations 
necessarily emerged and were received in such contexts.  Undoubtedly, some imagery resulted 
from and helped sustain group beliefs and practices, thereby supporting social, religious or 
political agendas and more generally helping people cope with the vicissitudes of life.   
Researchers have legitimate questions to ask and seek to answer about the societies, politics, and 
religions of prehistoric China.  But if figural representations are to serve as supporting evidence, 
a nuanced understanding of how they came into being and represented seems necessary.  Art 
historians certainly have a role to play on that front.  The following chapters will attempt to lay 
some of that groundwork by identifying heretofore unrecognized factors that played a part in the 





Early Interests in Material Synergies and Figural Representation 
 
Introduction 
Many studies have sought to associate Neolithic figuration in China to subsequent 
cultural forms, such as Bronze Age cosmology.  This chapter will employ a different approach 
by focusing on the earliest figural images produced before or around 5,000 BCE and by 
restricting the analysis within the bounds of prehistory.  Moreover, it will draw attention to an 
issue overlooked in earlier studies: the relationship of the materials from which images were 
fashioned and the representational intent they embody. 
As the survey presented in Chapter One demonstrated, prehistoric craftsmen used a wide 
variety of materials to produce figural images in China.  Representations were crafted in antler, 
bone, shell, stone, clay, and, most likely, in perishable materials that were erased from the record 
by taphonomic process.  The multiplicity of materials used deserves further consideration.  To 
that effect, this chapter provides a brief survey of what purposes these materials served outside of 
embodying figures.  It shows that people in prehistoric China made nuanced choices when 
selecting materials out of which to create implements and tools.  The discussion identifies two 
criteria followed when selecting materials: a “material-task synergy” (i.e., a preference for raw 
material efficient to obtain and/or to work upon) and a “material-function synergy” (i.e., a 
partiality towards particular substances depending on the crafted object’s intended function).  It 
then raises the possibility that materiality also mattered in representational processes and 
suggests that a “material-representation synergy” (i.e., a partiality towards particular substances 
whose physical attributes are reminiscent of other substances) at times played a part.  Ultimately, 
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this section shows that figural representations pre-dating and dating from circa the sixth 
millennium BCE did not necessarily emerge in a representational vacuum.  Evidence hints at 
interest in representing objects by approximating one material through another, such as using 
jade to represent bone spoons.  The analysis begins to show what Chapter Five will further 
explore: at times materiality mattered when representing figures because image-makers chose 
specific substances to approximate the materiality of represented features, as exemplified by 
Xinglongwa 兴隆洼 culture (ca. 6,200-5,200 BCE) images recovered in northeast China.  
Setting aside material considerations, my analysis also accounts for formal particularities 
exhibited by zoomorphic and anthropomorphic representations, highlighting how cognitive 
functions may have contributed to shaping the current corpus and impacted the forms of some 
images.  The record suggests that the dearth of figural imagery in the broader visual environment 
affected image-makers’ approaches to representation by limiting preconceived notions of what a 
figural representation was or ought to be.  Faced with the task of representing humans and 
animals with pieces of clay, stone, bone, or shell, early image-makers devised individual 
approaches.  But they also shared certain approaches, such as a tendency to represent human 
heads as flat, concentrated loci of features with expressive potential.  To the extent that figural 
images may allow one to infer patterns of cognition, the recurrent flatness of anthropomorphic 
head representations in the earliest works suggests awareness of how special human faces are in 
the broader animal realm.  They indeed tend to concentrate on a flatter plane than those of other 
animal species people could observe in their environment.  Attention to facial components 





Materials First Embodied as Figures in China  
The earliest image-makers in China used an array of nonperishable materials to represent 
anthropomorphic and zoomorphic figures.  A piece of deer antler served for the bird figurine 
found at Lingjing 灵井 in the Henan province county of Xuchang 许昌 (Fig. 3.1) (Map 8).1  At 
the Xinglongwa culture (ca. 6,200–5,400 BCE) period site of Baiyinchanghan 白音长汗 in Inner 
Mongolia, image-makers turned a piece of stone into a bear head (Fig. 3.2) and a shell into a 
human face (Fig. 3.3).2  At Xinglonggou 兴隆沟, another Xinglongwa period site located in 
Liaoning province, a craftsmen transformed a bone into a mask-like image (Fig. 3.4).3  Clay 
served to fashion a 12.6-cm-long pig found at the Houli 后李 culture (ca. 6,550–5,550 BCE) site 
of Xiaojingshan小荆山 in Zhangqiu county, Shandong province (Fig. 3.5).4 
By the time figure-makers crafted these objects, the media they employed had a long 
history of use in China.  Excavators did not report what type of stone served to make the bear 
head found at Baiyinchanghan, but the archaeological record reveals that a great variety of rocks 
were used to make tools.5  Quartz and quartzite (a sedimentary rock) regularly were used in 
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partly may be explained by the ubiquity and lasting quality of mineral-based rocks.  As François 
Cardarelli states, “A mineral is defined as a naturally occurring, inorganic, and homogeneous crystal that 
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northern China, starting during the Paleolithic period’s initial phase, as exemplified by the 
earliest lithic assemblage ever found in China.  This assemblage at Xihoudu西侯度, a Shanxi 
province site dated ca. 1.8 million years BP, consists of more than thirty stone implements, 
mostly made from quartzite (Map 9).6  Petrographic analysis of seventeen thousand stone 
artifacts found at the Hebei province Paleolithic World Heritage site of Longgushan (better 
known by the name of the nearby village of Zhoukoudian, as well as for the hominid skull 
remains found there—the “Zhoukoudian man”), revealed that 88.4 percent of tools associated 
with the 500,000–200,000 BP occupation were made out of quartz.7  Objects found at other 
Paleolithic sites regularly contain numerous tools made in quartz or quartzite, but they also 
include other stones.  For example, Zhoukoudian also yielded tools of forty-three other stone 
types, such as sandstone and flint.8  Cave deposits found at Xiaonanhai in Anyang, Henan 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
has been formed as a result of geological processes with a definite but generally not fixed chemical 
composition.  Therefore, minerals are the basic building entities of Earth’s crust materials, i.e., rocks and 
soils.” Cardarelli further notes, “among the 4000 mineral species, the most abundant minerals found in 
common rocks (i.e., igneous, sedimentary, metamorphic and meteorites) are called by petrologists the 
rock forming minerals.”  François Cardarelli, Materials Handbook: A Concise Desktop Reference 
(London: Springer, 2008), 751. 
 
6 Jia Lanpo 贾兰坡 and Wang Jian 王建, Xihoutu Shanxi gengxinshi zaoqi gu wenhua yizhi 西侯度山西 
更新世早期古文化遗址 (Xihoutu: A Culture Site of Early Pleistocene in Shansi Province) (Beijing: 
Wenwu chubanshe, 1978), 55-69.  For a summary of lithic finds made at Xihoudu, see also Jia Lanpo, 
“China’s Earliest Paleolithic Assemblages,” in Paleoanthropology and Paleolithic Archaeology in the 
People’s Republic of China, ed. Wu Rukang and John W. Olsen (Walnut Creek, CA: Left Coast Press, 
Inc., 2009), 135-40. 
 
7 Noel T. Boaz and Russell L. Ciochon, Dragon Bone Hill: An Ice-Age Saga of Homo Erectus (Oxford 
and New York: Oxford University Press, 2004), 95.  Dating methodologies and results for Zhoukoudian 
Locality 1 are summarized in Wu Xinzhi and Wang Linghong, “Chronology in Chinese 
Palaeoanthropology,” in Paleoanthropology and Paleolithic Archaeology in the People’s Republic of 
China, ed. Wu Rukang and John W. Olsen (Walnut Creek, CA: Left Coast Press, Inc., 2009), 38-41. 
 
8 The lithic assemblage consists of 88.4 percent quartz, 4.7 percent rock crystals, 2.6 percent sandstone, 
2.4 percent flint, and 1.9 percent from forty other stone types.  Pei Wenzhong and Zhang Senshui, “A 
Study of the Lithic Artifacts of Sinanthropus”; Zhang Senshui, “The Early Paleolithic of China,” in 
Paleoanthropology and Paleolithic Archaeology in the People’s Republic of China, ed. Wu Rukang and 
John W. Olsen (Walnut Creek, CA: Left Coast Press, Inc., 2009), 158. 
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province, featured more than seven thousand lithic artifacts made in chert, quartz, flint, 
chalcedony and limestone.9  The late Paleolithic site of Xigou, Helong county, Jilin Province, 
revealed that while quartz, quartzite, shale and tuff served in the crafting of tools, obsidian 
remained the primary raw material used at the site.10  Stones also served to form complex 
implements, such as querns, which scholars long assumed only served to crush grain.  However, 
in light of recent discoveries, they now believe these implements’ earliest use was to crush 
pigments.  Neolithic communities continued to employ a wide range of rocks to make tools and 
ornaments.  Some substances stood out enough from others that they entered the composition of 
ornaments.  Turquoise, for example, was used at Jiahu in Henan province for beads.11  People 
also seem to have collected some stones for their unusual aspects.  A noteworthy example is rock 
crystal (水晶), a pure form of quartz that is arresting for its colorless appearance, which 
archaeologists unearthed at Beifudi and Lingjiatan, two Neolithic sites located, respectively, in 
Hebei and Anhui provinces.12 
                                                           
 
9 An Zhimin 安支敏, “Henan Anyang Xiaonanhai jiushiqi shidai dongxue shiji de fajue” 河南安阳小南 
海旧石器时代洞穴堆积的试掘 (Trial Diggings on the Paleolithic Cave Deposits at Xiaonanhai in 
Anyang, Henan Province).  Kaogu xuebao 考古学报 1 (1965): 27. 
 
10 Chen Quanjia 陈全家, Zhao Hailong 赵海龙, Fang Qi 方启, Cheng Xinmin 程新民 and He Cunding 
贺存定, “Jilinsheng Helong Xigou faxian de jiushi qi” 吉林省和龙西沟发现的旧石器 (Paleolithic 
Artifacts Discovered in Xigou, Helong City, Jilin Province).  Beifang Wenwu 北方文物 2 (2010): 3-9. 
 
11 Henan Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 河南省文物考古研究所, Wuyang Jiahu 
舞阳贾湖 (The Site of Jiahu in Wuyang) (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 1999), Vol. 2, Plate 24. 
 
12 Evidence suggests that Beifudi people collected the material for its unusual appearance and may have 
attributed greater value to the substance than people did later at a site further south in Lingjiatan.  At 
Lingjiatan, the material was used to craft a small earing (1.3 cm wide) recovered from tomb 87M15.  As 
such the material was treated as other substances used at Lingjiatan to carve personal ornaments (agate, 
jade).  See Anhui Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology, Lingjiatan – Tianye kaogu 
fajue baogao zhiyi Lingjiatan, 144-5.  In contrast, at Beifudi the prismatic and hexagonal rock crystal 
naturally topped with a pyramidal termination was left untouched.  It was not used to craft anything but 
instead was preserved in its arresting natural form.  The crystal was recovered from a 10 x 8 meter area, 
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Similarly, while mask-like images found at the Xinglongwa period sites of Xinglonggou 
and Nantaidi may be the oldest figural representations fashioned out of bone ever found in China, 
bones had long served to craft implements, the earliest indubitable instance of their utilization in 
northern China dates to circa 80,000–100,000 BP.  Excavators recovered these early bone 
implements at Lingjing in Xuchang, the site where a younger stratigraphic layer yielded the 
small antler bird mentioned above.13  Other sites throughout northern China evidence a 
widespread exploitation of animal bones to craft tools from the late Paleolithic through the entire 
Neolithic period.14  Examples include knives whose blades consist of sharp lithics inserted into a 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
which excavators characterized as a ritual space because of the quantity and quality of artifacts found.  
See Hebei Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 河北省文物考古研究所, Cultural 
Relics Managing Bureau of Baoding City 保定市文物管理处 and Cultural Relics Preservation Office of  
Yi County 易县文物保管所, “Hebei Yixian Beifudi xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue jianbao” 河北易县北福地
新石器时代遗址发掘简报 (A Brief Excavation Report on the Neolithic Site of Beifudi, Yi County, 
Hebei Province).  Wenwu 文物 9 (2006): 8, 10, Fig. 11. 
 
13 Henan Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 河南省文物考古研究所, “Xuchang 
Lingjing jiushiqi shidai yizhi 2006 nian fajue jianbao” 许昌灵井旧石器时代遗址 2006年发掘简报 
(Report of 2006 Excavations at the Paleolithic Site of Lingjing, Xuchang).  Kaogu xuebao 考古学报 1 
(2010): 73-100.  The authors significantly note that bones were crafted using techniques similar to those 
used for stone tools.  See also Li Zhanyang and Shen Chen, Li, Zhanyang, and Shen Chen, “Use-wear 
Analysis Confirms the Use of Paleolithic Bone Tools by the Lingjing Xuchang Early Human.”  Chinese 
Science Bulletin 55 (2010): 2282-2289. Bones splinters found at the Xiaochangliang site, Yangyuan 
county, Hebei province, have suggested that bones could have been used to craft tools as early as about 
one million years ago.  See Jia Lanpo, “China’s Earliest Paleolithic Assemblages,” 142-3. However, the 
idea that bones served as tools or to make tools during the early Paleolithic remains contentious.  See 
Zhang Senshui, “The Early Paleolithic of China,” 157.  For a summary of one such controversy regarding 
osseous remains found at Zhoukoudian, see Pei Wenzhong 裴文中, “Guanyu Zhongguo yuanren guqi 
wenti de shuoming he yijian” 关于中国猿人骨器问题的说明和意见 (On the Problem of the ‘Bone 
Implements’ of the Choukoutien Sinanthropus Site).  Kaogu xuebao 考古学报 2 (1960): 1-9. 
 
14 For the Paleolithic period, see for example Liaoning Provincial Museum 辽宁省博物馆 and Museum 
of Benxi City 本溪市博物馆, Miaohoushan Liaoningsheng Benxishi jiushiqi wenhua yizhi 庙后山辽宁
省本溪市旧石器文化遗址 (Miaohoushan: A Site of Early Paleolithic in Benxi County, Liaoning) 
(Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 1986), 30-1; Li Chaorong 李超荣, Feng Xingwu 冯兴无 and Yu Jingcheng 
郁金城, “Beijing Wangfujing dongfang guangchang jiushiqi shidai fajue jianbao” 北京王府井东方广场
旧时器时代遗址发掘简报 (Brief Report of Excavation at the Wangfujing Paleolithic Site in Beijing).  




bone shaft, like those discovered at the early Neolithic site of Donghulin near Beijing15 and at the 
later Xinglongwa culture site of Xinglonggou.16  More commonly found bone implements 
include arrowheads and harpoons, as those found at the Peiligang culture site of Jiahu in Henan 
province.17  Jiahu and Xinglongwa also each generated bone flutes.18  What differentiates these 
bone implements from the mask-like artifact and plaques recovered at Xinglonggou, however, is 
the type of bone used: this unusual mask-like object was crafted from a piece of human skull.  
Animal bones also served to make figural artifacts in the Xinglongwa cultural sphere, as 
evidenced by an elongated bird head recently excavated at Tabuaobao 塔布敖包 in the Bairin 
Right Banner.19 
The small bird found at Lingjing in Xuchang may be the earliest figural object found in 
China, but it was not the earliest artifact ever crafted from a piece of antler.  Compared to other 
materials, antlers began to be shaped into implements such as harpons relatively late in China, 
around 20,000 BP.20  Likewise, by the time a figure maker turned a piece of shell into a face at 
                                                           
15 State Administration of Cultural Heritage, Major Archaeological Discoveries in China in 2005, 8. 
 
16 State Administration of Cultural Heritage, Major Archaeological Discoveries in China in 2003, 13. 
 
17 Henan Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology, Wuyang Jiahu, Vol. 2, Plates 25, 26 and 
28. 
 
18 Du Yongjie 度永杰, Zhang Guojiang 张国强 and Yang Guoqing 杨国庆, “Neimenggu Aohanqi 
Xinglongwa wenwu baqiannian gudi yanjiu” 内蒙古敖汉旗兴隆洼文物八千前年骨笛研究 (Study of a 
8,000 years Old Bone Flute of the Xinglongwa Culture in Aohan Banner, Inner Mongolia).  Beifang 
wenwu 北方文物 1 (2011): 105, Fig. 1. 
 
19 Zhongshan University, Department of Anthropology 中山大学人类学系 and Inner Mongolia 
Autonomous Regional Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 内蒙古文物考古研究所, 
“Neimenggu Balinyouqi Tabuaobao xinshiqi shidai yizhi 2009 nian fajue jianbao” 内蒙古巴林右旗塔布
敖包新石器时代遗址 2009年发掘简报 (Report of 2009 Excavations of the Tabuobo Neolithic Site in 
Bairin Right Banner, Inner Mongolia).  Kaogu 考古 5 (2011): 13, Fig. 15.4, Plate 5. 
 
20 As Ofer Bar-Yosef and Youping Wang recently noted, “Current research in Africa and western Eurasia 
demonstrates that the full Upper Paleolithic package [of materials used] is not present in every region.  
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Baiyinchanghan, an array of shell types already had served various purposes in prehistoric China.  
While mollusk consumption has yet to be ascertained for Paleolithic sites in Northern China, the 
archaeological record reveals that shells were already put to use that early as tools and ornaments.  
For example, Longwangchan site in Shaanxi province, occupied circa 20,000-15,000 BP, 
recently yielded shell artifacts that excavators believe were ornaments.21  So did the late 
Paleolithic Shizitan site in Shanxi province.22  The record shows undeniably that Neolithic 
communities turned to the products of wet environments, streams and sea for sustenance.  They 
consumed gastropods, bivalves and mollusks23 and then employed leftover shells to create tools 
(knifes, reaphooks, arrowheads) and ornaments, like the shell pendants and bracelets recovered 
at Baiyinchanghan.24  
Finally, by the time someone living at the Shandong province site of Xiaojingshan turned 
to clay to represent a pig, this substance also had a long history of use in China.  Archaeological 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
Raw materials such as deer antlers were used only by certain populations in temperate Europe but not by 
others.  Similarly, while studies of Pleistocene Chinese faunal collections demonstrate the availability of 
several species of deer, the still-infrequent use of antlers began sometime after 20 Ka cal BP (calendar 
years before present).”  Ofer Bar-Yosef and Youping Wang, “Paleolithic Archaeology in China,” Annual 
Review of Anthropology 41 (2012): 327. 
 
21 Institute of Archaeology, Chinese Academy of Social Science 中国社会科学院考古研究所 and 
Shaanxi Provincial Institute of Archaeology 陕西省考古研究所, “Shaanxi Yichuanxian Longwangchan” 
陕西宜川县龙王迪旧时器时代遗址 (Paleolithic Site at Longwangchan in Yichuan County, Shaanxi).  
Kaogu 考古 7 (2007): 7. 
 
22 Shi Jinming 石金鸣 and Song Yanhua 宋艳花, “Shanxi Jixian Shizitan dijiu didian fajue jianbao” 山西 
吉县柿子滩第九地点发掘简报 (Late Paleolithic Site at Locality S9 of Shizitan Complex in Jixian 
County, Shanxi).  Kaogu 考古 10 (2010): 12, Fig. 6.15. 
 
23 A recent analysis of shell remains found at Neolithic sites located in the Chinese Loess Plateau area in 
northwestern China demonstrated widespread early consumption of mollusks.  See Fengjiang Li, Naiqin 
Wu, Houyuan Lu, Jianping Zhang, Weilin Wang, Mingzhi Ma, Zhang Xiaohu and Xiaoyan Yang, “Mid-
Neolithic Exploitation of Mollusks in the Guanzhong Basin of Nortwestern China: Preliminary Results,” 
PLoS ONE, 8, no. 3 (2013): 2. 
 
24 Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology, Baiyinchanghan—




sites bear witness to the mottling of clay to make a variety of artifacts throughout the Neolithic.  
Clay served to form spindle whorls and stands but most importantly to produce containers.  
Recent research, in fact, reveals that ancient inhabitants of southern China were the first known 
people in the world to have produced clay containers.  The earliest pottery remains found 
featured amongst 282 pottery shards recovered at the Xianrendong Cave 仙人洞, a site located 
approximately 100 km south of the Yangzi River in modern Jiangxi province.  Clay shards 
extracted from layers radiocarbon dated 20,902±358 to 19,166±219 cal yr BP showed that 
people produced pottery at the site circa 20,000 BP.25  The earliest known instance of pottery 
making in northern China dates to a few millennia later.  These clay shards were recovered at 
Hutouliang 虎头梁, a site located in the Nihewan basin in the northwestern part of Hebei 
province and dated 16,300–14,700 BP.26  Concerns about the reliability of Hutouliang’s dating 
led some researchers to endorse another Hebei province site, Nanzhuangtou 南庄头 (Xushui 
county), as the earliest known northern Chinese site having generated pottery (12,600–11,300 cal 
BP).27  The corpus of prehistoric figural images found in China shows that Neolithic workers 
                                                           
25 Wu, Xiaohong, Chi Zhang, Paul Goldberg, David Cohen, Yan Pan, Trina Arpin, and Ofer Bar-Yosef.   
“Early Pottery at 20,000 Years Ago in Xianrendong Cave, China.”  Science Magazine 336, no. 6089 (29 
June 2012): 1696-1700.  
 
26 Guo Ruihai and Li Jun, “The Nanzhuangtou and Hutouliang Sites: Exploring the Beginnings of 
Agriculture and Pottery in North China,” in The Origins of Pottery and Agriculture, Yoshinori Yasuda, ed. 
(New Delhi: Roli Books, 2002), 193-204; Liu and Chen, The Archaeology of China, 50-1.   
 
27 Hebei Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 河北省文物考古研究所, Baoding  
Municipal Administration of Cultural Relics 保定市文物管理所, Xushui County Office for the 
Preservation of Ancient Monuments 徐水县文物管理所 and School of History and Culture, Shanxi 
University 山西大学历史文化学院, “1997 nian Hebei Xushui Nanzhuangtou yizhi fajue jianbao” 1997 
年河北徐水南庄头遗址发掘报告 (Report of 1997 Excavations of the Nanzhuangtou Site in Xushui 
County, Hebei). Kaogu xuebao 考古学报 3 (2010): 371-3, 392; Yaroslav V. Kuzmin, “Chronology of the 
Earliest Pottery in East Asia: Progress and Pitfalls,” Antiquity 80, no. 308 (2006): 366.  Donghulin 东胡
林 near Beijing, whose occupation started slightly later and spanned 11,000 to 9,000 BP, also yielded 
pottery remains.  See Beijing University, Archaeological, Antiquarian and Museological College 北京大
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subsequently found clay most amenable to represent human beings and animals.  However, as 
discussed in Chapter Five, image-makers recurrently favored other materials to embody images 
of fish, turtles and birds in northern China.  
 
Materiality and Intentionality 
Ofer Bar-Yosef and Youping Wang recently observed that the archaeological record for 
Paleolithic China does not conform to “notions deeply embedded in archaeological research, 
such as the role of raw-materials availability in determining the techniques of tool making and 
tool types.”28  If material availability did not dictate which substance Paleolithic and Neolithic 
people exploited to make tools, it offered a variety of materials to choose from.  Evidence, in fact, 
shows that people made sensible choices when selecting materials to make artifacts.  As this 
chapter will start to show and Chapter Five will explore further, this simple fact is significant for 
the history of prehistoric art in China. 
One may be tempted to assume that Paleolithic and Neolithic implement makers relied 
upon raw materials that were easy to obtain or to work on, thereby prioritizing a material-task 
synergy.  The record shows, however, that people did not necessarily rely on those criteria when 
selecting raw materials.  At Zhoukoudian, for example, toolmakers encountered the problem that 
lithics available on-site were of poor quality for making tools and therefore collected other types 
of lithics from afar.29  Lithics recently excavated at the late Paleolithic site of Shizitan Locality 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
学考古文博学院, “Beijingshi Mentougou qu Donghulin shiqian yizhi” 北京市门头沟区东胡林史前遗
址 (Prehistoric Donghulin Site in Mentougou District, Beijing City).  Kaogu 考古 7 (2006): 3-8. 
 
28 As the authors note, deer antlers were found in Pleistocene caves but started being shaped into tools 
only after 20,000 BP.  Moreover, despite the widespread availability of stones such as chert, flint and 
chalcedony in China, these materials did not serve to make blades like they did in other parts of the 




S9 in Jixian county, Shanxi province, also show that people sometimes used sandstone and 
mudstone extracted from the bedrock of the Qingshuihe River on whose bank the site was found 
but also made efforts to gather most of their raw materials (cherts and quartzite) some 2 km 
further west on the banks of the Yellow River.30  Likewise, stone tools excavated in 2006 at the 
Lingjing site northeast of Xuchang city in Henan province were crafted from vein quartz and 
quartzite collected 7 km away.31  Similar efforts to secure stones used in basic tool production 
continued into the Neolithic period.  For instance, soft lithics (slate, shale and schist) used to 
produce shovels, sickles and knifes at the Jiahu settlement (occupied ca. 7,000–5,500 BCE) in 
Wuyang county, Henan province, were obtained 25 to 40 km away from the site.32  Evidence, 
therefore, shows that some communities expended great effort to acquire materials they deemed 
better suited for the implements’ intended function. 
Attention to prioritizing a material-function synergy clearly was a criterion in material 
selection evidenced early in northern China.  For example, a substance amenable to fine 
trimming, such as bone, would be selected to make needles, as exemplified by bone needles 
dated ca. 30,000 BP found at Xiaogushan, Haicheng county, Liaoning province,33 and those 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
29 Boaz and Ciochon note that “Caves formed by percolating groundwater in limestone, referred to as 
‘karst’ (from Serbo-Croatian word describing such areas along the Dalmatian coast) are very poor sources 
for the sort of crystalline rocks that make good stone artifacts.  The hominids at Longgushan thus had to 
bring raw materials for tools in from afar.  Many seem to have come from the river gravels of the Ba’er 
(or Zhoukou) River.  Others were apparently picked up by hominids walking farther afield.” Boaz and 
Ciochon, Dragon Bone Hill, 95. 
 
30 Shi Jinming and Song Yanhua, “Shanxi Jixian Shizitan dijiu didian fajue jianbao,” 7-17. 
 
31 Henan Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology, “Xuchang Lingjing jiushiqi shidai yizhi 
2006 nian fajue jianbao,” 73-100. 
 
32 Zhang Juzhong and Cui Qilong, “The Jiahu Site in the Huai River Area” in A Companion to Chinese 
Archaeology, ed. Anne P. Underhill (Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, 2013), 205. 
 




excavated at the Neolithic site of Jiahu in Henan province.34  In contrast, stone was chosen over a 
lighter solid to make hard and round balls to be hurled at wild animals with the intent to kill.  
The Middle Paleolithic site of Xujiayao, Yanggao county, Shanxi province (ca. 100,000 BP), 
yielded 1,059 such stone balls alongside remains of over three hundred wild horses.35  The 
archaeological record further shows selective use of lithics in China.  At Zhoukoudian, 
toolmakers employed quartz for implements intended to slice and scrape muscles off animal 
bones, while they used sandstone to produce implements that cut through or cracked animal rib 
bones.36  Their attention to this material-function synergy derived from the fact that quartz is not 
amenable to producing chopping tools.37  Similar attention is observable at the Lingjing site in 
Henan province, where the antler bird was found.  There, 97 percent of stone tools (mostly 
scrappers) were made in quartz, while the remaining 3 percent (only choppers) were made in 
quartzite.38  Toolmakers working at Shizitan Locality S9 in Jixian county, Shanxi province, 
chose coarse lithic sandstone to make grinding rollers and querns, while quartzite (a harder 
substance) served to produce hammerstones.39  Data from Jiahu (occupied ca. 7,000–5,500 BCE) 
                                                           
34 Henan Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology, Wuyang Jiahu, Vol. 2, Plate 33. 
 
35 See National Museum of Chinese History, A Journey into China’s Antiquity, 18. 
 
36 Boaz and Ciochon, Dragon Bone Hill, 102. 
 
37 Boaz and Ciochon note in Dragon Bone Hill that “Quartz is an abundant crystalline rock that gives a 
sharp edge when broken, but it is a notoriously poor stone for flaking into large or complex tools.  Quartz 
is shot through with cleavage planes that cause the stone to break into unpredictable shapes, frustrating 
even the most adept or artistically ambitious of stone-tool knappers.  The Longgushan hominids had to 
settle for small flakes of quartz, which they used for slicing and for scraping muscle off bone.  For bigger 
jobs, such as cutting through the rib cage of a deer carcass, they used a hefty chopping tool made of 
sandstone.  Sandstone occurs in the Zhoukoudian region, but it is not a crystalline rock—it does not 
fracture like thick glass to give a sharp edge.  But for cracking ribs by using brute force, it is effective.” 
102. 
 
38 See Henan Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology, “Xuchang Lingjing jiushiqi shidai 




in Wuyang county, Henan province, exemplifies how refined attention to a material-function 
synergy had become by the Neolithic period.  Hard substances like quartzite, quartz sandstone, 
and diorite served to craft anvils and hammerstones; rough substances like sandstone served to 
make pestles and grinding stones; shist and slate served to produce thinner tools such as knives, 
sickles and shovels; flint served to craft scrapers and crystal to make drilling tools.40  An even 
more nuanced attentiveness to a material-task synergy is evidenced at Banpo, a Yangshao culture 
site that yielded an impressive lithic assortment.  Banpo toolmakers used thirty-seven types of 
lithics to produce the 1,342 stone tools unearthed at the site.41  As Liu Li notes, the production of 
task-specific tools necessitated such lithic variety; basalt, diabase and gabbro, for instance, were 
deemed appropriate to make axes at Banpo.42  
Attention to a material-function synergy in substance selection also extended to the 
temper used to strengthen clay containers.  As Liu Li and Chen Xingcan suggest, material 
selection in clay matrix tempering in prehistoric China likely related to the vessels’ intended 
function, sand- or shell-tempered pastes being suitable for containers heated over a fire, while 
fiber-tempered vessels better retained heat when hot stones placed inside containers served to 
heat their contents.43  The authors pointed to regional variations, showing that southern 
communities tended to use fiber-tempered vessels, while Neolithic communities in northern 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
39 Shi Jinming and Song Yanhua, “Shanxi Jixian Shizitan dijiu didian fajue jianbao,” 7-17. 
 
40 Zhang Juzhong and Cui Qilong, “The Jiahu Site in the Huai River Area,” 205. 
 








China relied more on sand- or shell-tempered pottery.44  Indeed, the earliest known pottery in 
northern China, dateable to 14,300–12,700 BCE and found at Hutouliang in Hebei province 
contained sand as temper.45  Xihe in Zhangqiu county, Shandong province (dated ca. 6,400–
5,700 BCE), generated containers tempered with sand or mica.46  Likewise, all ceramics 
excavated at the early Neolithic site of Beifudi, Yixian county, Hebei province, dated 6000–5000 
BCE, had been tempered with mica.47  Shell powder served to temper Peiligang culture (ca. 
6,000–4,500 BCE) pottery recently found at the Zhuzhai site, Zhengzhou, in Henan province.48  
Evidence shows, however, that pottery-makers at some sites used a more integrated range of 
materials to temper their products.  For example, analysis of ceramics excavated at Jiahu show 
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Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 河北省文物考古研究所, Baoding Municipal 
Administration of Cultural Relics 保定市文物管理所, Xushui County Office for the Preservation of 
Ancient Monuments 徐水县文物管理所 and School of History and Culture, Shanxi University 山西大学
历史文化学院.  “1997 nian Hebei Xushui Nanzhuangtou yizhi fajue jianbao” 1997 年河北徐水南庄头
遗址发掘报告 (Report of 1997 Excavations of the Nanzhuangtou Site in Xushui County, Hebei).  Kaogu 
xuebao 考古学报 3 (2010): 371-3, 392.  For illustrations of pottery sherds, see 372, Fig. 16 and Plates 
4.1,2,3,4.  
 
46 Shandong Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 山东省文物考古研究所, “Shandong 
Zhangqiushi Xihe xinshiqi shidai yizhi” 山东章丘市西河新石器时代遗址 1997年的发掘 (1997 
Excavation at the Xihe Neolithic Site in Zhangqiu City, Shandong Province).  Kaogu 考古 10 (2000): 
891-904. 
 
47 State Administration of Cultural Heritage 国家文物局, Major Archaeological Discoveries in China in 
2004 / 2004中国重要考古发现 (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 2005), 12. 
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 that mica, shell, talcum, bone fragments, or rice husk entered the composition of vessels.49 
 
Cross-Referential Links among Materials Used to Craft Artifacts 
While ignored in earlier studies of figural representation in prehistoric China, the 
seemingly mundane fact that rational inclinations towards materials involved tasks at hand and 
the intended functions of the things they made demands further attention.  The propensity should 
be relevant for art historians dealing with artifacts produced in prehistoric China.  Closer 
attention to materiality indeed suggests the existence of cross-referential links among materials 
used to make artifacts.  Some Neolithic craftsmen sought to represent, approximate, or at least 
evoke certain raw materials through other substances. 
 
Pottery, Basketry, Hide Pouches and Fiber Ropes 
A referential link may well apply to the earliest pottery produced in China, which as 
explained below, possibly related to container prototypes made in woven fibers or animal hide. 
Liu Li and Chen Xingcan recently raised the possibility of a link between basketry and early 
pots.50  Their idea corresponds to the ideas of American scholars H. Wormington and A. Neal’s, 
who demonstrated the influence of basketry on early Pueblo pottery making.51  From Peru to the 
southern part of the Russian Far East, the archaeological record suggests a strong link between 
pottery and basketry.  Basketry not only served as model and molding device for early pottery, it 
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also influenced the latter’s decoration.52  This link has not yet been fully established for pottery 
found in China.  However, as Liu Li and Chen Xingcan noted, the northern site of Donghulin and 
Nanzhuangtou yielded rim shards featuring “decorations imitative of braided artifacts,” 
compelling the authors to share Irina Zhushchikhovskaya’s opinion that, like the earliest clay 
containers found in the Russian Far East, early pottery in East Asia “copied the form and design 
of plaited artifacts.”53  Indeed, a 6.2-cm-wide pottery rim sherd (Z1:7) excavated at 
Nanzhuangtou in 1997 suggests early interest in evoking other materials in container-making 
(Fig. 3.6).54 The shard features a hole near its rim, an aperture likely intended to serve an 
attachment function.  However, the pottery fragment also presents a raised horizontal band made 
to imitate a twisted rope.  While the presence of this horizontal ridge near the pottery rim likely 
helped secure a good grab of the container, the form its maker gave to it also signals an intent to 
represent in clay a form produced with fibers, such as a rope.  Earlier pottery sherds also suggest 
nascent interests in representing other materials.  Referencing the earliest clay containers found 
in China (at the southern sites of Xianrendong and Diaotonghuan caves in Jiangxi province and 
Yuchanyan cave in Hunan province), Ofer Bar-Yosef and Youping Wang recently suggested that 
using clay containers “was a critical improvement over the old technique of cooking in hides 
                                                           
52 For work on the link between basketry and early pottery found in Peru, see James M. Adovasio and 
Thomas F. Lynch, “Preceramic Textile and Cordage from Guittarrero Cave, Peru,” American Antiquity 38, 
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over fire.”55  Traces observable on shards excavated at Xianrendong do indeed suggest that if 
imitation happened at that particular site, it pertained more to a stitched hide container than to a 
basket or a rope.  A clay rim shard exhibits a horizontal alignment of recessed dots seemingly 
devoid of functionality (for these are not apertures) (Fig. 3.7).  The recessed dots are possibly 
reminiscent of the attachment holes or stitch marks observable on hide pouches, thereby turning 
a functional artifact into a referential form.  
 
Ornaments: Stone for Shell, Shell for Turtle Scutes, Nephrite for Bone, Shell for 
Enamel 
Early interest in material evocation also appears in ornaments and other artifacts found at 
northern sites.  Ornaments in prehistoric China were made in a variety of substances.  For 
example, the late Paleolithic site of Shizitan in Shanxi province recently yielded beads crafted 
from the eggshell of birds from the ostrich family (Struthionidae), as well as pendants made from 
shells.56  In contrast, substances favored to make ornaments at the early Neolithic site of Jiahu in 
Henan province were sericite, schist, fluorite, and turquoise, which Zhang Juzhong and Cui 
Qilong speculated were chosen for their colorfulness and softness.57  The contemporaneous 
Houli culture site of Xiaojingshan in Shandong province yielded ornaments fashioned in bone 
and shell.58  Later, inhabitants of the Yangshao period site of Anban in Fufeng county, Shanxi 
                                                           
55 Bar-Yosef and Wang, “Paleolithic Archaeology in China,” 330.  For details about pottery shards found 
at Xianrendong cave, see Xiaohong Wu et al., “Early Pottery at 20,000 Years Ago in Xianrendong Cave, 
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56 Shi Jinming and Song Yanhua, “Shanxi Jixian Shizitan dijiu didian fajue jianbao,” 7-17. 
 
57 Zhang Juzhong and Cui Qilong, “The Jiahu Site in the Huai River Area,” 205. 
 
58 Jinan City, Administration of Cultural Relics and Cultural Bureau et al, “Shandong Zhangqiu 
Xiaojingshan yizhi diyici fajue,” 422. 
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province, used fresh water mussels and pierced animal fangs to make adornments and even 
turned a fresh water pearl into a pendant.59  
At several Xinglongwa culture sites, a northeastern culture responsible for the earliest 
figural images known to date besides the earlier antler bird figurine recovered in Henan province 
and images found at Shuangta双塔 in Jilin province, artisans made objects that copied in shape 
and substance other artifacts, evidencing that people living at these sites engaged in various 
forms of representations, not just figural imagery.  A stone bracelet recovered at Baiyinchanghan 
exemplifies the practice.  Excavators recovered shell bracelets from M4 and M6, two tombs 
dated to its second period of occupation.  The bracelet found inside M4 was a shell featuring a 
central opening amenable for a hand to slip through (Fig. 3.8).  In contrast, the bracelet found 
inside M6 consisted of a shell cut in two pieces, each featuring attachment holes permitting it to 
be secured around a wrist without the requirement of squeezing a hand through the shell’s central 
aperture (Fig. 3.9).  Remarkably, tomb M2 yielded a similar two-piece artifact whose shape and 
apertures are akin to the shell bracelet found inside tomb M6 (Fig. 3.10).60  The object, however, 
was crafted from a piece of stone and copied not only the bracelet shape and attachment 
mechanism but also featured edge indentations intended to reproduce the ribbing observable on a 
shell’s surface.  The stone-made reproduction of a shell bracelet thus evoked both an artifact and 
its material.  
                                                                                                                                                                                           
 
59 Northwest University Institute of Museology 西北大学文博学院, Fufeng Anban yizhi fajue baogao 扶
风案板遗址发掘报告 (Excavation Report for the Anban Site in Fufeng) (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 
2000), 125, Fig. 89.10.  
 
60 Excavators noted that the object is a stone bracelet, but did not mention that it reproduces a shell 
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While inavailability of a large shell likely led to the reproduction of the aforementioned 
bracelets in stone, smaller bi-valves more readily available at Baiyinchanghan sufficed to fashion 
other artefacts.  They include a bi-valve shell crown found on the head of tomb M11’s male 
occupant (Fig. 3.11).61  Excavators also discovered a total of 118 shell pieces inside tombs M8 
and M7 (Fig. 3.12) and believe they originally were strung together (Fig. 3.13).62  However, in 
contrast with the bi-valves used to form the crown, shells found inside tombs M7 and M8 were 
not left untouched, and as a result do not look like shells anymore.  Each shell piece consists of 
an irregular hexagon whose surface exhibits uneven and at times excentered concentric circles 
corresponding to natural growth lines (Fig. 3.14).  The treatment craftsmen gave to the shells 
(shaping each into a hexagon while maintaining the naturally concentric surface ribbing centered 
within the polygonal frame) indicates that their value had more to do with their natural surface 
configurations than with their bi-valve shape.  Furthermore, efforts allocated to trim each shell 
into a hexagon presenting two sides longer than the others, and carving indentations to string the 
pieces together suggests that the ornament’s value extended beyond mere beauty.  Finally, the 
irregular hexagonal shape of each piece, the concentric ribbing present on their surface, their 
alignment maintained through now-decayed fibers and the strings’ side-by-side placement inside 
the tomb suggests that the shell ensemble formed a body ornament whose composition likely 
recalled that of scutes on a turtle carapace.  The shells’ irregular hexagonal shape and their 
uneven surface ribbing certainly correspond to such scutes.  The archaeological report does not 
mention the presence of turtle remains at Baiyinchanghan.  However, a stone turtle found at 
Shangzai (see Chapter One) and jade turtles found inside Hongshan culture (4,500-3,000 BCE) 
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tombs at Niuheliang indicate the animals’ presence in northeast China during the Neolithic 
period.63  Carefully worked shells may thus have served to represent turtle scutes at 
Bayinchanghan. 
The Xinglongwa culture Chahai 查海 site in Fuxin 阜新 county, Liaoning province, 
dated circa 5,500 BCE yielded jade objects seemingly representing bone tools regularly found at 
Neolithic sites.  Out of the eighteen jades found at Chahai, three that were uncovered in a 
residential burial inside House 7 look like scoops, as exemplified by an example found at the site 
(Fig. 3.15).64  As Jessica Rawson insightfully noted, these jade scoops “may copy something in a 
soft material, such as bone.”65  While often translated as ‘dagger-shaped’ (bixingqi 匕形器) 
ornaments, these jades that became part of elite paraphernalia in northern China invariably 
feature a rounded tip not amenable to the function of dagger.  The jades thus fundamentally 
differ from bone daggers produced in northern China, illustrated here by a fourth millennium 
specimen found at Miaozigou 庙子沟 in Ulanqab Meng, Inner Mongolia (Fig. 3.16).66  Instead, 
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these jade objects resemble bone scoops featuring rounded tips regularly recovered at Neolithic 
sites in China, illustrated here by a contemporaneous example found at Xinglongwa (Fig. 3.17).67  
Apart from reproducing such bone scoops in jade, Xinglongwa culture sites also produced jade 
tubes reminiscent of bone sections, somatic components whose transformation in that culture 
also included the crafting of flute-like implements, such as those found at the Xinglongwa site 
and Yushushan榆树山, a Xiliang 西梁 culture (6,400-5,000 BCE) site located in the Aohan 
Banner of Inner Mongolia.68  Archaeologists have found several jade tubes at Chahai and 
Baiyinchanghan, as illustrated here by one found inside tomb M4 at the latter site (Fig. 3.18).  
These jade objects continued being created in that part of China in subsequent periods, as 
exemplified by another bone-shaped jade tube recently found inside Hongshan-period tomb M26 
at Niuheliang (Fig. 3.19).69  
The scholarly consensus holds that jades objects produced in Neolithic China served a 
ritual or a social function.  Nephrite’s rarity and the difficulty artisans faced when abrading this 
tough substance undoubtedly made it a material of choice to fashion objects owned only by 
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select individuals or intended to serve in ritual performances.  Following this scholarly 
consensus, we cannot exclude the idea that a desire to transform everyday bone objects into more 
precious jade counterparts used for social or ritual use may explain the creation of Xinglongwa 
jade scoops and tubes.  However, we also need to consider that these implements are some of the 
first jades artifacts ever produced in China and that both types (scoop and tube) reproduce 
objects made in bone at Xinglongwa sites.  By the time such objects were reproduced in 
turquoise, like the scoop found alongside other turquoise reproductions of elite jade objects 
inside tomb M1 at Xiaonanshan 小南山 in Heilongjiang province,70 their makers were solely 
representing these artifacts for their function as elite markers, and turquoise did not serve to 
represent the original scoop’s materiality.  At Xinglongwa sites, the uncanny resemblance of jade 
and bone likely played a role in a creative dynamic, as visual aspects shared by both materials 
encouraged craftsmen to substitute one substance for the other.  This could partly explain why 
bone spoons and bone sections were given a heightened status and transformed into jade objects.  
Actinolite, the type of jade used at Xinglongwa culture sites, is a form of nephrite, a silicate of 
calcium, iron and magnesium, whose felted microcrystalline structure renders it notoriously 
tough and thus hard to abrade.  The material comes in hues and colors directly affected by its 
mineral components.  For instance, a magnesium-rich silicate matrix tends to appear grayish-
white; likewise, a few iron oxides may add yellow-brown or brown streaks to the matrix, while 
an iron-rich nephrite will verge towards dark green.71  Apart from the color variability possible in 
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nephrite (demonstrated by Xinglongwa culture jades), the mineral also exhibits varied degrees of 
translucence and opaqueness that artisans would have appreciated.72  Notably, nephrite’s 
translucence and opaqueness is also visible on bones, a material that Xinglongwa people were 
used to handling and looking at when making tools.  Bones primarily are an opaque substance 
formed by living organisms combining cells and fibers embedded in a variety of minerals 
(particularly calcium phosphate from which bones derive their hardness) and proteins (notably 
collagen, which confers tensile strength to the matrix),73 but they also incorporate translucent 
patches of cartilage, a tough connective tissue composed of collagen fibers ranging in color from 
yellowish to bluish-white.74  Perhaps the unusual visual aspect shared by nephrite and bone 
invited substitution and stimulated a desire to reproduce these bone objects.  Regardless of what 
came first—the sight of nephrite lumps whose aspect was reminiscent of bones and consequently 
triggered the thought of transforming a lump of this rare substance into a representational form— 
or simply the idea to represent bone artifacts in some other material, there can be no doubt that 
Xinglongwa artisans made creative use of nephrite. 
 
Representation and the Emergence of Figural Images in Northeastern China 
In addition to creating objects that copied the shape and substance qualities of other 
artifacts (such as shell bracelets reproduced in stone, bone scoops and tubes reproduced in 
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nephrite), Xinglongwa artisans were some of the first known to represent figures in northern 
China.  Evidence suggests that they applied the cross-material concept informing the choice of 
nephrite to represent bone in figural works as well.  This is exemplified by a 5.8-cm-high brown 
stone face made in pyrophyllite (yelashi 叶蜡石) and found at Bayinchanghan (Fig. 3.20),75 as 
well as a dark grey head made of unspecified stone retrieved from House 22 at Xinglonggou (Fig. 
3.21).  Regardless of what each face represented to their makers (a human, an animal, a hybrid, a 
deity, a living or a deceased being), both exhibit a similar approach to how to represent a face.  
Each face is a flat oblong or a flat elongated pentagon, whose features are reduced to two intaglio 
areas marking eyes and an inlayed section indicating a mouth and teeth.  Remarkably, in both 
cases artisans paid attention to approximating not only the shape and color of teeth but also their 
materiality.  They selected white mussel shell to represent the enamel mineral which crowns 
teeth and thereby found the optimal substance to approximate the color, luster and smoothness of 
teeth.  
The cross-material rationale which led Xinglongwa culture artisans to select shell when 
representing teeth enamel, nephrite when representing bone objects, shell when representing 
turtle scutes, and stone when representing shell bracelets also possibly played a role in another 
figurative work associated with their culture.  In 1994, archaeologists uncovered a 19.7-meter-
long stone ensemble among architectural foundations recovered at the Xinglongwa culture site of 
Chahai in Liaoning province (Fig. 3.22).  Liu Guoxiang believes that the mosaic-like ensemble 
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made of brown cobbles is figural, and he identifies the creature as a dragon.76  If indeed the stone 
work represents an elongated zoomorphic-like figure, its makers may have sought to cross-
materially reproduce through stones the image of a fossilized dinosaur skeleton observed in their 
environment.  Chahai happens to be located in Fuxin, in an area where paleontologists have 
uncovered the Jehol biota (热河群), an impressive paleo-ecosystem layered as four stratigraphic 
formations, each replete with extraordinary fossilized remains of fauna and flora.77  The Fuxin 
formation, near which the Chahai site and its stone “dragon” are located, is the youngest and 
shallowest of these formations, increasing the probability that Xinglongwa people observed 
remains of fossilized dinosaurs in their natural environment and sought to reproduce the sight on 
the ground at Chahai.  While I am not aware of data concerning the discovery of fossils in that 
part of China prior to the twentieth century, the representation’s oddly zoomorphic shape, its 
large size and its placement on the ground all are intriguing considering how rich in fossils the 
area is.  As Adrienne Mayor demonstrated, the sight of fossilized remains in less remarkable 
fossil-bearing beds influenced myths and figural representations in the ancient Greek and Roman 
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worlds as well as in the Americas.78  We should consider the possibility that this also occurred in 
northeastern China, where some of the world’s richest fossil deposits lie.  Selecting stones to 
reproduce the sight of a large fossilized creature follows a certain logic for cross-materially-
minded Xinglongwa artisans: fossilized bones have undergone a natural process that turns them 
into a rocky substance, which Xinglongwa people would have found appropriate to approximate 
with cobbles.79 
 
Emergence of Figural images in Northern China: Dearth of Figures, Styles and External 
Influence  
The broader corpus of figural representations found in northern China and predating or 
approximating 5,000 BCE, demands that we move beyond material considerations and account 
for the formal particularities they exhibit.  Prior to isolating these characteristics, it is useful to 
review several factors that likely had an effect on the form given to the earliest images known 
from northern China.  At least three interrelated dynamics seem noteworthy.  First, the objects 
probably emerged in visual environments largely devoid of images and figural styles: in other 
words, image makers were starting more or less from scratch.  Second, sentient and cognizant 
humans chose to embark on the remarkably complex process of turning a piece of stone, a lump 
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of clay, or a shell segment into a form reminiscent of an animal or a person.  And third, the 
images were created by artisans largely insulated from outside influence in image-making.80  
 
Paucity of Early Images 
To date, a limited number of prehistoric sites in China predating or circa 5,000 BCE have 
yielded figural representations, and those that did generated only a few.  Summarized below, 
these finds constitute the repertoire of China’s earliest figural works alongside the Epipaleolithic 
bird figurine found at Lingjing.  
Excavations conducted in 2007 south of Baicheng city in northern Jilin province yielded 
three figural artifacts retrieved from separate trenches at Shuangta 双塔, a site positioned north 
of a bend in the Tiaohe river.  Part of remains associated with the earliest phase of occupation 
and securely dated to circa 8,000 BCE, these images stand as the earliest anthropomorphic works 
                                                           
80 The record demonstrates that Neolithic people living in northern China prior to or around 5,000 BCE 
transformed materials into figural images much less often than into implements required to survive, as the 
overwhelming number of sites yielded tools but lacked figural artifacts evidences.  Expecting to find 
commonalities in modes of figural representation within this broad geographical zone differs 
fundamentally from prospects of resemblance in the traditions of implements like tools or pottery.  The 
contagion of utilitarian ideas linked to tool manufacturing may have had a greater velocity due to the 
more immediate survival needs such implements served.  Regardless of the functions images may have 
played within each community, making figural representations remained an option not a necessity like 
making implements and containers used in active food procurement and consumption, daily activities on 
which survival depended.  The less essential use of images (crafting figures is less important for survival 
than making tools; religious beliefs and practices potentially associated with images could help 
complement physical efforts people made to survive, but they could not replace these efforts or the tools 
involved; when they appear on tools, images are secondary and generally subsumed within the more 
utilitarian function of their support) and the more discretionary nature of their application (images could 
be used differently and served different interests in different places) also made their transportation from 
one place to another perhaps less likely.  Regardless of topographical or geographical factors that may 
have facilitated or hindered the transfer of people and ideas in northern China, images were less likely to 
circulate from one place to another than tools.  If they did circulate, how they were used and what they 
meant in their place of origin may have differed to a great extent from applications and beliefs in new 
places.  Likewise, even if communities separated in space came to share similar ideals, any related 




found to date in China.81  Archaeologists also discovered a 5-cm-high clay human head inside 
house F9 at the Xiliang culture (ca. 6,400-5,000 BCE) site of Yushushan in Aohan Banner.82  
Two additional better known northeastern cultures produced figures: the Xinglongwa (ca. 
6,200–5,400 BCE) and Zhaobaogou 赵宝沟 (ca. 5,400–4,500 BCE) cultures distributed in 
northern Hebei province and further north in the Xilamulun 西拉木伦, Laoha 老哈 and Liao 辽 
river basins.83  The Xinglongwa type site itself generated a shell face found near the deceased’s 
head inside tomb M117.84  Apart from a stone mask with inlaid shell teeth mentioned above, 
Baiyinchanghan revealed a large stone anthropomorphic figure and shell human faces, as well as  
  
                                                           
81 Jilin University, Research Center for Chinese Frontier Archaeology et al., “Jilin Baicheng Shuangta 
yizhi xinshiqi shidai yicun,” 501-538. 
 
82 Yang Hu 杨虎 and Lin Xiuzhen 林秀贞, “Summary of Objects Unearthed at the Yushushan and 
Xiliang Sites, Aohan Banner, Inner Mongolian 内蒙古敖汉旗榆树山，西梁遗址出土遗物综述.” 
Beifang wenwu 北方文物 2 (2009): 20, Fig. 11.1.  The sites’ dating has been controversial.  Yang Hu and 
Lin Xiuzhen believe the site should be dated later than Xinglongwa I.  Others have associated the site 
with the Xiaohexi culture (ca. 7,500-6,400 BCE). See Yang Hu 杨虎, Liu Guoxiang 刘国祥 and Tang 
Chung 邓聪, Yuqi qiyuan tansuo: Xinglongwa wenhua yuqi yanjiu ji tulu 玉器起源探索：兴隆洼文化玉
器研究及图录 (The Origin of Jades in East Asia: Jades of the Xinglongwa Culture) (Hong Kong: 
Zhongguo kaogu yishu yanjiu zhongxin, Xianggang Zhongwen daxue, 2007), 40. 
 
83 For a recent introduction to the Xinglongwa and Zhaobaogou cultures, see Gideon Shelach and Teng 
Mingyu, “Earlier Neolithic Economic and Social Systems of the Liao River Region, Northeast China” in 
A Companion to Chinese Archaeology, ed. Anne P. Underhill (Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, 2013): 37-54. 
 
84 Inner Mongolian Archaeological Team, Institute of Archaeology, Chinese Academy of Social Science, 
“Neimenggu Aohanqi Xinglongwa juluo yizhi 1992 nian fajue jianbao” 内蒙古敖汉旗兴隆洼聚落遗址
1992年发掘简报 (Brief Report on 1992 Excavations at the Xinglongwa Settlement Site in Aohan Banner, 
Inner Mongolia).  Kaogu 考古 1 (1997): 9, 20, Fig. 20.5 (anthropomorphic shell).  Secondary literature 
mentions the presence of an anthropomorphic stone figurine at Xinglongwa.  For a color picture, see Yu 
Jianshe 于建设, Hongshan yuqi 红山玉器 (Hongshan Jades) (Chifeng: Yuanfang chubanshe, 2004), 32.  
Mention also is made of a triangular stone artifact found in pit H585 which scholars surmise represented a 




a stone bear head and a jade cicada.85  In addition to the aforementioned stone mask featuring a 
shell grin, Xinglonggou generated shell faces, the aforementioned mask-like object crafted in a 
piece of human skull and a group of embracing figures carved in stone.86  Archaeologists also 
found at Xinglonggou a 1.92-cm-long floor ensemble composed of pottery shards and two pig 
skulls, which they believe stands as the earliest representation of a pig-dragon, a zoomorphic 
figure in the corpus of Hongshan culture (ca. 4,500-3,000 BCE) jades.87  Excavators also 
discovered a bone bird head at the Tabuaobao 塔布敖包 site in the Bairin Right Banner.88  At 
Beiniantou 北埝头 in Hebei province, excavators recovered five bird-like pottery stands whose 
creation corresponds to Shangzhai上宅 period 1 and are thus contemporaneous with the 
Xinglongwa period later phase.89  
                                                           
85 Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology, Baiyinchanghan—
xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao, Vol. 1, 306, Fig. 239.1 and Vol. 2, Plate 20.1 (stone head with fangs); 
308, Fig. 240.1 and Vol. 2, Plate 12 (anthropomorphic stone); 308, Fig. 240.2 and Vol. 2, Plate 18.4 
(stone bear head); 309, Fig. 241.7 and Vol. 2, Plate 18.3 (jade cicada); 318, Fig. 246.4 and Vol.2, Plate 
20.2 (anthropomorphic shell). 
 
86 Inner Mongolian First Team, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences Institute of Archaeology 中国社会
科学院考古研究所内蒙古第一工作队.  “Neimenggu Chifengshi Xinglonggou juluo yizhi 2002-2003 
nian de fajue” 内蒙古赤峰市兴隆沟聚落遗址 2002-2003年的发掘 (2002-2003 Excavations at the 
Xinglonggou Settlement Site, Chifeng City, Inner Mongolia). Kaogu 考古 7 (2004): 6, Plate 2 (shell 
head), Plate 4 (skull face) and Plate 5 (stone head with shell teeth) [3-8].  House F22 at Xinglonggou is 
said to have generated semi-finished anthropomorphic stone heads.  House F18 yielded a shell 
counterpart.  For color illustrations, see Yang Hu et al., Yuqi qiyuan tansuo: Xinglongwa wenhua yuqi 
yanjiu ji tulu, 180-182.   
 
87 Ibid.  For a color image, see State Administration of Cultural Heritage, Major Archaeological 
Discoveries in China in 2003, 12.  Based on the image provided, the zoomorphic identification seems 
questionable. 
 
88 Zhongshan University, Department of Anthropology et al., “Neimenggu Balinyouqi Tabuaobao 
xinshiqi shidai yizhi 2009 nian fajue jianbao,” 13, Fig. 15.4, Plate 5.  
 
89 Beijing City Institute of Cultural Relics et al., “Beijingshi Pinggu Beiniantou xinshiqi shidai yizhi 




Archaeologists also found limited quantities of figural artifacts at Zhaobaogou culture 
sites.  The site eponym yielded a stone frog, two clay human faces and a pottery shard featuring 
an etched animal in profile.90  Excavators working at Xiaoshan 萧山 recovered a zun container 
featuring a deer, a hog and a bird all similarly engraved in profile.  The report also notes the 
presence in house F2 of a human head incised on a polished axe.91  Similar zoomorphic 
engravings on four zun vessels and one elevated dou were recovered at Nantaidi 南台地, another 
site in Aohan Banner.92  At Houtaizi 后台子, a Zhaobaogou culture site located in modern Hebei 
province, archaeologists found seven stone anthropomorphic figurines.93  Secondary literature 
includes images of additional anthropomorphic and zoomorphic figurines associated with that 
culture, but the artifacts do not appear in archaeological reports.94  Among Period 3 remains 
found at Shangzhai上宅 in Hebei province and contemporaneous with the Zhaobaogou culture, 
                                                           
90 Inner Mongolian Archaeological Team, Institute of Archaeology, Chinese Academy of Social Science 
中国社会科学院考古研究所内蒙古工作队, “Neimenggu Aohanqi Zhaobaogou yihao yizhi fajue 
jianbao” 内蒙古敖汉旗赵宝沟一号遗址发掘简报 (Excavation of Zhaobaogou Site I in Aohan Banner, 
Inner Mongolia).  Kaogu 考古 1 (1988): 4, Fig. 4.1, Plate 6; Institute of Archaeology Chinese Academy 
of Social Sciences, Aohan Zhaobaogou: xinshiqi shidai juluo, Plates 36: 1-3 and 73: 1. 
 
91 Inner Mongolian Archaeological Team, Institute of Archaeology, Chinese Academy of Social Science 
中国社会科学院考古研究所内蒙古工作队, “Neimenggu Aohanqi Xiaoshan yizhi” 内蒙古敖汉旗小山
遗址 (Neolithic Site at Xiaoshan, Aohan Banner, Inner Mongolia).  Kaogu 考古 6 (1987): 493, Fig. 12.2; 
495, Fig. 14; Plates 6 and 7; 497-8, Fig. 17. 
 
92 Aohan Banner Museum 敖汉旗博物馆.  “Aohanqi Nantaidi Zhaobaogou wenhua yizhi diaocha” 敖汉
旗南台地赵宝沟文化遗址调查 (Trial Excavation at the Zhaobaogou culture site of Nantaidi in Aohan 
Banner).  Neimenggu wenwu kaogu 内蒙古文物考古 5 (1991): 3-8, Figs. 2.1, 2.2, 4.1, 4.2, 8.2. 
 
93 Preservation Bureau of Cultural Relics of the Chengde Prefecture et al., “Hebei Luanpingxian Houtaizi 
yizhi fajue jianbao,” 61-63, Figs. 13.1-6, Plates 30-37. 
 




excavators found a clay pig head, a bird-like pottery stand, a monkey-shaped pendant and a stone 
turtle.95 
Further south in the central Yellow River valley, three early cultures generated figural 
representations.  A few sites associated with the Peiligang 裴李岗 culture (ca. 6,000–4,500 BCE), 
distributed west of the Jiaru river and north of the Funiu mountains in Henan province, generated 
figural artifacts.  The type site of Peiligang itself produced clay zoomorphic heads featuring what 
appears to be a pig with four nostrils, a monkey and a sheep.96  Excavations conducted at Jiahu 
贾湖, a large-scale settlement in the Huai river basin, uncovered a bone flute with incised 
decoration described as “clusters of rhombuses and one section that resembles a curled snake.”97  
This settlement contained noteworthy clay supports (zhijiao 支脚) used to prop containers above 
a fire, which (as detailed in Chapter Four) likely copied animal horns.98  Apart from 
aforementioned zoomorphic figures and horns, Peiligang sites also revealed a few artifacts that 
indicate interest in representing human bodies.  Pit H32 at the Shuiquan水泉 site in Jiaxian 
                                                           
95 Beijing City Institute of Cultural Relics 北京市文物研究所, Office of Cultural Relics of Pinggu 
County, Beijing City 北京市平谷县文物管理所 and the Shangzhai Archaeological Team 上宅考古队, 
“Beijing Pinggu Shangzhai xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue jianbao” (Brief Report of Excavations at the 
Shangzhai Neolithic Site in Pinggu, Beijing). Wenwu文物 8 (1989): Plates 2, 3 and 5. 
 
96 Preservation Bureau of Cultural Relics of Kaifeng Prefecture 开封地区文物管理委员会 and 
Archaeological Section of the History Department at Zhengzhou University 郑州大学历史系考古专业, 
“Peiligang yizhi yijiuqiba nian fajue jianbao” 裴李岗遗址一九七八年发掘简报 (Brief Report on 1978 
Excavations at the Peiligang Site).  Kaogu 考古 3 (1979): 200, Fig. 5.18; 202, Figs. 7.6 and 7.7. 
 
97 Henan Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 河南省文物考古研究所, and Wuyang 
County Museum 舞阳县博物馆, “Henan Wuyang Jiahu yizhi 2001 nian chun fajue jianbao” 河南舞阳贾
湖遗址 2001年春发掘简报 (Brief Report on 2001 Spring Excavations at the Jiahu Site in Wuyang, 
Henan). Huaxia kaogu 华夏考古 2 (2002): 29, Plate 1.4; Zhang Juzhong and Cui Qilong, “The Jiahu Site 
in the Huai River Area,” 210. 
 





county, Henan province, generated some of the earliest known clay phalli in northern China.99  
Excavators digging at E’gou beigang 莪沟北岗 in Mixian retrieved a small anthropomorphic 
clay head.100  Shuangdun 双墩 , a site located in the middle Huai River basin with remains 
dateable to 5,300–5,100 BCE, generated a flat turtle-shaped pottery, numerous pottery base 
engravings featuring fish, deer, boar, and other zoomorphs.101  Excavators also discovered shards 
on which were etched figures of human beings.  The site likewise generated a clay penis and a 
few in-the-round representations of animals and human beings, including a small head 
excavators believe represented a child.102 
Further west in the vicinity of the Weishui and Hanshui rivers, the Laoguantai 老官台 
culture (6,000–5,000 BCE) (otherwise known as the Dadiwan or Baijia-Dadiwan culture) also 
produced a few figural artifacts.103  Excavations conducted at Guantaoyuan 关桃园 in Baoji, 
Shaanxi province, turned out two small clay heads, one featuring a human being and the other an 
                                                           
99 Pit H32 at the Peiligang culture (7,000–5,000 BCE) site of Shuiquan, Henan province, generated some 
of the earliest known clay phalli in northern China.  See Henan First Team, Chinese Academy of Social 
Sciences, Institute of Archaeology 中国社会科学院考古研究所河南一队, “Henan jiaxian Shuiquan 
Peiligang wenhua yizhi” 河南郏县水泉裴李岗文化遗址 (Peiligang Culture site of Shuiquan in Jiaxian, 
Henan).  Kaogu xuebao 考古学报 1 (1995): 70, Figs. 29.1 and 29.2. 
 
100 Henan Museum et al., “Henan Mixian E’gou Beigang,” 10, Fig. 14.21, 12.  
 
101 Anhui Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics et al., Bengbu Shuangdun: xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue 
baogao, Vol. 1, 419-469. 
 
102 Ibid., Vol.1, 280-1, Fig. 191.1-2 (anthropomorphic engravings); Vol. 1, 129, Fig. 79.6; Vol. 2, Plate 
48.10 (clay penis); Vol. 1, 129, Figs. 79.1, 2, 3, 4, 7; Vol. 2, Plates 49.1, 2, 3, 4 (zoomorphic modelings); 
Vol. 1, 129, Fig. 79.5 and  304-5, Fig. 202.8; Vol. 2, Plates 2 and 15.9 (clay anthropomorphic heads). 
 
103 For a recent introduction to early Neolithic cultures in the Yellow River valley and related material 
remains, see Zhu Yanping, “The Early Neolithic in the Central Yellow River Valley c. 7000-4000 BC,” in 




animal.104  The Cishan 磁山 culture (6,500–5,000 BCE) distributed east of the Taihang Mountain 
in the North China Plain and Beifudi 北福地, a site located near the Zongyishui River in Hebei 
province (whose first period of occupation dates to 6,000–5,000 BCE), also generated figural 
images.  Out of several dozen known Cishan culture sites, two yielded figural representations.  
At Cishan, the Hebei province settlement eponymous with the culture, a bone tube implement 
featured an animal head at its extremity.105  Excavations conducted at Beifudi uncovered greater 
quantity of figural artifacts: clay masks excavators surmised served in animal worship or 
shamanic performances and human faces engraved on pottery sherds.106 
Finally, archaeologists have discovered early figural artifacts northeast of the central 
Yellow River valley cultures mentioned and south of the Xinglongwa and Zhaobaogou zones 
discussed earlier.  These artifacts were products of the Houli 后李 culture (ca. 6,550–5,550 
BCE), which was distributed in the eastern seaboard (Haidai 海岱) region of China 
corresponding to modern Shandong province.107  Out of twelve known Houli sites, two produced 
                                                           
104 Shaanxi Provincial Institute of Archaeology et al., Baoji Guantaoyuan, 51, Fig. 35.17, Plate 11.24 
(anthropomorphic head); 119, Fig. 78.6, Plate 7.5 (animal). 
 
105 For an illustration, see Yang Xiaoneng, Sculpture of Prehistoric China, 16, Fig. 4.  
 
106 Jumahe Archaeological Team 拒马河考古队, “Hebei Yixian Laishui guyizhi shijue baogao” 河北易
县涞水古遗址试掘报告 (Trial Excavations of Archaeological Sites in Yixian and Laishui Counties, 
Hebei Province).  Kaogu xuebao 考古学报 4 (1988): 428, Figs. 9.1-6; Hebei Provincial Institute of 
Cultural Relics and Archaeology 河北省文物考古研究所, Cultural Relics Managing Bureau of Baoding 
City 保定市文物管理处 and Cultural Relics Preservation Office of Yi County 易县文物保管所, “Hebei 
Yixian Beifudi xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue jianbao” 河北易县北福地新石器时代遗址发掘简报 (A Brief 
Excavation Report on the Neolithic Site of Beifudi, Yi County, Hebei Province).  Wenwu 文物 9 (2006): 
12, Fig. 15; 17, Figs. 29.2 and 29.5; 18, Figs. 30.1-3. 
 
107 For a recent introduction to the Houli culture and the subsequent Beixin culture (5000–4100 BCE), see 
Wang Fen, “The Houli and Beixin Cultures,” in A Companion to Chinese Archaeology, ed. Anne P. 




such imagery.  Xihe 西河 in Zhangqiu produced a clay pig head and a human head.108  
Xiaojingshan 小荆山 yielded a clay pig and a clay human head.109  
The present record shows that few sites in each northern culture predating or 
approximating 5,000 BCE contained figural images.  Moreover, apart from Beifudi, where 
excavators unearthed and reported at least twelve figural representations, and Bengbu, where 
excavations revealed many more, image-yielding sites generally contained a more limited 
number of figural artifacts.  As discussed below, the overall dearth of early material throughout 
China, within each cultural sphere and at image-yielding sites likely played a role in the forms 
given to this emerging imagery.  
 
Starting from Scratch 
Archaeological evidence does not indicate wide circulation of figural images, nor do 
finds indicate exchanges among localized cultures.  An exception to this can be seen in images 
produced in the Xinglongwa culture.  Xinglonggou and Nantaidi both yielded pieces of human 
skulls turned into artefacts, notably a mask-like object found at the former (Fig. 3.4).  
Excavations at Baiyinchanghan, Xinglongwa and Xinglonggou uncovered shell faces (Figs. 3.3, 
3.23 and 3.24).  House 22 at Xinglonggou also generated both complete and incomplete stone 
faces (Figs. 3.25 and 3.26), as did Ashpit 585 at Xinglongwa.  These artifacts comprise triangular 
faces featuring round openings standing for eyes; some bear a mouth reduced to a circular 
aperture.  Similarities in the chosen materials and the forms given to the images indeed suggest 
                                                           
108 Shandong Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology, “Shandong Zhangqiushi Xihe 
xinshiqi shidai yizhi 1997 nian de fajue,” 22, Figs. 16.1 and 16.2. 
 
109 Jinan City, Administration of Cultural Relics and Cultural Bureau et al., “Shandong Zhangqiu 





some influence from one site to another or the movement of image-makers among Xinglongwa 
sites.  As Maoli Han韩茂莉 noted, archaeologists found about sixty Xinglongwa culture 
settlements in the Aohan Banner of Inner Mongolia and hypothesize that the Xinglongwa 
population was small.  Analyzing the thickness of cultural deposits at sites, the sites’ locations 
and their natural environments, Han concluded that, faced with depletion of game and other wild 
food sources, Xinglongwa communities settled, abandoned and reoccupied sites regularly to 
secure food.110  Representational similarities in figures recovered at different sites perhaps reflect 
a situation in which a few artisans migrated from one site to another in their community’s quest 
for survival.  
While similarities in images found at Xinglongwa culture sites may be explained by the 
movement of representations or craftsmen from one settlement to another, similarities among 
images found at early sites not belonging to the same cultures likely derive from other 
circumstances linked to individual craftsmen’s approach in representing the same subject matter.  
The corpus of anthropomorphic representations predating and approximating 5,000 BCE indeed 
reveals recurrent choices that image-makers made.  These include a predilection to represent 
anthropomorphic heads; a tendency to diagram human facial features by Y-shaped 
configurations marking the nose and eyebrows; a propensity to form these heads as flat entities; a 
high frequency of faces displaying emotions or susceptible to trigger emotions in viewers; and an 
inclination to represent full human bodies as ill-defined masses.  The following sections will 
consider each pattern. 
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The high proportion of human heads among figures recovered from sites in Northern 
China is arresting.111  Even when we allow for taphonomic processes and individual decisions 
made in the field about whether or not to collect artifacts that likely affected the predominant 
presence of human heads in the corpus, we are left with the impression that early figural imagery 
in northern China disproportionately entailed representing human heads (and to a much lesser 
extent those of animals). 
The high frequency of human heads may be considered in relation to what is known of 
how human beings perceive faces, which may have influenced not only ancient image-makers 
but also modern archaeologists collecting material during excavations who, through their 
selections, contribute to shaping the available data.  Ancient and modern people share cognitive 
processes underlying face perception, which in theory could partly explain why more human 
heads were found and collected than headless bodies.  Research on human vision has shown that 
the human brain receives numerous stimuli when scanning visual environments, and, faced with 
                                                           
111 The current repertoire contains only four anthropomorphic objects that qualify as exhibiting more than 
a human head or at least a torso: a pre-Yangshao headless clay torso found at Beishouling and mentioned 
in Chapter One (Fig. 1.39); a stone image excavated at Baiyingchanghan (discussed below, Fig. 3.85), a 
broken shell image found inside a tomb at Xinglongwa and featuring what appears to be either a torso or a 
spine (discussed below, Fig. 3.80); and a human face and shoulders engraved on a broken pottery shard 
excavated at Shuangdun (discussed below, Fig. 3.46).  Remaining anthropomorphic images only show 
heads and tend to appear intact.  The repertoire of figural images found at sites also contains a high 
proportion of human heads.  Three out of four figural forms excavated at Xinglongwa represent a human 
head.  Six out of seven images excavators identified at Xinglonggou represent anthropomorphic heads 
(four clearly and two as unfinished products).  At least two out of nine contemporaneous figures 
excavated at Bayinchanghan represent human heads (remaining figures consist of animal heads or 
amorphous shapes identifiable as creatures or humans solely because facial features were marked).  The 
only figural image recovered at Yushushan was a human head.  Further south in the area of Shandong 
province, Houli culture sites also yielded human head representations: one out of six images unearthed at 
Xiaojingshan and one out of two figures found at Xihe.  Further west, the Cishan-Beifudi culture site of 
Beifudi produced a remarkable proportion of human faces: ten out of thirteen figural images (the other 
three feature zoomorphic faces reminiscent of rabbits and pigs).  Further west, the Dadiwan culture site of 




an overload of stimuli, the brain selects incoming stimuli and allocates more cognitive resources 
to certain things.112  Stimuli considered emotionally significant trigger heightened processing.113  
While stimuli differ in emotional value among individuals, some are invariably important to 
most human beings, above all human faces.114  However, heightened allocation of cognitive 
functions aimed at dealing with facial recognition amongst human beings cannot alone explain 
the propensity early image-makers had to represent human heads.  If this were the case, one 
would expect to find a predominance of heads amongst the corpus of prehistoric images found 
outside of China.  The current record for prehistoric Europe instead reveals an inclination to 
represent headless figures.115  So perhaps the singular propensity for human faces to stand out as 
formally unique simply intrigued early dwellers in northern China.  However, the 
aforementioned cognitive factors could have rendered modern excavators somewhat partial 
toward facial (as opposed to body) representations while collecting material, by making human 
heads easier to recognize in the field. 
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113 R. Compton, “The Interface between Emotion and Attention: A Review of Evidence from Psychology 
and Neuroscience,” Behavioral and Cognitive Neuroscience Reviews, 2, no. 2 (2003): 115-29.  Reference 
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114 Romina Palermo and Gillian Rhodes, “Are you always on my mind?” 75. As the authors note 
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processing of fear, anger and disgust is often contrasted with the processing of other ‘basic’ or universal 
expressions…, such a happiness, sadness and surprise.” 76. 
 
115 See for example, Gerhard Bosinski, Femmes sans tête: Une icône culturelle dans l’Europe de la fin de 




Archaeologists in China have found anthropomorphic heads or faces modeled in clay or 
engraved on pottery shards at a number of sites.  Specimens pre-dating and approximating 5,000 
BCE were recovered within areas corresponding to modern Anhui, Hebei, Henan, Jilin, Shaanxi, 
and Shandong provinces as well as Inner Mongolia.  Their original function often is hard to 
establish: a few in-the-round heads bearing breakage marks possibly adorned container surfaces 
or belonged to fuller body representations, but others exhibit smooth and unbroken surfaces 
suggesting they were discrete forms.  Some representations excavated at Xinglongwa culture 
sites bear attachment holes, suggesting they served as ornaments, amulets or pendants.  The 
Cishan period site of Beifudi in Hebei province yielded an array of human faces engraved on 
pottery pieces whose function remains uncertain.  Archaeologists differentiated the finds as 
either face masks (jiamian mianju 假面面具), which they speculated served in ritual worship or 
shaman performances, or face decorations (mianshi 面饰).116  Only one human face 
representation seems to have purposefully been made to cover a face (Fig. 3.27).  While 
relatively narrow (13.1 cm wide), it would partly cover a human head and bears holes through 
which cords could be passed for attachment.  The object, recovered from house F2, may be 
grouped with two other masks found at the site featuring a hybrid creature fusing human and pig 
facial components and a rabbit-like animal (Figs. 3.28 and 3.29).  Excavators characterize other 
human representations from house F1 featuring open-work eyes as face masks (Figs. 3.30, 3.31, 
3.32).  The masks’ narrowness (8.8 cm; 10.5 cm; 11.9 cm), lack of attachment holes, and narrow 
eye openings suggest that users could not look through the masks because eye openings were too 
close apart and too narrow (4 mm).  The masks’ users at Beifudi possibly held them up to 
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partially cover their faces.  Alternatively, they could have worn the representations on top of 
their heads or positioned them on foreheads, in a fashion observed among the Pende in the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo.117  These artefacts do reveal sustained interests in 
representing human faces at Beifudi.  As excavators already noted, one was carved into a broken 
off pottery rim shard (Fig. 3.30) and the other into a flat pottery base (Fig. 3.31).118  Unlike the 
three aforementioned masks seemingly produced to serve as such, these two face-bearing shards 
possibly came into being when artisans appreciated the representational potential of shards 
whose outline echoed those of human faces or whose shape could be recycled into face-bearing 
forms, regardless of the functions these served at Beifudi.  Pits excavated at the site generated 
figural engravings mentioned later suggesting that some pottery also bore facial representations. 
Regardless of what function they originally served, human heads represented prior to or 
around 5,000 BCE display characteristics deserving further exploration.  In the apparent absence 
of pre-existing representational styles as benchmarks to follow or digress from, craftsmen 
nevertheless seem to have followed other points of reference that determined the form they gave 
to figural representations and perhaps may explain some characteristics shared by some of the 
earliest images from northern China.  We ought to remember that regardless of where they 
created images, figure-makers in Neolithic China represented sentient beings that species-wide 
shared physical characteristics.  Acknowledging this seemingly trivial but fundamental fact and 
setting aside the urge to question who or what a human figure represented to image-makers and 
image-users (a child, a parent, an ancestor, a deity, etc.) may help uncover propensities 
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prehistoric image-makers working in China developed when faced with the complex task of how 
to represent human beings. 
 
HIGH FREQUENCY OF FACIAL FEATURES DEFINED BY Y-SHAPED 
CONFIGURATIONS MARKING THE NOSE AND EYEBROWS 
Early anthropomorphic images in China show little that helps modern observers 
categorize them with great certaintly as either female or male.  Human beings do share species-
wide physical characteristics that could help identify the gender of figures represented in 
prehistoric China and help pinpoint how image-makers embarked on the task of representing a 
man vs. a woman.  The predominance of body-less head representations in our corpus of images 
nevertheless limits the usefulness of physical characteristics for each gender to those observable 
in the heads and faces of men and women. 
In a study of Pende masks from Africa (a form of anthropomorphic representation also 
limited to the head), Zoë S. Strother noted that physical and forensic anthropologists can rely on 
three characteristics differentiating male skulls from those of females: “pronounded ridges over 
the eye sockets (supraorbital torus); more massive jaws, with a posterior root that may extend 
beyond the earhole; and a squarer chin… The result is that the female profile is more vertical, 
with a smoother, rounder forehead.  Because of the ridge over the eyes, the larger mastoid 
projections, and the blunt chin, the male face tends to be squarer in shape.  The female face tends 
to be more oval.”  Pende sculptors, Strother showed, do follow such distinctions and fashion 
masks that embody gender differentiations observable in chin, cheekbones and foreheads.119  
Prehistoric image-makers in China perhaps also observed such facial traits when representing 
                                                           




female or male figures.  So for example, images with rounded chins could denote females (Fig. 
3.20), while others with more angular features could stand for males (Fig. 3.21).120 
Following a similar rationale, early image-makers in China may have represented male 
faces by emphasizing the supraorbital torus.  If so, then most images pre-dating or approximating 
5,000 BCE could qualify as male representations because they often feature conspicuous 
eyebrows.  The record indeed reveals a high frequency of facial features defined by Y-shaped 
configurations marking the nose and eyebrows.  Three representations found at Beifudi 
exemplify to various degrees this pattern (Figs. 3.27, 3.31, 3.32).  Houli culture specimens were 
found further east: a 2.8-cm-tall clay head unearthed at Xiaojingshan (Fig. 3.33)121 and a 4.1-cm-
high upper head found inside a house at Xihe (Fig. 3.34),122 both display a clear Y-shaped ridge 
standing for the arch of the eyebrows and the nose.  Excavations at the Peiligang culture site of 
E’gou Beigang in modern Henan province generated a 4-cm-high clay head exhibiting a more 
angular structure, whose molded and incised features include a T-shaped ridge marking a 
somewhat flattened nose and eyebrow arch (Fig. 3.35).123  Further west in the Wei River valley, 
the Baijia-Dadiwan site of Guantaoyuan produced an equally squarish face (Fig. 3.36).124  The 
artifact, however, exhibits a more unusual feature treatment: the Guantaoyuan figure-maker 
opted for a formula that defined the eyes with circular holes in contrast with contemporaneous 
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clay faces with eyes generally marked by slits.  This circular holes model was also produced by 
artisans at Xihe (Fig. 3.34) and sometimes at Beifudi (Fig. 3.31).  Moreover, in contrast with the 
Y-shaped ridge often intended to mark the nasal bridge and the arch of the eyebrows, the artisan 
at Guantaoyuan paid greater attention to the recessed horizontal axis along which the eyes and 
the nose radix (top section of the nasal dorsum) are aligned.  The Guantaoyuan image-maker 
appears to have marked this recessed area through a dramatic horizontal indentation on the axis 
of the eyes and proceeded to represent the nostrils as if observed from a lower vantage point.  
Archaeologists also uncovered two heads north of Shuangdun 双墩 village, a site located 4 km 
south of the Huai River in northern Anhui province and dated 5,300–5,100 BCE.  One consists 
of a 5-cm-tall artifact with facial features primarily defined by a horizontal slit indicating a 
mouth and a Y-shaped bridge marking the arch of eyebrows and the nose (Fig. 3.37).125  About 
6.3 cm tall, the other exhibits similar, albeit more defined, features but also a rounder face and 
five aligned circular depressions on each cheek (Fig. 3.38).126 
Should we conclude that the prominence image-makers attributed to eyebrows had to do 
with the gender of the represented figures, and therefore deduce that the earliest human 
representations found thus far in China mostly represented men as opposed to women?  It would 
seem that the inclusion of eyebrows in the more comprehensive Y-shaped ridge (eyebrow-nose 
protrusion) characteristic of a human face’s topography (regardless of its gender) diminishes 
their gendering potential.  Therefore, in the absence of textual or ethnographic data, at this stage 
one cannot substantiate the possibility that image-makers in early China used representational 
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conventions involving angularity or roundness of head or prominent orbital brow to mark the 
gender of their human head representations. 
All these figures exhibit early formulas devised by craftsmen faced with the task of 
modeling amorphous lumps of clay into anthropomorphic forms.  While the Guantaoyuan image 
illustrates a more unusual approach, other representations evidence recurrent interest in 
presenting the arc of the eyebrows and the nasal bridge, a concern often resolved through the 
modeling of a Y-shaped ridge.  Contemporaneous image-makers who engraved human faces on 
pottery shards discussed below occasionally also evoked the hilly topography of human faces by 
engraving Y-shaped configurations onto flat surfaces (see Figs. 3.40 and 3.46). 
 
HUMAN HEADS REPRESENTED AS EN FACE ENGRAVINGS OR SCULPTED AS 
FLATTENED OR FLAT 
While current evidence cannot demonstrate that physical characteristics differentiating 
women from men’s faces led to representational conventions, the earliest images suggest that 
artisans focused on what differentiates human heads from those of other animal species.  In 
environments seemingly deprived of a figural tradition or representational styles, the earliest 
image-makers seem to haveisolated and emphasized physical traits that differentiate human 
physiognomy.  Perhaps this explains the predominance of relatively flat human heads and of 
emotion-imbued representations. 
As discussed in Chapter One, Neolithic image-makers at times struggled to represent 
human heads on flat surfaces.  Earlier craftsmen also had to devise ways to tackle the 
reproduction of three-dimensional forms on a flat ground.  Pits excavated at Beifudi in 1985 
yielded pottery shards decorated with patterns including leaf veins (yemai) and full or partial 
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human faces, suggesting that potters decorated some pots with figural works.127  Archaeologists 
believe that they originally appeared on clay yu 盂 vessels, sometimes near the rim area, and 
surmised that one shard came from a pottery base.128  Each face found on shards recovered from 
pits H17, H34 as well as from trench T10 exhibits a different approach, once again exemplifying 
image-makers’ inventiveness.  The renderings are legible in rubbings, a technique regularly used 
to record and preserve calligraphic inscriptions in China.  One broken face consists of an incised 
mouth outline and a slightly raised nose, corresponding to the features’ recessed or salient 
quality (Fig. 3.39).  Another artisan opted to engrave a triangle and two almond-shaped circles 
on the pottery, thereby isolating and marking the figure’s nose and eyes (Fig. 3.40).  Someone 
devised yet another method to represent a three-dimensional face on a flat surface (Fig. 3.41).  
He or she made lips stand out by encirling them with a recessed line and by indicating a mouth 
aperture with a sunken area.  Eyes and nostrils were marked with engraved ovals whose 
horizontal or vertical orientation echoes that of features each serves to define.  A ∧-shaped 
design served to isolate the nose and mark its ridge.  Another artisan followed a formula.  Taking 
advantage of the representational potential of a herringbone pattern to stand for hair, he engraved 
two upturned drop-like areas around a pair of eyes (Fig. 3.42).  By doing so, he isolated areas of 
a human face that appear depressed on each side of a nose and around the eyes.  The 
representational rationale corresponds to that followed by a mask-maker at the same site (Fig. 
3.27) and consists in emphasizing depressed areas as opposed to protruding ones. 
Other anthropomorphic engravings are rare prior to or around 5,000 BCE, and, to my 
knowledge, only four (perhaps five) have been found so far.  A 5-cm-high sherd retrieved from 
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trench T109 at Shuangta features what could be a pair of eyes and eyebrows, making the object a 
hypothetical anthropomorphic work (Fig. 3.43).  Another artifact recovered from trench T416 
and also dated to circa 8,000 BCE represents with greater certainty a sentient being.  The 8.7-cm-
high image was produced by retouching the edges of a pottery sherd so as to create a rounded 
form (Fig. 3.44).129  At first sight, the anthropomorphic characterization archaeologists assigned 
to the image may be questionable.  However, closer observation does suggest that the work 
indeed features a human being.  The approach taken here to represent the upper part of a human 
face is unlike any other in this corpus of early images; image-makers working on rock surfaces in 
northern China, however, used the same approach in later times.  The face exhibits concentric 
circles that modern observers may be tempted to read as representing a hypnotic gaze or a state 
of hallucination.  Closer observation, however, suggests that the image-maker merely sought to 
represent in detail a complex part of human facial anatomy.  Working on a monochromatic and 
flat surface, he alternated sunken and relief lines to account for chromatic contrast between dark-
colored iris and white eyeballs, the latter’s encasing within upper and lower eyelids, the 
ensemble’s placement within a concave area (orbit) and the raised ridge surrounding the orbit.  
The outermost raised and sunken lines permitted to denote the arc of eyebrows (Y) and the nose 
ridge (∧). To emphasize this ridge while engraving the flat shard, he placed two oblique lines on 
the figure’s cheeks, therein formulating a technique similar to that later devised at Beifudi by 
another image-maker intent on accounting for a nose’s slight protrusion in a flat surface 
engraving (see Fig. 3.41). 
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Archaeologists found another engraved anthropomorphic head at the Zhaobaogou culture 
site of Xiaoshan.  The face appears as a faint engraving on the edge of a 18.2-cm-long polished 
clasolite (ninghui suixieyan 凝灰碎屑岩) axe recovered inside house F2 (Fig. 3.45).  While the 
images included in the report make it hard to see, the report mentions that the representation 
features incised eyes, a nose and a mouth.130  Archaeologists uncovered the other two at the 
Shuangdun site in the Huai River Valley.  The differing treatments exemplify yet other 
approaches to engraved facial representations.  One face displays three undifferentiated 
horizontal ovals marking the mouth and the eyes while an unmodulated line defines the figure’s 
nose and eyebrows (Fig. 3.46). The other face reveals finer features marked by incisions of 
various width, whose thickness makes the eyebrows look fuller (Fig. 3.47).131 
In spite of the various methods artisans individually devised at Beifudi, Shuangta, 
Xiaoshan and Bengbu to represent human beings, they all presented their subjects en face.  
Setting aside two clay masks featuring what appears to represent a rabbit-like face and a hybrid 
pig-human visage (Figs. 3.28 and 3.29), excavators found no zoomorphic engravings among 
pottery sherds at Beifudi, so we cannot know whether artisans would have represented animals 
en face as well.132  In contrast, the Xiaoshan house F2 where the axe face engraving was found 
also yielded a 25.5-cm-tall zun container featuring engravings of animals all shown in profile 
(Fig. 3.48).133  Archaeologists unearthed numerous zoomorphic engravings at Shuangdun, as 
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exemplified by a boar (Fig. 3.49) and a deer (Fig. 3.50).  All the zoomorphs engraved on pottery 
surfaces at Shuangdun invariably appear in profile.  Therefore, the current data for images 
predating or approximating 5,000 BCE reveals a predilection to represent human beings frontally 
and animals in profile when engraved. 
The same corpus reveals a tendency to represent heads sculpted in clay or stone as 
flattened shapes, as if devoid of the bulging parietal bone which encases human brains (Fig. 
3.51).  Images featuring a voluminous skull do occur, but they are rare.  The E’gou beigang clay 
head, whose smooth back suggests it did not decorate a container wall but whose broken neck 
could invite speculation that it belonged to a fuller figure, exhibits some volume, but it lacks the 
upper bulge present on the back of a human heads (Fig. 3.52).  The clay image found at 
Guantaoyuan, whose original function is unknown, more accurately conveys the volume 
characteristic of human heads, but the conical extension protruding atop the head implies that the 
bulge primarily served to accommodate a headdress (Fig. 3.53).134  The image-maker clearly 
delineated the figure’s flatter face area with a ridge, as did the artisan who made the so-called 
child’s head uncovered at Shuangdun, an image which possibly detached from a container wall 
(Fig. 3.54). 
The three representations found at Shuangta are flat.  One face defined through appliqué 
does not bear signs of edge retouching (Fig. 3.55).  The nail-impressed clay strips used to denote 
the figure’s chin and nose correspond to strips used to decorate pottery at the site, suggesting that 
the face could have appeared on a pottery.  In contrast, the other figure came into being 
differently.  Its creator shaped a pottery shard into an ovoid form, and engraved facial features on 
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the recycled shard, clearly thinking the item was appropriate to represent a human head (Fig. 
3.56). 
Representations found at Beifudi and illustrated earlier arguably are flat or slightly 
concave because they served as masks or appeared engraved on pottery walls.  The flat or 
flattened nature of the heads found at other sites perhaps merely related to the function each 
artifact was intended to serve as pendant or perhaps as decorative accent.  In which case, simple 
en face head representations may have sufficed and made more accurate volumetric modelings 
superfluous or inconvenient.  This perhaps happened at Xinglongwa culture sites, where some 
flat head representations feature attachment holes.  In the case of shell artifacts also found at the 
same sites, the material thinness naturally would have prevented more voluminous 
representations. 
However, why would image-makers using clay also create flat figures unintended to 
serve as masks, pendants or to decorate pottery?  Indeed, contemporaneous head representations 
fashioned in clay and not bearing any attachment holes also tend to be flat.  These include a 
small 5.5-cm-high clay head found at Shuangdun (Fig. 3.57), and the clay head found at 
Yushushan, which also exhibits a smooth flat back section (Fig. 3.58).  The two small 
Zhaobaogou culture clay heads found inside house F103 are either flat (Fig. 3.59) or flattened 
(Fig. 3.60).  Likewise, Houli culture counterparts were invariably flat (Figs. 3.61 and 3.62). 
The recurrent creation of flat head representations in northern China begs what may be 
indeterminable but legitimate questions: Did the need for pendants at Xinglongwa culture sites 
lead artisans to create flat representations showing human faces or was it the fashioning of flat 
human head representations at those sites that eventually stimulated the idea to use them as 
pendants?  The absence of attachment holes on some pieces gives some credence to the last 
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hypothesis.  Likewise, did the need for masks at Beifudi lead artisans to create flat or slightly 
concave head representations, or was it the appreciation of flat or slightly concave face-bearing 
pottery shards (or of flat or slightly concave pottery shards whose outline echoed that of a face) 
that stimulated the idea to fashion masks?  Regardless of what came first in those particular 
cultures, the recurrence of flat human head representations throughout northern China prior to 
and circa 5,000 BCE is intriguing. 
When faced with the challenge of representing a human head in environment largely 
devoid of figural imagery, artisans may have focused on physical characteristics that 
differentiates humans from other species.  Indeed, facial features develop on a relatively small 
and flat section of human heads, in contrast with the features of pigs, sheep, deer, birds, dogs, 
cattle and fish.  Human eyes, mouth and nose all appear on one side of the head within an oval 
demarcated by a forehead, cheeks and chin.  The characteristic was not lost on image-makers at 
Guantaoyuan and Shuangdun, as evidenced by the ridge they used to delineate the face from the 
remainder of the head.  Within this oval, human faces are inherently hilly, as they exhibit 
features either protruding (nose, arc of brow) or receding (orbits, mouth aperture).  But human 
facial features tend to appear as a relatively plane topographic ensemble when compared with 
those of the aforementioned snouted or beaked animals, whose remains archaeologists regularly 
find at Neolithic sites in northern China.  Indeed, noses protrude from human heads less than 
snouts and beaks.  Human mouths may be seen in their entirety from a single frontal vantage 
point as narrow and extendable horizontal slits.  Even when fixed in a wide smile, they also 
appear relatively flat: lip corners follow receding jaw lines, but the ensuing curvature is not as 
dramatically convex as that of snouted animals.  Lastly, human eyes appear relatively close to 
each other on the front of the head, unlike those of animals such as deer or fowl that develop on 
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each side of the head.  Flat or flattened anthropomorphic head representations essentially seem to 
encapsulate the relative flatness and condensed composition of facial features differentiating 
human beings from other animal species. 
Remarkably, zoomorphic representations found at sites where excavators discovered 
human head engraved en face or fashioned as flat representations rarely result from similar 
representational approaches.  Instead, zoomorphic figures invariably appear engraved in profile 
or were fashioned as in-the-round images exhibiting volumetric qualities.  Shuangdun yielded 
two pottery engravings depicting human beings en face; in contrast the numerous zoomorphic 
engravings found at the site feature animals invariably shown in profile.  Xiaoshan generated a 
human face engraved en face on a stone; in contrast, animals represented on a zun vessel found at 
the site all appear in profile.  Sites where excavators found flat human head representations 
generally yielded zoomorphic images exhibiting volumetric qualities.  The only exceptions 
concerns two clay masks found at Beifudi (one representing a hybrid creature fusing human and 
pig traits (Fig. 3.28), the other a rabbit-like animal (Fig. 3.29), and perhaps an image excavated 
at Baiyinchanghan, which archaeologists categorized as a human head but whose fangs may 
point at a more hybrid identity (Fig. 3.20).135  At Xinglongwa culture sites, zoomorphic artifacts 
consist of volumetric in-the-round stone sculptures featuring a bear (Fig. 3.63) and a cicada (Fig. 
3.64).  Zoomorphic figures from other pre-5,000 BCE sites where excavations revealed flat 
human head representations invariably also feature in-the-round animals.  Zhaobaogou generated 
two flat clay human heads and a whole frog carved in stone (Fig. 3.65).  Houli culture sites of 
Xiaojingshan and Xihe, where archaeologists found similarly flat human representations, 
produced a 12.6-cm-long clay boar figurine (Fig. 3.66) and an equally in-the-round clay head, 




which excavators speculate features a pig (Fig. 3.67).136  Finally, Shuangdun generated two flat 
clay human heads but several clay modeling of animals shown in-the-round (Figs. 3.68-3.72). 
To the extent that figural images permit inferences about patterns of cognition, the 
regular flatness of anthropomorphic head representations in the earliest group of figural works 
from China suggests awareness of how special human faces are in the broader animal realm.  
The early images suggests that, consciously or not, image-makers recognized relative flatness 
and concentrated features as fundamental differences between the heads of human beings and 
those of other animal species.  Their approach to figural representation certainly seems to 
embody a perceived dichotomy between flat and condensed for human beings vs. in-the-round 
and volumetric for other animals. 
 
HUMAN FACES: EXPRESSIONS AND EMOTIONS 
Another characteristic of humans lacking in other animal species is the variety of 
expressions human faces can produce and the array of emotions these evoke or trigger.137  To 
modern observers, some facial representations pre-dating or approximating 5,000 BCE may 
appear to exhibit significant expressions, or at least, invite viewers to project emotions onto the 
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137 Charles Darwin has shown that animals tend to express their state of emotions (if they do) more 
through body posturing (such as ear drawing), movements, erection of dermal appendages (hair and 
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images.  The mouths, in particular, that image-makers gave to their works contribute to this 
impression.  In contrast with the serene demeanor of a clay face found at Zhaobaogou, whose 
mouth is defined by an unmodulated horizontal slit (Fig. 3.73), the rounded and protruding lips 
of the other face found at the site (Fig. 3.74) conveys a more animated state.  Astonishment or 
fear could be inferred from the rounded mouth and wide-opened eyes of a shell face found at 
Xinglonggou (Fig. 3.75).  Images seemingly expressing more aggressive states also exist in this 
early corpus.  Modern viewers could read a Beifudi clay face whose mouth features an upturned 
corner as displaying a sardonic grin (Fig. 3.76).  Likewise, emphasis given to exposed teeth in 
images found at Baiyinchanghan (Fig. 3.77) and Xinglonggou (Fig. 3.78) may imply that 
craftsmen sought to trigger fear in beholders.  Xinglonggou also yielded a mask-like artifact 
whose lack of mouth may appear unsettling to modern viewers, likely already disturbed to know 
that a piece of human skull served as the material for the artifact (Fig. 3.79). 
Of course, we cannot presume to know the minds or intentions of image-makers in 
northern China, particularly when conjuring the specific emotions or expressions proposed 
above.138  On the other hand, we cannot entirely dismiss the idea that early viewers perceived 
these images as expressive.  Moreover, universal cognitive factors in face perception supports 
the hypothesis that original image-makers and viewers would have been sensitive to the portrayal 
of facial expressions.  While studies on face perception have focused on human ability to 
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recognize individuals,139 research on person recognition has underscored the significance of 
basic face recognition processes.140  Differentiating invariant aspect of faces from changeable 
ones, researchers now believe that face perception involves several regions in the neural 
system.141  Invariant aspects of human faces, which make identity recognition of individuals 
possible, are neurologically processed by a region of the fusiform gyrus.  In contrast, changeable 
aspects of faces (lip movement, eye gaze, expression), which facilitate social communication, are 
neurologically processed by a region in the superior temporal sulcus.142  This corresponds to how 
early and modern viewers did and do process expressions conveyed by human faces and their 
representations.  Research in neuro-science has established the existence of specific biological 
processes to decipher facial expression, and this strongly implies that very similar biology is 
universal and common to early humans.  That in turn strongly supports the idea that facial 
expression was substantially as critical a psychological function in early China as it is in modern 
societies.  However, this does not imply that the meaning or impact of specific expressions 
would have been universally experienced in early China—we know that people in different 
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that are invariant across changes in expression and other movements of the eyes and mouth… The face 
perception system must represent both the invariant aspects of a face that specify identity, as well as the 
changeable aspects of a face that facilitate social communication.  The representation of identity must be 
relatively independent of the representation of the changeable aspects of a face, otherwise a change in 
expression or a speech-related movement of the mouth could be misinterpreted as a change of identity.” 
James V. Haxby, Elizabeth A. Hoffman and M. Ida Gobbini, “The Distributed Human Neural System for 
Face Perception,” 223.  For a summary of recent scholarship on face perception, see Alumit Ishai, “Let’s 




modern cultures communicate differently through the face.  The meaning of a particular 
expression would have depended in part on who the viewer was143 and what type of expression 
he or she observed: indeed, studies have shown that faces displaying anger tend to be more 
rapidly identified.144  The negative or even aggressive emotions conveyed by some images likely 
may have been more easily apprehended by original viewers.  At the very least, we should 
consider the possibility that image-makers and viewers were less sensitive to how accurately 
representations embodied actual human faces than to how they could convey human expression.  
In other words, facial expressions and the emotions these expressions trigger may have been of 
greater interest than creating likeness in the crafting of these artifacts. 
 
BARELY REPRESENTATIONAL IMAGES 
Archaeologists have included among figural objects pre-dating 5,000 BCE images that 
exhibit little formal naturalism and barely qualify as figural.  This section reviews some of these 
images to establish that they indeed belong to the corpus of early representations; they support 
the hypothesis that artisans at times struggled to represent full-body images in a world devoid of 
pre-existing representational models; and these images reveal high tolerance for somewhat 
amorphous representations. 
Xinglongwa culture examples that display few figural details include some of the images 
discussed above, notably the mouthless mask-like artifact crafted from a piece of human skull 
                                                           
143 Sensitivity to facial expressions varies between individuals and tends to depend on anxiety levels.  See 
Romina Palermo and Gillian Rhodes, “Are You Always on My Mind?” 81. 
 
144 “Studies using schematic stimuli suggest that angry faces may attract attention because of salient 
features, particularly the eyebrows…, but that the presence of a correctly oriented facial configuration 
may also be essential…  Angry faces might be detected more efficiently than faces displaying positive 




(Fig. 3.79), as well as a shell artifact from tomb M117 at Xinglongwa (Fig. 3.80) that when 
retrieved was broken in two (a 3-cm-tall triangular section and a 4.2-cm-long rectangular 
part).145  The image-maker reduced the human body to a head and a torso (or spine) and carved 
three circles intended to mark the presence of a pair of eyes and a mouth following a recurring 
practice in Xinglongwa culture imagery.  In fact, the recurring approach to facial representation 
at Xinglongwa sites permits one to categorize this shell ensemble as figural.  This has led 
scholars to include in the figural corpus a shell artifact found inside House 18 at Xinglonggou 
(Fig. 3.81) and two stone objects found respectively inside House 22 at Xinglonggou (Fig. 3.82) 
and in Ashpit 585 at Xinglongwa (Fig. 3.83).146  Formally and materially, these objects 
correspond to more complete facial representations found at Xinglonggou (Figs. 3.78 and 
3.84).147  These examples represent unfinished or minimal attempts at representing facial features 
that we identify as such through a formulaic correspondance to somewhat more complete works. 
A large figure found nestled in the ground in front of a hearth inside house AF19 at 
Baiyinchanghan, which excavators categorized as a female figure, also would qualify as barely 
representational were it not for the drawings included in the report (Fig. 3.85).  Carved in stone, 
the 36.6-cm-tall figure appears somewhat amorphous, more like a potato than a human being.  
Perhaps someone at Baiyinchanghan attributed an iconic quality to a large stone and proceeded 
to emphasize the mental image through minimal chiseling.  If not, then the image-maker who 
                                                           
145 Inner Mongolian Archaeological Team, Institute of Archaeology, Chinese Academy of Social Science 
“Neimenggu Aohanqi Xinglongwa juluo yizhi 1992 nian fajue jianbao,” 20. 
 
146 The images are mentioned and illustrated in Yang Hu et al., Yuqi qiyuan tansuo: Xinglongwa wenhua 
yuqi yanjiu ji tulu, 176 and 179.  As previously mentioned, another complete face (without shell teeth) 
also was collected from the site. 
 
147 The images are mentioned and illustrated in Yang Hu et al., Yuqi qiyuan tansuo: Xinglongwa wenhua 




worked in an environment largely devoid of full-body anthropomorphic representations for 
inspiration focused on facial features atop a large oblong stone and hinted at the presence of arms 
by creating two vertical bulges at mid-section. 
Finally, excavators recently found a Xinglongwa culture bone figure at the Bairin Right 
Banner site of Tabuaobao 塔布敖包 that appears barely representational (Fig. 3.86).  While 
excavators have characterized the 10-cm-long bone artifact as a bird head,148 were it not for the 
conflation of a hole we read as an eye and the pointed section we view as a beak, the artifact’s 
avian representational aspect would be overlooked—indeed, its form invites the proposition that 
it may represent a snake.  To a more limited extent, the same applies to the earliest zoomorphic 
image found in northern China, the bird found at Lingjing (Fig. 3.87).  Devoid of either eyes or 
beak (the attributes archaeologists must have observed on the Tabuobo bone artifact in order to 
see the avian character of the artifact), researchers have described this older antler figurine as a 
full-bodied bird standing on its legs.  These two objects inspire questions addressed in 
subsequent chapters:  How could an eye-less and beak-less figure look like a bird?  Do formal 
attributes alone play a role in how beholders perceive the artifacts?  Does the material nature of 
these two artifacts (bone and antler) play a role in how “bird-like” the artifacts appear? 
 
Conclusion 
This chapter introduced criteria artisans may have followed when selecting materials to 
create objects in prehistoric northern China.  It identified a “material-task synergy” (i.e., a 
preference for raw material easy to obtain or to work with), a “material-function synergy” (i.e., a 
                                                           
148 Zhongshan University, Department of Anthropology et al., “Neimenggu Balinyouqi Tabuaobao 




partiality towards particular substances depending on the object’s intended function), and a 
“material-representation synergy” (i.e., a tendency to use substances whose physical attributes 
are reminiscent of other substances).  These synergies can be viewed as occupying different 
points on a spectrum of utilitarian focus, i.e., the “material-task synergy” is the more practically 
oriented while the “material-representation synergy” moves the functional objective towards a 
signifying intent.  As briefly discussed in this chapter and further explored in Chapter Five, 
partiality toward materials approximating other substances at times likely played a role in the 
emergence and production of figuration in Neolithic China.  Since the act of figuration 
constitutes a degree of cross-material and conceptual mimesis, we should not be surprised if 
conceptually driven material approximation played a role in representational processes and we 
should consider the place of sensory perception in that dynamic. 
This chapter also proposed that a dearth of figural imagery in the broader visual 
environment prior to and around 5,000 BCE must have affected how excavated representations 
originally were produced and perceived, notably by restricting preconceived notions of what a 
figure was or ought to be.  The earliest images found in China signal that the near absence of 
imagery in the environment and limited representational habits coexisted with greater 
representational flexibility.  Faced with the task of representing humans and animals in pieces of 
clay, stone, bone and shell, early craftsmen perceived and devised methods to reproduce physical 
components, often through reductive processes.  Figures reveal a tendency to represent human 
beings as isolated heads, a practice perhaps linked to their relative isolation resting on narrow 
necks atop human torsos.  The treatment given to these heads, generally presented as flat in-the-
round works or en face engravings, also reveals awareness of how human facial features 
concentrate on one flat head section.  The attention allocated to facial features further shows 
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interest in their expressive potential in human beings.  In contrast, attention to facial components 
appears less significant in zoomorphic representations.  The more volumetric and dispersed 
facial features of animals and their greater body-head fusion invited full-bodied in-the-round or 
profile representations. 
Additionally, some barely representational images present in this corpus of the earliest 
images seem symptomatic of a largely imageless visual environment.  The lack of models 
probably lowered the threshold of what would be deemed figurative.  The barely representational 
anthropomorphic and zoomorphic images discussed above also raise fundamental questions, 
some of which subsequent chapters will address.  On the spectrum of formal realism, did 
Lingjing and Xinglongwa culture image-makers and viewers perceive these images as modern 
observers do?  Is there a threshold of naturalism or schematization that objects or depictions 
require before they can be perceived as representational?  Apart from form, could materiality 
also have served a significant role in how figurative or mimetic images appeared?  This question 





The Role of Pareidolia in the Emergence of Prehistoric Imagery 
 
Introduction 
Following a practice in Western scholarship of associating prehistoric art with stages in 
the cognitive development of its creators, researchers discussing pre-Neolithic art in China have 
integrated the topic of human cognition into their analyses.  Gao Xing and others consider 
engravings observed on an elephant tusk inside the Xinglongdong 兴隆洞 cave (150,000–
120,000 BP) as a significant indication of modern human behavior.1  Li Zhanyang, head of the 
Henan Province team that in 2009 discovered the small bird figurine dated ca. 13,000 BP at 
Lingjing 灵井, remarks that the figure could stand stably thanks to carved symmetrical notches 
on the feet and infers from this observation that “human beings already had a good grip of the 
equilibrium principal then.”2 
This chapter addresses a particular cognitive ability that researchers have asserted played 
a role in the emergence of prehistoric imagery worldwide but which remains to be addressed in 
the context of prehistoric China.  This cognitive aptitude entails projecting mental images onto 
natural material configurations or objects, as when, for example, one sees an animal in a cloud 
formation against a blue sky or a human figure in the root of a plant.  Termed “pareidolia,” the 
phenomenon is a subjective cognitive process associated with the emergence of art ever since 
                                                           
1 The authors further surmised that the engravings “imitate natural phenomena or attempt to express some 
abstract thought.  Therefore, the tusk yields the earliest archaeological evidence that could be related to 
primeval artistic creativity by human beings ever found so far.”  Gao Xing, et al., “120-150 ka Human 
Tooth and Ivory Engravings from Xinglongdong Cave, Three Gorges Region, South China,” Chinese 
Science Bulletin 49, no. 2 (2004): 175-80. 
 




Leon Battista Alberti (1404–1472) hypothesized in his essay on sculpture, De Satua, that figural 
imagery emerged when people projected images onto configurations observable in nature, such 
as a tree trunk or a rock surface.3  Since that time, scholars of prehistoric art have revealed how 
this human experience contributed to the creation of some of the earliest imagery from Africa, 
America, Europe and Siberia. 
This chapter investigates the extent to which pareidolia contributed to figure-making in 
prehistoric China.  It briefly introduces the scholarly fields in which pareidolia is considered 
relevant, focusing on the history of art.  It synthesizes the extent to which modern researchers 
believe that specific cognitive processes affected the emergence of prehistoric imagery in 
different parts of the globe.  The discussion then turns to East Asia before focusing on China, 
where this cognitive process has just began to enter the scholarly discourse regarding rock art 
and to impact the reception of early material culture.  While the current evidence does not 
indicate to me that pareidolia played a constant role throughout the history of figure-making in 
China, the phenomenon nevertheless appears to have been an element informing and motivating 
the emergence of figural representations. 
 
Pareidolia: Psychology, Neuroscience, Religion, Art History and Prehistory 
The best known application of the phenomenon of pareidolia in the domain of 
psychology is the Rorschach test developed by Swiss psychiatrist Hermann Rorschach (1884–
1922), in which a test-giver encourages a patient to project thoughts or mental images on 
amorphous ink blots and thereafter produces a diagnosis based on the nature of the patient’s 
                                                           
3 For an English translation of the text, see Cecil Grayson, ed. & trans., On Painting and On Sculpture. 
The Latin texts of De Pictura and De Statua. Leon Battista Alberti (London: Phaidon, 1972); E.H. 
Gombrich, Art and Illusion: A Study in the Psychology of Pictorial Representation (Princeton, NJ: 




projections.4  The phenomenon also has been studied by researchers in neuroscience.  A recent 
study in that field considered pareidolia a compelling experience because “finding meaning in 
ambiguous stimuli appears to depend on conceptual evaluation and cortical processing events 
similar to those typically observed for known objects.  To the brain, the vaguely Elvis-like potato 
chip truly can provide a substitute for the King himself.”5  In a seminal study in the field of 
religion, Stewart E. Gutrie expressed interest in pareidolia as part of cognitive mechanisms that 
stimulated the emergence of religious thought.  Gutrie discusses the emergence of religion in the 
context of a propensity to attribute human characteristics to observations in the immediate 
environment and links this predisposition to survival instincts.6 
Two other significant (and at times overlapping) fields of research whose scholars have 
shown interest in pareidolia are art history and prehistory.  The cognitive phenomenon became 
part of the discourse on the emergence of art relatively early.  As mentioned earlier, in De Statua 
Alberti posits that figural imagery first emerged in the world when people projected images onto 
configurations observable in nature.7  As Dario Gamboni noted, “It is striking how often, from 
Antiquity to the present day, imaginative perception has been invoked as an explanation of the 
origin of art…The recurrent idea claiming our attention is that the creation of the first 
representations was suggested by mental images (eiditism) or, in particular, by the perception of 
                                                           
4 Hermann Rorschach, Psychodiagnostik; Methodik und Ergebnisse eines wahrnehmungsdiagnostischen 
Experiments (deutenlassen von Zufallsformen); mit den zugehörigen Tests bestehend aus zehn teils 
farbigen Tafeln (Bern, Switzerland; Leipzig, Germany: E. Bircher, 1921). 
 
5 Joel L. Voss, Kara D. Federmeier, and Ken A. Paller, “The Potato Chip Really Does Look Like Elvis! 
Neural Hallmarks of Conceptual Processing Associated with Finding Novel Shapes Subjectively 
Meaningful,” Cerebral Cortex, 22 (2012): 2354. 
 
6 Stewart Elliott Guthrie, Faces in the Clouds: A New Theory of Religion (New York and Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1993). 
 
7 Ernst H. Gombrich.  Art and Illusion: A Study in the Psychology of Pictorial Representation (Princeton, 




accidental images in natural sources or in non-iconic human traces.”8  Alfred C. Haddon (1855–
1940) subsequently formulated a less well-known and more derogatory version of the same idea, 
in keeping with a contemporaneous methodology, which involved drawing parallels between 
prehistoric practices and observations of modern populations considered non-civilized.9  
Approaching the topic of early imagery from a different perspective, Georges-Henri Luquet 
(1876–1965) more specifically associated the phenomenon of pareidolia with the emergence of 
pictorial art, hypothesizing that the projection of mental images onto doodles had led to the 
depiction of figures.  Wondering how the act of figuring itself had started, Luquet drew from his 
own earlier work about children and drawing.10  His approach relied on the assumption that 
children and prehistoric people were at the same primal stage on the path to more advanced 
levels of cognition.11  He attributed the invention of art to the voluntary repetition of what 
                                                           
8 Dario Gamboni, Potential Images: Ambiguity and Indeterminacy in Modern Art (London: Reaktion 
Books, Ltd., 2002), 21-2. Gamboni’s work presents the phenomenon’s reception in Europe from 
Antiquity to modern days, and further shows that a reflection on perceptive imagination also occurred in 
the fields of literature and philosophy.  I am most grateful to Professor Zoë Strother for bringing Dario 
Gamboni’s work to my attention.  Another noteworthy study is Stewart E. Guthrie’s section on 
“Anthropomorphism in the Arts” in his Faces in the Clouds: A New Theory of Religion (New York and 
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994), 122-51. 
 
9 Alfred C. Haddon notes: “It is probable that suggestion in some cases first turned the human mind 
towards representation.  A chance form or contour suggested a resemblance to something else.  From 
what we know of the working of the mind of savages, a mere resemblance is sufficient to indicate an 
actual affinity.  These chance resemblances have occupied a very important place in what has been 
termed sympathetic magic, and natural objects which suggest other objects are frequently slightly carved, 
engraved, or painted in order to increase the fancied resemblance.”  Alfred C. Haddon, Evolution in Art: 
as Illustrated by the Life-Histories of Designs (London: W. Scott, 1895), 5. 
 
10 Georges-Henri Luquet, Les dessins d’un enfant (Paris: Alcan, 1913).  In a 1923 publication Georges-
Henri Luquet notes, “Si l’époque magdalénienne est fort éloignée dans le temps de l’enfance de l’art, 
l’esthétique que révèlent les oeuvres figurées de cette période est encore, à un degré notable, une 
esthétique d’enfant.” Georges-Henri Luquet, “Le réalisme dans l’art paléolithique.” L’Anthropologie, 
XXXIII (1923): 48; Marc Groenen, “Présentation générale,” in L’art pariétal: langage de la préhistoire, 
André Leroi-Gourhan (Grenoble: Éditions Jérôme Millon, 2009), 90. 
 





originally had been accidental marks, in which a Prehistoric individual had seen the partial 
silhouette of an animal, which he then completed and attempted to recreate.12  Later scholars 
repeatedly have linked the phenomenon of pareidolia with art.  The best synthesis of such views 
is Gamboni’s Potential Images: Ambiguity and Indeterminacy in Modern Art, which also 
demonstrates the lasting influence of a pareidolia-related artistic genre developed in Europe at 
the turn of the twentieth century.13 
While Gamboni addresses the influence of pareidolia in historical times, the phenomenon 
also remains associated with earlier representations.  Indeed, the majority of scholarship on 
pareidolia and art pertains to prehistoric, and in particular Paleolithic, work.  More recently some 
researchers have applied these concepts to Neolithic representations in northern Europe.  For 
example, Lise Nordenborg Myhre has shown that natural features resembling upturned boats 
catalyzed the carving of boat rock images in southwest Norway.14  Analysis of rock art at the 
Norwegian site of Revheim also uncovered a relationship between images and rocky surfaces 
and contours: image-makers integrated their works with veins of quartz evoking snowy 
landscape or the surface of the sea.15  Anastasia Dakouri-Hild discussed how agate artifacts 
produced in Greece at the Late Bronze Age palatial center of Thebes (fourteenth to the twelfth 
century BCE) carried patterns conducive to ‘potential images’ that “lurk somewhere between 
                                                           
12 Georges-Henri Luquet, “Le réalisme dans l’art paléolithique,” 20-48; Marc Groenen, Pour une histoire 
de la préhistoire, 336. 
 
13 Dario Gamboni notably argues that “potential images” had a lasting influence on modern art, and 
proposes “to make ‘potential images’ into a norm or a criterion of artistic importance, following what has 
been done in relation to the notion of ‘the formless.’” Potential Images, 9-10. 
 
14 Lise Nordenborg Myhre, Trialectic Archaeology: Monuments and Space in Southwest Norway 
(Stavanger: Museum I Stavanger, 2004).  Cited in Richard Bradley, Image and Audience, 208. 
 
15 Richard Bradley, Andrew Jones, Lise Nordenborg Myhre and Hannah Sackett, “Sailing through Stone: 
Carved Ships and the Rockface at Revheim, Southwest Norway.” Norwegian Archaeological Review 35, 




perception and imagination,” both “interpretations of mental derivation but also motivated by 
things and rely[ing] on the beholder for their realization.”16 
The first person to posit a link between prehistoric works found in Europe and pareidolia 
was Jacques Boucher de Crèvecoeur de Perthes (1788–1868), in his assessment of “pierres-
figures.”17  In Antiquités Celtiques et Antédiluviennes. Mémoire sur l’Industrie Primitive et les 
Arts à leur Origine, de Perthes argued that prehistoric men had observed anthropomorphic and 
zoomorphic shapes when looking at flints and reworked the lithics to enhance the figural forms 
they could see, resulting in what he called “pierres-figures.”18  Other scholars subsequently 
                                                           
16 Anastasia Dakouri-Hild, “Craft and Sensory Play in Late Bronze Age Boeotia,” in Making Senses of the 
Past: Toward a Sensory Archaeology, ed. Jo Day (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University, 2013), 323. 
 
17 Dario Gamboni, Potential Images; Marc Groenen, Pour une histoire de la préhistoire. 240-6. 
 
18 Jacques Boucher de Crèvecoeur de Perthes, Antiquités Celtiques et Antédiluviennes. Mémoire sur 
l’Industrie Primitive et les Arts à leur Origine (Paris: Treuttel et Würtz, I, 1847), 101.  For a discussion 
on “pierres-figures,” see Marc Groenen, Pour une Histoire de la Préhistoire, 240-6.  The 1847 
publication of Boucher de Perthes’s Antiquités Celtiques et Antédiluviennes finally served to establish the 
revolutionary idea that early men had lived contemporaneously with large, now extinct, animals prior to a 
putative Deluge.  Boucher de Perthes further argued for the distinction of two prehistoric periods 
identified as “Celtique” and “Antédiluvienne” (i.e., predating the biblical deluge).  For a bibliographic 
introduction to Boucher de Perthes, see Groenen, Pour une histoire de la préhistoire, 417-8.  Boucher de 
Perthes’ prehistoric periodization was followed in 1865 by John Lubbock’s more influential four-partite 
division: Paleolithic, Neolithic, Bronze Age, and Iron Age.  In Lubbock’s seminal words, “From the 
careful study of the remains which have come down to us, it would appear that Pre-historic Archaeology 
may be divided into four great epochs.  I. That of the Drift; when man shared the possession of Europe 
with the Mammoth, the Cave bear, the Woolly-haired rhinoceros, and other extinct animals.  This we may 
call the ‘Palaeolithic’ period.  II. The later or polished Stone Age; a period characterized by beautiful 
weapons and instruments made of flint and other kinds of stone; in which, however, we find no trace of 
the knowledge of any metal, excepting gold, which seems to have been sometimes used for ornaments.  
This we may call the ‘Neolithic’ period.”  Cautiously, Lubbock further notes: “In order to prevent 
misapprehension, it may also be well to state, at once, that, for the present, I only apply this classification 
to Europe, though, in all probability, it might be extended also to the neighbouring regions of Asia and 
Africa.  As regards to other civilized countries, China and Japan for instance, we, as yet, know but little of 
their prehistoric archaeology.”  John Lubbock, Pre-Historic Times, As Illustrated by Ancient Remains, 




published studies arguing that prehistoric stones were retouched in prehistoric times in order to 
enhance a perceived figure.19 
Some scholars greeted de Pertes’s hypothesis with skepticism.  A degree of skepticism 
persists today regarding Paleolithic peoples’ capacity to recognize, reproduce or complete iconic 
traces perceived in nature.  Dissenters may regard figural resemblance of objects that have been 
identified as representations as the result of taphonomic processes or may dismiss objects as non-
figural because they are anomalous.  It is true that a lack of nuance in some studies associating 
pareidolia with early imagery (coupled with modern observers’ potential to be tricked themselves 
by the phenomenon of pareidolia and lured into imagining that an object is figural when it is 
simply a natural form) have led to outlandish conclusions.20 
Mounting evidence in Africa, America, Europe, the Russian Plain, Siberia and East Asia 
shows that prehistoric people collected arresting natural items reminiscent of figures or 
retouched evocative natural forms (rocks, antlers, bones, shells) to enhance or complete a 
perceived likeness.  Randal White, a scholar of prehistoric art, estimates that nearly fifteen 
percent of known figural imagery present on cave walls (i.e., parietal art) in Europe involves the 
incorporation of evocative natural forms.21  For example, a horse painted on a cave wall at Pech-
                                                           
19 See Marc Groenen, Pour une histoire de la préhistoire, 244-6. 
 
20 A point in case is Japanese scholar Okamura Chonosuke’s work, which Earle E. Spamer of the 
Academy of Natural Sciences summarizes as follows: “Okamura did no less than discover the Silurian 
Period beginnings of all vertebrate life, including humans, 425 million years ago…Using slabs of 
polished limestone from Mount Nagaiwa in Iwate Prefecture, Okamura scrutinized the surfaces with a 
microscope.  There he saw tiny shapes, which most geologists have thought to be mineral grains and the 
fossils of tiny foraminifera and coral fragments.  But Okamura discerned that the figures resemble 
millimeter-sized remains of many modern animals, including human beings.  He had discovered, in a 
world older than Lilliput, the beginnings of vertebrate evolution.  He unwittingly revealed inherent flaws 
in both Darwinian and Creationist worldviews.”  For his work, (“Period of the Far Eastern Minicreatures” 
[1980] and “New Facts: Homo and All Vertebrata Were Born Simultaneously in the Former Paleozoic in 
Japan” [1983]) Chonosuke Okamura received the Ig Nobel Prize for Biodiversity in 1996.  See Earle E. 




Merle in southern France was positioned so that its head corresponds to a suggestive natural 
outcrop (Fig. 4.1).22  A noteworthy example of how pareidolia also played a role in the 
emergence of some smaller and three-dimensional works in Paleolithic Europe is an artifact 
recently recovered at the La Roche-Cotard site in France.  The object consists of a retouched 
trapezoidal flint featuring a natural tubular conduit into which a bone splinter was jammed and 
securely blocked by two small flint plaquettes inserted between the flint nodule and the bone 
splinter.  The horizontal bone extends on each side of a central ridge legible as a nose (Fig. 4.2).  
The result is an artifact that strongly suggests a face.  Researchers categorized the ensemble as a 
“pierre-figure” or “protofigurine” and hypothesize that a Neanderthal picked up a flint whose 
shape roughly evoked a face and proceeded to modify it by retouching its contour and inserting a 
bone splinter in order to enhance the resemblance.23 
The African continent has yielded better-known examples of three-dimensional images 
hinting at how early the cognitive process of pareidolia played a role in hominids’ approach to 
natural forms.24  As Robert Bednarick insightfully argued, “there are a number of indications that 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
21 Randall White, Prehistoric Art: The Symbolic Journey of Humankind, 112, 116.  For a summary of 
scholarship on the topic of form projections in European prehistoric art, see also Michel Lorblanchet, La 
naissance de l’art: Genèse de l’art préhistoric dans le monde (Paris: Éditions Errance, 1999), 9-18. 
 
22 An illustration of this Gravettian period work can be found in Patrick Paillet, Les arts préhistoriques 
(Rennes: Éditions Ouest-France, 2006), 64, Fig. 2. 
 
23 Jean-Claude Marquet and Michel Lorblanchet, “A Neanderthal Face? The Proto-Figurine from La 
Roche-Cotard, Langeais (Indre-et-Loire, France).” Antiquity 77, no. 298 (2003): 661-70. The object is all 
the more interesting in that remains at the site were securely associated with the Neanderthals’ 
Mousterian culture (ca. 150,000-35,000 BP) and lends support to mounting evidence that Neanderthals 
also engaged in symbolic productions.  An illustration of this period work appears in Patrick Paillet, Les 
arts préhistoriques, 12. 
 
24 Despite this fact, as Randall White pointed out, the large quantity of studies on prehistoric art from 
Europe is widely disproportionate compared to the attention attributed to prehistoric art in Africa.  The 
uneven geographical coverage is all the more unsettling considering that Africa, which is five times larger 
than Europe, does not lack in prehistoric specimens.  White notably states that “there are more well-
studied rock painting sites from one small French region, the Dordogne, than from the entire continent of 
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the iconicity of natural shapes was recognized quite early, and that sculpture began by 
emphasizing the iconic features of natural forms.”25  A manuport found inside the South African 
Makapansgat Cave in a context dated 2.5–3 Ma BP led to the proposal that Australopithecus 
hominids had noticed the anthropomorphic aspect of the cobble thus formed by natural erosion 
(Fig. 4.3).26  Another noteworthy item is a light-brown cuttlefish fossil discovered among rock 
arrangements marking a dwelling at the Late Acheulian site of Erfoud in eastern Morocco (Fig. 
4.4).  While common in Morocco, such cuttlefish fossils (Orthoceras sp.) do not occur in the 
region of Erfoud.  Considering that the fossil naturally bears strong resemblance to a human 
penis, Robert Bednarik has argued that its peculiar shape led Acheulian individuals to collect and 
transport it a long distance to the Erfoud site.27 
Apart from unmodified manuports reminiscent of a human form (be it a full figure or a 
body part), some evocative natural forms were retouched and thus qualify as artifacts and 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
Africa.  The reader should keep in mind that the Dordogne would fit into Africa roughly 500 times.”  
White partly attributes the discrepancy to the history of European colonialism and racism in Africa. 
However, despite its wide corpus, most figural imagery found in Africa remains undated.  White 
estimates that approximately 15,000 human images have been found just in the zone encompassing 
Brandberg (Namibia) and the Drakensberg and Eastern Cape (South Africa).  White, Prehistoric Art, 152, 
162. 
 
25 Robert G. Bednarik, “Pleistocene Palaeoart of Asia.” Arts 2 (2013): 68. 
 
26 See Raymond A. Dart, “The Waterworn Autralopithecine Pebble of Many Faces from Makapansgat.” 
South African Journal of Science 70 (1974): 167-9.  The unusual red cobble features two sides whose 
configurations resemble faces, and it was found deep inside a cave in a deposit where Australopithecine 
remains were discovered.  Robert Bednarick made a compelling argument that the stone had been carried 
from afar into the cave by an Australopithecine.  Like earlier scholars, Bednarick also argued that the 
faces resemble more those of reconstituted Australopithecines then modern human beings, making it 
likely that these early hominids could have recognized their own features in the naturally 
‘anthropomorphic’ cobble.  Bednarik saw in the manuport evidence of “an early hominid ability to detect 
at least some aspects of iconicity, even if only at a ‘reflexive’ level.” Robert G. Bednarik, “The 
‘australopithecine’ cobble from Makapansgat, South Africa.”  South African Archaeological Bulletin 53 
(1998): 4-8; Robert G. Bednarik, “The Earliest Evidence of Palaeoart.” Rock Art Research 20, no. 2 
(2003): 14. 
 




perhaps the earliest known human representations.28  For example, a volcanic scoria nodule 
recovered in 1981 at Berekhat Ram (Israel) in an Acheulian occupation layer (Fig. 4.5)29 dates 
from 233,000 ±3,000 BP.  The object evokes a female torso framed by two arms and topped with 
a head. While the peculiar shape of this scoria lump is mostly natural, close analysis has revealed 
that grooves marking the figure’s neck were purposefully deepened with a tool and that scraping 
served to enhance the figure’s shoulders and chest.30  Numerous scholars subscribe to the view  
that the object is the earliest anthropomorphic figurine ever found, but others disagree.31 
                                                           
28 Robert G. Bednarik argued the objects were proto-figurines, restricting the term to objects bearing 
“evidence that they are not just iconic, in the sense that they resemble another object they are seen to 
represent; there must also be a clear indication that the object was modified by human hand so as to 
emphasize that natural or inherent iconicity.” Bednarik, The Human Condition, 68. 
 
29 Naama Goren-Inbar, “A Figurine from the Acheulean Site of Berekhat Ram.” Mitekufat Haeven 19 
(1986): 7-12; Naama Goren-Inbar and S. Pelz, “Additional Remarks on the Berekhat Ram Figurine.” 
Rock Art Research 12 (1995): 131-2.  The artifact recurrently appears as the earliest figural art object.  
For example, see Douglas Palmer, Origins: Human Evolution Revealed (New York: Octopus Publishing 
Group, 2010), 216-7. 
 
30 Before any material analysis was conducted, Andrew Pelcin suggested that a geological explanation 
could account for the figurine, for scoria (a pyroclastic substance ejected from volcanoes) tends to present 
natural groovings similar to those observable on the figurine.  See Andrew Pelcin, “A Geological 
Explanation for the Berekhat Ram Figurine.” Current Anthropology 35 (1994): 674-5.  Two subsequent 
analyses confirmed the anthropic nature of groves marking the figure’s neck and arms.  See Alexander 
Marshack, “The Berekhat Ram Figurine: A Late Acheulan Carving from the Middle East.” Antiquity 71 
(1997): 327-37 and Francesco d’Errico and April Nowell, “A New Look at the Berekhat Ram Figurine: 
Implications for the Origins of Symbolism.” Cambridge Archaeological Journal 10, no. 1 (April 2000): 
123-67.  See also Robert G. Bednarik, “A Figurine from the African Acheulian.” Current Anthropology 
44, no. 3 (June 2003): 411. 
 
31 Paul G. Bahn, “New Developments in Pleistocene Art.” Evolutionary Anthropology 4 (1996): 206; 
Marshack, “The Berekhat Ram Figurine,” 327-37; D’Errico and Nowell, “A New Look at the Berekhat 
Ram Figurine,” 123-67; Bednarik, “A Figurine from the African Acheulian,” 7.  Paul Bahn and Jean 
Vertut categorized the object as being “an intentionally enhanced image, and indisputably an ‘art object.’” 
Paul G. Bahn and Jean Vertut, Journey Through the Ice Age (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1997), 24. Some scholars disagree with the description.  Emmanuel Anati quipped that a figurine’s 
presence inside a strata dated circa 300,000 BP engenders doubts akin to the discovery of a TV set inside 
a Neolithic context: it is either not a TV set or not from Neolithic times.  See Emmanuel Anati, Aux 
origines de l’art: 50 000 ans d’art préhistorique et tribal (Paris: Librairie Arthème Fayard, 2003), 69, 74. 
Randall White also argued against the identification, for no other object of similar form and age was 
recovered in the area.  See Randall White, Prehistoric Art, 30.  Since the artifact was created by 
enhancement of an evocative natural form, the lack of other similar objects at the site may not be relevant.  
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Another well-known artifact recovered alongside hand axes in an undisturbed Acheulian 
deposit dated circa 500,000–300,000 BP in Morocco also has been categorized as figural.  The 
Tan-Tan figurine, named after the town near the deposit, consists of metamorphosized quartzite, 
whose anthropomorphic form largely results from natural processes (Fig. 4.6).  While some 
specialists have argued that the lithic’s anthropomorphic quality was merely fortuitous and solely 
derived from natural weathering, others have shown that natural grooves were modified and that 
the object bore traces of a red substance (iron and manganese), suggesting that the image 
originally was considered special.32  Questioning whether the “figurines” found at Berekhat Ram 
in Israel and Tan-Tan in Morocco should be viewed as “cultural freaks,” Robin Dennel recently 
argued that these rare items should not be dismissed as non-symbolic.33 
Beyond Europe and Africa, other areas have yielded lesser known figural artifacts, 
suggesting that their makers also experienced the phenomenon of pareidolia.  For example, an 
artifact recovered in Mexico from the Becerra formation (a Late Pleistocene sediment bed in 
Tequixquiac) features an animal head variously identified as a dog, coyote, wolf or peccary (Fig. 
4.7).  Attributed to the Late Paleoindian period (12,000–9,000 BP) and carved from the 
mineralized sacrum of an extinct camelid, the object is regarded as one of the oldest figural  
  
                                                                                                                                                                                           
Chances likely were low to find another nodule bearing not only the same natural grooving but also 
featuring a similar shape conducive to seeing a figure as a result of pareidolia and thus inducing man-
made modifications intended to enhance the resemblance. 
 
32 Robert Bednarik notes that pigment present on the Tan-Tan figurine is the earliest known evidence of 
applied pigment.  Bednarik, “A Figurine from the African Acheulian.” 405-13; Bednarik, “The Earliest 
Evidence of Palaeoart,” 10. 
 




images ever produced in North America.34  The figure is remarkable, for its creator clearly 
projected the mental image of an animal on the natural configurations of a sacrum (a bony 
component of the pelvic girdle) and adjusted the bone to enhance the perceived animal head.  
The artisan effectively read the bone’s uppermost obturator foramina (openings through which 
nerves and veins circulate) as a pair of eyes and proceeded to cut the sides of the sacrum so as to 
enhance a snout-like shape and create ear-like projections. 
Prehistoric artifacts recovered in Russia, from its modern border with Ukraine to its far 
eastern limits in Siberia, also evidence that pareidolia at times contributed to the creation of 
figural representations.   The site of Avdeevo, located at the Russian-Ukranian border and 
occupied ca. 21,000–20,000 BP, included remarkable figural examples crafted from the bones of 
mammoths, wolves and hares.  Researchers found that the natural configurations of the animals’ 
metapodia and phalanges (long bones found in the feet) had been reworked so as to complete 
perceived images and give them eyes and ears.35  In light of these finds, the excavator concluded 
that “perhaps, just as the Paleolithic artists saw the contour of an animal in the rocky ledge of a 
cave and brought it out with a few deft strokes, so too in the mammoth metapodia they saw a 
certain resemblance to a familiar and habitual image, which they clarified and defined by 
                                                           
34 Paul G. Bahn, “Pleistocene Images outside Europe.” Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society LVII 
(1991): 91-102; Robert N. Zeitlin and Judith Francis Zeitlin, “The Paleoindian and Archaic Cultures of 
Mesoamerica,” in The Cambridge History of the Native Peoples of the Americas, Volume 2: Mesoamerica, 
Part 1, ed. Richard E.W. Adams and Murdo J. MacLeod (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 
69-70. 
 
35 Mariana Gvozdover, Art of the Mammoth Hunters: The Finds from Avdeevo (Oxford: Oxbow Books, 
1995), 41-2. Interestingly, the archaeologists discovered that such animal bones had been replicated in 
ivory.  Noting that such bones were generally reworked to include a head, they postulated that “man, in 
fashioning the [ivory] metapodium, was not depicting the bone as such, but perhaps a certain stable image 
associated in his consciousness with the general shape of an object ‘with figured head,’ a particular 
instance of which was the metapodium, being only one of the forms of expression of this head-symbol.”  
Mariana Gvozdover thus implied that Avdeevo carvers replicated bones in ivory because they had 




appropriate workmanship.  Thus we see that, in a way, the artifacts with a sculptured head 
represent a much more interesting source for the analysis and interpretation of the art of the 
Avdeevo culture than all the other artifacts.”36  The Siberian site of Malt’a in the Angara river 
basin (north of Mongolia) dated to 21,000 BP also produced deer phalanges.37  Duncan Caldwell 
argued that some of these phalanges served as anthropomorphic figurines and originally may 
have been dressed up like the bone dolls still produced in the Katonga river basin in the early 
twentieth century.38  More recently, excavators discovered mammoth-shaped figurines among 
remains dated to circa 28,000 BP at the Yana RHS site in Artic Siberia, in the making of which 
pareidolia is said to have played a role.  Image-makers at Yana RHS whittled antler bases into 
animal forms.  As scholars noted, “[t]he rough texture of the antler base with its bony 
excrescences may have simulated association with fur or hair, leading to the choice of this 
material for figurines.”39  If the authors are correct, then artisans projected the mental image of 
                                                           
36 Gvozdover, Art of the Mammoth Hunters, 42. 
 
37 Zoya A. Abramova, L’art paléolithique d’Europe Orientale et de Sibérie (Grenoble: Jérôme Millon, 
1995).  Malt’a likely was a seasonal deer-hunting camp.  Apart from anthropomorphic figurines and 
others representing flying birds, ornamented deer phalanges were found, as well as reproductions of red 
deer incisors crafted in nephrite jade.  Similar finds were recovered at Buret’.  English reports on Malt’a 
and Buret’ can be found in German Medvedev, “Upper Paleolithic Sites in South-Central Siberia,” in The 
Paleolithic of Siberia: New Discoveries and Interpretations, ed. Anatoliy P. Derev’anko, Demitri B. 
Shimkin and W. Roger Powers (Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1998), 126-9. 
 
38 Duncan Caldwell, “Paleolithic Whistles or Figurines? A Preliminary Survey of Pre-Historic Phalangeal 
Figurines.” Rock Art Research 26, no. 1 (2009): 65-82.  Caldwell notes that “to users of such effigies, the 
bone’s proximal end looks like the pelvis while the narrower distal end with its articular knobs (the 
condyles) resembles shoulders, complete with breasts, or a neckless head with oblique, owl-like eye 
sockets.”  He identifies other prehistoric artifacts in Greenland and the Iberian Peninsula as evidencing 
the practice of “seeing” human or zoomorphic figures in bones and enhancing the resemblance by 
modifying them.  For the image of a bone transformed into an anthropomorphic body (replete with fabric, 
beads and a pony tail-shaped wig), see Marina Federova and Valentina Gorbatcheva, Art of Siberia (New 
York: Parkstone Press International, 2008), 123. 
 
39 Vladimir V. Pitulko, Elena Y. Pavlova, Pavel A. Nikolskiy, and Varvara V. Ivanova, “The Oldest Art 
of the Eurasian Arctic: Personal Ornaments and Symbolic Objects from Yana RHS, Arctic Siberia.” 
Antiquity 86, no. 333 (2012): 651. 
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animal fur on the natural texture of an antler and completed the perceived animal-texture 
resemblance by shaping the antler into a mammoth profile.  The process is noteworthy, for 
pareidolia here also involved materiality and led to an adjustment of the form of the antler in 
order to represent both the texture and shape of a mammoth. 
Evidence also points to the occurrence of pareidolia-mediated prehistoric imagery 
northeast of mainland China on the Korean peninsula and on the Japanese island of Kyushu.  
One instance concerns small facial representations crafted in bones that archaeologists found in 
South Korea at the Durubong 두루봉 Cave No. 2 site in contexts dated circa 32,000 BP.40  While 
deer bones found at the site had been subjected to pecking, pocking or engraving clearly intended 
to mark eyes, noses and mouths (Fig. 4.8), Yi Yung-jo 이융조 (who led the excavations) also 
observed the presence of figures crafted in bone, whose makers had used natural bone openings 
to indicate animal eyes (Fig. 4.9).41  Despite Yi’s belief that the objects were figural, the idea that 
early hominids in Korea partook in the creation of such figural forms has been contentious.42  
                                                           
 
40 Yung-jo Yi, “Progress Report on the Paleolithic Culture of Turubong No. 2 Cave at Ch’ŏngwŏn.” 
Korea Journal 23, no. 8 (1983), 26-7; Jane Portal, Korea: Art and Archaeology (New York: Thames & 
Hudson Inc., 2000), 23-4.  While Jane Portal dates the site to 100,000–40,000 BP, biostratigraphy and 
mass spectometry yielded results locating the site to circa 32,000 BP.  See Christopher J. Norton, “The 
Current State of Korean Paleoanthropology.” Journal of Human Evolution 38 (2000): 807. 
 
41 Yung-jo Yi notes “There were techniques with which they signified the bird by describing just the beak 
and eyes, and they used the nerve holes as substitutes for eyes.” Yung-jo Yi, “Progress Report on the 
Paleolithic Culture of Turubong No. 2 Cave at Ch’ongwon,” 27. 
 
42 Christopher J. Norton notes that “a number of osseus implements and bone art appear to have been 
simply the result of carnivore, rather than hominid, modification.”  See Christopher J. Norton, “The 
Current State of Korean Paleoanthropology,” 821.  Christopher J. Bae also notes the figures “appear to be 
the result of carnivore tooth marks that, because of their coincidental placement, appears to be two eyes 
and a nose.  Most would argue against the presence of ‘human face-shaped sculptures’ at both Durubong 
(and Jeommal).  Because more parsimonious explanations exist, it is probably better to consider these 
examples of ‘Paleolithic art and symbolism’ in Korea to just natural occurrences.  Should they be present, 
we eagerly await better examples of Paleolithic art and symbolism to be found in Korea, more along the 
lines of the evidence found in sites like Blombos Cave, Dolni Vestonice, Hohle Fels, and Zhoukoudian 
Upper Cave.” Christopher J. Bae, “Paleolithic Cave Home Bases, Bone Tools, and Art and Symbolism—
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However, if Yi Yung-jo himself did not experience the phenomenon of pareidolia (thereby 
seeing figures where none existed) and indeed discovered pareidolia-induced prehistoric images 
reminiscent of the aforementioned sacrum found in Mexico, then these images would add to the 
growing corpus of pareidolia-mediated figures already found in Africa, Europe, the Americas 
and Russia.  The similar examples in multiple locations at multiple times tends to support Yi’s 
interpretation here and, more importantly, the pareidolia analysis of other particular pre-historic 
objects. 
At least one other prehistoric artifact recovered on the Korean peninsula exemplifies how 
the natural configurations of seashells also triggered pareidolia and lead ancient craftsmen to 
embody the mental image by retouching a natural form to represent a figure.  This object is dated 
to the Bissalmuneui 빗살문늬 period (ca. 10,000–3,500 BP), for which the existence of figural 
representations is more widely accepted.43  The Dongsam-dong 동삼동 shell midden site 
(radiocarbon dates range from ca. 8,000–5,500 BP) located on the southernmost coast bordering 
the Sea of Japan yielded a noteworthy representational object, which consists of a scallop shell 
(Patinopecten yessoensis) to which someone added three openings standing for a mouth and two 
eyes (Fig. 4.10).  While at first glance the image may seem undeterminable, closer attention 
reveals that a human face was the intended subject.44  Aside from the appropriate proportion and 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
Perspective from Korea.” Journal of the Hoseo Archaeological Society / Hoseo gogohak 湖西考古学. 29 
(2013): 67-8.  While both authors cannot be blamed for inviting caution, they clearly ignore a wide body 
of Paleolithic evidence on early figuration.  Instead, Bae points to an array of artifacts recovered in Africa, 
Europe and China (half of which qualify as symbolic or ornamental but which are in no way figural) that 
have become standards in introductions on Paleolithic art. 
 
43 Referred to as Bissalmuneui빗살문늬 in native Korean and Jeulmun 즐문, 櫛文 in Sino-Korean, the 
period is named after the “comb pattern” decoration observable on most pottery surfaces then produced.   
 
44 The shell, which was found in the uppermost layer (Layer 3) at Dongsam-dong, is recurrently presented 
as a human mask.  See Ki-baik Lee, A New History of Korea (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
1984), 8; Won-yong Kim, Art and Archaeology of Ancient Korea (Seoul: The Taekwang Publishing Co., 
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placement of eyes and mouth openings that reproduce the isosceles triangle these elements form 
in a human face, the mouth aperture is localized right above the shell’s umbo, the triangular 
protuberance present on bivalve shells.  At once bulging from and framed on each side by the 
shell hinge, the shell umbo recalls a human chin and the adjacent and recessed hinge section 
brings to mind a neck and shoulder line.  The shell’s overall contour (umbo, hinge, rounded 
upper section) and its convex surface evoke the form of a human face.45  The placement of the 
eyes and mouth vis-à-vis the umbo suggests that the latter was viewed as an evocative form that 
in turn led the object-maker to complete a perceived mental image by punching holes to 
represent a mouth and eyes. Had the figure-maker not perceived the umbo as having the potential 
to stand for a chin, the man-made holes would have been placed differently on the shell.  Unlike 
some bone artifacts discussed earlier, whose natural apertures (foramina) induced observers to 
project the mental image of eyes, in the present case it is the natural contour of the shell which 
first must have recalled a human face.  
The existence of a similar shell artifact recovered from the middle to late Jōmon period 
(14,000–300 BCE) at the Adaka 阿高 shell midden on Kyushu Island in Japan is noteworthy.  Its 
maker also added three apertures to stand for a pair of eyes and a mouth, placing them in the 
same position vis-à-vis the shell umbo and hinge section as found on the Dongsam-dong shell 
face.  The object lends support to the proposition that pareidolia played a role in the emergence 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
1986), 54, 163; Sarah Milledge Nelson, The Archaeology of Korea (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1993), 72; Portal, Korea: Art and Archaeology, 27. 
 
45 While the corrugated surface texture engendered by the shell’s natural ribbing does not correspond to 
generally slicker human epidermis, the radial ribbing emanating from the mouth opening could echo the 




of these shell-bound images and suggests that the phenomenon also occurred in prehistoric times 
in the Japanese archipelago.46 
 
Pareidolia and Chinese Culture 
Scholars interested in pareidolia and its implications for worldwide material culture and 
arts have investigated the phenomenon in relation to Chinese beliefs and artifacts from historical 
times.  In 1885, Reverand Timothy Harley (d. 1904) published a manuscript entitled Moon Lore 
correlating the phenomenon with popular beliefs first developed in China from the Han Dynasty 
onward.  Harley essentially argued that the projection of mental images on configurations 
observed on the surface of the moon triggered the belief in China that a hare lived therein, 
explaining: “[w]hen the moon is waxing, from about the eighth day to the full, it requires no very 
vivid imagination to descry on the westward side of the lunar disk a large patch very strikingly 
resembling a rabbit or hare.  The oriental noticing this figure, his poetical fancy developed the 
myth-making faculty, which in process of time elaborated the legend of the hare in the moon, 
which has left its marks in every quarter of the globe.”47  As Michael Loewe demonstrated, the 
earliest literary link between the hare and the moon in China is the Tianwen poem contained in 
the Chu Ci, which asks “What is the peculiar virtue of the moon, the Brightness of the Night, 
                                                           
46 To my knowledge, the phenomenon has not been discussed for prehistoric art in Japan.  However, the 
role pareidolia played in image-making during the historical period has not been lost on scholars of 
Japanese culture.  For example, Joel W. Martin has convincingly shown that patterns observable on the 
back of crabs living in the Sea of Japan bear an uncanny resemblance to portraits of grimacing samurais, a 
resemblance which helped generate the myth that these crabs are ghosts of Heike warriors.  Joel W. 
Martin also notes that “many Asian countries have vernacular names to account for the similarity of such 
crabs to a human face, such as the Chinese name Kuei Lien Hsieh (Ghost or Demon faced crab), and in 
several countries the crabs play a prominent role in local folklore, sometimes being considered sacred, 
with the face representing that of a deceased relative.”  Joel W. Martin, “The Samurai Crab,” Terra 31, no. 
3 (1993): 30-4. 
 




which causes it to grow once more after its death? What does it advantage it to keep a frog [or 
hare] in its belly?”48  Loewe further discussed how subsequent texts expounded on the idea that a 
hare, a frog, both or a woman (Chang’e 嫦娥) inhabited the moon and investigated how these 
beliefs were represented in funerary art starting in the Han dynasty.49  Remarkably, Timothy 
Harley’s work discusses how the same or similar beliefs emerged in other parts of the world, 
lending support to the hypothesis that pareidolia stimulated the figural imagery worldwide 
associated with the moon.  Today, popular media continue to propagate Harley’s ideas.50 
Recently, an attempt has been made to link pareidolia and a belief in mythical figures 
associated with the dawn of Chinese history.  Daniela Bustamante, Patricio D. Bustamante, and 
Yao W. Fay sought to demonstrate that the three mythical figures of Pangu 盘古, Fuxi 伏羲 and 
Shennong 神农 originally were mountains that people in early China had eventually “humanized” 
through processes akin to pareidolia.51 While their conclusions may be questionable, this study 
conducted by researchers in archaeoastronomy and petroglyph study remains one of the few 
systematic attempts to link aspects of early Chinese thought with the phenomenon of pareidolia. 
Art historians also have demonstrated how the phenomenon of pareidolia influenced 
significant art forms in historical China.  Robert E. Harrist Jr. has discussed how the practice of 
projecting mental images on elements of nature such as stone slabs, rocks and even mountains is 
                                                           
48 Michael Loewe, Ways to Paradise: The Chinese Quest for Immortality (Taipei: SMC Publishing Inc, 
1994), 54. 
 
49 Ibid., 54-5. 
 




51 Patricio D. Bustamante, Yao W. Fay and Daniela Bustamante, “The Worship to the Mountains: A 
Study of the Creation Myths of the Chinese Culture,” 1-27 www.rupestreweb.info/china.html. 
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well documented for historical times.52  Other scholars have discussed the relationship between 
landscape painting and evocative patterns observable on stone slabs.  These slabs, either framed 
as screens or incorporated into furniture, exhibit on their flat surfaces pigmented natural patterns 
that carried an iconic charge, since they recalled landscape paintings in pre-modern China.53  
Horst W. Janson first correlated untrammeled painting (i-pin) produced during the Tang and 
Song dynasties with such slabs, hypothesizing that ideals of i-pin paintings “led the Chinese to 
the discovery that certain kinds of veined marble could be sliced in such a way that the surface 
suggested the mountain ranges and mist-shrouded valleys characteristic of Sung landscapes.  The 
marble slabs would be framed like paintings and supplied with an evocative inscription.”54  John 
Hay later speculated that marble slabs had influenced representations by Song painters Mi Fu 
and Mi Youren.55  Subsequently, Charles Lachman and Dario Gamboni repositioned pre-modern 
Chinese landscape painting within the broader phenomenon of “images made by chance.”56  
Although these insights do not directly bear on the origins of pre-historic imagery, they illustrate 
the application of pareidolia to human artistic activity in China.  This chapter now will attempt to 
show that pareidolia played a role in both the emergence of figuration in prehistoric China and its 
reception. 
 
                                                           
52 Robert E. Harrist, Jr., “Mountains, Rocks, and Picture Stones: Forms of Visual Imagination in China.” 
Orientations (December 2003): 39-45. 
 
53 John Hay, Kernels of Energy, Bones of Earth: The Rock in Chinese Art (New York: China Institute in 
America, 1985), 84. 
 
54 Horst W. Janson, “Chance Images,” in Dictionary of the History of Ideas: Studies of Selected Pivotal 
Ideas, Vol. 1, ed. Philip P. Wiener (New York: Scribner’s, 1973): 352-3. 
 
55 Hay, Kernels of Energy, Bones of Earth, 85-6. 
 
56 Charles Lachman, “The ‘Image Made by Chance’ in China and the West: Ink Wang Meets Jackson 





Art historians interested in this cognitive phenomenon have developed useful 
terminology whose applicability to material found in China varies, but certain concepts may help 
develop the framework for an analysis of pre-historic Chinese figurative representations.  Janson 
first associated pareidolia with the phrase “chance images,” introducing these as “meaningful 
visual figurations perceived in materials—most often rocks, clouds, or blots—that have not been, 
or cannot be, consciously shaped by men.”57  Gamboni differentiates “chance images” or 
“accidental images” induced by natural phenomena or materials (like projecting the mental 
image of an animal figure on a cloud, water, a rock or a mountain) from intentionally produced 
“potential images,” which he characterizes as artistic representations “that depend on the 
‘onlooker’s state of mind’ and come fully into being, in conformity with the artist’s intentions, 
only through the participation of the onlooker.”58  Gamboni also devised the phrase “imaginative 
perception,” noting that while chance images and potential images fundamentally differ from the 
standpoint of intentionality, both categories “give prominence to the imaginative side of 
perception.”59 
While the concept of “potential images” is not applicable to the corpus of pareidolia-
linked representations in prehistoric China, that of “chance images” or “accidental” images is 
relevant.  Gamboni’s lexicon regarding the “imaginative side of perception” and “imaginative 
                                                           
57 Janson, “Chance Images,” 340. 
 
58 Gamboni argues that “potential images” had a lasting influence on modern art and proposes “to make 
‘potential images’ into a norm or a criterion of artistic importance, following what has been done in 
relation to the notion of ‘the formless.’”  Gamboni, Potential Images, 9-10. 
 




perception” also is useful for understanding an aspect of human perception that makes mental 
projections possible and opens the door to active creativity. 
 
Pareidolia, Terminology and Metaphors 
Some of the terminology used to discuss Neolithic artifacts in China likely derives from 
the fleeting moments when modern scholars experienced pareidolia, a form of mental projection 
not restricted to prehistoric people.  As Sander E. van des Leeuw observed, “Perception and 
cognition together constitute the universal interface between the realm of ideas which a human 
being has internalized and the realm of matter and energy which surrounds an individual.”60  As 
interface between the material world and internalized ideas, human perception-cognition collects 
data from the material environment and projects assessments on that data.  This operative 
mechanism affected people living in northern China in prehistoric times as much as it influences 
modern observers studying excavated artifacts.  Pareidolia, a form of envisioning that scholars 
are not immune to, in rare instances contributes to a distortion of evidence, like the recent 
presentation of a bone hairpin which may entice readers to think the object was figurative (Figs. 
4.11, 4.12 and 4.13).61  However, pareidolia seems to have contributed to the emergence of terms 
used to label or describe excavated material. 
                                                           
60 Sander E. van des Leeuw, “Cognitive aspects of ‘technique,’” in The Ancient Mind: Elements of 
Cognitive Archaeology, ed. Colin Renfrew and Ezra B.W. Zubrow (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1994), 135. 
 
61 A bone hairpin exemplifies how the pull of pareidolia at times may play a role in how excavated 
material is presented, how the mode of presentation can contribute to triggering this cognitive process in 
readers, and inadvertently mislead them into thinking that an object is figurative.  Archaeologists 
retrieved the 18-cm-long artifact from tomb M40 during 2007 excavations at Hala Haigou 哈啦海沟, a 
Xiaoheyan 小河沿 culture (ca. 3,000–2,600 BCE) cemetery located in Chifeng City, Inner Mongolia.  A 
color photograph of the object appears in a short article introducing the site and part of a volume featuring 
the most significant archaeological discoveries of 2008 in China (Fig. 4.11). Presented horizontally alone 
and prominently displayed against a black ground, the object consists of an elongated segment tapering at 
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Some of the terminology developed in China to discuss Neolithic artefacts suggests that 
pareidolia at times influenced modern observers who introduced metaphorical terms.  An 
example can be noted in descriptions of some ding 鼎 vessels, a type of tripod clay container 
notably produced in the area of modern Shandong province during the Longshan period (2,550–
1,950 BCE) (Fig. 4.14).62  The containers’ triangular feet display a raised corrugated clay 
appliqué along the vertical axis of each leg and small round openings on both sides of this ridge 
(Fig. 4.15).63  Modern observers have seen in these clay feet the face of a ghost or a bird’s head.  
                                                                                                                                                                                           
one end, a curved mid-section and a forked extremity whose projections each feature saw tooth grooves.  
At first sight, the object may appear figural, reminiscent of a crocodilian.  The accompanying text does 
not refer to the featured object beyond the fact that excavators found bone hairpins at the site nor does it 
categorize the artifact as figural.  However, the selection of this particular hairpin (among six hairpins 
recovered at the site) to be featured in this introductory article, its prominence (one of eight objects 
illustrated, out of 210 artifacts recovered at the site) in this publication aimed at introducing sensational 
discoveries and its horizontal position in the picture all are noteworthy.  These particularly stand out 
given the treatment of this and other recovered artifacts in the more substantial archaeological report 
published for the Hala Haigou site.  First, the few illustrations included in the short 2008 article 
introducing the site reveal that its authors privileged artifacts featuring figures: out of eight illustrations, 
two focus on clay containers bearing zoomorphic motifs (birds) — the only two pieces of pottery 
featuring figural motifs out of sixty-four ceramics recovered at Hala Haigou.  Second, the article’s authors 
not only chose to represent this particular bone hairpin but remarkably decided to present it horizontally, a 
position which does not correspond to the orientation given to other hairpins in the archaeological report 
where the hairpin is displayed vertically twice (Figs. 4.12 and 4.13).  Placed vertically, the hairpin does 
not resemble a figure.  However, once positioned horizontally, the artifact can awaken imaginative 
perception and evoke a crocodilian profile.  While impossible to ascertain definitively, the authors’ 
decision to select this particular object for illustration and to reorient its view all point to the possibility 
that pareidolia played a part in these choices.  A Neolithic bone hairpin may look pretty, but looking 
figural enhances its appeal, thereby contributing to making the site where it was found more attention-
grabbing. See State Administration of Cultural Heritage, Major Archaeological Discoveries in China in 
2008, 20 and Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology of Inner Mongolia 内蒙古文物考古研究所, 
“Neimenggu Chifengshi Hala Haigou xinshiqi shidai mudi fajue jianbao” 内蒙古赤峰市哈啦海沟新石
器时代墓地发掘简报 (Excavation Report of the Neolithic Period Cemetery of Hala Haigou, Chifeng 
City, Inner Mongolia).  Kaogu 考古 2 (2010): 32, Fig. 17.1. 
 
62 The tripod illustrated was found at Shangzhuang 尚庄 in Chiping county.  See Shandong Provincial 
Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 山东省文物考古研究所, “Chiping Shangzhuang xinshiqi 
shidai yizhi” 茌平尚庄新石器时代遗址 (The Neolithic Site at Shangzhuang, Chiping County).  Kaogu 
xuebao 考古学报 4 (1985): 487, Fig. 20.3. 
 




Accordingly, archaeological reports label the vessels’ feet as either “ghost-face type” (guilianshi 
鬼脸式) or “bird-head shaped” (niaotouxing 鸟头形).64  Another example is the term 
“mammiform,” which regularly occurs when yan, gui and li pottery types are discussed (Figs. 
4.16, 4.17 and 4.18).  Nothing indicates that gui vessels, a type of pottery produced in the 
Shandong area during the Dawenkou 大汶口 (ca. 4,150-2,650 BCE) and Longshan (ca. 2,550–
1,950 BCE) periods, ever represented an animal mammary.  That the container’s shape may at 
times have reminded Neolithic beholders of a mammary cannot be excluded.  Some level of 
pareidolia certainly affects both modern writers, who characterized the vessel type as 
mammiform, and their readers, who (especially if they are not familiar with the classifying 
idiom) are prompted to reconcile the term with the observed pottery shape. Another example of 
how pareidolia contributed to classificatory terminology of Neolithic material concerns clay 
supports (zhijiao支脚) used to prop ceramic containers above a hearth.  Chinese archaeologists 
identify specimens excavated at Beixin 北辛 culture (ca. 5,000–4,100 BCE) sites featuring a 
slightly inverted top as “pig-snout type” (zhuzuixing 猪嘴型) clay supports (Fig. 4.19).65  Actual 
pig snouts surely never served such a function and thus did not inspire the shape given to the clay 
supports.  The extent to which Neolithic individuals ever experienced the phenomenon of 
                                                           
64 For an example of similar feet introduced as “bird-head shaped” (niaotouxing 鸟头形), see Shandong 
Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology, “Chiping Shangzhuang xinshiqi shidai yizhi,” 
489.  Typological refinements may also account for the presence or lack of eyes and mouth.  See 
Shandong Field Team, Institute of Archaeology of the Chinese Academy of Social Science 中国社会科
学院考古所山东工作队 and Weifang District Art House, Shandong Province 山东省潍坊地区艺术馆, 
“Weixian Lujiagou xinshiqi shidai yizhi” 潍县鲁家口新石器时代遗址 (The Neolithic Site of Lujiagou 
in Wei County).  Kaogu xuebao 考古学报 3 (1985): 330. 
 
65 For appellation and images of these props excavated at the Beixin site, see Shandong Provincial 
Institute of Cultural relics and Archaeology 山东省文物考古研究所, Dawenkou xuji – Dawenkou yizhi 
di er, sanci fajue jianbao 大汶口续集--大汶口遗址第二，三次发掘报告 (Continuation on Dawenkou: 





pareidolia when observing these props of the “pig-snout type” and visualized the snout of a 
swine in their shape cannot be known.  However, the term may awaken the experience for 
modern readers. 
Classificatory terminology derived from or conducive to pareidolia generally relates to 
animal anatomy on a purely metaphorical level.  As noted above, “pig-snout shaped” zhijiao 
props were not inspired by pig snouts, nor were they produced to replace them.  However, while 
archaeologists have developed a set of metaphors informed by pareidolia, the classification does 
not necessarily mean that some objects were not zoomorphic in some way.  Some clay supports 
produced prior to 5,000 BCE, which modern observers classified metaphorically, may illustrate 
this fine line, since indeed they may have embodied representational qualities.  Excavators 
unearthed noteworthy examples between 1983 and 2001 at Jiahu 贾湖, a site occupied circa 
7,000–5,800 BCE in the Huai 淮 River basin in Wuyang county of Henan province.  Clay 
supports used to prop containers above a fire at Jiahu were of three types: cylindrical-shaped 
specimens, supports “shaped like a single horn” (dujiaoxing 独角形) and supports “shaped like 
an animal head” (shoutouxing 兽头形).66  The latter type features two projections that 
archaeologists refer to as ‘horns’ (jiao 角) (Fig. 4.20).  In overall configuration, these supports 
“shaped like an animal head” do indeed resemble a sheep’s head, an animal species whose 
remains were found at Jiahu (Fig. 4.21).67  While we cannot know, it is conceivable that animal 
                                                           
66 Henan Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology, Wuyang Jiahu, Vol. 1, 335-40. 
 
67 For evidence of sheep remains at Jiahu, see Ibid., Vol. 2, 902, Plate 192.  The image used for 
comparison purposes features remains of a sheep excavated at the contemporaneous site of Guantaoyuan 




horns inspired the shape of clay supports at Jiahu.  Replacing horns with clay substitutes would 
have insured the strength, resistance and durability of props subjected to high temperatures.68 
 
Pareidolia: A Phenomenon in the Emergence of Figural Representation in Prehistoric 
China 
For some modern viewers, a few early figural objects recovered at prehistoric sites in 
China may appear somewhat formless.  Consider the stone human figure discovered facing a 
hearth inside house F9 at Baiyinchanghan (Fig. 4.22), the stone frog recovered from house F103 
at Zhaobaogou (Fig. 4.23), and the jade pig found in 2007 near an altar above tomb 07M23 at 
Lingjiatan (Fig. 4.24).  These artifacts, recovered in contexts that likely indicate their importance 
to the people who placed them in their dwellings or near an altar, seem to hover between being 
formless accidents of geology and purposive representational images fashioned by human 
agency.  Conceivably these could be unfinished figural works started from scratch, artisans 
having forsaken further work once satisfied by the objects’ representational charge.  Perhaps, 
however, these representations emerged in different circumstances and their summary aspect 
reflect the process.  Natural stone forms (or other more tactile qualities) could have triggered 
pareidolia and compelled craftsmen to merely enhance figures perceived in raw materials.  How 
these works came into being remains elusive.  However, as the remainder of this chapter will 
                                                           
68 Jiahu certainly was not the only early site where horns likely inspired the crafting of zhijiao.  For 
instance, contemporaneous Houli 后李 culture (6,500–5,500 BCE) sites have yielded numerous zhijiao 
classified as shaped like long cattle horns.  See Wang Fen, “The Houli and Beixin Cultures,” in A 
Companion to Chinese Archaeology, ed. Anne P. Underhill (Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, 2013), 393.  For 
example, the Shandong province site of Xihe 西河, whose radiocarbon results dates to 6,400–5,700 BCE, 
generated such clay supports.  See Shandong Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology, 




show, there is compelling evidence that pareidolia motivated the crafting of some figural images 
in prehistoric China and an array of circumstances helped trigger the perceptual experience. 
 
Natural Shape of Bones, Plastrons and Antlers 
Animal bones are one such type of material that prompted perceptive imagination and 
engendered figural representation.  A piece of evidence was unearthed at Dadunzi 大墩子, a site 
located in Pi county in northern Jiangsu province.  The site produced a 6.3-cm-tall animal 
vertebrae found among Dawenkou 大汶口 culture (ca. 4,150–2,650 BCE) remains (Fig. 4.25),69 
whose treatment indicates that someone living at Dadunzi found its natural shape evocative of a 
face and proceeded to concretize the perceived image.  Characterized by two excrescences 
projecting from a median ridge, the shape of the vertebrae brought to mind enough of a 
creature’s face that minimal work sufficed to transform the bone into a figural artifact.  The 
craftsperson merely dotted the two concave sections with eyes by inlaying them with round 
pieces of turquoise—a simple act whose importance might elude us, but which would have 
mattered at Dadunzi, where turquoise was quite rare.  The Dadunzi bone and turquoise image 
recalls the oldest known figural representation found in North America (Fig. 4.7), which was 
carved from the mineralized sacrum of an extinct camelid. 
The extent to which pareidolia resulting from the observation of bones occurred in China 
remains to be systematically investigated.  The southern site of Xiangnancun 向南村 in 
Guangdong province generated a fish vertebrae, which excavators recognized as figural.  
Researchers determined that the object had been chiseled and two holes drilled on each side of a 
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bony ridge (Fig. 4.26).70  Here drilling two openings to represent eyes turned an evocative piece 
of fishbone into a face. 
Turtle carapaces and plastrons also seem to have initiated perceptive imagination and led 
to figural representation.  Dario Gambori touched on pareidolia in his analysis of the emergence 
of writing in early China and the observation of cracks on turtle plastrons and animal scapulae 
during divinatory processes.71  Interpretation of visible marks or audible cracks from turtle 
plastrons and cattle shoulder blades subjected to fire was a hallmark of elite divination processes, 
notably during the Shang dynasty.  While this section will refer to one figural artifact found at 
the contemporaneous Erligang 二里岗 site, it nonetheless focuses on earlier evidence. 
One of the earliest known turtle plastrons excavated in China is noteworthy.  Found at 
Jiahu贾湖, a site occupied circa 7,000–5,800 BCE in Henan province, the plastron belongs to a 
Cuora flavomarginata (Fig. 4.27), a turtle species common in China whose shells and plastrons 
were found inside Jiahu tombs.72  A plastron retrieved from tomb M344 features a graph, which 
scholars have noted looks like an eye (Figs. 4.28 and 4.29).73  The placement of the eye on the 
right section of the plastron is notable, for it appears slightly off the median vertical line, as 
would a right eye on a human face.  Could it be that someone at Jiahu perceived a plastron as a 
featureless human head and felt compelled, in part, to materialize the experience by adding an 
                                                           
70 Shenzhen Municipal CPAM 深圳市文管会办公室, “Shenzhenshi Nanshan Xiangnancun yizhi de fajue” 
深圳市南山向南村遗址的发掘 (Excavation at the Xiangnancun Site, Nanshan, Shenzhen City).  Kaogu 
考古 6 (1997): 85, Fig. 9.4. 
 
71 See Gamboni, Potential Images, 23. 
 
72 On the turtle species found at Jiahu, see Henan Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology, 
Wuyang Jiahu, Vol. 2, 794. 
 





eye to the plastron?  As discussed below, someone living at the Erligang site did just that (Fig. 
4.32).  If so, then the placement at a height lower than that used at Erligang is interesting.  The 
Jiahu plastron does not exhibit lateral extensions, which generally serve to connect a plastron to 
the shell.74  Because these extensions do not protrude laterally, they do not frame the plastron 
plane like two ears, therefore not necessitating that the eye be placed higher onto the plastron 
surface.  However, the natural configuration of lines higher on the plastron surface corresponds 
precisely to the pattern of lines one can observe on a human skull seen from further above (Fig. 
4.30).75  As the survey of images presented earlier indicated, figural representations in Neolithic 
China at times included several viewpoints.  Observation of a turtle plastron thus may have 
activated a more comprehensive vision of a human skull, conflating two vantage points (seen 
both en face and from above).  Lines on the surface of a turtle plastron and on a human skull all 
correspond to suture seams connecting different bony plates; they also share the same finely 
dented quality.  Beyond shape, line configuration and seam quality, the bony materiality and 
color scheme that a turtle plastron shares with a human skull would have contributed further to 
the association someone appears to have made.  The placement of the plastron inside a tomb, 
                                                           
74 Unlike most turtle species, the plastron of a Cuora flavomarginata connects to its carapace thanks to 
ligaments, not the bony lateral extensions present on the plastron found at Erligang (Fig. 4.32) that 
someone perceived as ears.  For details on physical characteristics of the genus, see Hidetoshi Ota, et al., 
“Cuora flavomarginata (Gray 1863) – Yellow-Margined Box Turtle,” in Conservation on Biology of 
Freshwater Turtles and Tortoises: A Compilation Project of the IUCN/SSC Tortoise and Freshwater 
Turtle Specialist Group, ed. A.G.J. Rhodin et al. Chelonian Research Monographs, no. 5. (Lunenburg, 
MA: Chelonian Research Foundation, 2009): 035.1-035.10. 
 
75 These lines are suture lines that form when different sections (frontal eminence [i.e., the forehead], 
parietal bones, and squamous part of the occipital bone) of a human skull coalesce into a fused bony mass 
that forms the skullcap.  The horizontal line corresponds to the coronal suture, the vertical line 
corresponds to the sagittal suture and the frontal suture (the latter tends to disappear once a human being 
reaches the age of six, but not uncommonly it may persist), and the V-shaped line corresponds to the 
lambdoid suture present toward the back of a skull seen from above.  For drawing of human skull 
anatomy, see Gerhard Wolf-Heidegger and Petra Köpf-Maier, The Color Atlas of Human Anatomy (New 
York: Sterling Publishing, 2004), 152.  For an example of an adult skull featuring a frontal suture, see 




where archaeologists found it, also may be relevant.  Of all Jiahu graves from which turtle 
plastrons were found, tomb M344 is the only one that produced a plastron featuring what appears 
to be the representation of an eye.  This tomb moreover has the particularity of containing a 
deceased young man whose skeleton was well preserved, but whose skull is missing.76  The 
placement of the eye-bearing plastron inside the individual’s grave is arresting in light of the 
hypothesis presented above: it was found in a cluster of eight turtle shells and plastrons placed in 
the area where the deceased’s skull should have been located (Fig. 4.31).77  The placement of the 
only plastron featuring an eye in that part of a tomb, whose occupant lacked a skull, would be 
even more intriguing if the plastron featured not one but two eyes. 
While the lack of a second eye on the aforementioned turtle plastron to some extent 
undercuts the hypothesis that a Jiahu dweller experienced pareidolia, a plastron recovered among 
Lower Erligang–phase remains at an early Shang dynasty capital in Zhengzhou, Henan province, 
indicates that someone living in northern China during that early phase of the Bronze Age 
experienced perceptive imagination while observing a turtle plastron.  The object is a small 
plastron approximately 10 cm in height (Fig. 4.32).78  Its surface features more sunken lines than 
are generally observed on turtle plastrons recovered at Bronze Age sites.  Generally the plastrons 
at these sites exhibit one of two sets of main sunken lines, the first corresponding to a plastron 
still featuring a layer of scutes (Fig. 4.33), the second to a plastron whose layer of scutes was 
                                                           
76 Henan Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology, Wuyang Jiahu, Vol. 1, 173-4, Fig. 138.1. 
 
77 See Ibid., Vol. 1, 173-4, Fig. 138.1. 
 
78 The object is illustrated in Henan Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 河南省文物
考古研究所, Zhengzhou Shangcheng: 1953-1985 nian kaogu fajue 郑州商城: 1953-1985年考古发掘报
告 (Zhengzhou Shang City: Report of 1953-1985 Archaeological Excavations) (Beijing: Wenwu 
chubanshe, 2001), 683; Robert L. Thorp, China in the Early Bronze Age: Shang Civilization (Philadelphia: 




removed and whose underlying bones are exposed (Fig. 4.34).  The latter notably exhibits the 
entoplastron, a rhombus-shaped bony plate that sits on a plastron’s median line.  The small 
plastron in Figure 4.32 contains a set of sunken lines corresponding to the placement of scutes 
onto the bony core.  Remarkably, an artisan at Erligang felt compelled to accentuate existing 
lines and engrave additional mirroring configurations on each side of the natural depression 
present on the plastron’s vertical axis.  These include two horizontal lines readable as eyes, a 
triangular section legible as a nose and another horizontal line forming a mouth.  The placement 
of the additional set of depressed lines on the plastron makes it clear that the image-maker 
perceived the plastron’s shape as corresponding to that of a human face observed en face, with 
lateral excrescences standing for ears.  The occurrence of dark markings on turtle plastrons, 
which tend to fade as turtles grow, also may have contributed to the imaginative process.  What 
seems clear is that the pareidolia-conjured image led to the addition of engraved lines and that 
the featureless outline of a head perceived by the image-maker was materialized in a figural 
work. 
Another artifact fashioned from a portion of turtle plastron in an earlier period suggests 
that the natural forms found in the animal realm led to yet another type of pareidolia-induced 
imagery.  The object was excavated at the Yangshao culture site of Anban 案板, a large 
settlement occupied toward the last part of the middle Neolithic period in Fufeng county, 
Shaanxi province.79  Produced during the earliest phase of occupation at Anban, the thin 4.3-cm-
high item exhibits a polygonal shape featuring five sides of different lengths, which someone 
                                                           
79 Northwest University Institute of Museology 西北大学文博学院 Fufeng Anban yizhi fajue baogao 扶
风案板遗址发掘报告 (Excavation Report for the Anban Site in Fufeng) (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 




created by abrading a piece of turtle plastron (Figs. 4.35 and 4.36).80  The object’s contour 
follows the unusual shape of a Cuora flavomarginata’s plastron, which as previously mentioned 
does not feature the posterior notch observable on other species (compare Figs. 4.27 and 4.34).81  
The Anban artifact also reproduces the main seams visible on a plastron’s surface: a median 
vertical line; a horizontal line; two lines projecting downward from the median at 45 degree 
angles (forming an inverted V); and the rhombus-shaped entoplastron visible on the bony surface 
of a plastron once scutes are removed.  Ultimately, the lines and shapes the Anban artisan chose 
to reproduce correspond to those of a Cuora flavomarginata’s bony plastron, but they also form 
the silhouette of a stick figure shown en face with open arms and split legs.  A well-known mode 
of figuration throughout the pre-historic world, stick figures also were produced during the 
Neolithic period in China.  Additionally, they form the basis of anthropomorphic characters in 
oracle bone inscriptions, i.e., Chinese graphs recorded on turtle plastrons and other animal bones 
starting in the Shang dynasty.  Finding an anthropomorphic stick figure on a piece of turtle 
plastron dateable to earlier times certainly is noteworthy.  The idea that the Anban craftsperson 
experienced perceptive imagination while observing a turtle plastron and felt motivated to 
materialize the mental image in a small piece of plastron receives support from this person’s 
decision to engrave vertical lines around the rhombus-shaped head, thereby endowing the stick-
figure with a coif of hair. 
Finally, evidence suggests that deer antlers constitute the earliest of the bone-like 
materials to have activated perceptive imagination conducive to figuration in prehistoric China.  
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81 Photographs of Cuora flavomarginata illustrated in Ota et al., “Cuora flavomarginata (Gray 1863) – 
Yellow-Margined Box Turtle,” reveal that their plastron tends to feature a bottom section more pointy 
than observable on Figure 4.27.  These photographs lend support to the hypothesis that the Anban artifact 




Part of the Cervidae family, deer have the particularity of being the only genera to grow 
antlers.82  Male deer alone develop the appendages, usually starting in the spring of their second 
year.83  Since the primary function of antlers is to enable males to retain a harem of females, their 
development corresponds to the annual breeding cycle and related alterations in sex hormone 
levels.  The appendages are cast during the spring season when males produce low testosterone, 
and antlers regenerate over a three month period commencing in early summer when deer do not 
reproduce.  Antlers are bones that start developing from protuberances (denoted as pedicles) 
present on the frontal bone.  At the same time, a shiny velvet skin grows over the pedicles that 
initially take the form of unbranched bony antlers (known as spikers) (Fig. 4.37) and 
subsequently elongate.84  Testosterone levels increase as the fall breeding season approaches, at 
which point antlers shed their velvet skin cover and their bony core becomes exposed.85  
Throughout the three months that they grow, antlers exhibit a range of shapes that researchers 
have called “spectacular creations of the natural world.”86  When found at prehistoric 
archaeological sites in China, they indeed display an array of forms; analysis of these remains 
helps infer hunting patterns.87  The formal variations these may exhibit are illustrated by three 
                                                           
82 Researchers note, “Deer are the only animals that grow antlers, which are composed of skin, nerves, 
blood vessels, fibrous tissue, cartilage and bone, and thus should not be confused with horns, which are 
keratinized tissue that grow from their base under the control of underlying mesenchymal cells.”  Price, J., 
S. Allen, C. Faucheux, T. Althnaian, and J.G. Mount.  “Deer Antlers: A Zoological Curiosity or the Key 
to Understanding Organ Regeneration in Mammals?”  Journal of Anatomy 207 (2005): 603.  
 
83 Ibid., 604. 
 
84 Ibid., 606, Fig. 7.d. 
 
85 Ibid., 605-6. 
 
86 Ibid., 618. 
 
87 For example, antlers found at the Zhaobaogou site in Inner Mongolia demonstrated that inhabitants had 
killed the deer in different seasons, therefore lending support to the hypothesis that the site was occupied 
year-round.  See The Institute of Archaeology Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, Aohan 
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sika deer (Cervus nippon, meihualu 梅花鹿) antlers excavated at the Bengbu Shuangdun 蚌埠双
墩 site in northern Anhui province (Figs. 4.38, 4.39 and 4.40).88  As Yoshinari Kawamura has 
shown, Cervus nippon antlers invariably exhibit a low first forking and the lowest spike (referred 
to as the brow tine and observable on Figs. 4.39 and 4.40) is branchless.89  Antlers moreover 
exhibit three consistent formal characteristics: first, that only one of two stems branches out (the 
main beam); second, that this stem grows longer than the branchless brow tine; and third, that the 
lower edge of an antler base which detaches from the deer’s frontal bone is naturally flaring. 
The corpus of prehistoric figural imagery in China supports the hypothesis that pareidolia 
induced by observing deer antlers led to figuration.  In particular, the peculiar sight of a brow 
tine projecting from its base, as illustrated by antlers excavated at the Shaanxi province sites of 
Guantaoyuan 关桃园 (Fig. 4.41) and Beishouling北首岭 site (Fig. 4.42), may well have struck 
an inhabitant of the Dahecun 大河村 site in Henan province as evocative and subsequently led to 
the materialization of the mental image it conjured.  The upright nature of this projecting non-
branching stem indeed can summon the mental image of an erect human phallus—a subject 
regularly found represented in clay, stone and less often in wood, at Neolithic sites in China, as 
illustrated in Chapter One by a specimen found at Guantaoyuan (Fig. 1.44).  Such instances of 
perceptive imagination thus would explain the isolated example of a human phallus crafted from 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
Zhaobaogou—xinshiqi shidai juluo, 200; Gideon Shelach and Teng Mingyu, “Earlier Neolithic Economic 
and Social Systems of the Liao River Region,” 43. 
 
88 Anhui Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology et al., Bengbu Shuangdun—xinshiqi 
shidai yizhi fajue baogao, Vol. 2, Plates 129.2, 3, 4. 
 
89 Yoshinari Kawamura, “Fossil Record of Sika Deer in Japan,” in Sika Deer: Biology and Management 
of Native and Introduced Populations, ed. Dale R. McCullough, Seiki Takatsuki, Koichi Kaji (Tokyo: 




a piece of antler at Dahecun (Fig. 4.43).90  The absence of other penis representations among 
artifacts found at the site reduces the probability that fertility or other types of cults focused 
around sexual organs existed at Dahecun and strenghtens the prospect that a fortuitous episode of 
pareidolia involving a Dahecun dweller gazing at an antler led to the embodiment of a mental 
image. 
Pareidolia inspired by antlers may also have motivated the crafting of the small bird 
discovered in March 2009 in Henan province at the Paleolithic site of Lingjing 灵井, Xuchang 
许昌 county, shown from two opposite sides in the photographic illustration (Fig. 4.44).  
Archaeologists also unearthed deer antlers at the site, as illustrated by a broken specimen whose 
base and characteristically flaring lower edge are missing (Fig. 4.45).91 
The proposition here is that pareidolia led to the crafting of the Lingjing bird.  Antlers 
indeed exhibit configurations that can induce the mental image of a bird, as exemplified by 
specimens found at the site of Jiangzhai in Shaanxi province (Fig. 4.46),92 legible as an 
abbreviated bird featuring a long tail and a short wing, and at Songze near Shanghai (Fig. 4.47), 
readable as a long-necked bird.93  Considering the size and minimally representational quality of 
the Lingjing bird’s silhouette, however, an antler covered with a shiny velvet that was starting to 
                                                           
90 Zhengzhou Municipal Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 郑州市文物考古研究所, 
Zhengzhou Dahecun 郑州大河村 (The Dahecun Site in Zhengzhou) (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 2001), 
Vol. 1, 79, Fig. 40.5; Vol. 2, Plate 9.1. 
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grow from a pedicle (spikers) more likely triggered perceptive imagination and led someone to 
transform, through minimal work, the natural form into an image (Figs. 4.37 and 4.48).  The 
flaring base of an antler was deemed sufficiently signifying to represent the bird’s feet.  Instead 
of representing two legs, the image-maker produced a fused mass that flares like the base of an 
antler. 
As with other pre-5,000 BCE craftspeople in northern China (see discussion in Chapter 
Three), the Lingjing bird maker had little (if any, as far as the current record indicates) exposure 
to other figural representations.  Projecting the mental image of a bird on a component of nature, 
such as an antler, results in an indistinct and imprecise embodiment.  This lack of precision in the 
image likely contributed to the barely representational aspect of the bird.  The animal seen 
embodied in an antler did not have to reflect a high degree of similitude to an actual bird 
observed in nature: the shape of an antler base was enough to signify the creature’s feet and 
offered the added benefit of enabling the figure to stand. 
 
Reflexive Pareidolia 
The fluid dynamic inherent in the production of artifacts and their subsequent impact on 
humans has been addressed in the field of anthropology.  For example, as Daniel Miller recently 
noted, “[i]t is not just that objects can be agents, it is that practices and their relationships create 
the appearance of both subjects and objects through the dialectics of objectification, and we need 
to be able to document how people internalize and then externalize the normative.  In short, we 
need to show how the things that people make, make people.94  It appears that some objects 
manufactured in prehistoric China indeed affected their makers and led to the production of 
                                                           





images.  Beyond natural forms and configurations of raw materials that contributed to pareidolia-
induced figuration, more reflexive dynamics involving an array of implements, from pottery to 
tools, arguably resulted in perceptive imagination and in turn contributed to the transformation of 
objects into figurative forms.  Such circumstances involving a two-step development in 
craftsmanship may be characterized as ‘reflexive pareidolia.’  In these events, representations 
emerged from craft, both as object and process.95  Craftsmen came to envision animals, human 
faces and other images in objects they produced and materialized the perceived images by 
transforming non-iconic works into figural ones. 
 
POTTERY COMPONENTS 
Some clay containers produced in Neolithic cultures featured components that appear to 
have triggered pareidolia.  A comparison between two pottery lids featuring a zoomorphic 
component will exemplify how perceptive imagination could inspire a potter to transform a non-
figural element into a full-fledged representation.  The two lids further illustrate the varying 
influence of pareidolia in image-making. 
Archaeologists discovered the first lid at Luojiabailing 罗家柏岭, a site that constitutes 
part of a Qujialing-Shijiahe 屈家岭-石家河 (ca. 3,000–2,100 BCE) culture complex in Hubei 
province.  The conical piece displays an animal head with two ears and a snout protruding as 
three prongs of equal height (Fig. 4.49).96  Excavators found the second lid further north at 
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96 Hubei Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 湖北省文物考古研究所, and Institute of 
Archaeology, Chinese Academy of Social Science 中国社会科学院考古研究所, “Hubei Shijiahe 
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Hubei Province).  Kaogu xuebao 考古学报 2 (1994): 207, Fig. 11.25. 
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Xinzhai 新砦, a site located southeast of the Song 嵩 mountains in modern Henan province dated 
to the end of the Neolithic.97  The 18-cm-high lid features a boar’s head, whose ears and snout 
also protrude as three prongs, although of less consistent length (Fig. 4.50).  Both lids share the 
characteristic of being the only zoomorphic lids found at Luojiabailing and Xinzhai, respectively.  
What fundamentally may differentiate the objects, however, is the fact that the Luojiabailing 
artifact’s crafting likely involved pareidolia.  Indeed, evidence recovered at Luojiabailing and 
other Qujialing-Shijiahe culture sites raises the prospect that the maker of this unusual lid 
experienced perceptive imagination when looking at similar, but non-figural, lids.  Luojiabailing 
and other Qujialing-Shijiahe sites produced numerous pottery lids, such as the specimens found 
at Liujiabailing (Fig. 4.51) and at Xiaojiawuji 肖家屋脊 (Fig. 4.52).98  Intended to cover ding 鼎 
vessels, as illustrated by an ensemble found inside tomb M67 at Xiaojiawuji (Fig. 4.53),99 these 
lids feature three short projections amenable to easily grasping or for using the upturned lid as a 
slightly elevated dish.  It is easy to imagine that perceptive imagination struck a potter observing 
such lids placed atop a container, causing him or her to project the image of a snout and two ears 
onto the three prongs.  While a process similar could have encouraged the Xinzhai lid-maker to 
turn a lid into a boar’s head, less evidence supports that claim.  Excavators found short-legged 
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and long-legged ding containers at Xinzhai, but no three-pronged pottery lids susceptible of 
triggering a mental image like at Liujiabailing. 
The shape of lid knobs appears to have triggered pareidolia at other sites, as demonstrated 
by a lid found at the Majiabang 马家浜 culture (ca. 5,000-3,800 BCE) site of Beiyinyangying 北
阴阳营 in Nanjing, Jiangsu province (Fig. 4.54).100  The lid was recovered from tomb M158, an 
otherwise inconspicuous grave where funerary furnishing also included a ding 鼎 tripod, a dou 
豆 pedestal, a bo 钵 bowl, a guan 罐 vessel, as well as stone and clay fanglun 纺轮 spindle 
whorls.101  The lid, however, whose knob was shaped like a bird, is the only figural 
representation found from that early phase of occupation at Beiyinyangying,102 among an array 
of otherwise non-representational lid knobs.  In light of the other knob shapes at the site, it seems 
likely that pareidolia influenced one potter who visualized the image of a bird emerging from 
two-pronged knobs, such as those illustrated alongside the lid found in M158 (Fig. 4.55).  That a 
bird could stand atop a pottery lid also had some basis in reality, a fact which perhaps 
contributed to the instance of perceptive imagination. 
 
POTTERY SHAPE 
Neolithic clay vessels from China include instances in which figures incorporate the 
pottery in such a way that the container becomes intrinsic to the figure’s representational charge 
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(see Chapter One).  Some cases constitute a conundrum as to which came first: was the goal to 
produce a vessel with zoomorphic or anthropomorphic qualities or to produce a simple vessel 
whose appearance then triggered pareidolia for the craftsman, who as a result materialized the 
perceived image by adding figural components?  A case in point is a six millennium BCE vessel 
recovered in 1992 at Shuangdun 双墩 in northern Anhui province.103  Raised from the ground on 
four legs, the 6-cm-high and 18-cm-long dish features a slightly flaring rim from which extends 
an animal head: the ensemble evokes a turtle-like, four-legged creature devoid of a carapace (Fig. 
4.56).  Unique in its genre at Shuangdun, the pottery begs the question of what came first, the 
idea to produce a vessel with turtle-like features or the idea to produce an elevated container 
whose stability could be secured with four legs, the sight of which in turn triggered the 
phenomenon of pareidolia and led the potter to add a head and thus complete the image of the 
envisioned four-legged creature?  In this particular case, the container’s elongated pentagonal 
shape (not found in other containers at the site) lends support to the prospect that its maker had 
sculptural intentions all along. 
Other Neolithic pottery, however, reveals that at times pot-makers created zoomorphic 
containers as an afterthought, once the phenomenon of perceptive imagination had occurred.  
This may be inferred from a vessel excavated at Dawenkou 大汶口 in Shandong province, the 
site eponymous with the Dawenkou culture (ca. 4,150–2,650 BCE).  The container is a ding 鼎 
tripod with a single handle whose tip features an animal head (Fig. 4.57).104  The 8-cm-tall vessel 
appears somewhat insignificant in the assemblage of larger containers found inside the grave 
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104 Shandong Provincial Institute of Cultural relics and Archaeology, Dawenkou xuji – Dawenkou yizhi di 
er, sanci fajue jianbao, 134, Fig. 98; 149, Plate 57.2. 
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(M1018), which includes painted wares and a type of high-stem cup featuring so-called eggshell 
walls regularly mentioned in narratives on Neolithic art in China (Fig. 4.58).  This small vessel 
stands out from all contemporaneous ding exhibiting a single handle recovered at Dawenkou, for 
it is the only container to include a figural handle tip (Fig. 4.59).  When considering which came 
first—the idea to create a sculptural pot, whose zoomorphic head extends the representational 
field to the vessel body, or the idea to produce a standard ding vessel and then add an animal 
head to it as an afterthought—one is tempted to opt for the latter given the multiple vessels 
without added features.  Even modern observers may perceive in a gestalt manner some of these 
ding containers as three-legged creatures with elongated necks.  The shape and bending of the 
handles / necks contribute to the resemblance.  A similar cognitive experience probably led a 
Dawenkou potter to translate a projected mental image into tangible form, thereby transforming 
an otherwise simple ding into something close to a piece of sculpture.  Regardless of whether 
this could have happened before or after commencing the process of forming the object, 
pareidolia struck the potter and inspired the figuration.  Ultimately, it is proposed here that 
inspiration for the zoomorphizing of the ding came from either this or another ding’s form, rather 
than from having observed an animal in the environment and then imposing its exogenous form 
on the vessel.  In other words, from the potter’s point of view, the figure emerged from the pot 
and was not imposed by factors external to the craftsman’s engagement with his work.  The 
figure embodies the visual experience; it does not represent an idea. 
The shape of containers apparently catalyzed pareidolia in craftsmen and led to figuration 
in other instances.  At Sanlihe三里河, a Dawenkou culture (ca. 4,150-2,650 BCE) site 
discovered northwest of Qingdao in Shandong province, excavators found inside tomb M267 an 
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unusual zoomorphic gui pitcher (Fig. 4.60).105  Shao Wangping characterized the creature as a 
dog.106  The identification seems plausible in light of the animal’s posture, its raised head and 
open mouth recalling a bark or howl, the container’s handle evoking an upturned tail.  The 
artifact likely embodies the process of reflexive pareidolia.  It seems to have come into being 
when a potter experienced imaginative perception while looking at standard non-figural gui 
containers produced at Sanlihe during this early phase of occupation.  These take an array of 
forms, hovering between the full-bodied pot set on stout legs exhibiting a short spout (Fig. 4.61) 
and the more condensed version displaying a longer spout and more bulbous legs (Fig. 4.62).107  
These bulbous legs, that modern observers metaphorically refer to as mammiform, invited the 
Sanlihe potter to appreciate their representational potential as approximation of plump animal 
thighs; a gui’s handle brought to mind an upturned tail, while the silhouette of a spout evoked the 
extended head of a barking dog.  Creativity ensued and a four-legged dog-shaped gui came into 
being. 
Altough the relative chronology is impossible to establish, it is likely that the dog gui in 
turn encouraged a potter to fashion the only other zoomorphic gui found at Sanlihe in tomb 
M111, another grave also dateable to the earliest period of occupation at this site.  The container 
represents a pig, whose legs broke off at some point (Fig. 4.63).108  In contrast with the dog-
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shaped gui, the vessel does not exhibit the high level of integration of representational and 
functional form.  The spout does not morph into the animal’s snout, and the pig appears to be 
facing backward; nor does the vessel handle adopt the pig’s anatomy like the dog’s tail.  I would 
suggest that the pig-gui creation was mediated by the sight of the dog-gui.  In other words, the 
realization that a vessel could be turned into an animal sparked the desire to reproduce a pig, an 
animal with great significance for Dawenkou communities, where archaeologists often find pig 
skulls, mandibles or whole skeletons inside human tombs.  Luan Fengshi notes that the vessel 
illustrates the significance of domesticated animals and speculated that pigs had become a form 
of wealth.109  From an art historical perspective, the vessel represents a quintessential example of 
how seemingly similar artifacts may emerge from different and more complex set of 
circumstances than assumed at first sight.  
 
APERTURES ON ORNAMENTS AND TOOLS 
In other occurrences, the sight of an aperture on tools or ornaments intended to suspend or 
attach something to the object seems to have played a role in triggering pareidolia, at times 
compelling people to materialize the perceived image of a creature seen in profile by adding an 
indentation or notch to an artifact.  A jade excavated between 1974 and 1976 at the Songze崧泽 
culture (ca. 3,800-3,300 BCE) site of Songze 崧泽, located in Qingpu 青浦 county near 
Shanghai, illustrates the phenomenon.  Retrieved from tomb M64, the piece consists of a 6.6-cm-
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long curved plaque fashioned from a piece of mottled green jade (Fig. 4.64).110  In the more 
comprehensive site report, the object is categorized as a semi-annular huang璜 pendant that 
resembles a fish.111  Indeed, close observation reveals that its maker abraded a notch on each 
end, each reminiscent of a fish’s mouth, once they are perceived in a gestalt along with a nearby 
attachment hole, the plaque’s curved body and the jade’s surface slickness.  The artifact is the 
sole figural jade found at Songze and stands out from other semi-annular huang pendants found 
in other tombs at the site (Fig. 4.65).  Yet, despite the object’s formal deviation from other huang 
shapes, its figural aspect is an offshoot of more standard huang jades found at Songze.  Indeed, it 
appears likely that the figural huang’s crafting resulted from the phenomenon of pareidolia, 
which its maker must have experienced when reading a huang plaque’s two suspension holes as 
eyes seen in profile.  The location of Songze in the lower reaches of the Yangzi River (an area 
rich in streams and lakes) and the presence of fish (cyprininae) remains at the site112 enhance the 
association with fish.  As discussed in the next chapter, the jade material in which the object was 
crafted also may have assisted in triggering pareidolia. 
The extent to which single apertures on objects prompted perceptive imagination further 
north in Neolithic China is more difficult to establish.  However, some stone and jade artifacts 
recently excavated do raise the possibility that this occurred, or at the very least, their 
presentation in reports suggest that some modern observers experienced pareidolia.  A case in 
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point concerns a 3.9-cm-wide broken-off grey stone piece unearthed in 2011 from a house at 
Haminmangha 哈民忙哈, a large settlement located in Horqin Left Banner, which excavators 
propose was occupied circa 3,500–3,000 BCE.  In an online introductory report on the site, the 
broken object is pictured lengthwise on a red ground, its position and elongation bringing to 
mind a fish head seen in profile (Fig. 4.66).113  In a more complete and official report, the artifact 
appears less figural.  Presented with a drawing, the object lacks the elongation and horizontal 
positioning that both contribute to the figural aspect in the online report (Fig. 4.67).114  The 
discrepancy illustrates how easily modern observers may be tempted to perceive and present an 
object as figural.  Whether its maker (or the person who may have touched up this broken stone 
and decided to add a notch near an aperture that was already present) ever intended to endow the 
object with a figural aspect is harder to establish. 
Excavations conducted in 1986 at Yaojingzi 腰井子, another Neolithic site located further 
east in modern Jilin province, yielded more complete objects illustrating, perhaps with greater 
certainty, that pareidolia derived from observation of a single opening on stone pendants could 
lead to figuration.  Two out of six jade objects recovered at Yaojingzi are noteworthy (Figs. 4.68 
and 4.69).115  Both consist of thin jade plaques featuring a central aperture, whose form echoes 
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the oblong silhouettes of the artifacts.  Both include a smaller opening placed near the plaque’s 
outer edge, off-center from the central aperture.  On one of the plaques a ∩-shaped notch was 
abraded from one of the edges beneath the small circular opening (Fig. 4.69).  The placement of 
the notch creates a figural impression, evoking a face shown in profile.  The figural aspect was 
not lost on the report’s writers, who noted that the plaque is shaped like a fish and the notch 
represents its mouth. 
Additional jades excavated in 2012 at Shimao石峁, a large Longshan settlement located in 
Shenmu 神木 county, Shaanxi province, further support the hypothesis that observation of a 
single aperture on ornaments or tools engendered figuration.  The objects consist of large jades 
featuring a mouth-like notch beneath a single aperture intended to either suspend or attach the 
object (Figs. 4.70 and 4.71).116  Artifacts like these, whose edges feature a notch, were not the 
only ones found at Shimao, as illustrated by other jades uncovered earlier at the site (Fig. 
4.72).117  However, the recently discovered jades feature notches that appear more regular and 
cleanly abraded than those observable on the artifacts in Figure 4.72.  The jades in Figures 4.70 
and 4.71 also feature notches that appear in close proximity to the round aperture.  It thus seems 
plausible that observation of a fortuitous break or abrasion in a jade blade at Shimao led to the 
crafting of figural pieces like those recently excavated at the site.  If their makers did not see the 
figural potential of a round aperture placed near the edge of a jade artifact (i.e., to be read as an 
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eye), at the very least the horizontal presentation given to both objects in the latest report 
suggests that some modern observers did so.118 
 
DOUBLE APERTURES ON BLADE AND TOOLS 
The archaeological record for Neolithic China abounds with tools featuring double 
apertures intended to serve as attachment points, which some modern observers living in the age 
of emoticons may believe to be representational.  Cases in point are knives and sickles, as 
illustrated by a stone knife excavated at the Dapengjia 大潘家 village in Liaoning province (Fig. 
4.73)119 and a freshwater mussel sickle excavated at Wangchenggang 王城岗 in Henan province 
and dated to Longshan Period II (Fig. 4.74).120  Whether individuals using these objects ever 
projected on them the mental image of a smiling human face, which they do resemble, cannot be 
ascertained.121  In the absence of figural additions on these tools or of contemporaneous 
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representations possibly inspired by the perception of such smiley faces, the idea that the knife 
and sickle’s users ever visualized a face cannot be substantiated. 
Several Neolithic sites have yielded artifacts that suggest more convincingly projection of 
figural features on man-made objects that include double round attachment openings.  An 
example is a jade artifact unearthed from tomb M 146 at the Miaodigou 庙底沟 culture 
Qingliang 清凉 cemetery excavated in Ruicheng 芮城 county in Shanxi province (Fig. 4.75).  
The 25.4-cm-wide blade features two standard attachment holes as well as two vermillion-
colored oblique lines painted on the surface.122  What compelled someone to add these unusual 
painted lines and when they did so is obscure.  However, in light of the shape of the lines and 
placement above each hole, one cannot exclude the thought that they stood for eyebrows and 
thus served a representational function by substantiating a mental image sparked by pareidolia. 
The transformation of attachment apertures into eyes seems clear on an axe-like lithic 
implement recovered at Tuoketuo 托克托 county in Inner Mongolia.  Fashioned from a piece of 
fine arenaceous rock, the 27.6-cm-tall artifact exhibits two attachment holes as well as engraved 
lines irrefutably signifying facial features: a curvy V-shaped line delineates eyebrows, a 
triangular section  denotes a nose, while a short horizontal slit marks the figure’s narrow mouth 
(Fig. 4.76).123  The object’s unmistakable figural appearance among a set of otherwise non-
                                                           
122 Shanxi Provincial Institute of Archaeology 山西省考古研究所, Yuncheng City Bureau of Cultural 
Relics 运城市文物局 and Ruicheng County Bureau of Cultural Relics 芮城县文物局, “Shanxi Ruicheng 
Qingliang xinshiqi shidai mudi” 山西芮城清凉新石器时代墓地 (The Neolithic Cemetery at Qingliang 
in Ruicheng, Shanxi).  Wenwu 文物 3 (2006): 12, Fig. 25; 15-6, Fig. 28.2. 
 
123 Chen Xingcan 陈星灿, “Neimenggu Tuoketuoxian faxian de jige jian mozhi shiqi” 内蒙古托克托县
发现的几个件磨制石器 (Discovery of a few Sharpened Stone Implements in Tuoketuo County, Inner 




figural axes strongly suggests that the attachment holes led someone to complete and thereby 
materialize the perceived image of a face on one of the axes. 
During the subsequent Bronze Age period, the same experience struck someone at the 
Xiajiadian 夏家店 site in Chifeng, Inner Mongolia.  There, archaeologists recovered a 
remarkable stone knife among artifacts dateable to the Upper Xiajiadian period (ca. 1,100–600 
BCE) (Fig. 4.77).124  Unlike the axe discussed above, the face visible on the Xiajiadian knife 
lacks eyebrows and a nose, featuring instead a wide horizontal line signifying a mouth from 
which extend triangular engravings representing large pointy teeth.  The fact that two craftsmen 
independently transformed somewhat similar tools into faces tends to support the hypothesis that 
pareidolia initiated both figuration processes. 
Pareidolia-induced instances of figural imagery in northern China (“reading” double 
attachment holes on blade tools as eyes) have counterparts farther south.  A figural 
representation recovered in southern China at the Yingpanshan 营盘山 cemetery in Jiangsu 
province (Fig. 4.78) led Jessica Rawson to observe that the mask-like clay object resembles yue 
stone axes retrieved from Yingpanshan burials, a resemblance likely not coincidental, which 
“may have highlighted the fearsome association of the face.”125  In light of the imagery discussed 
above and the pareidolia-driven circumstances which led to their crafting, we should entertain 
the possibility that the fashioning of the Yingpanshan face, so reminiscent in outline of 
contemporaneous stone axes found at the site, resulted from its maker having experienced 
                                                           
124 Inner Mongolian Archaeological Team, Institute of Archaeology, Chinese Academy of Social Science 
中国社会科学院考古研究所内蒙古工作队, “Chifeng Yaowangmiao, Xiajiadian yizhi shijue baogao” 
赤峰药王庙，夏家店遗址试掘报告 (Report of Trial Excavations at the Xiajiadian Site in Yaowangmiao, 
Chifeng).  Kaogu xuebao 考古学报 1 (1974): Plate 8. 
 
125 Jessica Rawson, ed., Mysteries of Ancient China: New Discoveries from the Early Dynasties (London: 
British Museum Press, 1996), 47-8. 
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pareidolia when observing double attachment holes present on such tools.  Imaginative 
perception, therefore, may have led the person to craft an axe-like face out of clay, a material 
whose plasticity would have been perceived as amenable to reproduce a fleshy human face.  The 
same pareidolia phenomenon possibly contributed during the later Shang 商 dynasty (1,554–
1,046 BCE) further north to the first casting of a bronze axe exhibiting a face, a genre of 
weapon-bound imagery exemplified by a yue axe unearthed at Subutun 苏埠屯 in Shandong 
province (Fig. 4.79). 
Observation of axe-like tools not featuring apertures also seems to have led to figuration.  
For example, a stone image found at the Tangdian 倘甸 site in modern Yunnan province.  The 
4.8-cm-high human face is defined by a stone shaped into a polygon on which someone engraved 
circles standing for eyes and added lines to mark eyebrows (if not a frown) and a nose (Fig. 
4.80).126  The frontal representation of a human face is noteworthy, for the inspiration likely 
emerged from a conflation of two circumstances linked to lithic production at the site.  First, out 
of thirty-one other stone objects recovered at Tangdian, eleven consist of axes featuring a wide 
extremity and a body that tapers toward the base (Fig. 4.81).  That these axes share the 
materiality and overall contour of Figure 4.80 may not be happenstance, and this raises the 
possibility that the form of a stone brought to mind the shape of a human face.  Indeed, the shape 
of these axes echoes the contour of a face observed frontally: both exhibit a wide upper section 
(forehead and cheeks) and tapering lower part (lower jaw and chin area).  Second, the practice of 
drilling holes in stones at Tangdian certainly facilitated materializing the mental image by adding 
                                                           
126 Honghe Prefectural Department of Cultural Affairs红河州文管所 and Gejiu City Museum 个旧市博
物馆, “Yunnan Gejiushi Tangdian xinshiqi shidai yizhi” 云南个旧市 倘甸新时期石器时代遗址 





semi-drilled holes to denote eyes.  That lithic workers at Tangdian drilled holes in stones is 
evidenced by a stone plaque bearing double apertures, as well as by a large round lithic into 
which someone engraved a circle by abrading the surface (Fig. 4.82).  Notably, the same 
abrading process was used to create the figure’s eyes.  The image-maker, nevertheless, seems to 
have encountered technical difficulties in the placement of the eyes vis-à-vis the face, as can be 
deduced from comparing the front and back of the same object (Fig. 4.83).  Traces on the 
figure’s reverse side suggest some difficulty placing the eyes high enough on the upper section 
of the face and leveling them on a horizontal axis.  Finally, the face was more successfully 
executed on the front side when the craftsperson opted to position the eyes in between the two 
rows of eyes on the back side and drilled the eyes closer to one another on the same axis. 
 
Conclusion 
This chapter introduced scholarship on pareidolia, a process of human cognition that 
involves projecting mental images onto forms, and presented examples illustrating how the 
phenomenon impacted the production of prehistoric figural imagery throughout the world.  
Following a discussion of how modern scholars have investigated the phenomenon’s 
significance in the arts of China from historical times, the analysis turned to demonstrating that 
this process also influenced both the modern discourse concerning prehistoric figural 
representations from China and the initial crafting of some images in that corpus. 
The chapter demonstrated that perceptive imagination led to figuration in different parts 
of China throughout the prehistoric period.  The analysis identified several situations that 
contributed to pareidolia-induced figuration.  In some instances, natural forms (bones, turtle 
plastrons and antlers) led craftsmen to experience imaginative perception.  They then proceeded 
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to translate the images they projected onto natural forms into legible anthropomorphic or 
zoomorphic figures.  In other circumstances, a more reflexive form of pareidolia involved 
representations emerging from craft.  Artisans experienced perceptive imagination while 
producing or looking at non-figurative objects.  At times, the shape of a pottery component, of a 
container’s body or of patterns on shards instigated perceptive imagination and led potters to turn 
their works into figural forms.  In other occurrences, the presence of attachment holes on tools or 
ornaments catalyzed pareidolia, leading people to read the apertures as eyes.  In turn, they then 
materialized the mental images by adding indentations, pigments or engravings to the objects, 
turning them into representations.  Ultimately, current evidence suggests that the people who 
made these objects were not specialists in figural representations.  Rather, they were potters or 
toolmakers who became accidental image-makers when inspired to materialize a mental image. 
Evidence that some prehistoric figural imagery in China emerged because of pareidolia 
should invite caution when one attempts to interpret early representations.  It is certainly the case 
that many figural objects served important social or religious functions, but we risk influencing 
analysis with subjective ideologies if we start with that position.  Rather than subjectively 
assuming the purpose served by images, establishing first how they came into being should 
permit greater objectivity.  Indeed, the fact that some individuals experienced pareidolia leading 
to figuration to some extent undercuts the usefulness of broad theories discussed in Chapter Two 





Perception, Materiality and Mimesis at the Core of Figural Representation 
 
Introduction 
Discussions of prehistoric figural images from China regularly include some assessment 
of the degree of naturalism or schematization objects display.  These evaluations tend toward the 
subjective.  For example, figures representing human faces and fish painted on Yangshao culture 
pottery are characterized as falling at various points on a spectrum ranging from representational 
to abstract or from realistic to schematic.  The interpretations of mimetic quality invariably 
pertain to formal appreciation and assume that it was the form of the subjects alone that 
prehistoric people sought to represent.1 
This chapter will reconsider this assumption and address related issues, overlooked in 
earlier studies on prehistoric China, which specialists in other fields have started to discuss.  
Recent scholarship indeed demands that we re-examine the array of qualities possibly invested 
with representational value in prehistoric China.  This seems particularly important to address in 
a dissertation emphasizing not so much what figuration meant but how it emerged.  While it may 
be impossible to decipher precisely which isolated or combined aspects mattered in figuration in 
northern China, we should contemplate the possibility that qualities experienced through 
                                                           
1 Art historical discourse in the Western world has given considerable importance and credence to the 
notion of “mimesis” in aesthetics.  A discussion of figural imagery in prehistoric China need not account 
necessarily for mimesis, a mode of valuation recurrently present in studies devoted to Western fine arts.  
Applying the concept of mimesis to the study of both non-Western artistic traditions and prehistoric 
material culture (i.e., not fine arts) may seem misplaced, if not fraught with Eurocentrism.  However, 
repudiating the concept on the ground that mimesis is too much associated with Western fine arts would 
be equally biased.  It is hard to imagine that imitative interests did not generally motivate figural 
representations in prehistoric China.  Therefore, mimesis remains an adequate concept to account for 
imitative interests embedded in acts of anthropomorphic and zoomorphic figuration in prehistoric China, 




channels other than visual perception also mattered and determined how representational or 
realistic an image appeared to viewers.  I propose to reposition materiality at the core of mimetic 
representation and to take tactility into account when gauging mimetic quality. 
While earlier studies recognize that various materials were used in figuration (clay, stone, 
jade, bone, teeth and shell), little consideration has been given to the possibility that mimetic 
interests may have motivated the selection of these materials.  Chapter Three discussed some 
rational and nuanced choices prehistoric people in China made in selecting substances to create 
implements and tools, and identified two significant criteria: a material-task synergy and 
material-function synergy.  It also presented evidence found at Xinglongwa culture sites hinting 
at interests in a material-representation synergy. 
The first section of this chapter introduces current scholarship, and prehistoric living 
conditions and images that informed the idea to develop a new model aimed at discussing 
mimesis and figural representation in prehistoric China.  The second section presents research in 
human and animal mimicry that, it is proposed here, may have implications for and applications 
to the study of mimesis in general.  It then presents a taxonomic framework aimed at appraising 
the mimetic quality of three-dimensional prehistoric images.  Adapted from a model developed 
by a specialist of mimicry in the animal world, the model accounts for an array of qualities in the 
subjects that images might embody and distinguishes perceptive channels (visual and tactile) 
through which mimesis could be experienced. 
The third and final section focuses on prehistoric imagery in China.  It first introduces 
factors that could have contributed to heightened tactile awareness in handling the artifacts.  I 
then examine patterns of material selection in image-making and start to associate these recurrent 
choices with the analytical model.  Finally, I present case studies repositioning figural images in 
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more localized circumstances, taking into account the broader representational context in which 
they emerged.  The case studies will explore how some representations that seem un-naturalistic 
to modern viewers, whether because of their shape, proportionality and/or reduced attention to 
physiognomic detail, may have had other attributes that Neolithic viewers found representational 
and naturalistic. 
Ultimately, the analysis suggests that some Neolithic craftsmen, adept at handling raw 
materials, made savvy use of substances as signifiers.  They appear to have appreciated the 
varied visual and tactile qualities of materials, the semiotic charge each could embody, and they 
exploited that diversity to achieve an array of material-representation synergies.  In their 
representational quest, figure-makers could rely on the constancy of physical attributes exhibited 
by both the substances they knew from handling and the animals and humans they sought to 
represent.  These consistent and dependable factors facilitated figuration through formal and 
material approximations. 
 
Perception, Culture and the Arts 
Perception is a complex phenomenon, the study of which has generated an extensive 
body of scholarship.2  One important line of reasoning, of relevance here, arose in Gestalt 
psychology, with the proposition that perception results not only from sensory stimuli but also 
from cognitive dynamics.3  In a seminal study on art and perception addressing the significance 
and applicability of Gestalt theory to art studies, Rudolf Arnheim aptly summed up the theory as 
                                                           
2 For the history of theories on perception, see Vicki Bruce, Patrick R. Green and Mark A. Georgeson, 
Visual Perception: Physiology, Psychology and Ecology (New York: Psychology Press, 2006), 77-83. 
 
3 For an important work on Gestalt theory, see Kurt Koffka, “Perception: An Introduction to the Gestalt-




propounding that “the mind always functions as a whole.  All perceiving is also thinking, all 
reasoning is also intuition, all observation is also invention.”4 
The more specific issue of how the human mind integrates perception and cognition has 
led researchers to propose several hypotheses to define those links.5  Scientists now approach 
vision and touch as the products of interrelated physiological and cognitive processes.6  Of all 
physical sensors, the hand remains the prime organ of tactile senses in humans, as manual  
  
                                                           
4 Arnheim also notes that, “For centuries scientists had been able to say valuable things about reality by 
describing networks of mechanical relations; but at no time could a work of art have been made or 
understood by a mind unable to conceive the integrated structure of a whole.”  Rudolph Arnheim, Art and 
Visual Perception: a Psychology of the Creative Eye (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1974), 5. 
 
5 A significant model developed by psychologist Jerry Fodor posits that the human mind has a two-fold 
nature.  One constituent is an input system (perception), which operates automatically under stimuli (sight, 
hearing and touch); the other is a more holistic central system, where intelligence resides (thought, 
problem-solving and imagination).  Fodor argues for a partial disconnect between the perceptive and 
intelligence systems, suggesting that knowledge only partially influences perception of the world.  A 
revealing example is that of optical illusions, which persist in spite of our awareness that they are not true.  
Jerry Fodor, The Modularity of Mind (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1983); Jerry Fodor, “Précis of ‘The 
Modularity of Mind,’” The Behavioral and Brain Sciences 8 (1985) 1-42; Steven J. Mithen, The 
Prehistory of the Mind: A Search for the Origins of Art, Religion, and Science (London: Thames and 
Hudson, 1996), 39-41.  More recently, Susan Hurley, a specialist in neuroscience and psychology, argued 
against the so-called “classical sandwich conception of the mind,” which “regards perception as input 
from world to mind, action as output from mind to world, and cognition as sandwiched between.” In 
Hurley’s view, the human mind is not structured in a vertical modular way.  Instead of “functioning as 
separate buffers around domain-general central cognition,” perception and action share “information-
processing resources” when humans engage with their environment. Hurley thus shares with the majority 
of other scientists the idea that perception is not merely a receptive process but also a fundamentally 
active one. Susan Hurley, “The Shared Circuits Model (SCM): How Control, Mirroring, and Simulation 
Can Enable Imitation, Deliberation, and Mindreading,” Behavioral and Brain Sciences 31 (2008): 2. 
 
6 We now understand that after retina-based photoreceptors finish capturing images, the optic nerve 
(constituted of roughly one million axons) sends the results to the brain for further processing.  Since 
retina photoreceptors capture somewhat imprecise images, neural activity in the visual cortex helps refine 
the visualized image.  Therefore, human vision is achieved not only through communication between 
retina photoreceptors and brain cells but also because of their symbiotic functions. Donald D. Hoffman, 




exploration greatly contributes to perception of objects and materials. 7  Researchers have 
uncovered highly stereotypical hand movement patterns, which humans perform unconsciously 
in search of specific tactile information.8  People also rely on mechanoreceptors located on their 
palms in the perception of objects and materials.9  Once the central nervous system registers the 
impulses as a sensation, the information is sent to the somatosensory cortex, the portion of the 
brain devoted to processing touch and associated sensations.10  Thus, to some extent, sensory 
processes are universally shared among human beings.  This reality is corroborated by ethology, 
which has demonstrated innate consistency among animal species “to respond to particular 
perceptual stimuli in predetermined ways.”11 
However, while people universally share perceptive predispositions, they also exhibit 
subjectivity, which affects perception.  Gestalt studies postulated that “looking at the world 
                                                           
7 Studies devoted to the tactile perception of surface aspects showed that humans are able to differentiate 
papers of varied surface texture without relying on vision.  This perception can be achieved through 
lateral movements between fingertips and the surface touched.  Krishnankutty Sathian notes: “This is due 
to the combination of its [the hand’s] rich endowment with sensory receptors and its motor versatility.  
The hand is used to acquire information about a number of different characteristics of an object—its 
surface features, including texture, contour and irregularities, its overall shape, size and weight, its 
consistency and its thermal properties.” Krishnankutty Sathian, “Tactile Sensing of Surface Features,” 
TINS, 12 (1989): 513. 
 
8 These typical movements are summarized as follows: “Lateral Motion, a repetitive and lateral rubbing 
motion, was most often associated with texture.  Pressure, or opposing forces applied normally to a 
surface or a torque about some object axis, was used to extract information about hardness.  Static 
Contact, stationary contact on a surface without molding, was used primarily to determine thermal 
properties.  Unsupported Holding, used to lift an object away from a supporting surface, was used to 
extract information about weight.  Enclosure, involving dynamic molding of the palm and/or finger(s) to 
the contours of an object, was used to extract both volumetric cues and envelope information about an 
object’s shape.  Contour Following, or dynamic edge following, was used to obtain the more precise 
spatial details concerning an object’s shape.” Susan J. Lederman and Roberta L. Klatzky, “Extracting 
Object Properties Through Haptic Exploration,” Acta Psychologica 84 (1993), 30 
 
9 Sathian, “Tactile Sensing of Surface Features,” 514 
 
10 Hoffman, Visual Intelligence, 177 
 
11 Alfred Gell, “The Technology of Enchantment and the Enchantment of Technology,” in Anthropology, 




proved to require an interplay between properties supplied by the object and the nature of the 
observing subject.”12  While personal knowledge may act as a perceptive filter, knowledge 
shared with others from the same culture also affects perception.  As anthropologists like Jeremy 
Coote have shown, while some sensory processes are universal others are culture specific.13  
Chris Gosden also argued in a discussion on aesthetics and archaeology that “the locus of 
sensory activity is as much cultural as bodily.”14  Once they exist, cultural forms also impact the 
senses, stimulating some more than others and structuring the means by which human beings 
make sense of the world.15 
Recognition that perception is culturally-determined has led anthropologists and art 
historians to caution against projecting unwarranted cultural constructs onto art forms.  In 1970, 
anthropologist Anthony Forge noted the significance of cultural relativism in the perception of 
  
                                                           
12 Arnheim, Art and Visual Perception, 6 
 
13 As Jeremy Coote notes, “While our common human physiology no doubts results in our having 
universal, generalized responses to certain stimuli, perception is an active and cognitive process in which 
cultural factors play a dominant role.  Perceptions are cultural phenomena.”  “‘Marvels of Everyday 
Vision’: The Anthropology of Aesthetics and the Cattle-Keeping Nilotes,” in Anthropology, Art and 
Aesthetics, ed. Jeremy Coote and Anthony Shelton (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1994), 247. 
 
14 Chris Gosden, “Making Sense: Archaeology and Aesthetics,” World Archaeology 33, no. 2 (2001): 163. 
 
15 Gosden, “Making Sense: Archaeology and Aesthetics,” 163.  Randall White aptly summarized how 
cultural factors may affect perceptual processes: “perception is selective…the human mind in effect 
ignores some things and notices others, and…as a consequence, people do not experience everything they 
encounter as equally meaningful.  Human senses are constantly scanning the world, selecting certain 
stimuli as more important than others.  The mind then imposes a selectivity on these stimuli, assigning 
meaning based on preexisting categories of perception, without which it would be difficult to see, hear, or 




art forms.16  Following Forge’s insight, other scholars have highlighted the need to consider 
culturally and historically determined vision.  Michael Baxandall’s publication of Painting and 
Experience in Fifteenth Century Italy: A Primer in the Social History of Pictorial Style (1972) 
remains a key work addressing these issues.17  Art historians also recognize that cultural 
relativism may affect expectations about naturalism.  Rudolph Arheim reflected that as “persons 
of our own civilization and century may perceive a particular manner of representation as lifelike 
even though it may not look lifelike at all to the adherents of another approach, so do the 
adherents of those other approaches find their preferred manner of representation not only 
acceptable, but entirely lifelike.”18  In other words, what looks real or life-like is culture-specific 
and remains in the eye of the beholder. 
What looked representational and mimetic also was bound to vary in time and space 
through Neolithic China.  The variability likely extended to the criteria employed to gauge 
essential qualities.  That most prehistoric figural works in China were portable, and thus 
touchable, should inspire us to explore the possibility that haptic engagement with objects played 
a role in the process. 
 
                                                           
16 Anthony Forge notes, “It is impossible literally to see through the eyes of another man, let alone 
perceive with his brain.  Yet if we are to consider the place of art in any society…we must beware of 
assuming that they see what we see and vice versa.” “Learning to See in New Guinea,” in Socialization: 
The Approach from Social Anthropology, Philip Mayer, ed. (London: Tavistock, 1970), 282.  Reference 
found in Coote, “Marvels of Everyday Vision,” 247.  Awareness of cultural relativism in perceptual 
processes more recently has led some anthropologists to call for a reorientation of anthropological 
approaches to art away from function and meaning towards how the objects work in the relevant culture.  
See Jeremy Coote and Anthony Shelton, “Introduction,” in Anthropology, Art and Aesthetics, ed. Jeremy 
Coote and Anthony Shelton (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1994), 4. 
 
17 Michael Baxandall, Painting and Experience in Fifteenth Century Italy: A Primer in the Social History 
of Pictorial Style (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1972). 
 




Senses, Materiality, Craft and the Arts 
Art historians and anthropologists have called for greater attention to the perceptual and 
physical engagement image-makers and beholders enjoyed vis-à-vis representations.19  Some 
have questioned the emphasis on visuality to the exclusion of other sensory factors in art 
appreciation.  Yve-Alain Bois bemoaned a vision-focused approach to modern art.20  Chris 
Gosden called for increased interest in sensory factors in discussions about art and aesthetics in 
archaeology.21  Richard Bradley regretted that aesthetic appreciation of prehistoric art largely 
fixated on design and technology, and instead called for greater attention to ‘valued perceptual 
experiences’ in early communities.22 
                                                           
19 Hans Belting recently noted that “[t]he mediality of images…is rooted in a body analogy, incidentally 
also in the sense that our bodies function as media themselves—as living media against any fabricated 
media.  Images happen between we who look at them, and their media, with which they respond to our 
gaze.  They rely on two symbolic acts that each involves our living body: the act of fabrication and the act 
of perception.” Hans Belting, “Toward an Anthropology of the Image,” in Anthropologies of Art, ed. 
Mariët Westerman (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2005), 46. 
 
20 Yve-Alain Bois notes that “visual art, especially painting, addresses itself uniquely to the sense of 
sight… The ‘tactile’ that art history addresses is only the visual representation of tactility: matter does not 
exist for it except as in-formed, made over into form.”  The author further bemoaned the postulate that 
“being ‘purely visual,’ art is addressed to the subject as an erect being, far from the horizontal axis that 
governs the life of animals.  Even if one no longer speaks of painting as a ‘window opened onto the 
world,’ the modernist picture is still conceived as a vertical section that presupposes the viewer’s having 
forgotten that his or her feet are in the dirt.  Art, according to this view, is a sublimatory activity that 
separates the perceiver from his or her body.”  Yve-Alain Bois, “The Use-Value of ‘Formless,’” in 
Formless: A User’s Guide, Yve-Alain Bois and Rosalind E. Krauss (New York: Zone Books, 1997), 25. 
 
21 In Gosden’s words, “Notions of art and aesthetics have long been part of archaeological discussions, 
but few, if any, of these discussions focus on the links between objects, embodied experience and the 
senses.  When discussions of art and aesthetics do take place in archaeology, they often have an 
untheorized look to them and revolve around issues of typology, dating and the transmission of style.  
This is strange given the resurgence of interest in the social and cultural roles of material culture in art 
history and also given the thriving nature of studies of art and aesthetics within anthropology.” Gosdern, 
“Making Sense: Archaeology and Aesthetics,” 163. 
 
22 Bradley, Image and Audience, 27-8.  Bradley endorses Jeremy Coote’s call for “the comparative study 




Scholarship has moved toward greater integration of senses, materiality and craft in 
approaches to material culture and the arts.23  Recent discussions by art historians and 
archaeologists have taken more holistic approaches to the study of sensory engagement with art 
works.  In a study on decorative objects of early modern China, Jonathan Hay investigated how 
significant the appreciation of sensory and tactile surfaces was during the Ming 明 (1368-1644) 
and Qing 清 (1644-1912) dynasties.24  Critiquing formalist approaches shaped mainly by art 
historical practice, Richard Bradley recently argued that purely visual concerns overlook other 
perceptive modes, which prehistoric people likely valued in representations and material choices.  
Bradley noted: “Different raw materials may be selected for making particular kinds of artworks.  
The choice may be influenced by their colour, their brilliance or their tactile qualities, but it can 
also be influenced by the kinds of sounds that different materials produce.”25  Bradley pointed to 
a study positing a link between acoustic properties and rock selection in prehistoric rock painting 
and carving in Utah.26  Randall White, an anthropologist of prehistory, indicated: “Material 
representations, in addition to being mysterious—we have perhaps lost touch with the alchemy 
involved in creating the illusion of a real-world object out of minerals, oils, and strokes of the 
                                                           
23 As Anastasia Dakouri-Hild notes “In recent years, scholarship has moved away from the Cartesian 
divide between mind and matter, mind and body, subject and object; pure materialist and mentalist 
approaches have been tempered with a more complex understanding of the dynamic feedback between 
cognition and material culture.”Anastasia Dakouri-Hild, “Craft and Sensory Play in Late Bronze Age 
Boeotia,” in Making Senses of the Past: Toward a Sensory Archaeology, ed. Jo Day (Carbondale: 
Southern Illinois University, 2013), 319-20. 
 
24 Jonathan Hay, Sensuous Surfaces: The Decorative Object in Early Modern China (Honolulu: 
University of Hawai’i Press, 2010). 
 
25 Bradley, Image and Audience, 45. 
 
26 Steven Waller, “Intentionality of Rock-Art Placement Deduced from Acoustical Measurements,” in 
Archaeoacoustics, ed. Chris Scarre and Graeme Lawson (Cambridge: McDonald Institute for 




chisel—are credible and tangible, operating as they do in the visual and tactile domains.”27  
White proposed that “cultural logics…underlying both representation and visual perception itself 
are constrained to a limited number of possibilities that can be evaluated against the prehistoric 
record.  These cultural logics apply not only to the perception of images, but to their production 
as well.”28 
Researchers have started to account for material-bound cultural logics when discussing 
Paleolithic, Neolithic and Bronze Age art.  In an assessment of materials used to fashion 
Aurignacian period29 personal ornaments, Randall White suggested that “new techniques of 
abrasion and polishing, yielded ornaments with particular tactile qualities.  Ivory, soapstone, 
mother-of-pearl, and dental enamel/dentine are all characteristically warm, even mysterious, to 
the touch.  With eyes closed, the hand cannot distinguish one of them from the others.  This 
probably implies that these raw materials, in contrast to bone, antler, and other more commonly 
used substances, were perceived as having qualities that one might even describe as spiritual.”30  
While White’s proposition that some materials had a “spiritual” quality remains debatable, the 
author further elaborates that “[t]he use of particular techniques and materials allowed 
representation on two levels.  First, particular surface/tactile qualities were represented, in order 
to create controlled subjective experiences on the part of the wearer/viewers. Second, 
                                                           
27 White, Prehistoric Art, 15. 
 
28 White, Prehistoric Art, 24. 
 
29 As applied to the extensive geographical zone comprising the Iberic peninsula to the Russian plains, 
this Upper Paleolithic period is subdivided into distinct phases, each associated with cultural traditions 
featuring early specimens of figural representation.  The period is named after the Aurignac site (France) 
and dated ca. 35,000–27,000 BP. 
 
30 White, Prehistoric Art, 80.  A degree of subjectivity may affect perception of warmth or coldness in a 
given material.  As Professor Zoë Strother brought to my attention, Pende people in the Democratic 





arrangements of personal ornaments must have served to represent particular social identities 
constructed and communicated out of valued substances that evoked powerful meanings.”31 
Jonathan T. Thomas recently called for a greater attention to “the sensory experience of 
making and handling an object,” stating that “archaeologists need to engage more with the 
phenomenological experience of producing the material culture that they study.”32  Thomas 
investigated slate plaques produced in Iberia and placed inside burials in the Late Neolithic 
(3,500-2,500 BCE) period and explored the sensory (haptic, visual, olfactory, auditory and 
gustatory) experience their production induced.33  Following the premise that the creation of 
handcrafted objects encodes somatic and multi-sensorial engagement, Anastasia Dakouri-Hild 
recently addressed the interaction of Late Bronze Age craftsmen with artifacts made of agate at 
Thebes, the administrative seat of East Boeotia from the fourteenth to the twelfth century BCE.  
Dakouri-Hild discussed the agate’s “visual and tactile affordances.”34  She proposed that 
craftsmen working in the palatial workshop engaged in some “free sensory play,” creating “a 
more intimate, somatic connection with matter through haptics.”35 
  
                                                           
31 Ibid., 80-2. 
 
32 Jonathan T. Thomas, “Scents and Sensibilities: The Phenomenology of Late Neolithic Iberian Slate 
Plaque Production,” in Making Senses of the Past: Toward a Sensory Archaeology, ed. Jo Day 
(Carbondale: Southern Illinois University, 2013), 347. 
 
33 Ibid., 335-350. 
 
34 Dakouri-Hild, “Craft and Sensory Play in Late Bronze Age Boeotia,” 320.  Quoting Nigel Wentworth, 
Dakouri-Hild adds: “This is the case with crafted objects as well as paintings.  The physical description of 
paint will not capture the nuance of the medium as a painter uses it: It ‘is something that only is what it is 
through being used.’” Nigel Wentworth, The Phenomenology of Painting (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2004), 34. 
 




Approaching Mimesis beyond Form Alone 
In light of recent scholarly developments, approaching prehistoric images from China 
without ignoring image-makers’ somatic engagement with materials seems sensible.  Craftsmen 
extensively handled the materials used to fashion figures and knew their visual and tactile 
qualities.  Given the species most often represented three-dimensionally (humans, pigs, fish, 
birds, turtles), we can assume that image-makers also had somatic engagement with their 
subjects through domestic life, hunting, animal husbandry and the collecting and preparation of 
food.  In other words, they knew how different or similar humans, fish, pigs, turtles and birds 
both looked and felt.  Once acquired, the visual and tactile knowledge of both materials and 
subjects could coalesce during figure-making, and could play a part in the perception of how 
naturalistic images looked or felt.  Image-making and image-appreciating both depended on such 
“conceptually driven processes.”36  Therefore, I propose to eskew focusing on visuality to the 
exclusion of other perceptual channels when gauging the mimetic charge of embodied materials. 
Two short comparisons may support the point that restricting assessments of mimesis to 
form alone may limit our understanding of prehistoric figures found in China.  Figurative objects 
excavated at Songze 崧泽, the site eponymous with the culture, exemplify how modern 
observers may misinterpret when evaluating mimetic quality based on form alone.  Excavations 
yielded the barely representational fish-like jade huang, whose creation (discussed in Chapter 
Four) was quite possibly the result of pareidolia (Fig. 5.1).  They also generated two additional 
figural images whose treatment and formal mimetic quality differs dramatically from that of the 
(arguably) barely representational fish.  One found engraved on a pottery base represents a bird 
                                                           
36 A “conceptually driven process” has been described as “A process of extraction of information from 
sensory input which relies for its operation on prior knowledge of the properties of objects or events to be 




in profile exhibiting a curved beak and long head feathers (Fig. 5.2); the other image is a three-
dimensional clay pot reproducing a monkey face, whose formal realism significantly surpasses 
that of the jade fish and the engraved bird (Fig. 5.3).37  A standard explanation for the 
discrepancy might propose that the potter was more talented at represention than the bird- and 
fish-makers.  Instead of reverting to this assumption (largely derived from how modern observers 
are conditioned to appreciate mimesis), we should consider whether Songze people were more 
receptive to variations in how an image was representational and mimetic.  As discussed later in 
this chapter, the fish image exhibits material qualities that Songze viewers were more likely to 
find naturalistic than we do. 
A final comparison will convey how craftsmen may have evoked mimetic qualities 
through tactile association.  To modern viewers, the realism of faces painted on Yangshao 
culture pottery unearthed at Jiangzhai 姜寨 (Fig. 5.4)38 and displayed at the Banpo 半坡 museum 
(Fig. 5.5) may appear limited.  One might assess the round face, subdivided into three sections 
and replete with forehead, eyes, nose and mouth (Fig. 5.4), as more convincingly 
representational than a painted visage merely denoted by a pair of eyes and an anchor-like 
configuration standing for either a nose or a mouth (Fig. 5.5).  Or vice-versa.  However, 
attributes extraneous to the formal accuracy of the features may have contributed to original 
assessments of the images’ resemblance to human heads.  Neolithic image-makers in China at 
times conceived of formal supports (such as a clay container) as integral to the visual field 
inhabited by figures (see Chapter One).  This integration of the formal support with the 
                                                           
37 Shanghai City Office of Preservation of Cultural Relics, Songze – Xinshiqi shidai yizhi fajue baogao, 
80-1, Fig. 60.3, Plate 60 (monkey); 73-4, Fig. 56.1 (bird engraving).  The report notes that the animal 
modeled in clay represents a pig. 
 




representational field raises the possibility that intrinsic characteristics of the support or the 
media contributed to how the image represented its subject. 
Analysis of the two containers discussed here demonstrates this point.  First, the relative 
sizes of the faces vis-à-vis the containers either preempts (Fig. 5.4) or encourages (Fig. 5.5) 
viewers to integrate the  body of the vessel with the representational field.  In other words, while 
the relatively small circular face seems disconnected from the support on which it appears (Fig. 
5.4), the other head appears more proportionally symbiotic with its support—a three-dimensional 
human head is seemingly embodied in the container’s lower section (Fig. 5.5).  The pottery itself 
further contributes to the figural field, for its shape copies that of a bottle gourd (Lagenaria 
siceraria), a type of vine fruit native to East Asia that served as a model for several pottery 
artifacts found at Jiangzhai and Banpo (Fig. 5.6).  Any Banpo dweller who had the opportunity 
to see or touch a bottle gourd would be aware of how smooth its surface is, a visual and tactile 
experience that should have affected how the pottery and its imagery would be perceived.  A 
bottle gourd–shaped container conjured (unconsciously at least) the fruit’s smoothness, like that 
of human facial epiderm, a characteristic sensed visually and tactilely.  As a result, by 
reproducing the shape of the fruit, the bottle gourd pottery evokes a particular sensory attribute 
that effects the painted face’s mimetic quality.  Therefore, factors extraneous to the face itself 
compensate for its schematic aspect and contribute to the realistic charge: first, the size and 
placement of the face on the surface lend head volume and, second, the fruit signified through 
the shape portends the smoothness of skin.  Ultimately, the limited realism of the image is 
largely experienced through perceptive factors beyond the depiction itself, including the 
evocation of a substance (skin) and the sensory experiences (tactile and visual perception of 
smoothness) this augurs. 
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Shaping Sensory Habits: Now and Then 
Given that perception is contingent on culture and the environment, it seems necessary to 
account for perceptual habits that affect and are affected by one’s environment when assessing 
material remains.  In light of the relative paucity of representational images in Neolithic China, 
one should expect more individualized and flexible perceptions of what appeared realistic than in 
today’s world.  By default, people could assess representations through a multiplicity of 
mechanisms not necessarily bound by the rules of proportions and other formal details. 
Individual life experiences of Neolithic people, the particular settings in which they lived, 
and the habits of viewing and perceiving they formed all contributed to shaping how they would 
perceive the figural images around them.  Although the sensory habits craftsmen developed at 
particular sites cannot be known for sure, I postulate that living conditions contributed to shaping 
basic sensory habits shared across time and space in Neolithic China.  In other words, while the 
social and political contexts in which images may have served a function likely varied across 
cultures, more standard circumstances that defined daily life throughout Neolithic China also 
fundamentally influenced how the artifacts and images were viewed. 
Generally, it is a fair assumption that Neolithic people experienced less optimal viewing 
conditions than modern observers.  Once eyesight started to decline, no corrective lenses were 
available; once sunlight started to wane, at best a flame or a fire produced light but offered 
limited vision of surrounding objects.  Neolithic people in China also generally lived in relatively 
dark, semi-subterranean (bandixue 半地穴) houses, as illustrated by a type of house found at the 
aforementioned Banpo site (Fig. 5.7).39  Along with refuse pits, these structures form the 
                                                           
39 Not known to have included wide doors or large windows, semi-subterranean structures would have 
been relatively dark in daytime, even when the single hearth generally found inside was lit at the center of 




majority of locations where excavators find figural representations outside of tombs.  It goes 
without saying that people also likely saw such objects outside of dwellings and during the day.  
However, in light of representations’ recurrent unearthing from inside dwellings, one also 
assumes that it was often in such semi-subterranean structures that people engaged with figural 
images.  Settings not conducive to optimal visual acuity would have conditioned how people 
perceived the objects around them.  Touching had to matter.  Even the least visually appealing 
pottery surface texture would have contributed to recognizing which pot one was manipulating.  
Heightened tactile awareness likely served a function in how people perceived objects more 
generally. 
This relatively mundane condition of daily life and the perceptual habits it influences 
carry implication for the assessment of Neolithic figural images.  Modern perceptual habits differ 
profoundly from those experienced by the objects’ original makers and audience.  Assessment of 
a prehistoric figurine in a well-lit storage room or museum engages perceptual modes privileging 
vision, likely more than it would have inside a dimly lit dwelling or structure during the 
Neolithic period, a context in which touching objects, as a mode of appreciation, may have 
mattered as much as looking, if not more. 
We should also account for the fact that perceptual habits affect and are affected not only 
by the environmental context in which objects are made and assessed but also by other material 
qualities, such as texture, observable by sight and touch within that setting.  For example, the 
paucity in the environment of an aspect otherwise observable on a figural representation requires 
attention, as it may have been significant in processes of image-making and viewing.  Thus, 
abstracting qualities from figural representations and contextualizing these qualities within a 
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broader viewable and touchable material environment may help uncover some material qualities 
that stood out as special. 
For example, the visual and physical engagement people developed with clay containers 
at prehistoric sites in China contributed to shaping a ‘cultural logic’ specific to clay as a 
material.40  The un-textured surface of a clay face may stand out in a culture where other clay 
surfaces, notably pottery surfaces, were generally textured through rope marking or similar 
means.  Modern observers may consider a clay face smoothed through burnishing as naturalistic, 
but in an environment replete with textured clay pot surfaces, the lack of deliberate texturing on 
the anthropomorphic figure could have sufficed to evoke the smoothness of human skin.  
Accordingly, it is likely that people appreciated the smoothness of clay faces differently when 
they lived at sites where pottery surfaces were heavily textured (like the Zhaobaogou culture site 
bearing the same name in Inner Mongolia) and in environments where containers tended to 
exhibit smoother surfaces (like the recently excavated Miaodigou culture site of Yangguanzhai in 
Henan province).  The visual and tactile engagement Zhaobaogou inhabitants developed with 
heavily textured clay surfaces made the smoothness of clay faces stand out and would have 
contributed to evoking a smooth human epiderm (Figs. 5.8 and 5.9).41  In contrast, Yangguanzhai 
dwellers were accustomed to seeing and manipulating clay containers featuring smooth surfaces.  
Following a cultural logic peculiar to their site, Yangguanzhai artisans would have known that 
leaving clay faces un-textured, as exemplified here by a recently unearthed specimen (Fig. 
                                                           
40 As Randall White notes, “intellectual models (which we shall call here cultural logics) underlying both 
representation and visual perception itself are constrained to a limited number of possibilities that can be 
evaluated against the prehistoric record.  These cultural logics apply not only to the perception of images, 
but to their production as well.” White, Prehistoric Art, 24. 
 
41 Institute of Archaeology Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, Aohan Zhaobaogou: xinshiqi shidai 




5.10),42 would not suffice to evoke skin smoothness.  To reproduce this physical attribute, they 
likely would have turned away from clays with a coarse texture (jiasha 夹砂) and prefered using 
a finer argillaceous clay (nizhi 泥质). 
 
Mimesis and Imitation beyond the Arts 
As discussed in art historical works, mimesis often refers to the imitation of nature or 
reality.  The association can be traced to Aristotle, who, in the Poetics, postulated that imitation-
as-mimesis underlies art forms, from drama (action-imitation) to sculpture (realistic rendering).43 
Plato also discussed the topic in his political treatise, the Republic.44   Etymologically (the term 
has Greek roots), “mimesis” may refer to, as Nicholas Wolterstorff put it, the “modeling of one 
thing on another, or the presenting of one thing by another; imitation.”45  Stephen Halliwell, 
however, demonstrated that the word “imitation” does not account for the more complex set of 
ideas the term “mimesis” captured from the sixth century BCE through the work of neoclassical 
theorists and critics.46  As Halliwell showed, all along “mimesis” encompassed a dimension of 
“expression” absent from the idea of “imitation,” an omission the author argued invited a fresh 
                                                           
42 Shaanxi Provincial Institute of Archaeology, “Shaanxi Gaoling Yangguanzhai yizhi fajue jianbao,” 
Plate 4. 
 
43 For a translation, see Aristotle, Poetics of Aristotle, trans. Stephen Halliwell (London: Duckworth, 
1987). 
 
44 For a translation, see Plato, Republic, trans. Allan Bloom (New York: Basic Books, 1968). 
 
45 Nicholas Wolterstorff, “Mimesis,” Cambridge Dictionary of Philosophy, ed. Robert Audi (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1999), 572. 
 
46 As Stephen Halliwell notes, “What is at stake here, then, is in part an awareness of how our relationship 
to older mimetic interpretations of art is complicated by the history of language and translation at the 
most basic level.”  Stephen Halliwell, The Aesthetics of Mimesis: Ancient Texts and Modern Problems 




look at the relevance of “mimesis” in the modern discourse on the arts and aesthetics.47  Indeed, 
the history of aesthetics tends to posit that “mimesis” (as representation of concrete items of the 
phenomenal world) started to loose its prevalence in the West during the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries with the rise of Romanticism, which shifted the notion of “imitation” away 
from the artwork and refocused it on the artist who, through creative action, imitated nature by 
creating an object.48  As Halliwell notes, “[a]fter the nineteenth-century polarization of attitudes 
to mimesis (with realism or naturalism and aestheticism at opposite ends of the spectrum), the 
twentieth century produced a bewildering range of aesthetic disputes and conflicting practices, 
many of which, I contend, continued to revolve around the world-reflecting—world-simulating 
contrast that has given impetus to so much of the history of mimetic thinking.”49  Halliwell 
essentially argues that the modern discourse on aesthetic does not take place in a “postmimetic” 
era for once understood properly the term “mimesis” encapsulates significant concepts that 
continue to be expounded in modern scholarship on the arts and aesthetics. 
Setting aside its relevance to the modern discourse on the arts and aesthetics, the concept 
of “mimesis” and the idea of “imitation” it encapsulates have other fields of application, which I 
propose here to take into consideration in the analysis of prehistoric images from China. 
Researchers have used mimesis in some instances as a paradigm to study biological interactions, 
notably animal behavior.  That line of investigation resulted in the development of a field of 
                                                           
47 The author develops the “twin theses that ancient ideas of mimesis often encompass a dimension of 
what would now be counted, by many aestheticians, as expression, and that representation and expression 
are not mutually exclusive concepts in the interpretation of art, as they have so often been taken to be.”  
Stephen Halliwell, The Aesthetics of Mimesis, 12-4. 
 
48 Nicholas Wolterstorff, “Mimesis,” Cambridge Dictionary of Philosophy, ed. Robert Audi (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1999), 572. 
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study about animal and human mimicry.  It is proposed to apply some concepts from the study of 
animal mimicry to develop a taxonomic model that can be applied in art historical assessments of 
prehistoric figuration.  Scholars have not previously, to my knowledge, incorporated these ideas 
to discuss mimesis from an art historical perspective.50 
Scholars who discuss imitative behavior in both human and nonhuman animal realms 
have adopted a terminology to characterize its occurrences.  Previously used in reference to the 
behavior of nonhumans (notably monkeys and apes), the term “imitation” is now less readily 
applied to animals because scientists have come to discern discrepancies between humans and 
nonhumans in the capacity to purposefully imitate.51  The term “mimicry” has gained 
                                                           
50 The closest association is the presence of Vinciane Despret’s article devoted to the field of animal 
imitation in a compilation of articles about art historical mimesis.  However, neither Despret nor other 
contributors sought to explicitly relate both fields.  See “‘Il faudrait revoir la copie’: L’imitation chez 
l’animal,” in Mimèsis: Approches Actuelles, ed. Thierry Lenain and Danielle Lories (Bruxelles: Ante Post 
a.s.b.l., 2007), 251-254.  In an application of the concept of entropy to modern art, Rosalind E. Krauss 
also referred to Roger Caillois’s association between entropy and biological mimicry.  Krauss’s interest in 
biological mimicry lies in the figure-ground distinction, which mimicry obscures.  See Rosalind E. Krauss, 
“Entropy,” in Formless: A User’s Guide, Yve-Alain Bois and Rosalind E. Krauss (New York: Zone 
Books, 1997), 73-78. 
 
51 Animal aptitudes (including that of apes and monkeys) are now considered limited to the idea of 
“emulation.”  In contrast, researchers tend to attribute to humans the full aptitude to imitate, and thus to 
reproduce, what they observe.  When imitation pertains to behavior, scientists differentiate between 
“stimulus enhancement,” “goal emulation,” and “movement priming.”  Accordingly, “In stimulus 
enhancement, another’s action draws your attention to a stimulus, which triggers an innate or previously 
learned response; but a novel action isn’t learned directly from observation.  Bird A’s pecking may draw 
bird B’s attention to a food, which evokes pecking in bird B.  In goal emulation, you observe another 
achieving a goal by certain means, find that goal attractive, and try to achieve it yourself.  Monkey A may 
use a tool in a certain way to obtain an attractive object, leading monkey B to acquire the goal of 
obtaining a similar object.  Through his own trials and errors, monkey B may arrive at the same type of 
tool use to obtain the object.  Emulation is found in macaques, who have not shown imitative learning.  In 
movement priming, bodily movements are copied, but not as learned means to a goal.  Primed movements 
can be innate, as in contagious yawning…True imitation involves something phylogenetically rare: the 
flexible interplay of copying ends and copying means; a given movement can be used for different ends 
and a given end pursued by various means…This is something humans are distinctively good at.  It is 
difficult to find evidence of true imitation in nonhuman animals.”  Hurley, “The Shared Circuits Model 
(SCM),” 3-4.  Vinciane Despret identified a perceptual shift toward the notion of imitation in the 1980s.  
According to Despret, scholars then started reassessing their stance regarding “imitation,” away from the 
idea that it was creativity’s antithesis toward the notion that imitation was a cognitive competency.  Per 
Desperet, this awareness coincided with the growing body of research suggesting that animals were 
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endorsement, for scientists agree that mimicry, as an unconscious form of imitation, exists in 
both the human and animal realms.52  In the large body of literature dedicated to the study of 
human mimicry, the terms “imitation” and “mimicry” tend to be interchangeable.  Largely 
unnoticed by both imitators and those imitated, human mimicry is ubiquitous and ranges from 
verbal to facial, emotional and behavioral imitation.53  The phenomenon is so prevalent among 
humans that scientists now think that the propensity to imitate might be hard-wired.  Others have 
argued that humans experienced evolutionary pressure to use mimicry efficiently, on the basis 
that it facilitates positive social interactions.54  Given the interest in imitation that figuration 
reflects, taking into account some scientific insights from the study of mimicry to analyze 
  
                                                                                                                                                                                           
incapable of imitating; they were merely able to emulate.  While humans are capable of imitation, at the 
most, animals are good at imitating imitative behavior.  See Vinciane Despret, “‘Il faudrait revoir la 
copie,’” 251-254. 
 
52 A working definition of mimicry in the animal realm is: “Mimicry occurs when an organism or group 
of organisms (the mimic) simulates signal properties of a second living organism (the model), such that 
the mimic is able to take some advantage of the regular response of a sensitive signal-receiver (the 
operator) towards the model, through mistaken identity of the mimic for the model.”  Richard I. Vane-
Wright, “A Unified Classification of Mimetic ‘Resemblances,’” Biological Journal of the Linnean Society 
8 (1976): 50. 
 
53 Tanya L. Chartrand and Rick van Baaren, “Human Mimicry,” Advances in Experimental Social 
Psychology 41 (2009): 220.  Research even suggests that neurological factors associating perception and 
action, which underlie mimicry, also affect people’s capacity to empathize.  See Jean Decety and Philip .L. 
Jackson, “The Functional Architecture of Human Empathy,” Behavioral and Cognitive Neuroscience 
Reviews 3 (2004), 71-100. 
 
54 Tanya L. Chartrand and Rick van Baaren, “Human Mimicry,” 259-263. The recent discovery of mirror 
neurons, which “fire both upon perceiving another engage in an action, and upon oneself engaging in the 
action,” thus has found application to the study of mimicry among humans. Researchers have been 
investigating whether the existence of mirror neurons can explain how ubiquitous mimicry is among 
humans and if imitating others is an innate capacity.  Cognitive scientists now seem to believe that the 
“architecture enabling mimicry is innate, but that the behavioral mimicry response may actually be 




prehistoric imagery seems sensible.55 
 
Mimesis and Mimicry as Form Production 
One aspect of mimicry bears immediate relevance to the discussion.  In both fields of 
animal and human studies, the terms “imitation” and “mimicry” focus on the behavioral 
components the acts involve or their behavioral ramifications.  However, for animals, the term 
“mimicry” also generally relates to a more formalistic component for the simple fact that animal 
mimicry entails the production of a visual form (such as a pair of eyes visible on a butterfly 
wings.).  Known as “biological mimicry,” the process may be summarized as follows: some 
animals have ontogenetically developed attributes that imitate physical aspects associated with 
other creatures or with their environment; the properties imitated generally allow these animals 
to scare off predators or hide in their environment.56  Biological mimicry was first discussed in 
1823 by W. Kirby and W. Spence in a work on entomology.57  Field observation and research 
conducted since then have revealed the prevalence of this phenomenon and its multiple 
manifestations and forms among insects and vertebrates (fish, birds, mammals, snakes and 
                                                           
55 Arguably the attention scientists pay to the innate nature of mimicry could be broadened to how we 
approach representations in the field of art history.  One nevertheless wonders to what extent we can 
relate neurological and cognitive correlates that partly explain human habits of mimicry to the fact that 
humans imitate objects, figures and materials.  In other words, if humans are indeed endowed with an 
innate neurological mechanism (the mirror neuron system) enabling them to imitate what they observe in 
others and respond to it, could a similar neurological mechanism linking perception to active imitation 
also partly motivate our impulses to represent by imitating what one sees and touches? 
 
56 As Georges Pasteur notes, “In aggressive (offensive) mimicry, the mimic is a predator, parasitoid, or 
parasite that is camouflaged or that takes an appearance attractive or neutral for its potential victim.  In 
protective (defensive) mimicry, the mimic is a potential victim that is camouflaged or takes a formidable 
appearance and thus foils its predators or other potential enemies.”  “A Classificatory Review of Mimicry 
Systems,” Annual Review of Ecological Systems 13 (1982): 175. 
 
57 William Kirby and William Spence, An Introduction to Entomology (London: Longman, Hurst, Rees, 




amphibians).58  Biological mimicry in the animal realm displays some remarkable 
manifestations.  These include, for example, the Dynastor darius butterfly’s chrysalis or the 
Leucorampha (Hemeroplanes) orantus moth’s larva, which both bear a striking resemblance to a 
snake’s head in order to ward off predators.59  It is the terminology developed for this type of 
form-producing mimicry in the animal world that I propose to employ to discuss figuration and 
mimesis. 
 
Mimicry Differs from Figural Representation 
The use of a terminology associated with biological mimicry to refine modern analysis of 
prehistoric figural representations in China may seem incongruous, in part because human 
mimetic representations are at a minimum not purely biological.  Indeed, animal mimicry is “an 
intrinsic property that develops ontogenetically in an organism.”60  In contrast, mimetic 
representations done by human beings involve the production of a form extraneous to their 
maker’s body, as well as conscious choices of materials.  Even more basically, mimicry results 
from natural adaptive evolution relating to survival, but mimetic representations do not.  
Biological mimicry and figural representation, however, share some commonality: they both 
involve production of representations of varied mimetic quality, all bearing degrees of 
                                                           
58 Works on biological imitation among insects, fishes, birds, mammals, snakes, and amphibians include 
Roger Caillois, “Le Mimétisme et la psychasthénie légendaire.” Minotaure 7 (1935): 5-10; Carl W. 
Rettenmeyer, “Insect Mimicry,” Annual Review of Entomology 15 (1970): 43-74; Georges Pasteur, Le 
Mimétisme (Paris: Presse Universitaire de France, 1972); Michael Fogden and Patricia Fogden, Animal 
Mimicry and Camouflage (London: Eurobook, 1974); Delbert Wiens, “Mimicry in Plants,” Evolutionary 
Biology 11 (1978): 365-403; Harvey Pough, “Mimicry of Vertebrates: Are the Rules Different?” in 
“Mimicry and the Evolutionary Process,” Supplemental Issue, The American Naturalist 131 (June 1988): 
S67-S102. 
 
59 Illustrations may be found in Pough, “Mimicry of Vertebrates: Are the Rules Different?,” Figs. 1 and 2. 
 




resemblance or similarity with the represented entity.61  The commonality lends some legitimacy 
to a shared taxonomic terminology to identify and describe mimetic instances. 
 
Biological Mimicry and Classificatory Systems  
Two early studies on biological mimicry have had a lasting impact on how mimicry 
systems have been classified.  In 1862, British naturalist Henry Walter Bates (1825–1892) 
authored a study on Amazon valley insects who engage in mimicry.  Since the publication of this 
seminal work, Bates’s name has become the basis of the eponym “Batesian mimicry,” a form of 
biological imitation whereby one species imitates observable features of another species to 
protect itself from predators.62  German naturalist Johann Friedrich Müller (1821–1897) 
subsequently lent his name to “Müllerian mimicry,” a form of biological imitation whereby two 
or more species borrow each other’s threatening features to deter common predators.63  Scientists 
have long recognized that biological mimicry is a phenomenon whose complexity transcends 
Batesian and Müllerian classifications.64  They have instead sought to formulate classificatory 
                                                           
61 Biological mimicry and mimesis share sufficient commonality that some biologists equate mimicry 
with mimesis.  Instances when animals imitate an entity of animal origin are called “zoomimesis,” while 
instances when animals imitate objects of plant origin are referred to as “phytomimesis.”  See Edward M. 
Barrows, Animal Behavior Desk Reference: A Dictionary of Animal Behavior, Ecology, and Evolution 
(Boca Raton, FL: Taylor & Francis Group, 2011), 374.  Other scientists associate mimesis with a 
particular form of mimicry and reserve the term mimesis to instances combining similarity of color, form 
and gesture.  Following that approach, Georges Pasteur subcategorized types of animal mimesis into 
cryptic mimesis, aggressive-cryptic mimesis, phaneric mimesis and self-mimesis (the latter referring to 
animals who play dead in order not to be caught).  See Pasteur, “A Classificatory Review of Mimicry 
Systems,” 183-184. 
 
62 Henry Walter Bates, “Contribution to an Insect Fauna of the Amazon Valley (Lepidoptera: 
Heliconidae),” Transactions of the Linnean Society London 23 (1862): 495-566. 
 
63 Fritz Müller, “Uber die Vortheile der Mimicry bei Schmetterlingen,” Zoologischer Anzeiger 1 (1878): 
54-55. 
 




systems that would better account for the various types of mimetic relationships.65  One such 
system has been developed and was published in 1982 by Georges Pasteur, a French 
herpetologist.66  Pasteur propounded a terminology and a classification model that can serve as a 
platform to address the phenomenon of mimesis in figural representation. 
The author identified nine forms of signal emission in biological mimicry, each 
corresponding to a feature that the animal imitating another entity (i.e., the mimic) may develop.  
These features each correspond to a possible signal the mimic may send to a “dupe.”  Pasteur 
classified the nine signals as imitations of “emitted odors,” “reflected light,” “emitted 
electricity,” “moves and postures,” “body outline,” “sound,” “emitted light,” “temperature,” and 
“inhabited spots.”  Pasteur further associated each signal emission with a term capturing the 
resemblance. Thus imitation of emitted odors was coined as “homochemy;” imitation of 
reflected light as “homochromy;” imitation of emitted electricity as “homoelectry;” imitation of 
moves and postures as “homokinemy;” imitation of body outline as “homomorphy;” imitation of 
sound as “homophony;” imitation of emitted light as “homophoty;” imitation of “temperature” as 
homothermy; and imitation of inhabited spots as “homotopy.”67  
In addition to identifying nine possible emitted signals from the mimic’s standpoint, 
Georges Pasteur further identified five possible mimicry avenues from the duped animal’s 
standpoint: “optical,” “chemical,” “acoustic,” “tactile,” and “electric.”  As Pasteur notes in a 
useful chart summarizing the nine possible signals emitted by the mimic and the five possible 
channels from the duped animal’s standpoint, the channels enable “signal perception.”68  Pasteur 
                                                           
65 See for example Vane-Wright, “A Unified Classification of Mimetic Resemblances,” 25-56. 
 
66 George Pasteur, “A Classificatory Review of Mimicry Systems,” 169-99. 
 




posits that some signals emitted by a mimic may be recognized by a dupe through several 
possible perceptive channels.  For example, the imitation of a body outline (homomorphy) 
emitted by a mimic may be perceived by a duped animal through optical, tactile or acoustic 
channels.69 
 
A New Taxonomic Model  
The taxonomic model proposed to address three-dimensional figural representations and 
mimesis has applications at once broad and limited.  While it may help distinguish at what levels 
a representation could imitate a subject beyond shape and proportionality and, therefore, 
highlight attributes that possibly were valued, it cannot define the extent to which representations 
were ascribed mimetic qualities by their makers or viewers.  However, applied in tandem with an 
attention to the properties of materials used by figure-makers and the broader material contexts 
in which images emerged, the model may help uncover patterns and, therefore, open the path to 
reassessments about figural images and their original value.  Therefore, ultimately, the model 
may help develop more complex explanations for the crafting of anthropomorphic and 
zoomorphic imagery and the value system of which they were a part as objects and agents in 
prehistoric China. 
The model presented here adopts some of Pasteur’s classification system (i.e., the 
terminology the author associated with the signals mimicking animals may emit and the channels 
through which duped animals perceive resemblance) and expands on it to better reflect instances 
peculiar to the crafting of three-dimensional images.  The framework developed relies on the 
                                                                                                                                                                                           






assumption that mimetic intent and its reception depended more on visual and tactile aspects of 
human and animal bodies than on sound, taste and smell.  Olfactory resemblance undoubtedly 
would be hard to gauge and establish, but one cannot eliminate the possibility that smell was at 
times a perceptive channel through which people gauged figural representations.  The model also 
includes homothermy, a temperature similarity appreciated through tactile contact.  
Archaeologists have started to notice craftsmen’s engagement with materials, and the thermal 
qualities each embody.  For example, in a recent study on Late Bronze Age craftsmen’s use of 
agate at Thebes, Anastasia Dakouri-Hild noted its low thermal conductivity and coolness.70  In 
another recent investigation on the production of slate artifacts on the Iberian peninsula during 
the Late Neolithic, Jonathan T. Thomas pointed out slate’s propensity to warm to the touch.71  
Anybody with experience in pottery-making will recognize clay’s propensity to heat up when 
handled.  So we perhaps should consider that selecting materials with low thermal conductivity 
to craft fish and reptiles might have been a nuanced form of mimesis.  Likewise, choosing 
substances with higher thermal conductivity to craft representations of warm-blooded creatures 
such as birds and mammals also could have served mimetic intent.  Therefore, instances of 
homothermy between figural representations and their materials could be of relevance to the art 
historian. 
The model proposed here and summarized in Chart 1 (Fig. 5.11) adopts Pasteur’s 
concepts of homokinemy, homomorphy, homochromy and homophoty, but incorporates other 
modalities exogenous to his taphonomic system.  These are physical characteristics possibly 
imitated in figural representations through material selection and transformation (surface 
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patterning, texture, plasticity, toughness, rugosity, softness, smoothness, translucence and shine).  
As illustrated in Chart 1, each mimetic aspect may be perceived through one or two perceptive 
channel(s).  For example, smoothness can be experienced through touch, but could also be 
appreciated visually.  In contrast, homochromy can only be observed visually.  Homomorphy 
may be assessed through two perceptual channels (vision and tactility), and the quality could be 
appreciated by handling an object without seeing it.  While homothermy, plasticity and 
toughness can be established through touch, visual recognition of material properties (such as 
low conductivity) may also suffice.  In the end, as the chart shows, tactility nevertheless plays a 
significant role in recognition of the listed aspects.  Sensory habits could enhance reliance on this 
perceptual channel. 
We shall hereafter attempt to ascribe some of these descriptive concepts to explore the 
possibility that some figure-makers in Neolithic China were interested in achieving forms of 
material-representation synergy.  The analysis will focus on what would have contributed to an 
image being mimetic for people; it will not address why mimesis might have been of interest.72  
Nor will it address the extent to which prehistoric people in China would have deemed an image 
  
                                                           
72 For a discussion of the contextual significance of realistic imagery, see Esther Pasztory, Thinking with 
Things: Toward a New Vision of Art (Austin: University of Texas, 2005), 65.  Per Pasztory, “Naturalism 
is neither a specific vision nor a technological skill belonging to a particular stage of culture.  It has most 




to be realistic or to what degree its makers or users wanted it to be mimetic.73  Of course, 
attributes listed in the chart will not be equally applicable in each case studies.  However, at the 
very least the taxonomy proposed here should help us assess objects without focusing or relying 
on terms such as ‘schematic’ and ‘realistic’ to describe images. 
 
Approach to Material Interests and Sensory Habits in Prehistoric China 
Inferring material interests or sensory habits from artifacts requires caution to avoid the 
projection of gratuitous interpretations.  Of course, we cannot know the extent of craftsmen’s 
material interests and sensory habits, in part because found images mostly were those fashioned 
in non-perishable materials.  Nor can we know for sure how craftsmen living at different sites 
throughout Neolithic China felt about the materials they used. 
The archaeological record supports a view that interest in materials varied among 
communities.  For example, a study of mollusk exploitation at Neolithic sites in the Guanzhong 
Basin (an area located just north of the Qingling Mountains and south of the Chinese Loess 
Plateau in northwestern China) showed that mollusk shells were used exclusively to make 
pendants at Guantaoyuan and Beishouling.  In contrast, craftsmen at Baijiacun, Jiangzhai and 
                                                           
73 Mimesis, as the achievement of optimal naturalism, may not always have been desirable in prehistoric 
China.  Indeed, in some cultures such realism is avoided.  For example, Robert Farris Thompson 
identified the notion of “mid-point mimesis” in African art, in reference to an appreciation of images that 
are neither too realistic nor too abstract but rather embody a representational balance.  Robert Farris 
Thompson notes that “African connoisseurs savor moderation of resemblance, avoiding puzzling 
abstractions or glaring realism… Mid-point mimesis or balance in the mode of representating visual 
reality defines the African aesthetic as a mediating force.”  See his African Art in Motion: Icon and Act in 
the Collection of Katherine Coryton White (Los Angeles, Berkeley and London: University of California 
Press, 1974), 26-27.  I am grateful to Professor Strother for bringing Robert Farris Thompson’s work to 
my attention.  For a study on restraint in mimesis among Pende image-makers, see Zoë Strother, “A 
Terrifying Mimesis: Problems of Portraiture and Representation in African Sculpture (Congo-Kinshasa).” 
Res 65/66: Anthropology and Aesthetics (Cambridge: The Peabody Museum of Archaeology and 




Quanhu used shells to make not only pendants, but also tools,74 a difference implying that they 
appreciated the material not only for its aesthetic value.  Use of human bones provides another 
example of heterogeneity in sensitivities toward materials.75  In China, they served to make 
artifacts at only certain Neolithic sites in the south76 and farther north.77  The relative dearth of 
evidence for the use of human bones to make objects and to carve figural representations 
suggests widespread distaste for the employment of this material.  While northern communities 
                                                           
74 Li et al., “Mid-Neolithic Exploitation of Mollusks in the Guanzhong Basin of Northwestern China: 
Preliminary Results,” 6-7. 
 
75 The use of human bones to craft artifacts and tools in some early communities outside of China is well 
documented.  Some recent discussions on the topic include Christine Verna and Francesco d’Errico, “The 
Earliest Evidence for the Use of Human Bone as a Tool,” Journal of Human Evolution 60 (2011): 145-
157; Dominique Buisson and Dominique Gambier, “Façonnage et gravures sur des os humains d’Isturitz 
(Pyrénées-Atlantiques),” Bulletin de la Société Préhistorique Française 88 (1991): 172-177; Thomas R. 
Hester, “Human Bone Artifacts from Southern Texas,” American Antiquities 34 (1969): 326-328; 
Gregory Pereira, “The Utilization of Grooved Human Bones: A Reanalysis of Artificially Modified 
Human Bones Excavated by Carl Lumholtz at Zacapu, Michoacan, Mexico,” Latin American Antiquities 
16 (2005): 293-312; Alice A. Storey, “Tools of the Ancestors? Evidence for Culturally Modified Human 
Bone from Tongan Skeletal Assemblages,” in Recent Advances in the Archaeology of the Fiji/West 
Polynesia Region, ed. David J. Addison and Christophe Sand (University of Otago, Studies in Prehistoric 
Anthropology 21, 2008), 57-70. 
 
76 Several sites in the south generated evidence that implements were made from human bones.  Examples 
include the Majiabang culture site of Nihewan Majuangou/Qitoushan at Yaosai town in Jiangyin city, 
Jiangsu province.  There, a dou vessel containing part of a human skull was recovered.  See 
Administration of Cultural Heritage, Major Archaeological Discoveries in China in 2001, 12.  There were 
certainly no lack of opportunities to observe human bone s in Neolithic northern China, as numerous 
communities engaged in secondary burials.  The practice of secondary burial is evidenced at the early 
Neolithic site of Donghulin, Hebei province, and sites associated with later cultures (Peiligang, Yangshao, 
Beixin, Hongshan, and Dawenkou cultures).  Beyond secondary burials, scalping practices also were 
evidenced at a Longshan culture site in Hebei province and an Erlitou culture site in Henan province.  See 
Chen Xingcan 陈星灿, “Zhongguo gudai de botoupi fengsu ji qita” 中国古代的剥头皮风俗及其他 
(Scalping Practice in Ancient China).  Wenwu 文物 1 (2000): 48-55.  Recent research has shown that 
some oracle bones were in fact pieces of human skulls. 
 
77 In northern China, examples include bone implements found at the northeastern site of Xinglonggou, 
Inner Mongolia, whose occupation lasted from the Xinglongwa to the Hongshan period.  Tomb M25 at 
Xinglonggou yielded a large artifact crafted from a human skull; house F22 and tomb M23 also produced 
circular ornaments crafted from human skull sections.  Xinglongwa period remains recovered at the site 
also included a mask-like artifact made from a human skull (Fig. 3).   Administration of Cultural Heritage 
国家文物局, Major Archaeological Discoveries in China in 2003 / 2003 中国重要考古发现 (Beijing: 




may have been accustomed to manipulating human bones at the time of secondary burials, using 
them as raw material to craft artifacts would have required the suppression of some emotions that 
human remains can inspire.78  Other commonly recognized factor affecting sensitivity and 
interest in materials are their availability, exotic provenance, and the social functions their usage 
permitted. 
The record also suggests the existence of practical patterns at play in material selection in 
prehistoric China (see Chapter Three).  Craftsmen tended to pay attention to a material-task 
synergy (i.e., a preference for raw material efficient to obtain or to work upon) and a material-
function synergy (i.e., a partiality towards particular substances depending on the crafted object’s 
intended function).  They also at times displayed interests in a material-representation synergy 
(i.e., a partiality towards particular substances whose physical attributes are reminiscent of other 
substances).  Some Xinglongwa culture artifacts in particular reveal such interests (teeth made in 
shell, turtle scutes replicated with shells, shell bracelet represented in stone, bone objects 
reproduced through jade). 
The remainder of this chapter will discuss how other Neolithic figural images appear to 
encode similar interest in achieving some form of material-representation synergy.  The 
approach will be two-fold.  First, I will present patterns in the corpus of anthropomorphic and 
zoomorphic images.  Then, I will review some images in more localized settings and assess the 
substances craftsmen selected to produce these figural works at a given site. 
The observations are that patterns in the corpus of figural imagery do seem symptomatic 
of recurrent attentiveness to a material-representation synergy.  Reviewing the ensemble of 
                                                           
78 To circumvent direct use of such human matter, other substances sharing similar properties certainly 
could serve in prehistoric China.  As argued in Chapter Three, jade had visual and tactile qualities 
amenable for such substitution and was occasionally used during the Xinglongwa and Hongshan periods 




three-dimensional zoomorphic representations, one is left with the impression that craftspeople 
preferred some materials depending on what animal species they represented.79  Image-makers 
generally opted for clay when representing mammals (humans and pigs in particular, but also 
sheep and monkeys) but favored stones, shells, bones and ivory to fashion images of birds, fish, 
turtles and frogs. 
Ultimately, it appears that artisans made savvy use of materials as signifiers.  Regardless 
of the semiotic charge materials might embody, figure-makers could rely on the constancy of 
physical attributes exhibited by both the substances they were accustomed to handling and the 
animals and humans they sought to represent.  Image-makers indeed paid close attention to the 
subjects they represented.  We have discussed earlier in this dissertation image-makers’ 
propensity to use observed dichotomies as representational points of reference.  Some craftsmen 
recognized marked differences between human beings and other animals (such as human heads’ 
relative isolation, the flatness and concentration of their features and their capacity to express 
emotions through facial features) and reflected these differences in the form given to three-
dimensional works (flat vs. volumetric) and representational vantage point (en face vs. in profile).  
We also noted that potters differentiated animals that could or could not climb container walls, 
and selected appropriate representational vantage points (dorsal vs. in profile).  As discussed 
below, image-makers seem to have observed other physical characteristics differentiating 
humans from most animals, and animals from other animals.  To some extent, the materials 
craftstmen used to embody images encode these observations. 
 
  
                                                           
79 This observation does not apply to Shijiahe culture sites in the Middle Yangzi River valley where large 





The Case for Birds 
Avian images in the corpus of prehistoric images in China hint at rational choices in the 
selection of materials used to represent birds.  One observes a dichotomy between on the one 
hand birds fashioned in clay (Figs. 5.12 and 5.13),80 and more rarely wood (Fig. 5.14),81 and on 
the other hand birds abraded in jade (Figs. 5.15 and 5.16) and carved from bone (Figs. 5.17 and 
5.18) or ivory (Fig. 5.19).82  In contrast with clay images that tend to reproduce sparrow- or 
                                                           
80 The birds are illustrated in Liu Dunyuan 刘敦愿, “Rizhao Lianchengzhen Longshan wenhua yizhi 
diaocha” 日照两城镇龙山文化遗址调查 (Survey of the Longshan Culture Site of Lianchengzhen in 
Rizhao).  Kaogu 考古 1 (1958): 42, Fig. 17, Plate 13; Preservation Bureau for Cultural Relics in the 
Luoyang Area 洛阳地区文物保护管理处, “Henan Yichuan Majiongying yizhi shijue jianbao” 河南伊川
马迥营遗址试掘简报 (Brief Excavation Report of the Majiongying Site in Yichuan, Henan), in Luoyang 
kaogu jicheng – yuanshi shehui juan 洛阳考古集成 - 原始社会卷, ed. Pedagogical Academy of Luoyang 
洛阳师范学院 and International Research Center of the Heluo Culture 河洛文化国际研究中心 (Beijing: 
Tushuguan chubanshe, 2006), 160, Fig. 2.12.  Some clay birds exhibit well-defined heads.  See for 
example Gansu Province Museum 甘肃省博物馆. “Gansu Wuwei Huangniangniangtai yizhi fajue 
jianbao” 甘肃武威皇娘娘台遗址发掘简报 (Brief Report of Excavations of the Huangniangniangtai Site 
in Wuwei, Gansu).  Kaogu xuebao 考古学报 2 (1960): Gansu Province Museum 甘肃省博物馆, 
“Excavations of a Neolithic Site at Huangniangniangtai, Wuwei County, Gansu 甘肃武威皇娘娘台遗址
发掘简报.” Kaogu xuebao 考古学报 2 (1960), 68, Fig. 11.5. 
 
81 The unusual wooden bird representation was found at the pre-Hongshan culture site of Xinle 新乐 in 
Heilongjiang province.  For an illustration, see Yang Xiaoneng, Sculpture of Prehistoric China, 148, Fig. 
148. 
 
82 The Hongshan culture produced several jade birds, owls with thick beaks and the figure illustrated here 
(identified as a phoenix in reports) whose genus is harder to establish.  See Liaoning Provincial Institute 
of Cultural Relics and Archaeology, Niuheliang yizhi, 71, Plate 90.  An array of sites further south, 
including Lingjiatan and Hemudu culture sites, also yielded small jade bird figurines.  The jade bird head 
illustrated was found at Lingjiatan.  See Anhui Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology, 
Lingjiatan—Tianye kaogu fajue baogao, Plate 8.2.  Jade or bone bird heads also are found at other sites.  
The well-known bone bird head illustrated here (Fig. 5.17) was found at Xinkailu, Heilongjiang province.  
See Heilongjiang Provincial Archaeological Team of Cultural Relics 黑龙江省文物考古工作队, 
“Mishanxian Xinkailiu yizhi” 密山县新开流遗址 (The site of Xinkailiu in Mishan County).  Kaogu 
xuebao 考古学报 4 (1979): 509, Fig. 18.9, Plate 13.  More recently, excavators found a bone bird head 
featuring a long beak (Fig. 5.18) at the Xinglongwa culture site of Tabuobuo.  See Zhongshan University, 
Department of Anthropology et al., “Neimenggu Balinyouqi Tabuaobao xinshiqi shidai yizhi 2009 nian 
fajue jianbao,” 13, Fig. 15.4, Plate 5. The Hemudu site yielded the better-known 15.8-cm-long ivory 
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dove-like birds, figures done in jade, bone or ivory generally represent avian genus featuring 
conspicuous beaks.83  The material selections appear savvy, for unlike clay or wood, the other 
substances used are more conducive to approximating attributes that bird beaks exhibit.  
Undoubtedly, the chemical compositions of beaks (a composite structure characterized by a bony 
core covered by the ramphotheca, a dermal layer largely constituted of keratin84) would have 
been lost on Neolithic image-makers.  But they would have noticed that beaks and ivory share a 
similar hardness.  The same applies to jade and bones that, moreover, exhibit some level of 
diaphaneity and gloss conducive to evoking the hard, translucent, and glossy aspects of keratin-
covered bird beaks.  Focus on the materiality of beaks, a physical feature specific to birds in the 
animal realm, possibly drove recurrent material choices. 
 
The Case for Pigs 
One of the animals most often represented throughout Neolithic China is the pig.  
Formally, craftsmen seem to have conceived of pigs as compact animals exhibiting a well-
defined snout and little head-body differentiation.  Image-makers generally fashioned them as 
stout figures on short legs, as demonstrated by a specimen found at Nishan in Shandong province 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
figure representing a bird with a long and stout curved beak (Fig. 5.19).  For a color illustration, see 
National Museum of Chinese History,   Exhibition of Chinese History, 19, Fig. 2-2-5. 
 
83 The only jade bird image seemingly dissociated from this pattern is a beak-less figure excavators 
discovered at Xindili, Tongxiang county, Zhejiang province.  For an illustration, see State Administration 
of Cultural Heritage, Major Archaeological Discoveries in China in 2001, 22. 
 
84 A recent study notes that “[t]he beak not only consists of the beak bone, but also of a surrounding 
dermal layer with connective tissue and a cellular layer.  The latter consists of living cells that keratinize 
towards the outer side of the beak, leaving a hard, cornified, dead keratin layer at the outer surface of the 
beak.”  The study further suggests that the outer keratin layer present on avian beaks serves a biological 
purpose in seed crushing.  See Joris Soons, Anthony Herrel, Annelies Genbrugge, Dominique Adriaens, 
Peter Aerts and Joris Dirckx, “Multi-layered Bird Beaks: A Finite-Element Approach Towards the Role 




(Fig. 5.20).85  Another characteristic generally emphasized was their round and slightly upturned 
snout (Fig. 5.21).  In light of the material almost invariably selected to represent these creatures, 
one is left with the impression that image-makers also appreciated pigs’ fleshy quality.  Indeed, 
except for the large jade sculpture found near an altar and a small jade pig pendant recovered 
from tomb M13 at Lingjiatan (Figs. 1.13 and 1.14), the entire corpus of pig images consists of 
clay representations.86 
The other category of beings often represented in clay throughout Neolithic times in 
China is human beings.  In contrast with birds, whose bodies are covered with feathers and 
whose faces feature a peculiar keratin appendage contrasting in materiality, pigs and humans 
appear to be all flesh.  Despite color and hair pattern differences, pig and human epidermis also 
share anatomical and physiological similarities that make them appear rather similar within the 
range of animal species.87  These visual and tactile similarities shared by pig and humans 
possibly contributed to the recurrent selection of clay to represent both species. 
 
The Case for Turtles 
While shell was used once at Baiyinchanghan to reproduce the concentric lines visible on 
turtle scutes (see Figs. 3.13 and 3.14, Chapter Three), later craftsmen did not turn to that material 
                                                           
85 Shandong Province Museum, “Shandong Qufu xinshiqi shidai yizhi diaocha,” 364, Fig. 5.9, Plate 13. 
 
86 I exclude jade ‘pig-dragons’ found at Hongshan culture site, for in my view these jades do not represent 
pigs. 
 
87 As Alan J. Herron summarizes, “[p]ig skin is structurally similar to human epidermal thickness and 
dermal-epidermal thickness ratio.  Pigs and humans have similar hair follicle and blood vessel patterns on 
their skin.  Biochemically, pigs contain dermal collagen and elastic content that is more similar to humans 
than other laboratory animals.”  Alan J. Herron, DVM, “Pigs as Dermatologic Models of Human Skin 
Disease.” Proceedings of the ACVP/ASVCP Concurrent Annual Meetings – December 5-9, 2009, 




when representing turtles, possibly because of shell’s flaky quality.  Excavators recently 
discovered two clay turtles at the Liangzhu culture site of Nanhebang (Fig. 5.22),88 evidencing 
that a craftsperson found the substance adequate.  However, artisans more usually turned to stone 
to represent these reptilians.  The pattern can be observed when they fashioned turtle carapaces 
(Figs. 5.23 and 5.24) or the whole animal (Figs. 5.25 and 5.26).89  The propensity to use jade, a 
material of notorious hardness, to represent a conspicuous physical attribute differentiating 
turtles from other species (their carapace) also point at interests in a material-representation 
synergy. 
 
The Case for Fish 
The earliest fish image found in China, a now broken 5-cm-long artifact discovered in 
2011 among remains dated 8,000-5,000 BCE at the Qihe 奇和 cave site in Zhangping city, 
Fujian province, was made with sandstone (Fig. 5.27).90  An evaluation of subsequent three-
dimensional fish figures reveals that clay was rarely used.91  The record reveals a predilection to 
                                                           
88 Zhejiang Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 浙江省文物考古研究所, “Zhejiang 
Jiaxing Nanhebang yizhi fajue jianbao” 浙江嘉兴南河浜遗址发掘简报 (Brief Report on the Excavation 
at Nanhebang, Jiaxing, Zhejiang).  Wenwu 文物 6 (2005): 13, Fig. 13.1 and 13.2, Plate 4. 
 
89 Turtles illustrated were found at Niuheliang, Lingjiatan and Yaoshan.  See Liaoning Provincial Institute 
of Archaeology et al., Niuheliang yizhi, 40, Fig. 46 and 62, Fig. 79; Anhui Provincial Institute of Cultural 
Relics and Archaeology, Lingjiatan – Tianye kaogu fajue baogao zhiyi, Plate 21.1; The Liangzhu Culture 
Museum and The Art Museum, The Dawn of Chinese Civilization: Jades of the Liangzhu Culture (Hong 
Kong: The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 1988), Plate 88.  Other turtle-yielding sites include 
Shangzhai in Hebei province, Houtougou in Liaoning province and the Liangzhu culture site of Yanshan. 
 
90 Fujian Museum 福建博物馆, “Fujian Zhangpingshi Qihedong shiqian yizhi fajue jianbao” 福建漳平市
奇和洞史前遗址发掘简报 (Excavation Report of the Prehistoric Cave Site of Qihe in Zhangping city, 
Fujian).  Kaogu 考古 5 (2013): 14-5, Figs. 9.6 and 10. 
 
91 To my knowledge, representations of fish made out of clay are limited to figurines of people holding 
fish found at Shijiahe culture sites in Hubei province.  An 11-cm-long wooden fish and a fish-featuring 
wooden handle were found at Hemudu in Zhejiang province.  These unusual representations are 
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use stones, shells, and especially bones to reproduce these waterborne creatures.  Selecting such 
materials permitted image-makers to account for the outer materiality of a fish (i.e., its scales) by 
referencing the visual and tactile attributes fish scales generally possess. 
Unlike human and pig epidermis that share anatomical and physiological similarities, fish 
skin generally features a protective layer of overlapping scales.  Chemically, fish scales are 
composed of albuminoids (such as collagen) and bone.  Up to sixty percent of that matrix 
contains the latter substance, a characteristic which explains why fish scales are considered to be 
made of “flake-like bone” or “lamelar bone.”92  Although oblivious to the chemical composition 
of fish scales, craftspeople seem to have recognized scales as a significant component of fish 
anatomy, since they repeatedly selected bone as a material to represent the waterborne creatures.  
This may be best exemplified by images excavated at Liulin 刘林 (Fig. 5.28),93 Meiyan 梅堰 
(Fig. 5.29),94 and farther north at Dongkang 东康 in modern Heilongjiang province (Fig. 5.30).95  
People were attentive to the smooth and even slippery tactile qualities of fish, enhanced by the 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
illustrated in Yang Xiaoneng, Reflections of Early China, 55, Fig. 57; Yang Xiaoneng, Sculpture of 
Prehistoric China, 119, Figs. 102 and 103. 
 
92 Gene Helfman, et al., The Diversity of Fishes: Biology, Evolution, and Ecology (London: Wiley-
Blackwell, 2009), 37. 
 
93 Nanjing Museum 南京博物馆, “Jiangsu Pixian Liulin xinshiqi shidai yizhi dierci fajue” 江苏邳县刘林
新石器时代遗址第二次发掘 (Second Season of Excavations at the Neolithic Site of Liulin, Pi County, 
Jiangsu Province). Kaogu xuebao 考古学报 2 (1965): 30, Fig. 22.8, Plate 6.8. 
 
94 Meiyan yielded an array of bone tools, including a wide scoop-like implement crafted from a human 
cranial bone.  The report does not specify which animal bone was used to craft the fish.  Jiangsu 
Provincial Cultural Relics Work Team 江苏省文物工作队, “Jiangsu Wujiang Meiyan xinshiqi shidai 
yizhi” 江苏吴江梅堰新石器时代遗址 (Neolithic Site of Meiyan in Wujiang, Jiangsu).  Kaogu 考古 6 
(1963): 311, Fig. 3.1. 
 
95 Heilongjiang Provincial Museum 黑龙江省博物馆, “Dongkang yuanshi shehui yizhi fajue jianbao” 东
康原始社会遗址发掘报告 (Excavation of a Primitive Society Site at Dongkang).  Kaogu 考古 3 (1975): 
167, Figs. 11.11 and 11.12.  This bone fish is illustrated in Yang Xiaoneng, Sculpture of Prehistoric 




presence of a protective mucus on the scales.  They also would have noticed the black pigment 
dots or iridescent color fish scales sometimes exhibit.  The person who crafted two fish 
recovered from a Hongshan culture tomb at Hutougou 胡头沟 in Fuxin 阜新 county (Fig. 5.31) 
selected fine-grained and easily polished turquoise to replicate the tactile qualities of fish.96  The 
matrix also features dark dots that suggests scale pigmentation.  At the Liaoning province site of 
Houwa, someone found it appropriate to engrave a fish image on a long rectangular implement 
made of steatite (huihuashi 灰滑石),97 a metamorphic rock featuring high talc content that feels 
smooth and even slippery to the touch (Fig. 5.32).  Another person at the Shandong province site 
of Simatai 司马台 found shell an amenable material to embody a 7.5-cm-long fish (Fig. 5.33).98  
The material permitted the artist to capture not only the smoothness of fish skin but also its luster 
and potentially iridescent hues.  As noted later, someone at Anban also selected shell to represent 
a fish (Fig. 5.52), taking advantage of the concentric ribbing observable on a shell’s outer surface 
and the material’s flaky quality to echo the scale pattern and plate-like surface. 
Modern viewers focusing principally on form to evaluate naturalism may conclude that 
some of these objects do not look much like fish.  However, the material approximations artisans 
                                                           
96 See Fang Dianchun 方殿春 and Liu Baohua 刘葆华, “Liaoning Fuxinxian Hutougou Hongshan 
wenhua yuqi mu de faxian” 疗宁阜新县胡头沟红山文化玉器墓的发现 (Discovery of a Hongshan 
Culture Tomb and Jade Objects at Hutougou, Fuxin county, Liaoning). Wenwu 文物 6 (1984): 1-6. 
 
97 Xu Yulin 许玉林, Fu Renyi 傅仁义 and Wang Chuanpu 王传普, “Liaoning Donggouxian Houwa yizhi 
fajue” 辽宁东沟县后洼遗址发掘概要 (Excavation of the Archaeological Site at Houwa in Donggou 
County, Liaoning Province).  Wenwu 文物 12 (1989): 11, Fig. 25.1. 
 
98 Wang Hongming 王洪明. “Shandongsheng Yaiyangxian shiqian yizhi diaocha” 山东省海阳县史前遗
址调查 (Survey of Prehistoric Sites in Haiyang County, Shandong Province).  Kaogu 考古 12 (1985): 
1062, Fig. 6.10.  The fish is illustrated in Yang Xiaoneng, Sculpture of Prehistoric China, 22, Fig. 19.  
While mentioned in this dissertation, the artifact’s dating is uncertain for the archaeological report does 
not specify which of three stratigraphic layers the artifact belongs to (Longshan, Yueshi, or later culture).  




strove to achieve—the tactile sensations (smoothness, slipperiness) and the visual experiences 
(pigmentation, iridescence, luster) that selected materials offered—all contributed to imparting a 
mimetic quality.  At these Neolithic sites, craftsmen managed to achieve figural resemblance 
based on seemingly shared materiality, homochromy, surface smoothness and homophoty 
(luster), evidencing an interest in a material-representation synergy (Chart 2, Fig. 5.34). 
Awareness of the importance of material can also inform our interpretation of the fish-
like jade plaque from Songze introduced earlier (Fig. 5.1).  For the inhabitants of this site, where 
evidence shows that carps were an important part of the diet, the somewhat hard layer of scales 
echoed by the hardness of jade, as well as some degree of homokineny (curved posture), 
homochromy (greenish and whitish), surface pattern (marked chromatic pattern differentiating 
the head and tail from the body), transluscence of jade and scales, and homophoty (luster) all 
would have made the plaque seem fish-like. 
 
Tactility and Metaphoric Impulse 
Having identified some recurrent preferences in material selections, our attention will 
turn to relocating images within broader material and representational contexts.  A set of objects 
excavated at the Hougang period I 后岗一期文化 site of Shihushan I 石虎山 I, occupied circa 
4,500 BCE in north central China, suggests ways in which tactile qualities of objects were 
important at a given site.  Located approximately 100 meters north of a Ming Dynasty portion of 
the Great Wall, the site lies near the southeastern bank of the Daihai 岱海 Lake, a 160 square 
kilometer body of water in Wulanchabumeng, Inner Mongolia.99  The dwellings excavated 
                                                           
99 Shihushan is in Wulanchabu (Ulanqab), an Inner Mongolian city located roughly 100 km north of the 
Shanxi province town of Datong, site of the well-known Northern Wei 北魏 period (386-534) Buddhist 
images at the Unesco World Heritage site of Yungang grottoes (Yungang shiku 云冈石窟). 
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consist of square semi-subterranean structures with a hearth near the entrance.  These houses 
were found within a 130 x 90 meter area enclosed by a surrounding ditch.100  The only figural 
representation discovered was retrieved from that ditch, alongside a majority of stone and bone 
tools, pottery shards and a few shell objects.  Averaging 0.5 cm in thickness, the figure stands 9.2 
cm high and features what appears to be a human face (Fig. 5.35).101  A thin incised line served 
to define an ovoid section echoing the contour of a face and engraved circles mark the eyes, 
while a pierced round opening stands for the mouth.  A similar aperture on the same axis but at 
eyebrow-height possibly served to suspend the object.  Formally, the figure is not strikingly 
realistic.  But it may have had a tactile quality that its maker, and perhaps a wider audience, 
found realistic: the image is smooth to the touch.  Carved into a piece of freshwater clam shell 
(bangke 蚌壳), the face appears on the shell’s smooth inner lining.  This fact could be fortuitous.  
However, the materiality and subject matter of the only other representation found at Shihushan I 
suggest that the smooth quality of the inner shell was appreciated.  That other object, found 
alongside the figure and likely made by the same person, is round and has a 3.9 cm diameter (Fig. 
5.36); it is similarly flat and thin, and its contour was trimmed from a piece of freshwater 
shell.102  Like the human face, this non-figural, yet representational, object was incised on the 
smooth lining of the shell.  Remarkably, it represents a flower, whose petals radiate from a 
circular opening pierced at the center.   That the two representational artifacts found at the site 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
 
100 Inner Mongolian Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology et al., Shihushan yizhi fajue baogao, 48-
58. 
 
101 Inner Mongolian Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology et al., “Neimenggu Wulanchabumeng 
Shihushan yizhi fajue jiyao,” 7, Fig. 9.16, Plate 5; Inner Mongolian Institute of Cultural Relics and 
Archaeology et al., Shihushan yizhi fajue baogao, 36, Fig. 11.11, Plate 7.1. 
 
102 Inner Mongolian Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology et al., Shihushan yizhi fajue baogao, 35-




appear on the lining of a shell as opposed to the latter’s coarser side implies that the lining had an 
appealing physical attribute.  Perhaps it simply was easier to engrave?  However, the 
reproduction of flower petals on such a smooth-to-the-touch material points to a purposeful 
choice to fashion this representation with a material that approximated the object represented.  
Indeed, it would be difficult to find a more appropriate material than the soft inner lining of a 
shell to reproduce the smoothness of petals.  Perhaps tactility led to a metaphoric impulse 
embodied in these two representations. 
The two representational objects beg a question: did an intent to represent a flower and a 
face trigger the search for a material recalling their natural smoothness, or was it manipulation of 
shells at the site that inspired the thought of representing subjects with a similar smoothness?  
The presence of shell pieces and a shell knife alongside the images provides some support for the 
idea that in the process of manipulating shells while eating or crafting tools, someone associated 
the acute smoothness of the lining with that of other surfaces sharing a comparable tactile quality.  
Hence the idea may have emerged to represent a human face and flower petals.  Regardless of 
what elicited their creation, both items share a tactile quality that may have informed how 
naturalistic the face would have seemed to its maker and viewers.  Considered from a formal 
standpoint alone, the images are more schematic than realistic.  However, taking into account 
other attributes perceptible through both visual and tactile channels, the carvings can be seen as 
realistic. 
 
Tactility of Exclusivity 
Two early anthropomorphic representations exemplify how an image, when analyzed in 
the context of artifacts produced from the same material at the same site, may reveal an interest 
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in approximating the tactile qualities exhibited by the represented entity.  One is a 5-cm-high 
clay human head discovered at the Xiliang 西梁 culture (6,400-5,000 BCE) site of Yushushan 榆
树山 in Aohan Banner (Fig. 5.37).103  No other figural object was found at Yushushan or the 
neighbooring site of Xiliang 西梁.  Excavators found at both sites an array of similar bone tools 
(spoons, awls, fish harpons, a knife), a bone flute, stone tools (ax, chopper), a small white stone 
tube, a piece of deer antler, shells and clay implements (pottery as well as circular plates 
excavators identified as net weights).  The figurative object was found inside F9, a semi-
subterranean dwelling of relatively small size for the site (23 square meters).104  Among all the 
materials available at Yushushan, the image-maker selected clay to fashion the anthropomorphic 
face, and made another sensitive choice when selecting the type of clay.  The report mentions 
that most of the pottery recovered at both sites were made with coarse sandy paste (jiasha 夹砂) 
usually featuring large inclusions (jiacusha 夹粗砂) and less often finer sand inclusions (jiaxisha 
夹细砂) (Fig. 5.38).  Other clay implements (fish net weights and pottery shards recycled as 
circular plaques with central aperture) (Fig. 5.39) all are made of either coarse sandy paste with 
large inclusions or coarse sandy paste with finer inclusions.105  The human head would have 
exhibited a tactile quality utterly different from those elicited by pottery and clay implements 
recovered at these sites.  In contrast with the coarse nature of pots and other clay objects, the 
head was fashioned with a fine textured clay (nizhi 泥质).  The figure is the only fine clay object 
reported for Yushushan and Xiliang.  Its exclusive tactile property (smoothness) would have 
                                                           








been prominent for dwellers from Yushushan or Xiliang accustomed to a different tactile 
experience when handling clay objects at those sites.  This sensory experience, materialized 
through handling the face or merely foreshaddowed through visual observation, had to contribute 
the object’s mimetic aspect. 
Another image also mentioned in Chapter Three as part of the earliest anthropomorphic 
works produced in China (Fig. 5.40) reveals a similar choice further south in Henan province.  
The artifact was recovered during excavations conducted at E’gou beigang 莪沟北岗, a 
Peiligang 裴李岗 culture site discovered in Mi county of modern Henan province.  Discovered 
inside refuse pit H35, the object represents a human head.106  A modern viewer might perceive a 
man whose thick, flattened nose is reminiscent of a boxer’s or at least view this as more realistic 
than the flat shell face found at Shihushan.  While not exhibiting the shell face’s exceptionally 
smooth skin, the figure nevertheless presents a matrix significantly softer than that of other clay 
objects found at E’gou beigang as a result of it being modeled out of argillaceous clay.  Its light-
gray color also distinguishes it from the darker, reddish and brownish hues displayed by these 
other artifacts. 
Recovered from a refuse pit, the image is visually and tactilely conspicuous relative to 
most other clay objects from E’gou beigang.  The pottery assemblage recovered at the site 
corresponds to sets found at other Peiligang culture sites.  As mentioned above, most containers 
are reddish-brown in color and exhibit a sandy clay matrix with a gritty texture (jiasha 夹砂).  A 
few are reddish but, made from argillaceous clay, feature a fine texture (nizhi 泥质).  A handful 
of pots at E’gou beigang shared this figure’s grayish and argillaceous clay–derived smooth 
texture.  Out of 2,341 potsherds recovered from pits H12, 26, 27, 41, only sixteen shards were 
                                                           




gray and exhibited this texture.107  The dearth of fine-textured and light-gray containers in 
dwelling areas is echoed in pottery assemblages found inside the sixty-eight tombs excavated at 
E’gou beigang: out of 199 containers, only five were light grayish and made of argillaceous 
clay.108  The report does not specify whether the few light-gray shards and pots displayed a 
smooth or textured surface. 
Modeled in the finest clay used at the site, the face exhibits a nearly smooth, if somewhat 
damaged, surface and must have felt comparatively soft to the touch for E’gou beigang dwellers 
habituated to manipulating clay containers featuring a gritty texture.  Everyday life having 
conditioned their perceptual habits, these dwellers probably experienced the smooth texture of 
the head differently than would a modern observer surrounded, and thus conditioned, by the 
array of smooth surfaces that come with modern life.  Paradoxically, the greater experience a 
modern human has in handling these types of surfaces may decrease his or her ability to 
appreciate the tactile contrast that someone living at E’gou beigang may have experienced.  
Unencumbered by the tactile experience of glass, porcelain, plastic, metals and other materials, 
an image-maker and beholder at E’gou beigang had a comparatively limited set of associations to 
draw from while touching something smooth.  As a result, he or she had a greater chance of 
associating the experience with that of touching human epiderm than a modern observer would.  
This had to impact how mimetic the fine-textured anthropomorphic image seemed.  The figure’s 
light gray color also arguably was closer to that of facial epiderm, and perhaps more suitable 
than the reddish-brown or reddish hue exhibited by most clay containers at the site (Chart 3, Fig. 
5.41). 
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Once again, one may ask what came first: Was it the desire to reproduce a human head 
and the subsequent decision to approximate the softness and smoothness of skin?  Or was it the 
handling of argillaceous clay during pottery production that awakened a perception of the clay’s 
plasticity and smooth texture, bringing to mind tactile associations with human epiderm, and 
triggering the idea to represent an anthropomorphic head?  While we assess the artifact in its 
finished stage, it could have been viewed and touched while still plastic.109  Disposal of the 
figure while the clay was not fully hardened could explain the punched thick nose and the chin 
dint it exhibits now. 
 
Material Choices at Anban 
Figural representations excavated at Anban 案板, a Yangshao culture site located north 
of the Wei River in the Guanzhong Basin, form one of the largest assemblages of images from a 
single location in Neolithic China.  These exemplify how at one settlement the creation of 
images could emerge in distinctive ways and encompass a variety of approaches.  They also 
illustrate how craftsmen put to use their knowledge of the materials they used to fashion 
representations.   
Two representations were found in the lowest strata associated with Anban’s first phase 
of occupation, both unearthed from pit H24.  They include the flat, engraved human stick figure 
discussed in Chapter Four (Fig. 5.42), and an in-the-round, anthropomorphic figure modeled 
from a piece of clay (Fig. 5.43).110  The 4.2-cm-high elongated clay figure, roughly 
                                                           
109 The prospect applies more generally to other clay figures recovered at prehistoric sites in China. 
 
110 See Northwest University Institute of Museology and Archaeology Specialization 西北大学文博学院
考古专业, “Shaanxi Fufeng Anban yizhi diwuci fajue” 陕西扶风案板遗址第五次发掘 (Fifth 
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corresponding in height to the 4.3-cm-tall turtle shell counterpart, consists of a cylinder featuring 
two depressions denoting a pair of eyes and a raised pinched ridge marking a nose.  Depending 
on how one reads a recessed circle placed about 1 cm from the figure’s bottom, the image may 
be viewed as an elongated human face featuring a rounded mouth or as a fuller human body 
reduced to a head-torso conflation displaying eyes, a nose and a navel. 
The shapes and proportions are inappropriate, somatic components (ears) are missing and 
facial features are abbreviated.  If Figure 5.43 represents a full body, it appears limb-less.  
Nevertheless, the material context where the figure was found may invite a reassessment of the 
seeming lack of mimetic quality.  Contemporaneous pottery found in large quantities at Anban 
comes in one of four possible combinations: gritty, sandy clay matrix and untextured surface; 
gritty, sandy clay matrix and textured surface; soft, fine argillaceous clay and untextured surface; 
or soft, fine argillaceous clay and textured surface.  More often than not, this pottery features a 
gritty matrix and/or textured surfaces.111  Thus, while at first glance the image lacks naturalism, 
its maker seems to have concentrated attention on a substance whose qualities were conducive to 
achieving a material-representation synergy. 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
Excavation of the Anban Site in Fufeng County, Shaanxi).  Wenwu 文物 11 (1992): 7-8; Northwest 
University Institute of Museology, Fufeng Anban yizhi fajue baogao, 56, Fig. 37.10; 61, Fig. 41.5. 
 
111 The figure was not the only clay item found inside pit GNDH24.  It was recovered alongside 449 clay 
shards.  While the pottery assemblage illustrated in the report suggests that only half had textured surfaces, 
a closer look at excavated shards reveals a more complex clay-bound tactile environment in which the 
figure would have been manipulated and assessed (assemblage Fig. 19, 31).  Out of 449 excavated shards, 
223 had untextured surfaces, while the remaining 226 bore surface texturing.  One hundred sixty-three 
(163) had a gritty texture derived from their sandy clay matrix (jiasha 夹砂), while the remaining 286 had 
been made of argillaceous clay of fine texture (nizhi 泥质).  However, a fine clay matrix (nizhi 泥质) did 
not necessarily entail surface smoothness, for some of these shards bore anthropic surface texturing.  
Likewise, due to the coarse nature of sandy clay matrixes, surfaces left untextured still did not necessarily 





Interest in material-representation synergies continued during the second phase of 
occupation at Anban.  Eight clay figurines were retrieved from pits adjoining F3, a large 
structure (Figs. 5.44-5.47).112  Regardless of what the figurines represented and what function 
they served at Anban, most would not qualify as fine examples of naturalism.  Re-contextualized 
within the broader corpus of representations found at the site, they exemplify how image-makers 
could produce varied levels of formal realism.  The female torso featuring an enlarged stomach 
certainly appears more mimetic than the torso of any other figure found near F3.  The most life-
like facial features appear on two other contemporaneous representations found in other areas.113  
One figurine consists of a 3.2-cm-tall cylinder, the upper section of which features a well-defined 
                                                           
112 Northwest University Institute of Museology and Archaeology Specialization, “Shaanxi Fufeng Anban 
yizhi diwuci fajue,” 7-8, Fig. 16, Color Plates 1, 2, Plates 1.1, 1.2.  The images include one whose 
enlarged stomach led Liu Li to propose that the representations served in ceremonies linked to fertility 
rites.  The author further argued that some display physical and cultural traits from Central Asia and may 
represent the self-portraits of traveling diviners. Liu Li, The Chinese Neolithic, 88-93; Liu Li, “Early 
Figuration in China,” 278-80.  Alternatively, we can contemplate the images as four groupings of two 
figurines each, representing males and females at different stages of human life.  The first group (Fig. 
5.44) consists of 2.7- and 3.2-cm-tall figures, which one could interpret as bundled-up babies; the second 
group (Fig. 5.45), composed of 4.6- and 4.2-cm-tall figurines, may be regarded as two more or less 
enthusiastic children.  The third group comprises 6.6- and 5.9-cm-tall figures that both wear a conical hat, 
but only one of which features a beard (Fig. 5.46).  Taller than those from preceding groups, these images 
may well represent a male and a female at any stage of their life, from pubertal years through old age.  
Another form of gender marking differentiating male from female, and perhaps marking adulthood in its 
prime period, can be observed in the fourth group (Fig. 5.47).  Both figurines are broken and headless, 
reduced to torsos standing 6.1 and 6.8 cm tall.  More than any of the aforementioned Anban figurines, 
these two torsos bear indubitable gender marks.  One exhibits a flat chest, while the other features well-
defined breasts and a realistic curvature tapering from the hips to a more constricted waistband.  It also 
displays a slightly protruding belly.  If the figurine represents a pregnant body, as Liu Li suggested, it was 
not at an advanced stage, for a woman’s navel appears anything but sunken as the growing fetus exerts 
pressure on the belly wall.  We cannot exclude the possibility that its maker merely sought to mark some 
basic physical features that differentiate men (flat chest) from women (enlarged breasts, curved hips, 
pregnancy).  In other words, taken together these two figurines may merely have been gendered 
representations. 
 
113 One was found inside H26, a pit adjacent to but dated later than H24 (where excavators found the 
turtle plastron stick figure and the clay figurine discussed above and dated to the preceding period).  The 
other comes from a trench located roughly twelve meters north of F3 (the large structure near which most 
representations were found at Anban). See Northwest University Institute of Museology, Fufeng Anban 




human face, including mouth, nose, eyes and eyebrows (Fig. 5.48).  The other image differs 
dramatically from all the representations discussed so far: the artifact is a broken rendering of a 
human head, whose dimensions the report unfortunately omits (Fig. 5.49).  This three-
dimensional hollow head stands out from less delicately reproduced faces at Anban.  The figures’ 
materiality, however, unifies all the anthropomorphic works found at Anban, setting aside the 
stick figure engraved on a turtle scute.  Craftsmen invariably fashioned them with fine 
argillaceous clay, a material potters otherwise reserved to craft drinking and eating utensils 
whose surface they often textured.114  As at E’gou, the figure-makers at Anban used a material 
whose smoothness, plasticity, softness and homothermy most closely approximated the skin of 
figures they represented (Chart 4, Fig. 5.50). 
Re-contextualized within the broader group of representations associated with Period II at 
Anban,  anthropomorphic images all stand out for being shaped in clay.  Two other 
representations were found at Anban, both fashioned with freshwater shell, another material 
Anban dwellers knew well.  Archaeologists found remains of Unio douglasiae, a type of bivalve 
mollusk featuring an eliptical shape, whose flesh Anban dwellers ate and whose shells they used 
to fashion tools and ornaments.115  One of these two shell artifacts is a triangular pendant 
fashioned from the inner lining of a shell (Fig. 5.51).  The object is arresting, for it resembles a 
human incisor tooth in size, shape, color and shine.  The pendant is 1.1-cm-long, 6-mm-wide and 
exhibits the chisel shape characteristic of front teeth used for cutting food.  That a human tooth 
would have served as pendant at Anban should not surprise—after all, animal fangs also 
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115 See Li et al., “Mid-Neolithic Exploitation of Mollusks in the Guanzhong Basin of Northwestern China: 




functioned as pendants at the site.116  While turning animal teeth into pendants was more typical, 
there may have been some sensitivity to employing human matter as a raw material, so material 
approximation through use of a freshwater shell to imitate a human tooth may have mitigated a 
taboo.  Like Xinglongwa culture craftsmen had successfully achieved earlier in their quest to 
represent human teeth and animal fangs, the Anban pendant-maker also turned to shell to 
approximate the color, smoothness and shine of human tooth enamel.  Accustomed to handling 
shells, Anban dwellers knew of their white, smooth and shinny inner lining which they put to use 
to represent the tooth pendant.  They also would have appreciated growth lines on the shell’s 
outer surface that appear “clearly developed and distributed concentrically on the shell 
surface.”117  The material certainly appeared appropriate to represent a fish, as evidenced by an 
artifact recovered from trench T23 (Fig. 5.52).118  The fish-maker employed the concentric 
ribbing observable on a shell’s outer surface, echoing the scaling pattern visible on fish. 
 
Of Humans and Frogs 
Three figural objects excavated at Zhaobaogou in Inner Mongolia further exemplify how 
crafstmen seem to have sought a material-representation synergy. The artifacts were recovered 
from F103, a semi-subterranean rectangular house featuring a single central hearth.  Scholars 
have focused on the anthropomorphic faces introduced in Chapter Three and discussed earlier in 
                                                           
116 Northwest University Institute of Museology, Fufeng Anban yizhi fajue baogao, 124-5, Fig. 89.11.  
The tooth identification is hypothetic.  The object is identified as a pendant in the report, not as a tooth 
representation used as pendant.  Animal fang pendants were found inside pit H71, located northeast of the 
large structure (F3); the shell tooth was recovered from G1, a ditch located north of both structure F3 and 
the figurine-containing pits. 
 
117 For descriptions of Unio douglasiae, see Li et al., “Mid-Neolithic Exploitation of Mollusks in the 
Guanzhong Basin of Northwestern China: Preliminary Results,” 1-9. 
 




this chapter (Figs. 5.53 and 5.54),119 and have discussed these images, as well as a zoomorphic 
pottery engraving recovered from house F6, in contexts beyond the confines of the site.  Arguing 
that the molded face represented a woman, Adam T.  Kessler proposed that it could be a 
precursor to the later Hongshan period figural works and linked it also to rock imagery in the 
Chifeng area.120  Other accounts discuss these two images in the context of anthropomorphic 
figures found at Zhaobaogou culture sites.121  Gideon Shelach speculated that the faces were 
signs of social change, adding that the imagery “represent(s) the beginning of a local artistic 
tradition that is probably associated with an indigenous religion and with sociopolitical 
developments.”122  It is proposed here to reorient the discussion of this imagery in the more 
limited context of material remains found at the site, including the third figure which has 
received less attention. 
Earlier in this chapter, I noted that contextualizing figures within a broader material 
environment can help reveal material qualities that stood out as special within the prehistoric 
milieu, and I used the example of these two clay figures that originate from a house and a site 
where the majority of clay surfaces are heavily textured.123  Found in the same house was a frog 
                                                           
119 Institute of Archaeology Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, Aohan Zhaobaogou—xinshiqi shidai 
juluo, Plates 36: 1-3 and 73: 1. 
 
120 Adam T. Kessler, Empires Beyond The Great Wall: The Heritage of Genghis Khan (Los Angeles: 
National History Museum of Los Angeles County, 1993), 28-9. 
 
121 Gideon Shelach, “The Earliest Neolithic Cultures of Northeast China: Recent Discoveries and New 
Perspectives on the Beginning of Agriculture.” Journal of World Prehistory 14, no. 4 (2000): 363-413; Li 
Liu, “Early Figuration in China,” 271. 
 
122 Shelach, “The Earliest Neolithic Cultures of Northeast China,” 395. 
 
123 Small cups tend to be plainer, but nevertheless feature incised bands perhaps intended to help people 
recognize their drinking utensil.  For images of pottery found inside F103, see Institute of Archaeology 





image, which without the support of a drawing may appear barely representational to a modern 
viewer (Fig. 5.55).124  In contrast with the two heads, the object was formed not from clay but 
from stone.  Perhaps the stone had qualities that compensated for the otherwise limited mimetic 
aspect of the frog.  The frog maker clearly had a selection of stones to pick from: the 10 stone 
tools found inside F103 were produced in six different types of stone.125  The person who 
fashioned the frog selected flint (suishi 燧石), a substance also used to make three microliths 
found in the dwelling (Fig. 5.56).  What sets this substance apart from clasolite (ninghui 
suixieyan 凝灰碎屑岩) (Fig. 5.57), sandstone (ninghui shayan 凝灰砂岩) (Fig. 5.58) and other 
lithics such as gabbro (huichangyan 辉长岩) used to make the other tools (all coarse grained 
stones), is the compactness of its fine grain, which makes the substance perfectly smooth.  In 
contrast with human facial epiderm, frog skin does not have pores.  Therefore, the frog maker’s 
selection of flint, the smoothest and finest of all stones available at the site, may not have been 
fortuitous.126  However, here again, we may wonder what came first, the desire to represent a 
frog leading to a quest for the best material or the idea to make a frog while manipulating the 
extra smooth flints used to make microliths at Zhaobaogou. 
 
                                                           
124 Ibid., 176, Fig. 141.8, Plate 73.1. 
 
125 See Institute of Archaeology Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, Aohan Zhaobaogou—xinshiqi 
shidai juluo, 97. 
 
126 The only frogs represented in clay in Neolithic China are those found appliquéd on pottery vessels.  To 
represent frogs as three-dimensional entities, image-makers selected two specific types of lithic that share 
tactile and visual qualities amenable to reproducing the very smooth and pore-less aspects of frog 
epidermis and its shine.  They used flint or jade, as exemplified by a frog recently found at the Majiabang 
culture (5,000–3,800 BCE) site of Qitou’shan 祁头山 in Jiangyin city.  See Joint Archaeological Team of 
Qitou’shan 祁头山联合考古队.  “Jiangsu Jiangyin Qitoushan yizhi 2000 niandu fajue jianbao” 江苏江阴
祁头山遗址 2000年度法掘简报 (Brief Report of 2000 Excavations at the Qitou’shan Site in Jiangyin, 




Materiality, Pareidolia and Mimesis 
The case studies presented above illustrate how at times complex perceptual processes 
functioned in the emergence of figuration.  That associations regarding materials could lead to 
figuration is now clear.  However, it appears that more often than not an array of factors related 
to both materiality and form contributed to this emergence.  This realization has implications for 
the advent of pareidolia-triggered imagery.  As suggested in Chapter Four, the perceptual 
phenomenon at times led people in prehistoric China to materialize a mental image perceived in 
natural or man-made configurations.  If, as discussed in the present chapter, we can conceive of 
mimesis as incorporating material aspects extraneous to form alone, then we need to remain 
receptive to the prospect that these non-formal attributes also could help trigger pareidolia as 
well.  The aforementioned jade fish recovered at Songze (Fig. 5.1) exemplifies how the 
perceptive imagination that led to its making likely derived from a broader set of factors than 
formal resemblance alone, for material aspects of the jade piece used to craft the huang ornament 
may well have played a role, in addition to the eye-like attachment holes and the huang’s 
elongated and curved outline, in triggering pareidolia in the first place.  Instead of pareidolia 
triggered by form alone, the person who made the object may well have experienced a more 
holistic form of pareidolia as a result of form likeness (eye-like attachment holes, the huang’s 
elongated and curved outline) and an array of visual (color contrast differentiating body from 
head and tail, translucence, surface luster) and tactile (softness) aspects that the jade material 






This chapter discussed an array of perceptual factors underlying the creation of figural 
images in prehistoric China and how in particular, materiality may have mattered in these 
processes.  As we have seen through a number of examples, mimesis can operate on a range of 
levels and through a combination of perceptive channels.  Unless we take these into account, we 
may not appreciate how images were originally valued.  This analysis should open new 
interpretive possibilities regarding the function figural images could have served as objects and 
agents in their own communities. 
I also hypothesized that at times visual and/or tactile attributes of materials contributed to 
triggering an interest in representing a figure sharing similar material qualities.  I proposed that 
figuration did not necessarily emerge when someone purposefully decided to represent a 
particular entity and then selected a material to do so.  The evidence reveals a more complex and 
varied set of circumstances inspiring prehistoric figuration.  Figural artifacts emerged when 
combinations of a complex set of factors (subject matter, intent, materiality, substance, form, 
habit, tactile experience, visual experience, mental image, associations, culture, aesthetics) 
exerted multidirectional influence one upon another.  Future work on the social and religious 
interests relating to the crafting of figural images will need to accommodate the multiplicity of 
situations in which images emerged and the likely motivations of prehistoric artisans and their 
viewers. 
Like us, Neolithic people living in China were complex sentient beings.  The perceptual 
filter through which they experienced their environment and the physical entities surrounding 
them were at once personal and cultural, informed by their own experience and the peculiar 
natural and man-made settings in which they evolved.  They certainly did not handle the largely 
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unprocessed raw materials used to embody figural images in a perceptual vacuum.  They often 
used the same materials to make tools, containers and ornaments, which partly defined their 
visual and tactile environments.  The perceptual attributes exhibited by these recurrently 
employed raw materials also were not disconnected from the sensory realm in which each 
individual lived, surrounded by nature, man-made structures and objects, animals and people. 
In prehistoric China, the impulse to craft a figure could emerge when the visual or tactile 
qualities of a substance recalled those exhibited by the represented subject, be it human or animal.  
Refined clay has plastic qualities akin to human or pig skin; steatite’s high talc content may 
imply the slippery quality of a fish; shells’ inner linings exhibit a softness that can be reminiscent 
of flower petals and youthful human epiderm.  While “prehistorical” by definition entails pre-
writing and therefore gives no opportunity for textual evidence, the material record associated 
with this period of Chinese history nevertheless provides glimpses of the mental processes that 
craftspeople experienced.  The potential implications their associative thinking had in other 
domains still eludes us, but early figural representations offer a rare window into their individual 






This dissertation has investigated the emergence of figural representation in prehistoric 
China.  My approach responded to both the paucity of scholarship on the topic and 
methodological problems raised by early images often used to support assumptions about the 
existence of universal ideas.  I proposed that historians, anthropologists and archaeologists 
drawing on figural works to support theories about prehistoric China need a clearer 
understanding of how images emerged.  To that effect, my study sought to assess a broad corpus 
of representations and focused on examining how these artifacts represented as opposed to what 
they might have represented symbolically to their makers and original audience.  I also explored 
the significant role that an individual craftsperson and the materials she or he selected played in 
the development of representation.  My analysis uncovered previously overlooked ways certain 
figural artifacts came into being, and demonstrated that simple or homogeneous explanatory 
models cannot account for the multiplicity of circumstances in which imagery emerged.  This 
conclusion synthesizes finds, addresses related implications, and presents propositions for future 
work. 
Image-makers produced a wide range of figural forms throughout the prehistoric period 
in China and used an array of methods to represent human beings and animals.  Examining this 
large body of works by disregarding geographical confines and refraining from inferring cross-
regional links or cross-cultural influences allowed me to expose a remarkable set of similarities 
in figural forms and approaches to representation in communities separated in space and time 
throughout China.  This approach permitted discovery of phenomena that a more localized study 
likely could not have exposed.  My work can serve as a foundation for future research focused on 
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narrower geographical and cultural contexts and oriented toward understanding how figural 
representations functioned in those particular settings. 
Irrespective of what purpose images served within communities beyond mere iconic 
referencing, recurrent ideas, predilections and approaches in figure-making are evident.  For 
example, potters working in the far west of China during the fourth millennium BCE produced 
pots presenting human faces on their narrow rims and in so doing extended the figural field to 
the body of the containers.  At least one other pot-maker active in the northeast at the turn of the 
second millennium BCE exploited precisely the same idea.  More generally, image-makers 
repeatedly displayed interest in a material-representation synergy, from the Epipaleolithic 
through the Neolithic periods, often favoring materials such as clay to model humans and pigs, 
and bone or stone to sculpt birds and fish.  They also exhibited greater propensity to fashion full-
figure zoomorphic representations than to produce full-figure human figurines.  In particular, 
data shows that, when creating anthropomorphic representations prior to and around the sixth 
millennium BCE, artisans regularly focused on the head and tended to fashion it as a flat shape.  
During this early period, when they engraved anthropomorphic and zoomorphic representations, 
artisans invariably portrayed humans en face and animals in profile, a mode that best allowed 
them to account for the subjects’ prominent features.  By doing so, they innovated forms of 
representations that continued throughout the Neolithic period (the corpus includes a very small 
number of full-bodies human representations; human heads tend to be flat; human bodies and 
faces are engraved or painted en face; animals tend to be depicted in profile, except if they can 
climb or attach onto pottery walls; three-dimensional zoomorphic representations tend to show 
full-figures).  In subsequent phases of the Neolithic, artisans sometimes produced zoomorphic 
and anthropomorphic works combining different vantage points; but when potters painted 
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animals on pottery surfaces, they depicted them dorsally or in profile, depending on whether or 
not the creatures could attach to or climb the walls of clay containers. 
My approach circumvented the tendency in some narratives of Neolithic China to seek 
traces of regional interactions or exchanges from figural images.  Instead of positing cultural 
exchanges, I have argued that the etiology of similarities derives from fundamental factors linked 
to both the represented subjects and the image-makers.  First, regardless of when and where 
animals and human beings were represented in prehistoric China, they shared physical and 
ethological characteristics species-wide that figure-makers recurrently noticed and contrasted 
with attributes of other species.  Second, regardless of when and where they created images, 
craftsmen shared cognitive and perceptive predispositions.  While perception entails cultural 
components, prehistoric people in China also shared living conditions profoundly different from 
those enjoyed in the modern world.  They often dwelled in environments devoid of figural 
images, they lived in dark, semi-subterranean houses, and engaged with materials differently 
than human beings living in modern societies.  These circumstances would have fostered 
common or similar perceptual habits.  The conflation of standard animal and human behavioral 
and physical characteristics on the one hand, and image-makers’ common predispositions, living 
conditions and engagement with materials on the other hand, partly explain recurring similarities 
in their approach and the form they gave to figural images from the Epipaleolithic through the 
Neolithic periods. 
Prehistoric image-makers observed around them basic physical and ethological 
characteristics in the animal world.  For example, they observed that a frog features a particularly 
sleek and pore-less skin, a wide mouth, a head hardly separated from its body, a compact ovoid 
form when at rest and the capacity to climb or attach to pottery walls or a lid.  In contrast, a 
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human being exhibits a smooth skin but less compact pores, a head clearly distinct from its torso, 
facial features relatively flat and concentrated on one side of the head, and the capacity to display 
emotions within that ovoid plane.  Pigs also have a smooth, fleshy skin, but their heads appear 
more fused with their body and their facial features include a protruding snout.  Depending on 
their genus, birds feature heads more or less fused with their body, but their eyes generally face 
side-ways and they all share a pointy protruding beak made of bone and keratin of variable 
diaphanous quality.  While they cannot climb or attach themselves to pottery walls, they can land 
and stand on a pottery lid or handle.  Fish are not apt at attaching to or climbing container walls 
but can comfortably swim inside.  They also stand apart from other species for their oblong 
shape and scales, which give their bodies a protective layer of small, hard and translucent plates. 
Potters who decorated containers discerned these characteristics.  Prior to the sixth 
millennium BCE, potters already recognized marked differences between the heads of human 
beings and other animals, and recurrently used the dichotomies as representational points of 
reference.  Isolated from the human torso by a narrow neck, the human head exhibits 
concentrated features of relative flatness that contrast with the generally more fused head-body 
of animals, whose facial marks appear less flush and clustered.  When they engraved figures on 
surfaces, these potters invariably accounted for the more volumetric and dispersed facial 
characteristics of animals and their body-head fusion through depictions of entire bodies in 
profile.  In contrast, they seem to have found en face portrayal most convenient for the flat and 
concentrated features of humans.  Moreover, they focused on heads, a conspicuous part of 
human anatomy in both expressiveness and relative isolation on a narrow neck. 
Throughout subsequent Neolithic phases, potters generally focused on behavioral traits 
when representing animals.  They painted frogs dorsally on pottery walls and appliquéd frog-
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shaped clay forms atop pottery lids, reflecting the creature’s ability to climb.  They painted fish 
in profile on bowls and pots, a representational mode suitable for creatures unable to attach or 
climb onto pottery sides.  They reserved a similar treatment for painted birds, but acknowledged 
their ability to land on pots by shaping pottery lid knobs in avian forms. 
Artisans who fashioned three-dimensional images focused on differentiating features less 
linked to ethology than physicality.  Generally small, these figures were portable and thus 
touchable.  As a result, some figure-makers concentrated on achieving not only formal 
resemblance but also a material-representation synergy to be experienced both visually and 
through tactile contact.  To do this, they employed tactile and visual expertise developed while 
handling materials to craft tools and other implements used in daily life.  They selected 
substances such as bone or jade to represent birds or fish, thereby acknowledging through 
materiality (hardness, translucence, homochromy) the beaks and scales that physically set these 
creatures apart.  They often selected reddish or tan-colored clay for humans and pigs, 
approximating the plasticity and color of these fleshy beings.  They also chose to use fine 
argillaceous clay to craft human faces so as to reproduce, as best they could, the smooth quality 
of human facial epidermis.  The Zhaobaogou site also revealed how figure-makers differentiated 
the pore-prone skin of human faces from the slicker and more shiny aspects of a frog’s epidermis 
and marked that difference by selecting the more compact and naturally shiny qualities of flint to 
represent a frog.  Figure-makers could rely on the constancy of physical attributes exhibited by 
both the substances they were accustomed to handling and the animals and humans they sought 




In addition to similarities in shapes and approaches across time and space, sites generated 
images exhibiting a spectrum of formal qualities, from barely figural to more detailed 
representations.  This variability may be explained by more than simply differentiated skills 
among figure-makers working at the same sites, the relative difficulty of working certain 
materials (such as clay vs. jade) or the existence of different stylistic models.  My dissertation 
proposed that a dearth of figural imagery in the environment affected image-makers’ approach 
by limiting preconceptions as to what a figural representation was or ought to be, and by 
permitting flexibility.  The dearth of models to be followed not only lowered expectations about 
what was deemed figural or mimetic but also allowed for crafting images with mimetic aspects 
extraneous to the visual field.  As the taxonomic model and examples presented in Chapter Five 
highlighted, mimesis can operate through a range of criteria and through a combination of 
perceptive channels.  Accordingly, what modern observers, focused on formal attributes, may 
regard as barely figural could have had material attributes compensating for this putative lack of 
resemblance.  Finally, the occurrence of barely figural images also at times was linked to the 
phenomenon of pareidolia, which, as Chapter Four argued, contributed to the emergence of 
imagery in prehistoric China.  Human predisposition for such a cognitive experience contributed 
to making barely iconic forms emerging from materials acceptable as representations. 
Ultimately, this dissertation demonstrated a varied set of circumstances conducive to the 
production of figurative works.  As Chapter Four showed, the human disposition to experience 
pareidolia certainly contributed to the development of figuration in prehistoric China.  At times 
the shape of containers, of pottery sections and patterns on shards instigated perceptive 
imagination and led potters to imbue their works with figural elements.  In other cases, the 
presence of attachment holes on the upper part of tools or ornaments, combined at times with the 
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object’s materiality or shape led people to materialize figural mental images by adding 
indentations or engravings to otherwise mundane objects.  In yet other instances, people 
observed random images in finished tools or raw materials such as shells, turtle plastrons, bones 
and antlers, and modified them to accentuate the perceived resemblances.  As Chapter Five 
proposed, the perceptual habits prehistoric individuals developed during handling material 
helped trigger visual or tactile associations conducive to figuration.  In other words, at times 
visual or tactile attributes of materials seem to have induced an interest in representing a figure 
sharing similar qualities.  The plasticity and smoothness of some substances in particular appear 
to have inspired figural activity.  The hardness and diaphaneity of materials (such as bone and 
nephrite) also contributed to the emergence of avian figures featuring a prominent beak. 
The taxonomic model developed in Chapter Five provides an alternative analytical 
framework that scholars may find valuable to assess issues linked to mimesis in three-
dimensional prehistoric figural representations.  This model also may help circumvent the usage 
of terms such as “realistic” and “schematic” in evaluating early figural representations.  As a 
result, it can enable more objectivity in approaching images, for these subjective terms may 
imply misleading assumptions.  We have seen that a schematic rendering may be conceptually 
more demanding than a more realistic one.  We also observed that a barely representational form 
one would qualify as “schematic” can feature non-formal attributes grounded in materiality and 
perceptible through visual or tactile channels that also can contribute to how realistically a 
figural work embodies a human being or an animal. 
The dissertation ultimately highlights the fundamental need to engage with images, prior 
to attempting interpretations about their meaning in early societies.  The analyses focused on the 
engagement of sentient beings with their figural works and the role of individual inspiration.  
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While my conclusions are not incompatible with other theories used to explain the origins of 
artistic endeavor in prehistoric China, they nonetheless should help contribute to more nuanced 
readings of early figuration.  The current data suggests that figural artifacts came into being 
when combinations of factors (including subject matter, materiality, form, working habits, tactile 
experience, visual experience) exerted multidirectional influence one upon the other.  Religion 
and social factors no doubt contributed, but future work on these issues would benefit from 
accommodating the multiplicity of situations in which images emerged.  Ultimately, taking into 
consideration how the figural representations emerged should influence the methods academics 
use when addressing their function within societies. 
The groundwork presented in this dissertation from a broad corpus of images may 
encourage similar work, as well as analyses grounded in more localized circumstances.  Future 
work that seeks to fit prehistoric figurative representations within models at local, regional and 
inter-regional levels should account for both the uniqueness of numerous images and the reality 
that similar forms and approaches to representations may result from aforementioned unifying 
factors.  We also need to question the assumption that images circulated as much as tools and 
other implements required in daily life for survival.  Ideas linked to tool and container 
manufacturing may have spread more rapidly due to the more immediate survival needs such 
implements served.  Images may not have been as likely to circulate from one place to another.  
If they did circulate, how they were used and what they meant in their place of origin may have 
differed to a great extent from applications and projected beliefs in new locations. 
Art historians can offer a unique perspective in examining images produced in more 
limited geographical zones.  Particularly they can produce groundwork for scholars from other 
fields pursuing signs that images were part of interregional or cross-cultural exchanges at given 
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times in prehistory.  They also may contribute to analyzing figural images produced over 
successive prehistoric cultures within a limited area, uncovering patterns, changes and exposing 
copies of earlier works.  This line of inquiry could help infer the extent to which images were 
universally understood or used within a single culture and over time in a geographical zone.  
Uncovering such nuances certainly would refine our understanding of the religious or social 
functions images played as agent within these more localized communities at a given time and 
over longer periods.  An analysis of works recovered in northeast China from the Xinglongwa 
through the Lower Xiajiadian cultures in particular pique my interest, in part because cultures 
located within that area generated numerous images, and also because preliminary investigation 
suggests that late Neolithic image-makers found inspiration in more ancient figural works they 
found in their region. 
Finally, while I analyzed works without considering the religious needs some may have 
derived from or fulfilled, the data nevertheless convinces me that some prehistoric images in 
China emerged from or to support such needs.  As it stands today, the corpus of known 
representations largely includes works representing animals or people that prehistoric image-
makers could observe in their environment; it contains few hybrid creatures or aberrant figures.  
Keeping in mind that religious interests do not necessarily entail figuration and that figural works 
may invite misguided religious interpretations, we should consider the probability that images 
related to such contexts.  The absence of textual or ethnographic data certainly complicates the 
process.  As death calls for coping mechanisms and is a ferment for the development of religious 
ideas, figural artefacts found in funerary contexts deserve particular consideration.  The 
assumption that image-makers only represented living beings in prehistoric China certainly 
should be revisited, as some images likely represented the dead.  The record indeed includes 
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holistic depictions of both people and animals conflating in plane compositions the figures’ outer 
shape and inner bony constituents.  As briefly speculated in this dissertation, some Majiayao 
culture pottery found inside graves bears images that resemble dead bodies in flexed burials.  
Moreover, preliminary work on Hongshan culture jades suggests that they often reproduced the 
human bones on top of which archaeologists found these artefacts inside tombs.  Some of these 
jades feature figural components that I think are materialized, pareidolia-induced images 
craftsmen projected on the bones they cross-materially reproduced in jade.  Close attention to 
how images emerged in the Hongshan culture and other prehistoric cultural spheres of China 
should provide invaluable cues in our quest to uncovering belief systems.  Ultimately, I remain 
convinced that despite the extensive scholarly interest that Neolithic pottery paintings and jades 
have generated, significant instances of figural endeavors in prehistoric China may well have 
been hiding in plain sight.  It might well be that the corpus of prehistoric figural works found 
































































































































































































































Adapted from: Anne P. Underhill, “Introduction: Investigating the Development and Nature of Complex 
Societies in Ancient China,” in Anne P. Underhill, ed., A Companion to Chinese Archaeology (Oxford: 


























Adapted from: Li Liu and Xingcan Chen, The Archaeology of China: From the Late  
Paleolithic to the Early Bronze Age (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012),  
97, Fig. 4.6. 
 
1. Lingjing; 2. Shuangta; 3. Baiyinchanghan; 4. Gudui; 5. Zhaobaogao; 6. Haminmangha; 








Administrative map of China showing provinces for  





Source: Li Liu and Xingcan Chen, The Archaeology of China: From the Late Paleolithic to the  












Adapted from: Li Liu and Xingcan Chen, The Archaeology of China: From the Late Paleolithic 
to the Early Bronze Age (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012), 97, Fig. 4.6. 
 
1. Lingjing; 2. Baiyinchanghan; 3. Xinglonggou; 4. Xiaojingshan; 5. Jiahu; 6. Beifudi; 
7. Lingjiatan; 8. Nantaidi; 9. Xinglongwa; 10. Xianrendong; 11. Banpo; 12. Xihe; 
13. Cishan; 14. Anban; 15. Shangzhai; 16. Niuheliang; 17. Chahai; 18. Yushushan; 
19. Shuangta; 20. Zhaobaogou; 21. Tabuaobao; 22. Beiniantou; 23. Xiaoshan; 
24. Houtaizi; 25. Shuiquan; 26. E’gou beigang; 27. Shuangdun; 28. Guantaoyuan; 
29. Peiligang; 30. Hutouliang; 31. Namzhuangtou; 32. Zhoukoudian; 33. Shizitan; 






Sites that yielded figural representations inspired by the forms of  





Adapted from: Li Liu and Xingcan Chen, The Archaeology of China: From the Late Paleolithic 
to the Early Bronze Age (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012), 77, Fig. 4.1. 
 
1. Dadunzi; 2. Xiangnancun; 3. Erligang; 4. Anban; 5. Dahecun; 6. Lingjing;  
7. Luojiabailing; 8. Beiyinyangying; 9. Dawenkou; 10. Sanlihe; 11. Songze; 












Adapted from: Li Liu and Xingcan Chen, The Archaeology of China: From the Late Paleolithic 
to the Early Bronze Age (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012), 97, Fig. 4.6. 
 
1. Songze; 2. Jiangzhai; 3. Banpo; 4. Zhaobaogou; 5. Yangguanzhai; 6. Guantaoyuan; 
7. Beishouling; 8. Lianchengzhen; 9. Majiongying; 10. Hemudu; 11. Qitoushan; 
12. Huangniangniangtai; 13. Niuheliang; 14. Lingjiatan; 15. Tabuobuo; 16. Xindili; 
17. Nishan; 18. Baiyinchanghan; 19. Nanhebang; 20. Qihedong; 21. Liulin; 22. Meiyan; 
23. Hutougou; 24. Houwa; 25. Anban; 26. Shihushan; 27. Yushushan; 28. Xiliang; 























Fig. I.1  Bird figurine (front and back) 






Fig. I.2   Anthropomorphic face 






Fig. I.3   Human face 









Fig. I.4   Pottery foot (drawing) 






Fig. I.5   Frog figurine 






Fig. I.6   Insect or frog figurine 








Fig. I.7   Human head (drawing) 






Fig. I.8   Ding clay container with zoomorphic handle 






Fig. I.9   Anthropomorphic figure (drawing) 






      
 
        Fig. 1.1   Owl representation (?)                 Fig. 1.2   Owl figurine 






Fig. 1.3   Engraved elephant tusk 







Fig. 1.4   Markings on bone 





Fig. 1.5   Engraving on stone 





Fig. 1.6   Engravings on antler 




                                                    
  
             Fig. 1.8   Jade tiger head          Fig. 1.9   Jade human head 





Fig. 1.10   Fragmented clay human body 





Fig. 1.11   Clay human torso 







Fig. 1.12   Jade human figurine 






Fig. 1.13   Jade pig sculpture 






Fig. 1.14   Jade pig-shaped pendant 








Fig. 1.15   Stone anthropomorphic (?) head 







Fig. 1.16   Clay elephant head 







Fig. 1.17   Zhijiao pottery support featuring a face 





Fig. 1.18   Zhijiao pottery support with zoomorphic component 






Fig. 1.19   Jade cong tube with zoomorphic face 





Fig. 1.20   Clay pig head 





Fig. 1.21   Pottery featuring engraved crocodilian motif 








Fig. 1.22   Pottery shard displaying engraved dog motif 






Fig. 1.23   Etched profile of a deer on pottery shard 












Fig. 1.24   Clay human face with attachment holes 






Fig. 1.25   Jade frog figurine 






Fig. 1.26   Deer figure painted on rock shelter wall 





Fig. 1.27   Figural scene depicted on house floor 











Fig. 1.28   Cobble ground ensemble featuring a “dragon”  






Fig. 1.29   Block of crystallinoclastic lava said to represent a pig head 








Fig. 1.30   Stone anthropomorphic head 






Fig. 1.31   Rock engraving showing a human face (?) 








Fig. 1.32   Stone anthropomophic figure 






Fig. 1.33   Clay cylinder featuring flat crested head appendages and a bird 





Fig. 1.34   Clay human head with inlaid jade eyes 





Fig. 1.35   Clay human upper body (front and back) 





Fig. 1.36   Clay anthropomorphic heads 






Fig. 1.37   Human skeleton and mosaic-like shell ensemble representing animals 






Fig. 1.38   Human face painted on timber inside grave 







            
 
    Fig. 1.39   Clay human torso             Fig. 1.40   Boot-shaped pottery 







Fig. 1.41   Pigment hand-print on pottery 








Fig. 1.42   Human body engraved on pottery shard 







Fig. 1.43   Human figure with emphasized genitalia molded on pottery surface 
Liuwan, Qinghai province 











Fig. 1.44   Clay human phallus 







Fig. 1.45   Human phalli (?) depicted on pottery surface 








                
 
Fig. 1.46   Clay figurine with enlarged stomach  Fig. 1.47   Clay figurine with enlarged stomach 





         
 
Fig. 1.48   Seated stone anthropomorphic figure with hands placed on stomach 









Fig. 1.49   Clay human head 




                    
 
Fig. 1.50   Clay human heads 




              
 
Fig. 1.51   Clay human heads 
Beiwutun, Liaoning province 
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Fig. 1.52   Stone human head with inlaid shell teeth  Fig. 1.53   Shell anthropomorphic figure  
     Xinglonggou, Aohan Banner             Shihushan, Wulanchabumeng,  
           Inner Mongolia             Inner Mongolia 
 
 
      
 
    Fig. 1.54   Jade human figurine        Fig. 1.55   Jade human head  









Fig. 1.56   Jade human head 







Fig. 1.57   Hollow clay hedgehog 








   
 
Fig. 1.58   Human figure depicted on a pottery       Fig. 1.59   Group of figures painted 
Hongshanmiao, Henan province   on the inner wall of a pottery basin  




     
 
Fig. 1.60   Painted human figure   Fig. 1.61   Painted human figure with exposed ribs 









Fig. 1.62   “Frog” motif painted on hu vessel 






Fig. 1.63   Human skeleton with flexed legs 






       
Fig. 1.64   Human face painted on funerary container 





       
 
Fig. 1.65   Human head carved in bone   Fig. 1.66   Human head engraved on bone 





Fig. 1.67   Human face painted on pottery 





Fig. 1.68   Human faces painted on containers (drawing) 




Fig. 1.69   Human face painted on containers (drawing) 






Fig. 1.70   Human head molded in clay and painted 






Fig. 1.71   Human eyes and eyebrows painted on container 






Fig. 1.72   Human face and fish depicted on pottery 







Fig. 1.73   Open-work of human facial features on pottery stand 









Fig. 1.74   Human head molded on rim of container 






Fig. 1.75   Human-shaped hu vessel 






Fig. 1.76   Zoomorphic clay container 





Fig. 1.77   Bird-shaped pottery 





Fig. 1.78   Birds depicted on pottery 









Fig. 1.79   Zoomorphic pottery stand with four legs and a head 







Fig. 1.80   Frogs and fish painted on pottery basin 








Fig. 1.81   Lizard painted on pottery 




     
 
Fig. 1.82   Lizard appliquéd on outer wall of urn  Fig. 1.83   Lizards appliquéd on pottery sherd 








Fig. 1.84   Snakes appliquéd on outer wall of container 







Fig. 1.85   Small snake appliquéd on outer wall of container 








               
 
Fig. 1.86   Wild boar incised on pottery base  Fig. 1.87   Deer incised on pottery base 







Fig. 1.88   Bird depicted on pottery wall 







Fig. 1.89   Zoomorphic head molded on pottery lid 






Fig. 1.90   Cattle head 







Fig. 1.91   Pig-shaped pottery handle 








Fig. 1.92   Dou vessel with open-work fish design 







Fig. 1.93   Fish painted on inner side of a basin 








Fig. 1.94   Fish painted on outer wall of a basin 







Fig. 1.95   Fish depicted on pottery shards 













Fig. 1.96   Animals incised on pottery base 






Fig. 1.97   Cave wall painting at Font-de-Gaume 





Fig. 1.98   Drawing of zun vessel incised with zoomorphic pattern 






Fig. 1.99   Pig faces painted on clay bottle 






Fig. 1.100   Birds painted on pottery surface 





Fig. 1.101   Bird, fish and axe painted on container 









Fig. 1.102   Clay pig figurine 





     
 
Fig. 1.103   Clay pig figures (drawings) 





     
 
Fig. 1.104   Clay zoomorphic figurine  Fig. 1.105   Clay dog figurine (drawing) 






Fig. 1.106   Stone frog figurine (drawing) 






Fig. 1.107   Clay human head 






Fig. 1.108   Stone turtle (?) 






Fig. 1.109   Jade “pig-dragon” 





Fig. 1.110   Zoomorphic jade plaque 




     
 
Fig. 1.111   Zoomorphic jade implement   Fig. 1.112   Elongated “dragons” carved in bone 










Fig. 1.113   Anthropomorphic jade plaque 






Fig. 1.114   Zoomorphic painting on outer wall of li container 













Fig. 2.2   Rubbing of pictograph on bronze gui terrine from tomb M663 








Fig. 2.3   Jade plaque exhibiting zoomorphic components (‘dragon’) 






Fig. 2.4   Jade plaque exhibiting zoomorphic components (‘phoenix’) 








Fig. 2.5   Skeletal figure painted inside basin 






Fig. 2.6   Clay anthropomorphic figurine 




      
 
Fig. 2.7   Stone anthropomorphic figurine  Fig. 2.8   Stone zoomorphic figurine 






Fig. 2.9   Clay female figurine 





Fig. 2.10   Clay human head with jade eyes 





Fig. 2.11   Anthropomorphic stone sculpture 









Fig. 3.1   Bird figurine carved in an antler (front and back) 




       
 
Fig. 3.2   Stone bear head    Fig. 3.2   Shell human face 




         
 
Fig. 3.4   Open-work eyes on carved human skull       Fig. 3.5   Clay pig figurine 














Fig. 3.6   Pottery rim shard excavated at Nanzhuangtou 







Fig. 3.7   Pottery rim shard excavated at Xianrendong 









     
 
Fig. 3.8   Shell bracelet found inside tomb M4   Fig. 3.9   Shell bracelet found inside tomb M6 







Fig. 3.10   Stone bracelet found inside tomb M2 














Fig. 3.11   Crown of shells on deceased head inside tomb M11 






Fig. 3.12   Strings of shells individually shaped like turtle scutes placed on body inside tomb M7 











Fig. 3.13   Strings of shells individually shaped like turtle scutes 






Fig. 3.14   Shells shaped like turtle scutes (drawing) 








Fig. 3.15   Jade scoop 






Fig. 3.16   Bone dagger 






Fig. 3.17   Bone scoop (drawing) 

















Fig. 3.18   Jade tube 






Fig. 3.19   Bone-shaped jade tube 












    
 
    Fig. 3.20   Stone head with shell teeth  Fig. 3.21   Stone human head with shell teeth 







Fig. 3.22   Cobble ground ensemble featuring a “dragon” 








Fig. 3.23   Shell human head (drawing) 






Fig. 3.24   Shell human head 




     
 
       Fig. 3.25   Stone human head          Fig. 3.26   Stone human head 








Fig. 3.27   Clay human face mask 




    
 
   Fig. 3.28   Clay pig face mask    Fig. 3.29   Clay zoomorphic mask 









Fig. 3.30   Pottery shard featuring open-work human eyes 





Fig. 3.31   Pottery shard featuring open-work human eyes 





Fig. 3.32   Pottery shard featuring open-work human eyes 
Beifudi, Hebei province  
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Fig. 3.33   Clay human head (fragment)  Fig. 3.34   Clay human head (fragment) 




     
 
Fig. 3.35   Clay human head   Fig. 3.36   Clay human head 




       
 
          Fig. 3.37   Clay human head      Fig. 3.38   Clay human head 




      
   
Fig. 3.39   Human face engraved on clay (rubbing) Fig. 3.40   Face engraved on clay (rubbing) 




      
 
Fig. 3.41   Human face engraved on clay (rubbing) Fig. 3.42   Face engraved on clay (rubbing) 
Beifudi, Hebei province     Beifudi, Hebei province 
 
 
      
 
Fig. 3.43   Clay anthropomorphic head (?)  Fig. 3.44   Clay anthropomorphic head 







Fig. 3.45   Anthropomorphic head engraved on stone implement (drawing) 





Fig. 3.46   Human being engraved on pottery (rubbing) 





Fig. 3.47   Human face engraved on pottery (rubbing) 












Fig. 3.48   Deer, boar and bird engraved on a zun pottery 




     
 
Fig. 3.49   Wild boar engraved on pottery base  Fig. 3.50   Deer engraved on pottery base 





                                     
 
Fig. 3.51   Human skull (left lateral aspect)          Fig. 3.52   Clay human head 




      
 
           Fig. 3.53   Clay human head     Fig. 3.54   Clay human head (drawing) 





     
 
Fig. 3.55   Clay anthropomorphic face   Fig. 3.56   Clay anthropomorphic face 




          
 
Fig. 3.57   Clay human head (drawing)   Fig. 3.58   Clay human head (drawing) 





     
 
Fig. 3.59   Clay human head (drawing)   Fig. 3.60   Clay human head (drawing) 




     
 
Fig. 3.61   Clay human head (drawing)        Fig. 3.62   Clay human head (drawing) 




       
 
   Fig. 3.63   Stone bear head (drawing)   Fig. 3.64   Jade cicada figurine (drawing) 




             
 
  Fig. 3.65   Stone frog figurine (drawing)   Fig. 3.66   Clay pig figurine (drawing) 
Zhaobaogou, Aohan Banner, Inner Mongolia      Xiaojingshan, Shandong province 
 
 
                           
 
Fig. 3.67   Zoomorphic clay figure (drawing)  Fig. 3.68   Pig-shaped clay handle (drawing) 






Fig. 3.69   Pottery shard with appliquéd zoomorphs (drawing) 




      
 
Fig. 3.70   Clay pig head (drawing)    Fig. 3.71   Clay bird head (drawing) 






Fig. 3.72   Zoomorphic clay modeling (drawing) 




              
 
  Fig. 3.73   Clay human head        Fig. 3.74   Clay human head          Fig. 3.75   Shell human head 
 Zhaobaogou, Inner Mongolia       Zhaobaogou, Inner Mongolia        Xinglonggou, Inner Mongolia 
 
 
      
 
Fig. 3.76   Pottery shard featuring open-work eyes    Fig. 3.77   Anthropomorphic (?) head with shell teeth 
   Beifudi, Hebei province            Baiyinchanghan, Inner Mongolia 
 
 
           
 
Fig. 3.78   Human head with inlaid shell teeth       Fig. 3.79   Open-work eyes carved on a human skull    









              
 
Fig. 3.80   Shell human head and torso (or spine)  Fig. 3.81   Unfinished shell human head 




            
 
       Fig. 3.82   Stone human head             Fig. 3.83   Stone human head 






Fig. 3.84   Stone human head 






Fig. 3.85   Stone anthropomophic figure 





    
 
Fig. 3.86   Bone bird head   Fig. 3.87   Antler bird figuring (front and back) 
    Tabuaobao, Balin Right Banner,     Lingjing, Henan province 








Fig. 4.1   Horse painted on cave wall 






Fig. 4.2   Anthropomorphic head (stone and bone) 





                  
 
Fig. 4.3   Figurative stone?   Fig. 4.4   Natural form (cuttlefish fossil)  




     
 
Fig. 4.5   Figurative volcanic rock? Fig. 4.6   Figurative stone? 






Fig. 4.7   Animal bone transformed into an animal head 





Fig. 4.8   Facial features engraved on deer bone 





Fig. 4.9   Animal bone transformed into a zoomorphic head 





Fig. 4.10   Scallop shell transformed into a human head 







Fig. 4.11   Bone hairpin 




     
 
Fig. 4.12   Bone hairpin (drawing)  Fig. 4.13   Bone hairpin (drawing; left hairpin) 








Fig. 4.14   Ding clay tripod 






Fig. 4.15   Ding clay tripod legs 





Fig. 4.16   Yan pottery 




   
 
Fig. 4.17   Gui pottery     Fig. 4.18   Li pottery 












Fig. 4.19   “Pig-snout type” pottery support 




    
 
Fig. 4.20   Potter support “shaped like an animal head”           Fig. 4.21   Upper part of a sheep skull 








    
 
Fig. 4.22   Stone anthropomophic figure   Fig. 4.23   Stone frog figurine 








Fig. 4.24   Jade pig sculpture 











Fig. 4.25   Figural bone with inlaid turquoise eyes 








Fig. 4.26   Figural fish vertebra with drilled eyes (drawing) 






Fig. 4.27   Carapace and plastron of a Cuora flavomarginata turtle (drawing) 
 
 
      
 
Fig. 4.28   Turtle plastron    Fig. 4.29   Turtle plastron with eye-like 
 with eye-like engraving     with eye-like engraving (close-up) 



















Fig. 4.31   Location of turtle plastron inside tomb M344 
(18, 26-32) 









Fig. 4.32   Turtle plastron (drawing) 
























   
 
Fig. 4.35   Stick-figure engraved on   Fig. 4.36   Stick-figure engraved on 
a piece of turtle plastron (drawing)       a piece of turtle plastron 


























           
 
Figs. 4.38, 4.39 and 4.40   Deer antlers 






      
 
Fig. 4.41   Deer antlers     Fig. 4.42   Deer antlers 








Fig. 4.43   Antler human phallus 







Fig. 4.44   Antler bird figurine (front and back) 




     
 
        Fig. 4.45   Deer antler          Fig. 4.46   Deer antler           Fig. 4.47   Deer antler 
















Fig. 4.49   Pottery lid featuring a zoomorphic knob 







Fig. 4.50   Zoomorphic pottery lid 







Fig. 4.51   Pottery lids 






Fig. 4.52   Pottery lids 






Fig. 4.53   Ding clay vessel with lid 










Fig. 4.54   Pottery lid with bird-shaped knob 






Fig. 4.55   Pottery lids 



















Fig. 4.56   Pottery shaped like a turtle 






Fig. 4.57   Ding container with zoomorphic handle from tomb M1018 




Fig. 4.58   Pottery assemblage from tomb M1018 




Fig. 4.59   Ding clay containers 











Fig. 4.60   Dog-shaped gui pitcher 




   
 
Fig. 4.61   Non-figural gui pitcher   Fig. 4.62   Non-figural gui pitcher 



















Fig. 4.63   Pig-shaped gui pitcher 









Fig. 4.64   Fish-shaped jade huang plaque 






Fig. 4.65   Semi-annular huang pendants (drawing) 






Fig. 4.66   Stone semi-circular artifact 
Haminmangha, Horqin Left Middle Banner, Inner Mongolia 
 
 
Fig. 4.67   Stone semi-circular artifact (same as above; drawing) 






Fig. 4.68   Jade plaque with central aperture 





Fig. 4.69   Jade plaque with central aperture and lateral notch 







    
 
Fig. 4.70   Jade plaque     Fig. 4.71   Jade plaque 






Fig. 4.72   Jade plaques 









Fig. 4.73   Stone knife (drawing) 






Fig. 4.74   Shell sickle (drawing) 






Fig. 4.75   Jade blade 













Fig. 4.76   Axe-like stone tool 






Fig. 4.77   Stone knife 









Fig. 4.78   Clay human Face 






Fig. 4.79   Yue bronze axe featuring a human face 






Fig. 4.80   Stone anthropomorphic head 




    
 
   Fig. 4.81   Stone axes (drawing)   Fig. 4.82   Drilling marks on stone 






4.83   Drawing showing front and back of stone anthropomorphic head 







Fig. 5.1   Fish-shaped jade huang plaque 




Fig. 5.2   Bird-like creature engraved on pottery base 





Fig. 5.3   Monkey head modeled on pottery 







Fig. 5.4   Human face painted on pointed-bottom clay jar 




     
 
Fig. 5.5   Human face painted on pottery   Fig. 5.6   Gourd-shaped pottery 







Fig. 5.7   Reconstruction of House F41 at Banpo (drawing) 
Banpo, Shaanxi province 
 
 
   
 
Fig. 5.8   Clay human head  Fig. 5.9   Clay human head 





Fig. 5.10   Clay human head 




Fig. 5.11   CHART 1 
 
 

























































































Fig. 5.12   Clay bird figurine 






Fig. 5.13   Clay bird figurine 






Fig. 5.14   Wooden bird sculpture 









Fig. 5.15   Bird-shaped jade plaque 






Fig. 5.16   Jade bird head 















Fig. 5.18   Bone bird head 






Fig. 5.19   Ivory bird-shaped sculpture 
















Fig. 5.20   Clay pig figurine 






Fig. 5.21   Clay pig figurine 









Fig. 5.22   Clay turtle figures (drawing) 
Nanhebang, Zhejiang province 
 
 
                     
 
Fig. 5.23   Jade turtle plastron and carapace  Fig. 5.24   Jade turtle plastron and carapace 
         Niuheliang, Liaoning province    Lingjiatan, Anhui province 
 
 
                  
 
          Fig. 5.25   Jade turtle figurines             Fig. 5.26   Jade turtle figurine 










      
 
           Fig. 5.27   Stone fish head   Fig. 5.28   Bone fish figurine (drawing) 





           
 
  Fig. 5.29   Bone fish figurine (drawing)       Fig. 5.30   Bone fish figurines 






                 
 
    Fig. 5.31   Turquoise fish figures                  Fig. 5.32   Steatite fish engraving 











Fig. 5.33   Carved shell fish representation 
Simatai, Shandong province 
 
 
Fig. 5.34   CHART 2 
 
 









Posture (homokinemy)    
Body outline (homomorphy)    
Color (homochromy)    
Surface patterning    
Texture (smoothness, rugosity)    
Plasticity    
Toughness    
Softness    
Translucence    
Shine – luster (homophoty)    
Temperature (homothermy)  ?  











Fig. 5.35   Shell anthropomorphic figure 






Fig. 5.36   Shell flower representation 









Fig. 5.37   Clay human head 




     
 
Fig. 5.38   Pottery types found at Yushushan (drawing)  Fig. 5.39   Clay implements found 










Fig. 5.40   Clay human head 




Fig. 5.43   CHART 3 
 
 









Posture (homokinemy)    
Body outline (homomorphy)    
Color (homochromy)    
Surface patterning    
Texture (smoothness, rugosity)    
Plasticity    
Toughness    
Softness    
Translucence    
Shine – luster (homophoty)    
Temperature (homothermy)    






Fig. 5.42   Stick-figure engraved on a piece of turtle plastron (drawing) 
Anban, Shaanxi province 
 
 
Fig. 5.43   Anthropomorphic clay figurine (drawing) 
Anban, Shaanxi province 
 
                
  
Fig. 5.44   Clay anthropomorphic figurines   Fig. 5.45   Clay anthropomorphic figurines 
Anban, Shaanxi province    Anban, Shaanxi province 
 
 
       
 
Fig. 5.46   Clay anthropomorphic figurines  Fig. 5.47   Clay anthropomorphic figurines 







Fig. 5.48   Clay anthropomorphic figurine 





Fig. 5.49   Clay human head 
Anban, Shaanxi province 
 
 
Fig. 5.50   CHART 4 
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Fig. 5.51   Shell pendant shaped like a human incisor tooth 






Fig. 5.52   Fish-shaped shell plaque 





                              
 
Figs. 5.53 and 5.54   Clay human heads found inside house F103 






Fig. 5.55   Flint frog figurine found inside house F103 
Zhaobaogou, Aohan Banner, Inner Mongolia 
 
 
          
 
Flint microlith           Clasolite tool    Sandstone tool 
 
Figs. 5.56, 5.57 and 5.58   Stone tools found inside house F103 
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